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2THESIS ABSTRACT
The collection, storage and distribution of water, managed by means of dams, 
reservoirs, tanks and wells, are activities central to life and religious ritual in South 
Asia, and occasion some of the subcontinent's most spectacular architectural 
conceptions and engineering achievements. This study is the first to address the subject 
of water architecture as a whole, to relate the structures of the various regions, contexts 
and types to each other, and to present a comprehensive interpretation of the histoiy and 
meaning of South Asian water architecture. It draws attention to the architectural 
splendour and sacred associations of monuments, many of which have not been 
documented before, or which have been considered merely as technical constructions. 
As such, it is the first study to attribute to water architecture a central position within the 
corpus of South Asian architecture alongside and on equal rank with temple and 
residential architecture.
The dissertation is a study of architectural structures relating to water in India, 
Nepal and Sri Lanka, mainly between the ninth and the nineteenth centuries. The 
structures under examination are divided into five main types: ghats (steps into water), 
tanks, kundas (deep stepped basins), wells and ornamental pools in palaces and water 
gardens. The dissertation shows how water structures signify both practical and 
metaphysical importance; it investigates the various forms and parts of water 
monuments, and it traces their development from simple to more complex forms of 
architecture. In particular, it is concerned with the shapes of the structures, which favour 
both secular and religious activities, express sacred and royal meanings, and provide a 
setting for the re-enactment of mythical events.
The brief general introduction summarises the present state of research, 
discusses the sources and explains the chosen approach to the material. This is followed 
by an introduction to the religious meanings and cultural associations connected with 
water in the main religious traditions of South Asia. The five following chapters each 
deal with one of the five types of water architecture, and contain the main findings of 
the author's field-work. It is argued that the architectural framework of each of the 
principal types of water architecture is common to the entire subcontinent, that 
regionalism has considerably less influence on them than has hitherto been assumed, 
and that no type is exclusive to any one context. Each chapter analyses the main 
characteristics and the constituent architectural parts of the type, its variations, the 
border cases, and developments. The final chapter summarises the main results, 
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FOREWORD
On my first trip to South Asia in 1990, I was struck by the beauty and 
distinctiveness of the water structures of the Kathmandu Valley which left a deeper 
impression on me than the famous temples and stupas of the Valley. I returned to 
Nepal every year and from 1992 also visited India annually where I saw more and 
more impressive water monuments. While the structures seemed clearly related to 
each other and to the culture which produced them, it was surprising and 
disappointing to find in the available literature such a strong and arbitrary emphasis 
on water architecture in Gujarat. Thus, after having finished my BA, I set out to 
redress this imbalance and to document the beauty, grandeur and widespread 
nature of water structures over the entire Indian Subcontinent, and to relate the 
structures of the various regions to each other. I started my PhD field-work in 
1994 and over the next two and a half years spent twelve months travelling in most 
of India's states, Nepal and Sri Lanka. The fact that so little had been documented 
filled this time with unexpected discoveries. Trying to trace structures mentioned 
briefly or only hinted at in a few words on the side, often led me to entirely 
decayed or filled in structures, but equally often to water monuments which in 
complexity and beauty surpassed any other building of the region, and over the 
months the theme continued to develop and expand in a way even I had not 
anticipated.
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'Fig.' in brackets refers to drawings and plans in the text (Vol. 1), and 'Plate' to 
photographic illustrations bound in two separate volumes (Vols. 2 and 3). At the 
end of volume one is a glossary of architectural and religious terms. The 
transliteration of indigenous philosophical and religious terms and the names of 
temples and water structures in Sanskrit, Hindi and Nepali follow the Library of
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Congress system, and those in other languages follow the most common method 
of transliteration. The names of towns, cities and sites are given in the official 
English (roman) spelling, although the first time each place is mentioned in the 
text a transliteration with diacritics is also given in brackets, together with the 
name of the modem state in which it is located, and alternative ancient names 
where relevant. Throughout the text, modem names of rivers have been used, and 
diacritics have only been employed when they refer to river gods or goddesses 
(e.g. 'the Ganges', but 'Ganga Devi’). Generally, the local names' for sites and 
structures have been used and no attempt has been made to sanskritise them. 
Although originally, the name of the hot springs near Adavad derives from 'usna' 
(hot), 'ap' (water) and 'deva' (divine), the local way of spelling Unabdev has for 
example been used in the text. Many water structures and villages referred to in 
this thesis have not been discussed before, and their spelling is based on the verbal 
testimony of local people nearby; where it has not been possible to dissect the 
names into common words with codified spellings and diacritical marks, the local 
pronunciation is rendered as closely as possible.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
Just as life originally developed out of water, at the beginning of each new day, 
life in South Asian towns and villages unfolds from their water structures. With 
the first beams of the rising sun which are reflected and enhanced on the mirror­
like surfaces of rivers, lakes and tanks, fishermen return and moor their boats on 
the steps and embankments, animals are watered, people assemble for their 
morning bath and purification rituals, and women come to fetch water.
Most water structures are used for a variety of practical and sacred 
activities and washing or watering cattle may take place alongside cremations or 
religious ceremonies and festivals. They are places where people meet, rest and 
chat while doing their daily chores, and many are of interest not only to the local 
people, but are frequented by pilgrims from other parts of the subcontinent. The 
activities along the water front of rivers, and at tanks, deep stepped basins, wells, 
and ornamental pools - the five main types of South Asian water architecture - 
provide a cross section through South Asian life, its social structures and religious 
beliefs. Because water and water architecture has this pivotal position in the life of 
the people of South Asia, frequently it has also been given an important and 
central position in the layout of towns and settlements. The houses surrounding 
these structures are oriented towards the water which offers light, air and space in 
congested town quarters, and stepping out of a narrow bazaar street onto the open 
and bright steps along rivers and lakes is similar in experience to entering a 
medieval city square from a small dark lane. Comparable to the importance of the 
market square in European towns, South Asian life and the layout of settlements 
frequently revolve around water monuments. While the architectural styles of 
these stinctures, their patrons and water levels change with rulers and seasons,
15
water architecture continues to be of crucial importance for the people of South 
Asia.
I. South Asian Water Architecture: An Overlooked Heritage
Despite the importance of water architecture in South Asia, it has been widely 
underrated in art-historical writing. Tanks and wells have tended to be seen as 
primarily utilitarian structures, lacking artistic value or religious connotations. 
Art-historians have concentrated on so-called religious architecture, and 
frequently do not even mention closely-related water structures. There are, for 
instance, interesting and prominent water monuments at the Jain temples and in 
the western group of temples at Khajuraho (Khajuraho), at the Sanchi Stupa 
(Sanci), both in Madhyapradesh, at the Durga Temple at Aihole (Aihole), 
Karnataka, at the Kailasanatha Temple at Kanchipuram (Kancipuram), Tamil 
Nadu, and there are probably more impressive water structures than temples or 
palaces in the forts of Gwalior (Gwalior), Madhya Pradesh, and Chitorgarh 
(Cittaudgarh), Rajasthan; but only a few of these water structures have ever been 
mentioned in the writings. Ait-historical studies have frequently dedicated long 
sections to the analysis of temples, as for example the undoubtedly famous and 
important Harsatmata Temple at Abaner (Abaneri), Rajasthan, while it is unusual 
if the large and overwhelming kunda adjacent to it is mentioned, if only in a 
sentence or two1. Frequently, water monuments are even larger and more 
impressive than the adjacent temples, as may be seen in the elaborate kunda 
adjacent to the small Manikesvara Temple at Lakkundi (Lakkundi), Karnataka, or 
in many stepwells.
The attention of art-historians has usually been directed to secular 
architecture only in so far as it dealt with residential buildings, such as palaces and
lSee for example G. Michell, 1990(a), The Penguin Guide to the Monuments o f  India, p. 273.
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pavilions, and not to water monuments which are seen as primarily utilitarian 
structures. With respect to the clear but arbitrary differentiation between 'religious' 
and 'utilitarian' structures, the work of A.M. Hocart (1970), whose argument was 
later elaborated by scholars such as Nicholas B. Dirks (1976), gains new 
importance. Hocart described all activities which aim at increasing the welfare and 
prosperity of the community as rituals. In addition to this, he outlined the 
importance of south Indian temples as creators of wealth and prosperity for the 
state, and therefore concluded:
It would be an error to put such works [water structures] in a category by 
themselves as "utilitarian" in opposition to "religious" works such as temples. 
Temples are just as utilitarian as dams and canals, since they are necessary to 
prosperity; dams and canals are as ritual as temples, since they are part of the 
same social system of seeking welfare. If we call reservoirs "utilitarian" it is 
because we believe in their efficacy; we do not call temples so because we 
do not believe in their efficacy for crops.2
Even those studies which concentrate on water architecture frequently 
misrepresent and underrate the importance of certain regions or structures, by 
regarding them as primarily utilitarian and of little if any artistic value or religious 
significance. The scholar who was probably most explicit in expressing this view, 
is Judith Anne Patt (1979), who wrote a PhD thesis on water architecture in 
Indonesia. Her comparison with Indian water structures to highlight her own 
material merely reveals a lack of knowledge of South Asia. Comments such as the 
following have no validity with respect to the actual architectural material:
Despite the fact that Indian texts described the associations of the major 
Hindu deities with water, such symbolism in the art of India is rarely coupled 
with complex water work and holy water sources. The tank of the Sun 
Temple at Modhera in Rajasthan [it actually is in Gujarat] and the rockcut 
relief at Mamallapuram .... are among the few Indian sites that combine
2Hocait, 1970, Kings and Councillors: An Essay in the Comparative Anatomy o f Human Society. 
p. 217.
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elaborate water use and water symbolism.... the synthesis of waterwork and 
water symbolism visualized in sculptural or architectural form that is so 
common in classical Java and Bali seems not to have occurred to any extent 
in India.3
Even scholars with a better knowledge of Indian architecture and a keen interest in 
water structures have frequently focused on their technical and engineering 
aspects and neglected or even denied the artistic and religious importance of 
certain structures. Kirit Mankodi for example, who studied the Rani Vav at Patan 
(Anahilvada Patan, Anahilapataka) in Gujarat, wrote that "The question of most 
absorbing interest for any stepwell is the method of building."4. In the 
introductory remarks of the same book Michel Postel commented that "The Mata 
Bhavani stepwell at Ahmedabad (Ahmadabad), Gujarat, is rather plain and seems 
mostly utilitarian."5, although the primary use of this particular well, at least since 
1995 (when the author visited the site), has been religious. The Mata Bhavani 
Vav, which has beautifully carved balconies and niches, is dedicated to Mother 
Bhavani, a mother goddess who is worshipped in a large shrine in the well shaft, 
and evidently has been for a long time, maybe even since the eleventh century6. 
Her veneration has been increasing, and today the well is no longer used for basic 
water provision but has been converted into a temple.
Most studies of water related structures in South Asia were conducted by 
hydraulic engineers, who have concentrated mainly on irrigation-related issues, 
such as dams and sluices, on aqueducts, bridges, and navigation canals. These 
aspects will be dealt with only marginally in this thesis, and aspects of waste 
water management will be excluded entirely in order to counterbalance the 
prevalent emphasis on hydraulic technology. Studies of irrigation systems, were 
conducted for example by Emmanuel Adiceam (1966) and T.M. Srinivasan (1991)
3Patt, 1979, 'The Use and Symbolism of Water in Ancient Indonesian Ait and Architecture'. PhD 
dissertation, pp. 14 - 15.
4K. Mankodi, 1991, The Queen's Stepwell at Patan, p. xi,
5Ibid., p. 7.
6J.A.S. Burgess suggested that the shrine in the well shaft maybe slightly later than the main 
structure of the well (1905, 'Muhammadan Architecture of Ahmadabad.’, p. 2).
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in Tamil Nadu, by Sir William Willcocks (1930) in West Bengal, and by R.L. 
Brohier (1934, 1965, 1973) in Sri Lanka. Undoubtedly, their eyes were better 
trained for the appreciation of the technical achievements of water management 
than the artistic value of the structures, although they did notice certain cults, 
especially snake worship, connected with them. Although they made a valuble 
contribution to the understanding of irrigation, much of their admiration and 
surprise about the achievements of the ancient irrigation engineers now sounds 
slightly patronising, not to say Orientalist. A modem study of the irrigation and 
water supply of Vijayanagara in Karnataka was conducted in the mid-1980s by 
Dominic J. Davison-Jenkins (1988), which highlights the achievements of the 
Nayaks and the importance of water for the city, describes and dates the 
structures, but rarely considers their use or meaning.
Early writers, such as James Fergusson, E.B. Havell and Percy Brown 
frequently mention water structures in their surveys. They aimed at conveying a 
general idea of the breadth and diversity of the built environment and were more 
open to Indian architecture in general than many modern art historians today. 
Although they did not provide much detailed information on individual water 
structures, they expressed a clear awareness of the importance and beauty of the 
monuments. Henry Cousens remarked that wells are frequently "not much behind 
the temples in architectural pretensions"7, and dealing with steps leading into 
water, Fergusson acknowledged that they are frequently "more elaborate and 
expensive pieces of architecture than any of the buildings above ground found in 
their vicinity"8. Somewhat typical of Fergusson, who viewed India very much 
from a Western perspective, however, is that he described step wells, whose 
elaborate constructions and artistic splendour remain almost entirely hidden 
underground, as a "strange perversion of ingenuity", a feature which he considered 
typical of India9.
7H. Cousens, 1926, The Architectural Antiquities of Western India, p. 43.
8J, Fergusson, 1967 (1st edn. 1876), History o f Indian and Eastern Architecture. Vol. 2, p. 183.
9Ibid.,p. 183.
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The fact that water architecture has long been regarded as merely 
utilitarian is not the only reason for the neglect of this large and impressive area of 
South Asian architecture. A further reason is the one hinted at by Fergusson 
above. Water structures are negative architecture; they insert themselves into the 
ground and above surface level usually make no display of their subterranean 
splendour and elaboration. They are often not even visible from far away, and one 
has to willingly descend into the depth of wells to discover their wealth.
Additionally, art-historians have tended to concentrate on the early periods 
of South Asian architecture while water structures are usually, at least in parts, 
relatively late in date. This is because water and humidity damage buildings 
which, if not regularly serviced and repaired, fall quickly into decay. While 
disused temples from the early centuries AD may survive in a ruined state, the pits 
of neglected water structures fill up with earth and rubbish and easily vanish 
underground. Probably the most famous example illustrating this point is the 
eleventh-century Rani Vav at Patan, the largest and most elaborate surviving step 
well, which was entirely covered by sand and earth for several centuries until the 
Archaeological Survey of India started excavating in 1986. At times, water 
structures have even been filled in intentionally to create space for new 
constructions in often densely inhabited towns. In Madurai (Maturai) in Tamil 
Nadu, for instance, the large festival tank of the Kutal Alagar Temple was drained 
and converted into a new bus stand, and a large number of deep stepped basins in 
the Kathmandu Valley of Nepal were filled in to provide space for new offices, 
government buildings, schools, or bus stands10.
Ancient water structures which have continued to be used by the 
communities or religious institutions, by contrast, continuously had to be rebuilt. 
While many temple histories attribute their tanks to the first centuries AD, the 
actual surviving structures frequently date from the sixteenth to nineteenth 
centuries; so that the important information the histories record is that a sacred
10P. Joshi, 1993, Feasibility Study o f Rajkulo: Rehabilitation ofPatan's Traditional Water Supply 
Network, Final Report (Vol. II: Inventory ofPokharis).
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water structure has existed, probably at this very place, for a long time. The fact 
that it still survives, even in a strongly modernised way, testifies to the continuous 
use and veneration of the site. The frequent alterations of water structures, 
however, often make dating extremely difficult. Even if certain parts of structures 
can be securely dated, such as the bottom part of the kunda at Abaneri to the early 
ninth and its upper part to the eighteenthjcentury, it still remains a problem to 
place the monuments within a chronological sequence. An attempt has been made 
to date the water structures mentioned in this thesis as precisely as possible, but 
the main arguments are not dependent on the dating. Although developments from 
simple to more complex forms will be traced for various parts of water 
architecture, due to a lack of architectural records from the early periods, these 
cannot be securely attributed to a chronological sequence of structures. Only 
certain sections and a few entire surviving water monuments can be securely dated 
to the seventh to ninth centuries, and the major part of the material dates from the 
twelfth if not sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, a period in which the simplest 
and the most complex stages existed alongside each other. The fact that even at a 
time where the technical expertise to construct more complex structures existed, 
simple arrangements continued to be built, may be because architectural 
developments are not always straight and linear, that there is a certain amount of 
conservatism in South Asian architecture, and also to a lack of money or skilled 
craftsmen at certain sites or points in time.
A final reason for the lack of attention paid to water architecture by 
Western art-historians and also the Archaeological Survey of India, may be the 
fact that water structures are usually not dead buildings, but living places which 
are still used by the people. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the local 
communities or the temples to look after them, and their conversion into fenced 
sites with international attention, as was done with the Rani Vav at Patan, would 
not have been welcomed at other sites.
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II. A Survey of Available Literature
Having noted the general neglect of the subject, it is appropriate to consider the 
few exceptions in the literature. The best known place for river side ghats, steps 
leading down into water, is Benares, and from early on travellers have been 
attracted to the sacred Hindu city. There are reports on Benares (Varanasi, KaSI), 
Uttar Pradesh, by M.A. Sherring from as early as 1868, and by E.B. Havell dating 
from 1905, which were followed by numerous modem accounts, as for example 
the noteworthy studies by Diana Eck (1983/93) and by Niels Gutschow and Axel 
Michaels (1985). These books describe the ghats; but their emphasis clearly lies 
on the temples and palaces, and on the religious activities taking place along the ' 
river. Missing is a detailed description of the tendencies and developments of the 
separate parts constituting the ghats, and of their relationship to river and town 
which is the main concern of Chapter Three of this thesis. The two studies which 
come closest to dealing with these questions are a useful exhibition catalogue by 
Pierre-Daniel Coute and Jean-Michel Leger (1989), and an article by Jan Pieper 
(1979a). Another point of criticism, which consequently became a further aim of 
the chapter on ghats is the fact that writers concentrated almost entirely on 
Benares, and rarely drew attention to ghats at other places in South Asia.
Not much has been written about tanks and kundas (deep stepped basins), 
and there is no description or detailed analysis of their architectural shapes, their 
formal development, or their various uses and meanings, the main questions raised 
in Chapters Four and Five. Most material on tanks and kundas is contained in 
short monographs on specific sites and in pilgrimage booklets which mainly 
concentrate on the history and mythology of the place, and rarely discuss the 
architectural structures. Two useful exceptions, although regionally very 
restricted, are the diploma thesis by Prabhubhai K. Patel (1973) on the 
architectural structures of seven selected water monuments in Gujarat, and the
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work by Raimimd O.A. Becker-Ritterspach (1995) which is concerned with 
kundas in the Kathmandu Valley. A PhD thesis by Wibke Lobo (1977) on the Sun 
Temple at Modhera (Modhera), Gujarat, and its adjacent kunda, which is one of 
the most remarkable and best preserved in South Asia, dedicates a long section to 
the discussion of the basin but, unfortunately, merely describes and identifies the 
individual sculptures contained in the niches. It does not attempt to interpret the 
overall arrangement of the images, nor to relate the structure to the numerous 
other kundas of the region.
Relatively more attention has been attributed to stepwells, and two 
specialised studies were conducted by Jutta Jain-Neubauer (1981) on the step­
wells of Gujarat, and by Kirit Mankodi (1991) on the Rani Vav at Patan. Both are 
detailed studies and valuable to the understanding of step-wells and their religious 
connotations, but they are regional studies which convey the impression that 
elaborate step-wells exist exclusively in Gujarat. This regional imbalance and 
emphasis on Gujarat is slightly counterbalanced by Attilio Petruccioli (1988) who 
examined Fatehpur Sikri (Fathpur Sikri), Uttar Pradesh, and many of its wells, 
and by R. Nath (1971, 1982, 1985) who studied well monuments at a few places 
in north and north-western India. Chapter Six of this thesis includes wells in other 
areas of the Subcontinent, and shows that stepwells exist all over India. Perhaps 
even more importantly, it aims to redress the earlier focus on stepwells, and to 
draw attention to the many other sub-types of well monuments.
The area of water architecture which has probably been best covered is the 
Islamic paradise garden containing water courses, pools and fountains. Because of 
the availability of detailed studies and analyses (and the present inaccessibility of 
many of the stinctures, due to the militaiy conflict in Kashmir), this area of water 
architecture will be dealt with more briefly. Among the countless books on 
Islamic gardens, the attention of the reader concerned especially with the Indian 
developments is directed in particular to the pioneering work by C.M. Villiers 
Stuart (1913), the studies by Sylvia Crowe and Sheila Haywood (1972), by
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Elisabeth B. Moynihan (1980), and the many other books on the subject listed in 
the bibliography. Particularly interesting, because they include a lot of recent 
research and new insight into the subject, are two books edited by Attilio 
Petruccioli (1995, 1997). A useful analysis of water gardens in general was 
written by George Plumptre (1993). Many of the books on Islamic gardens also 
include material on pools, fountains and courtyards in Mughal palaces; among 
these, the study by Jonas Lehrman (1980) is especially valuable because more 
than others, he penetrates into the symbolism and meanings of Islamic water 
architecture. Much of the further information available on pleasure pools, baths 
and gardens is contained in studies on palace architecture by Oskar Reuther 
(1925), G.H.R. Tillotson (1987) and George Michell (1994), and in monographs, 
local histories and guides.
Although several studies of various specific aspects or types of water 
architecture, and of selected regions within South Asia have been conducted over 
the years, even collectively they do not convey a comprehensive or in any way 
representative picture of the diversity and development, the grandeur and religious 
significance, or the importance of water architecture within the wider context of 
the history of Indian architecture.
III. Material and Approach
Various types of material have been used in this study to provide patterns for the 
understanding and interpretation of water architecture in South Asia. Inscriptions 
on the monuments have been used to assist dating, and as sources on patronage 
and social history. Most inscriptions record repair and restoration works, and the 
dedication of money and land grants for their up-keep. Due to lack of space, some 
aspects of patronage and water control, which in South Asia are closely connected 
with kingship and power, could not be discussed at any great length in this thesis,
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which concentrates on the study of the architectural structures. Concerning these 
aspects, the attention of the reader is directed to the work of Karl A. Wittvogel 
(1957/73). On the other hand, the thesis does include information on water 
architecture found in various Mpa or vastu sastias, religious theoretical treatises 
on architecture. Although they provide interesting information on the choice of 
site, the positioning of water structures towards other buildings, and the 
consecration rituals, they do not account for the diversity and elaboration of water 
architecture. Snehal Shah concluded in his study of water structures in western 
Indian vastu §astras that at no time do the texts indicate or account for the amount, 
elaboration and importance of the monuments11. Additionally, primary religious 
texts and secondary sources on religion and anthropology have been used as a 
foundation to explain architectural arrangements and the way in which the shapes 
of certain structures assist the execution of religious rituals. The primary focus of 
this thesis, however, lies on the architectural material itself, which undoubtedly is 
its most important source. It is based on a survey and study of more than nine 
hundred water structures and water-related buildings located in over two hundred 
and fifty sites in Nepal, India and Sri Lanka. Many of the structures have never 
been documented before, and the points raised in the text are illustrated by 
numerous photographs, sketch plans and drawings12. In order to stress the 
widespread nature of the types all over South Asia, the five core chapters, each 
discussing one type, are preceded by a map marking the sites mentioned in the 
text.
While in some situations, water has mainly been used as a design principle 
and unifying element towards which adjacent buildings have been oriented, in 
many other cases there is more than just an aesthetic explanation for the presence 
of water. This view is based on the belief that architecture carries meanings and 
can communicate clear messages to the people viewing or using it. This is where 
much of the primary and secondary religious sources come in and provide the
11 S. Shah, 1989, ’Water Structures in Western Indian Vastusastra.', p. 218.
12The plans and drawings are based on paced measurements only.
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foundation for the interpretation of architectural arrangements and design. It will 
be argued that water and water structures are used to separate domains, to 
distinguish between the sacred and the profane, between the public and the 
private, between men and women and also between castes or various degrees of 
purity or pollution. As such, water architecture encodes value systems, conveys 
cosmological and religious ideas and teachings, and provides a setting for the re­
enactment of mythical events.
No attempt has been made to present an encyclopaedic collection of water 
structures in South Asia, undoubtedly an impossible task. The aim of the study 
lies in the description and examination of the architectural structures of a large 
number of diverse sites in various cultural and climatic areas, secondly in the 
identification of changes and developments within them, followed by their 
explanation or interpretation in a South Asian cultural context. Despite the fact 
that each tank or well has its own story and distinct local divinities associated with 
it - and as such every water structure is unique to the people of the area - there are 
clearly similarities and general tendencies among the sites. A well-known 
comparable case concerns the Ramayana, which exists in hundreds of versions 
within every part of the country, while the various stories are recognisable as 
derivations from and expressions of a common message. Instead of merely adding 
a further study of a specific site or region, it is the primary concern of this thesis to 
outline such commonalities for architectural structures relating to water, and by 
doing so, to provide a framework for the understanding and interpretation of 
South Asian water architecture in general. Where further information is available 
on the specific use, mythology and history of a site these can be used to deepen 
the understanding of the particular structures. Everybody who has travelled in 
South Asia will remember water monuments, and while particular favourites may 
not be included here, the thesis does offer a framework into which they can be 
fitted, and a context where they can be understood.
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Various methods could have been applied for ordering the vast amount of 
field-work material. Initially, a regional approach was considered, but since all 
types of water architecture exist in all parts of South Asia, and existing regional 
studies convey a wrong picture of their distribution, this method was easily 
dismissed. A further possibility could have been the examination of water 
architecture in its various contexts - in a palace, a town, a religious context - but 
since all types exist in all contexts, a typological approach was chosen. The 
material is divided into five types: ghats, tanks, kundas, wells, and ornamental 
pools. The final group also includes water gardens and baths, and is less rigidly 
defined by its architectural structure than by a context, which is frequently 
palatial, although it also includes structures from civic, religious and funerary 
contexts; this was felt to be inevitable, since tanks especially developed differently 
in a private and often royal context.
The first four types were identified primarily by examining the visual 
shapes of the architectural material and by studying the way in which the 
structures draw water. Texts, such as the Aparajitaprccha of Bhuvanadeva which 
distinguishes between wells (kupa and vapl), kundas and tanks (tadaga)13, 
contributed to this division. Vastu Sastras are, however, not always very precise in 
what they mean by a vapl ox a kunda, and various texts at different stages in time 
attributed one and the same term to different architectural structures14, or they 
describe structures of which few or no examples survive15. Especially in everyday 
usage, the meanings of terms to describe water structures have frequently changed 
by becoming more general or more specific. The steps along the Ganges for 
example which are today known as ghats, were in earlier times refered to as 
tlrthas, a term which nowadays is not even exclusively applied to a water place,
u  Aparajitaprccha o f Bhuvanadeva 74.1-8; L.M. Dubey, 1987, Aparajitaprccha - A  Critical Study. 
pp. 119-21; D.N. Shukla, 1993, Vastu-Sastra, Vol.l, p. 392.
14While ealier vastu-sastras frequently describe wells on cross-shaped ground plans as kundas, 
later texts classify them as wells (J. Jain-Neubauer, 1981, The Stepwells o f Gujarat: In Art- 
Historical Perspective, p. 28).
15Of the (Sanskrit) or cau-mukhl- vapl(Gujarati) type of well, for example, only one
major example survives in the whole of Gujarat (ibid., p. 28).
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but any sacred site in general. While in Nepal, a kunda is any water site, in India, 
it is a deep stepped tank often containing a well. The Ranl-ji-k! Stepwell at Bundi 
(Bundi), Rajsthan, is variously called a baoli16 01* a talab, although the term talab 
(or talao) means tank or reservoir. Also the term baoli, meaning well, is at times 
used to refer to a large reservoir. A deep well at Benares is called the Yupa 
Sarovar, although 'sarovar1 means lake or large tank, and a small well at 
Bhubaneshwar (Bhubanesvara), Orissa, is called the Marici Kunda (stepped 
basin). Thus, the terms attributed to water structures in their names alone are not 
enough to identify their type17. Due to the variations, the inconsistencies and 
frequently also the lack of precise descriptions in the texts, the classifications in 
tills thesis have mainly been based on the architectural record itself. A clear 
definition of each type along with typical examples are provided at the beginning 
of each of the five chapters. The fact that in comparison with the large number of 
structures which precisely conform to a single type, a comparatively small group 
of border cases and hybrids exists, is an indication of the builders' awareness of 
different categories of water architecture, and their conscious and playful 
combination of various features. Particular attention has frequently been given to 
such border cases, which are often among the most imaginative and unusual water 
structures, adapted to the requirements of a specific site. The types defined are not 
arbitrary: while they are not exclusively derived from a specific local text, they 
are based on an equally indigenous source, namely the architectural structures 
themselves. The aim of the dissertation is not to apply categories rigidly, but to 
approach the material in a structured way.
The five core chapters each deal with one of the five types of water 
architecture and contain the main findings of the field-work. Chapter Three deals 
with ghats, and the following chapter considers how they were used as building 
blocks to create tanks, and how building parts encountered at the ghats developed
16WhiIe most texts spell this term 'baoli', the proper transliteration of the Hindi word is 'bavli'.
17Tliis fact has also been pointed out by N. Gutschow and A. Michaels (1993, Benares: Tempel 
imd religidses Leben in der heiligen Stadt der Hindus, p. 76.)
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differently in the more protected environment of tank architecture. Chapter Five 
considers the development and diversity of kundas which frequently incorporate 
elements of wells into their fabric, which are the subject of the subsequent chapter. 
Chapter Seven analyses distinct developments in the field of palace and garden 
architecture, and discusses the relation between sacred and profane uses of water 
architecture and imagery. These five chapters are preceded by a short religious  ^
introduction providing the necessary foundation for the understanding and 
interpretation of the visual material, and are followed by a summary of the main 
ideas along with a discussion of modem developments.
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Chapter 2: THE SACRED WATERS
Water is essential for life, and it has therefore universally been attributed highest 
importance and religious significance. In a religious context, water takes on many 
different aspects, some of which may at first seem contradictory, as the creative 
and destructive associations of water. Such ambiguities, however, are also typical 
of certain gods, and can generally be seen as a common characteristic of the 
sacred which may never be fully understood1. Because a detailed analysis and 
discussion of the religious significance and various uses of water in South Asia 
would be a thesis in itself, in this short religious introduction, many aspects will 
have to be dealt with very briefly. Emphasis will be placed on those aspects of 
water which are necessary for the understanding of the water structures in the 
following chapters, and the rituals and sculptures associated with them.
I. Water and the Creation of the World
In most South Asian cosmogonies, the myths which tell how in primordial times 
the world came into existence, water (apah) predates all creation. Through its 
fluidity and elusiveness, it is a symbol of chaos and the absence of form. The 
waters are the primordial substance from which creation emanates and to which it 
returns at the end of a cosmic cycle. Because the waters are the essence of life, 
they are regarded as divine. The waters, as the source of creation, are frequently 
said to contain a divine seed or germ. In certain stories, the emergence of the first 
primordial matter within the water is described as resulting from an autonomous 
process of coagulation, or the creation of ascetic heat (tapas) or desire, which
^udhardt in M. Eliade, 1987(a), The Encyclopedia o f  Religion. (Vol. 15), p. 357.
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condenses this matter. The cosmic germ is frequently described as an egg, the 
hiranyagarbha2, which contains the world in potential, but at the same time is the 
world itself. Also in the present fully created world, water still possesses certain 
qualities attributed to it in the cosmogonies. For example all water, and 
particularly that of rivers, is regarded as generative and life-giving, similar to the 
creative power of the cosmic ocean.
In other cosmogonies a god is said to have intervened in the process of 
creation, as for instance Visnu as Varaha, who in the foim of a boar dives into the 
waters and brings up the first clod of earth from the bottom of the cosmic ocean. 
In some versions, the clod of earth is given human form as Bhu Devi, the goddess 
of the earth. A panel depicting this part of the creation story may be seen in the 
cave temple number five at Udayagiri in Madhya Pradesh (Plate 1). While in 
some stories a lotus is said to grow from the clod of earth, in others it is placed on 
top of a lotus leaf which is upheld and supported by the cosmic waters. An 
interesting parallel to this story is the small lotus shaped platform in the centre of 
the Kumara Pokuna at Polonnarava (Polonnaruva) in Sri Lanka. This first stage of 
the various cosmogonies represents still an undifferentiated unity which arises 
from and floats on the cosmic waters.
In the subsequent step of the cosmogony, the first matter or 
undifferentiated unity has to be fixed to provide a place of reference, a sacred 
centre, which has to be opened up to reveal and release creation. The original 
whole has to be divided into the multiplicity of the phenomenal world. In 
cosmogonic literature, this stage is frequently related to the slaying of a dragon 
(Vrtra) or cosmic man (purusa), who is sacrificed to provide the substance for a 
new creation of life and the cosmos. Several of these stories are related to the god 
India, who slays the dragon or snake and breaks open the primordial hill to create 
the world. With the peg (Indra-kila), with which India kills the dragon, he also 
fixes the mountain, situated at the centre of the world. The idea that creation is the
2F.D.K. Bosch, 1994, The Golden Germ: An Introduction to Indian Symbolism, p. 53.
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division of a divine integral unity into the multiplicity of existence, is also 
essential to the belief that the divine is within eveiy object in the world. In the 
following part of the creation, Indra props up the sky and creates the first duality 
of heaven and earth. This stage is frequently associated with images such as a 
pillar {axis mimdi), the free of life, the thunderbolt {vajra), the rising sun, or a 
mountain.
Related to the dismemberment of the cosmic unity, which is needed to 
supply the material for a subsequent creation, is a widespread belief in South 
Asia, that a constant supply of water and as such the effectiveness of a water 
structure, is secured most efficiently by a sacrifice. Regarded as most potent and 
propitiating towards water divinities, is a human sacrifice, which guarantees 
durability and efficacy to the building3. The Rgveda, the Yajurveda and the 
Aitareya Brahmana describe human sacrifices {pimisamedlia) as strengthening for 
structures4, and a legend describes how through a human sacrifice, the Sahasra 
Linga Tank at Patan, Gujarat, which had dried up through the power of a curse, 
was resupplied with water5. Especially for Gujarat, there are many reports of self- 
sacrifices as part of the consecration of water monuments. The victims had to be 
buried in the foundation of the water structures, and archaeological excavations in 
the so-called 'Great Tank' at Vijayanagara revealed a vaulted chamber under the 
floor containing the human remains of a man who is believed to have been 
sacrificed dming the consecration of the tank6. Nowadays, such sacrifices are 
replaced by offerings of food and coconuts (Plate 6).
There are ample architectural examples, which will be discussed in detail 
particularly in Chapter Four, on 'Tanks', which give material shape to the stages
3J. Jain-Neubauer, 1981, The Stepwells o f  Gujarat in Art-Historical Perspective, pp. 6, 8.
4Ibid., p. 8. Although folk mythologies and legends, particularly in Gujarat, report on human 
sacrifices, there are not many reports on the actual execution of such rites in earlier texts. It 
seems, however, to have been practice to slay the first-bom sons of kings during the rite of 
rajasuya, the royal consecration of a king. The end to this practice is described in the Aitareya 
Brahmana VII. 13-16 dealing with Sunahsepa who is saved from being sacrificed (A.B. Keith, 
1920, Rigveda Brahmanas: The Aitareya and Kausitaki Brahmanas o f  the Rigveda. pp. 61, 62.),
5Ibid., p. 8.
6 Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Report 1904-5, p. 30, Archaeological Survey of Madras 
and Coorg, Annual Report 1904-5, p. 36.
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of the cosmogony so far discussed. Pillars, similar to India's peg at the creation of 
the world, are frequently found at the centre of tanks and reservoirs and mark the 
sacred spot of creation. It is also at the centre of the cosmos or the earth that the 
reunion with the ultimate unity from which all resolves, can be found again. The 
centre represents a kind of ’gate' through which transcendence and liberation can 
be gained. Therefore, temples and pavilions have frequently been constructed in 
the centre of tanks or lakes. They represent the cosmic unity and are a material 
manifestation of the divine energy contained within the waters. Like the first seed 
or mountain, the buildings seem to have arisen from the water on which they 
appear to float. Other temples were set on islands where they can be reached by 
causeways which provide access to the cosmic centre. Here, the visit to the temple 
is not only spiritually but also materially a clear expression of a return to the 
centre and the creation of the world. Mircea Eliade describes this tendency as 
man's desire periodically to return to his origin7. Also the idea that the 
multiplicity of creation develops out of the cosmic water has frequently been 
given architectural shape by many, sometimes hundreds of lingas, the phallic 
emblem of god Siva, and shrines surrounding water reservoirs.
In a different set of traditions it is Visnu who as Narayana reclines, 
supported by a lotus or the coiled serpent Sesa or Ananta, on the cosmic waters. 
The Kathmandu Valley has three large-scale sculptures placed in water tanks 
which depict this part of the myth (Plate 2). A sculptural panel depicting this 
scene may also be seen in the MahisamardinI Cave Temple at Mamallapuram 
(Mamallapuram, Mahabalipuram), Tamil Nadu (Plate 3). Frequently, a lotus is 
depicted growing from Narayana's navel, which can be equated with the centre of 
the universe. The unfolding lotus reveals Brahma within and unleashes creation. 
Carved panels associated with this story are frequently found in connection with 
water structures. Small versions of sculptures set into miniature basins may be 
seen at the ghats in Benares, and along most Nepali rivers. A beautifully carved
7M. Eliade, 1991 (a), The Myth o f  the Eternal Return, pp. 17-18.
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panel was integrated into the side of the Kot Tirth in Kalinjar Fort (Kalanjara), 
Madhya Pradesh (Plate 4), and a similar panel is contained within the central 
shrine on the eastern side of the Modhera Kunda, Gujarat (Plate 5). Visnu 
Narayana is also the main sacred image of the Rani Vav at Patan, one of the 
largest and most elaborate stepwells.
In the created world, water plays an important role as an ordering 
principle. The dividing of the waters defines cosmic order and at the end of a 
cosmic cycle reabsorbs creation again into nothingness8. In the periodical 
reabsorbtion, all is dissolved, purified and enriched with new possibilities. This 
reflects the cyclic world view, particularly of the Hindus, which is well expressed 
by the image of Visnu Narayana who floats asleep on the cosmic ocean, and 
whose awakening marks the beginning of a new world era, a kalpa. Since long 
before the connection between the lunar phases and water was scientifically 
proven, in South Asia, water was associated and even assimilated with the moon. 
The Chandogya Upanisad and the Brahmanas, regularly identify the moon with 
soma9 which in turn is associated with amrta, the elixir of life and immortality 
created by the devas and the asitras during the churning of the Milky Ocean. This 
story again expresses the belief in a divine substance as contained within the 
waters, which can be concentrated and abstracted such as the divine seed or egg. 
Depictions of the churning of the ocean are not only common to the Hindu 
context, but also adorn Sikh shrines (Plate 11). Water in general is a symbol of 
life and represents a combination of aspects of fertility, health and immortality.
8The connection between water and law or order is sometimes hinted at in the names given to 
water structures, as for example in the Dharma Kupa at Benares.
9Chandogya UpanisadVAOA, Sataptha Brahmana II.4.2 and 7, and Aitareya Bramana 1.7.11 
(32.10). (For a discussion o f further references in other Brahmanas and the Vedas, see A.B. 
Keith, 1925, The Religion and Philosophy o f  the Vedas and Upanishads. p. 170.).
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II. Holy Rivers
1. Rivers as Divine Mothers
Rivers are regarded as divine because water is the essence of life, and because 
earthly rivers are believed to originate in heaven. They are regarded as the 
continuation of heavenly waters on earth, and as the offspring of the gods. 
Brahmaputra, for example, means the 'Son of Brahma'10. Most rivers, however, 
are feminine, and in the stories connected with rivers, they are often associated 
with earthly women. One such story is known about the River Kaveri (Kaveri), 
who is said to have been the wife of the sage Agastya. Because one day Agastya 
did not return home, Kaveri threw herself into a tank, sank to the bottom and 
disappeared underground. She became the River Kaveri and reappeared as a 
spring on top of Brahmagiri (Brahmagiri), a nearby hill11. Because rivers are 
generally worshipped as goddesses, the rituals and offerings made to female 
deities or human women are also appropriate for rivers12. Sculptures and temples 
of river goddesses will be discussed in the section on 'Water Divinities', later on in 
this chapter.
Rivers are, however, not only worshipped in the form of anthropomorphic 
images of river goddesses, but Hindus also pay reverence to the physical rivers 
themselves. Certain rivers, particularly the sacred Ganges, are circumambulated 
by pilgrims who start at the source, walk along one side of the river until they 
meet its mouth, and then walk back on the other side. Some pilgrims prostrate 
themselves, measuring the entire way with the length of their bodies. To 
circumambulate the Ganges in this way takes six years13. Devotees may also 
worship rivers by stringing garlands of flowers often hundreds of metres long,
10In Tibet, the Brahmaputra is called the Tsang-Po meaning 'The Purifier'.
11 A. Valliappa, 1992, The Story o f  Our Rivers. Part II, pp. 10-11.
12A. Feldhaus, 1995, Water & Womanhood: Religious Meanings o f  Rivers in Maharashtra, p. 43.
13D. Eck, 1993, Banaras: City o f  Light, p. 212; Newby in R. Singh & E. Newby, 1974, Ganges: 
Sacred River o f  India, pp. 16-17.
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across their width14. Rivers are thus adorned in the same way as temple images, 
and also food, coconuts and flowers are offered to rivers (Plate 7). In the 
evenings, devotees set small boats made of leaves filled with flowers and lights 
afloat on rivers and tanks to worship the sacred waters, and to adorn and entertain 
the river goddesses (Plate 8). The earliest dated accounts of the worship and 
deification of the Ganges date from Megasthenes, who arrived as ambassador at 
the Mauryan court in 302 BC15.
Rivers are not only regarded as goddesses, but also as divine mothers, a 
connection made already in the Rgveda16. This association is based on the fact 
that rivers flow through the landscape and water plants and fields. The land 
bordering them can be intensely cultivated due to the fertile sediments deposited 
on it by the periodical floods and because of the continuous presence of water for 
irrigation. Thus, the rivers fertilise the country and nourish the people the way a 
mother does17. Therefore, river water has frequently been linked to milk, the milk 
of a mother or a cow, and also to amrta (Plate 9)18.
Rivers are venerated not only to ensure good crops but also to promote 
fertility in women19. Women who want offspring may bathe in rivers or certain 
tanks which are particularly renowned for their fertile properties. One such tank, 
which is visited by childless couples, is situated in the second enclosure of the 
Temple at Tiruvellarai, Tamil Nadu, but also stepwells in general are visited by 
brides or young couples after their wedding, to gain fertility and healthy 
offspring. As part of fertility rites, seeds are thrown into rivers and pots with 
sprouting grains are deposited in stepwells which are frequently associated with 
mother-goddesses. In the Yoginl Temple at Khajuraho, women offer clay water 
pots filled with grain to the goddesses (Plate 10) to ensure their own fertility and a
14D. Kinsley, 1987, Hindu Goddess: Visions o f  the Divine Feminine in the Hindu Religious 
Tradition, p, 196.
15I. Mahaian, 1984, The Ganga Trail: Foreign Accounts and Sketches o f the River Scene, p. 11.
16RV 1.34.8, III.33.3.
17Feldhaus, 1995, p. 82; Kinsley, 1987, p. 194.
18This led to the naming of certain tanks as pools of immortality, as the Amrt Sarovar in the hill 
top fort at Nandi, Karnataka, and the better known tank of the same name at Amritsar, Punjab.
l9Kinsley, 1987, p. 194.
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good crop. Because of the fertility aspect of water, it is also common to the entire 
subcontinent to find depictions of mithuna couples carved into the sides of water 
structures, as may be seen in the Bhim Lat Kund at Chitorgarh, the Modhera 
Kunda (Plate 12), and the kunda at Kamalapuram (Kamalapura), Karnataka. Also 
carved images of the tantric goddess Lajja Gauri may be associated with water 
structures, like the kunda of the Sri Yoganandlsvara SvamI Temple in Nandi Fort 
(Plate 13) and the tank of the Huchimalligudi at Aihole (Plate 14), both in 
Karnataka. Images of mother goddesses, the saptamatrkas and the astamatrkas are 
also common.
There is a close relationship between the feminine waters or rivers, and 
diva’s masculine linga. Water or milk, which are both considered ritually cooling 
substances, are poured over lingasas part of worship (Plate 15), and clay or brass 
pots out of the bottom of which water continuously drips are suspended above 
slva-lingas in the garbhagrha of temples (Plates 16, 18), This practice is related to 
the story of the descent of the Ganges, which coming from heaven fell onto Siva's 
hair or head. At Sahasradha (Sahasradha) near Dehra Dun, Uttar Pradesh, a linga 
contained in a natural cave from whose ceiling water continuously drips is an 
important object of worship. It is also common practice, particularly at the 
beaches on Gangasagar Dvip (Gangasagara Dvlp), West Bengal, where the 
Ganges enters the Bay of Bengal, and at Rameshvaram (Ramesvaram), Tamil 
Nadu, where Sita is said to have done so, to form Hngas out of sand which 
become lustrated and dissolved by the rising tides (Plate 20). More permanent 
expressions of the same idea may be seen along the bank of the Tungabhadra 
River at Vijayanagara, where Hngas and other religious images were carved into 
the boulders bordering the river (Plate 17)20. Depressions around the lihgas keep 
them surrounded by water even when the river recedes, and post holes 
surrounding some of the carvings hint at the possibility of setting up temporary
20J.A. Patt describes similar carvings of Hngas along a river near Angkor in Cambodia (1979,
'The Use and Symbolism of Water in Ancient Indonesian Art and Architecture'. PhD dissertation, 
pp. 38-39,).
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structures such as awnings or small shrines above them (Plate 19). Also many 
ghats in India and Nepal are lined by stone Hngas, which at high water level 
become bathed and submerged by the rivers which purify and imbue them with 
divine energy.
2. Rivers and Cows
There is a strong association of water in general, and of rivers in particular, with 
cows and their bodily products. Cows are powerful maternal images, and this 
aspect links up well with the idea of rivers as being female and regarded as 
mothers. Cows are holy and like the sacred waters, they are regarded as symbols 
of wealth, prosperity and fertility. Already during the Vedic age, rivers were 
compared to cows21, the rising of their water level was compared to the swelling 
of the udders of cows22, and their waters were regarded as milk23. The association 
of water and cows is regularly expressed in water architecture, and cows play an 
important part in the consecration rituals of water structures. During the 
consecration ceremony of a tank, a cow should be covered and brought into the 
water of the newly built structure to make its waters sacred. In the case of a well, 
the cow is led around the structure, but even the presence of a cow is believed to 
bestow sacredness on the monument and the water contained24.
The comiection between rivers and cows is particularly obvious in 
connection with the river Godavari. Folk etymologies divide its short form Goda 
into the parts 'Go', meaning ’cow’, and ’da’, ’to give’25. According to the Godavari 
Mahatmya, the stoiy of the Godavari which also deals with the descent of the 
Ganges, the Godavari was brought down from heaven because the sage Gotama 
killed a cow26. Small brass images of cows together with money are offered to the
21RV 1.32.3 and 11, IR3.1, V.53.7.
22RV 111.33.12,11133,4.
23RV 1.104.3 and 4,1.130.5, II. 13.2, III.33.1, W .36.6.
24P.V. Kane, 1974, History o f  Dharmasastra; Ancient and Medieval religious Lcnv, p. 890; Jain- 
Neubauer, 1981, pp. 5, 8.
25Feldhaus, 1995, p. 46.
26 Feldhaus, 1995, p. 46.
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goddess Godavari at the source of the river and at a tank further down Brahmagiri 
(Brahmagiri) at Trimbak (Trymbakesvar), Maharashtra. The Godavari has often 
been identified with the Ganges, whose physical source, near Gangotri (Gangotri) 
in Uttar Pradesh, is called 'Gomuklf or 'Gaymukh' (Gomukha, Gaymukha), 
meaning 'cow head' or 'mouth'. The glacier out of which the Ganges issues is 
believed to be in the shape of a cow's head, and also the Ganga Mahatmya 
provides detailed information on its shape. According to this text, the Ganges fell 
from heaven onto Mount Mem where it divided into four streams which emerged 
out of four rocks in the shape of animal heads. The earthly Ganges issued out of a 
cow head, the Chaksu out of a horse head, the Sita out of an elephant head and the 
Bhadrasoma out of a lion head27. The lesser known Nira River in Maharashtra 
issues at its source from a sculpted stone cow's head before it collects in a small 
tank in front, and at the source of the Narmada, at Amarkantak (Amarkantaka), 
Madhya Pradesh, the river water is also channelled through a gomukh spout. 
Also in the Pancaganga Temple (Five Ganga or Five River Temple) at 
Mahabaleshvar (Mahabalesvara) in Maharashtra, where the Krishna, the Koyna, 
the Vena, the Gayatri and the Savitri Rivers are believed to originate in separate 
shrines, the waters of the five rivers are channelled through the body of a small 
stone cow and issue out of its mouth into a tank in the temple compound28. 
Frequently, rivers are believed to flow for considerable distances underground, 
and to reappear in temples or tanks not obviously connected with the sacred 
rivers29. At such places, cow heads are often employed to hint at the origin of the 
waters and to identify them as sacred river water. An example of this is one of the 
twin tanks below the source of the Godavari on Brahmagiri at Trimbak. The water
27S. Piano, 1990, II Mito del Gauge - Ganga Mahatmya. p. 26.
28In a further niche in the northern wall of the temple, the sacred Ganges is said to occur one 
year in twelve, and the Sarasvati is believed to issues out of a seventh niche for one week every 
six years (Feldhaus, 1995, p. 21.).
29This perception becomes particularly clear in the Puranas (S.M. Ali, 1973, 'The River System 
of the Puranas.', p. 60.), and it is also a belief which is very alive in Nepal, where all water 
structures are believed to be connected underground. Also in Islam, where paradise is imagined 
as 'a garden beneath which rivers flow' the idea o f underground rivers is reincountered 
(Schimmel in A. Petruccioli, 1985, Water and Architecture, p. 6).
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in the small tank issues out of the mouth of a stone cow head and an inscription 
above reads '§ri Ganga-Godavarl Prasan(n)', meaning ’clear’ or ’pure’ auspicious 
Ganga-Godavari (Plate 21). This stresses also again the close relationship between 
the Ganges and the Godavari. The headless torso belonging to the gomukh spout 
in the tank is found on top of Brahmagiri at the actual source of the river30.
There are many examples where cow head spouts were employed in tanks 
where there is no connection with an actual river. Tanks containing cow imageiy 
are, however, generally sacred pilgrimage spots, where the presence of a cow 
sculpture symbolises the purity and sacredness of the water. Examples may be 
seen at Siddhpur (Siddhapura), Gujarat, where there are two examples of gomukh 
spouts in the Alpa Sarovar, and at Adavad in Maharashtra, where the naturally hot 
water of the Unabdev spring issues out of the mouth of a cow. The cow head is 
painted red, indicating its holiness, and flower garlands are placed on its head in 
reverence (Plate 24). Temple pranalis, the channels through which the milk, ghee 
and water mixture poured over the linga in the garbhagrha of a temple is 
channelled usually out of the northern side of the vimana, may also be in the 
shape of cow heads. This is the case with the pranalis of the Grsnesvara Temple31 
in Ellora (Ellora, Elui*a) village (Plate 22), and with the Siddhesvara Temple in 
Sholapur, both in Maharashtra. The use of cow imagery indicates the sacredness 
and purity, but also the cleansing properties of the liquid. The connection between 
sacred waters and cow heads is also continued in modem structures, as for 
example the large twentieth-century cow head spout at he bathing ghats of the 
Mallikarjuna Temple at Srisailam (Srisailam) (Plate 26), Andhra Pradesh, and in a 
modem fountain at Trimbak (Plate 23). In the latter, the water issues out of four 
cow heads which are fixed to a central pillar carrying a sculpture of Siva wearing 
a tiger skin. In comparison with the frequent occurrence of cow heads in water 
architecture, sculptures of entire cows are relatively rare; they are, however,
30Feldhaus, 1995, 46.
31For this temple name various spellings exist. A futher common way of spelling it is 
'Grsnesvara'.
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found at Mahabaleshvar and on Brahmagiri at Trimbak, mentioned above, and a 
row of large sculptured marble cows or buffaloes faces the Mandakim Kund at 
Achalgarh (Achalgarh), Rajasthan (Plate 25)*
Various river mahatmyas identify certain rivers with bodily products of 
cows. The Bhinia Mahatmya, for example, associates the Narmada River with the 
urine of a cow and the Yamuna with cow dung32. Every twelve years, the Sipra 
river is believed to turn into milk33, the name of the Payoshni River in 
Maharashtra means 'warm milk'34, and one of the many names attributed to the 
Ganges is Ksira-subha, 'White as Milk’35. Not only rivers but also tanks, kundas 
and wells are at times associated with milk. A stream of milk is for example 
frequently reported to spout out of the water surface of the large tank called the 
Manslganga at Govardhan (Govardhana), Uttar Pradesh36. Cows and all their 
bodily products are considered particularly purifying and are frequently used in 
rituals.
3. The Sacred Ganges
The Ganges is considered the purest and most sacred of South Asia's rivers, and is 
the prototype of all sacred waters37. Large numbers of pilgrims come to the 
Ganges for a purifying bath, if possible at a particularly sacred spot such as 
Benares, and it is the wish of all devout Hindus to be cremated on the banks of the 
sacred river and to have their ashes scattered in it. The Ganges has been 
personified in the anthropomorphic image of Ganga Devi, the Goddess Ganga, 
who is depicted standing on her vehicle the makara, a mythical sea animal, 
holding a lotus or a plate of food in one, and a water pot in her other hand (Plate
32Bhfma Mahatmya 8.23 and 8.29 respectively.
33P. Dubey, 1992, The Maha Kitmbh at Prayag. p. 13.
34Feldhaus, 1995, p. 47.
35Newby in Singh & Neby, 1974, p. 19.
36D. Anand, 1992, Krishna: The Living GodofBraj. p. 55.
37Although the belief in the purity of the Ganges developed out of spiritual concepts and religious 
thought, also scientific studies have sought to prove the dirt and bacteria absorbing abilities of the 
Ganges (Dubey, 1992, p. 12; N. Gutschow & A. Michaels, 1993, Benares: Tempel and religioses 
Leben in der heiligen Stadt der Hindus, p. 50).
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27). Being depicted with nurturing and overflowing symbols, a strong element of 
her worship is the reverence of her maternal aspects. She is commonly known as 
Ganga Mata, Mother Ganges (Plate 28), and her worship is not restricted to the 
north, the region in which the Ganges flows, but encountered all over India, Nepal 
and Sri Lanka.
Rivers in other parts of India are also associated with the Ganges. The 
Kaveri is commonly referred to as the Ganges of the south, and the Godavari is 
considered part of the Ganges, which was diverted to central India38. There are 
innumerable rivers called Ramaganga, Krishnaganga or Vishnuganga and the 
main river to the east of Polimnaruva, Sri Lanka, is called the Mahaweli Ganga39 
formerly known as the Maha Ganga or the Mahavaluka Ganga40. Through their 
names and mythology, other rivers were related to the sacredness of the Ganges. 
This is also based on the Puranic perception that the descent of the Ganges 
consists of three distinct stages. It originates in heaven where the Ganges is 
equated to the Milky Way, followed by its descent to earth in the shape of snow 
covering the mountains of the subcontinent; the 'snowy' or 'glacial' stage is 
followed by the earthly fluvial Ganges which originates in the snow of the hills. 
According to the Puranas, every river which springs forth in snow-covered 
mountains is regarded as a manifestation of the sacred Ganges41. Today, the 
Ganges is symbolically believed to flow within every river, and also the water of 
a tank or even that contained in a pot may be regarded, or ritually transformed 
into Ganges water by evoking the presence of Ganga Devi. As part of 
consecration rites, Ganges water is frequently poured into water structures in 
order to sanctify their waters42.
38Eck, 1993, p. 214.
39A 1so many tanks were given the name Ganga such as the Ganga Sagar tank in Raigarh, 
Maharashtra, and the Manslganga Tank at Govardhan.
40R.L. Brohier, 1965, Seeing Ceylon. p. 47.
41Ali, 1973, pp. 63-64, 68.
42This was for example done when the large tank near the temple at Gangaikondacholapuram 
was dedicated to the public by Rajendra Cola (Patt, 1979, p. 28).
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The Ganges itself is known under innumerable names. The part closest to 
its source at the Gomukh Glacier is called Bhagirati, because it was at this place 
that the sage Bhagiratha caused the Ganges to descend from heaven through 
austere penance. There are many stories concerning the descent of the heavenly 
river to earth, but probably the best known is that connected with Bhagiratha. 
According to the myths, the sage Kapila was disturbed in his mediation by the 
sixty thousand sons of King Sagara and out of anger burned them to ashes. None 
of the king's pious descendants managed to restore their forefathers, until 
generations later, Bhagiratha persuaded the river Ganges, who flowing in heaven 
is called Mandakini or Svarganga43, to descend to earth to dissolve the ashes of 
his ancestors. Because her fall from heaven would have destroyed the earth, Siva 
agreed to receive the Ganges on his head, where diverted in his hair, the Ganges 
split into four or seven rivers, depending on the source44. The mention of seven 
sacred rivers, the Indus, the Sarasvati, and the five rivers of Punjab, is as old as 
the Rgveda45. The main river, the sacred Ganges, washed away and dissolved the 
ashes of the king's sons who were purified and saved. This happened at 
Gangasagar, where the Ganges, called the Hoogly, enters the Bay of Bengal. In 
some versions, the Ganges is said to have entered the underworld to free the 
king's sons, a view which contributes to her name Triloka-patha-gamini, the 
Triple-Pathed River, or she who flows in the three worlds46. There are many other 
myths concerned with the origin of the divine river which relate to Visnu who 
with his foot broke a hole into the vault of heaven through which the heavenly 
river poured, or Brahma who is believed to have kept the Ganges in a water pot.
43Mandakini is associated with the Milky Way (Pant in A. Dihvali & P. Pant, 1987, Ganga: 
Origin and Descent o f  the River Eternal p. 1), and there is also an actual river called Mandakini 
on the banks of which the Kedamatha Temple is located. The river originates in Cobarital, a lake 
nearby, in which some o f the ashed of Mahatma Gandhi were immersed, which led to its 
renaming into Gandhi Sarovar.
44Today, the seven heavenly rivers are regarded to be the Ganges, the Yamuna, the Godavari, the 
Sarasvati, the Narmada, the Indus and the Kaveri (Bonn in P. Frey & G. Bonn, 1991, Ganges, p. 
28).
45R V I.32,12,1.35.8,11.12.12, IV.28.1, VIII.41.2, X.13.5, X. 104.8.
46Kinsley, 1987, p. 192; Eck, 1993, p. 211. In heaven she is connected with the Milky-Way, on 
earth she is the sacred river Ganges, and flowing in the netherworld she can reach and surface at 
any sacred place (Bonn in Frey & Bonn, 1991, p. 154.).
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All stories account for the divine nature, the purity, and the ability of the Ganges 
to wash away sins and bestow salvation (.moksa) to the dead.
The various versions of the story of the mythical descent of the Ganges 
encouraged countless paintings and sculptural representations. Gangadhara- 
Murtis, for example, depict Siva receiving the river goddess Ganga in his hair. In 
several seated sculptures of Siva, located at the centre of water reservoirs 
(pokharls) in the Kathmandu Valley (Plate 29) and in a modem fountain in the 
Kalahastlsvara Temple in Kalahasti (Kalahasti), Andhra Pradesh (Plate 30), the 
water issues from the top of Siva's head, and makes direct reference to the descent 
of the Ganges. On top of Brahmagiri at Trimbak, a small temple was constructed 
over a ribbed section of the rocky mountain, which is referred to as Siva's hair 
(jata), and the water which collects at the lowest point of the rock is regarded as 
Ganges water47. Probably the largest depictions dedicated to the theme of the 
descent of the Ganges, are two seventh-century reliefs cut into natural boulders at 
Mamallapuram. In the larger and better known composition, next to the Panca 
Pandava Mandapa, water was stored in a tank on top of the rocks, and could be 
released to pour down in the narrow cleft between the two boulders (Plates 31, 
32). The carvings between the rocks depict water related beings such as snakes 
and water birds, and show Bhagiratha involved in austerities. Alternatively, the 
composition can be read as a depiction of Arjuna's penance.
Although the Ganges has this particular importance only for Hindus, also 
the members of other religions pay tribute to the river and integrated it into their 
legends. The traveller Ibn Batuta was the first to report that Ganges water was 
also drunk and considered special by Muslims, and that Delhi sultans and noble 
men exclusively drank Gangajal48. According to Abu'l Faz'l, Akbar was one of 
them, and Ganges water even had to be taken on military campaigns49, and even 
the pious and orthodox Aurangzeb (Alamgir) is said to have preferred Ganga
47Felhaus, 1995, p. 26.
48Mahajan, 1984, pp. 24-25.
49Pant in Dilwali & Pant, 1987, p. 2.
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water to any other50. Many Buddhists believe that the Ganges originates at the 
foot of Mount Kailasa or in Lake Manasarovar, two water places sacred to the 
Buddhists.
III. Tirthas
1. Tirthas and Pilgrimage
Sacred sites in India, Nepal and Sri Lanka are commonly connected with 
geographical or natural peculiarities. They are believed to possess supernatural 
powers, and to be locations where contact with the divine is more likely. Such 
places are frequently located on hill tops, where one is nearer to heaven and the 
purer realms of the gods, or they may be rock caves, large trees or water related 
sites, such as rivers, confluences or lakes. Other places are sanctified through 
local legends and mythology, by relating stories about the deeds and lives of gods, 
goddesses and sages to actual geographical places. In these last cases, however, it 
has to be assumed that the sites were sacred places of worship since long ago, and 
that their 'rediscovery' has to do with the reintegration or reappropriation of 
ancient places of worship to new or changing beliefs51. The place itself is the 
primary object of worship, and the names of the gods and the legends connected 
with them have changed over the centuries. This is why the religious affiliation of 
sacred places may have changed, or why followers of different faiths worship at a 
common place.
In the wider Hindu tradition, sacred places are called tirthas. A tirtha is a 
'ford' or a 'crossing place', which has been sanctified by an encounter, a 
hierophany52, with divine powers. At such places, gods are believed to have
50Dubey, 1992, p. 12.
51S.M. Bhardwaj, 1983, Hindu Places o f  Pilgrimage in India: A Study in Cultural Geography. 
p. 95; M. Stutley, 1993, Hinduism: The Eternal Law. p. 139.
52D. Eck, 1981, 'India's Tirthas: "Crossings" in Sacred Geography.', p. 336; M. Eliade, 1987(b), 
The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature o f  Religion, pp. 20-21.
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descended to earth, and to have broken open and established a threshold or door 
to descend to earth which can also be used by human beings to ascend to heaven. 
They are sites where contact with the divine is more easily established, and where 
salvation may be reached. As such, they are places of transition and change. The 
verb tf/tarati means 'to cross over', 'to ford', and therefore, the term tirtha is 
particularly closely connected with water or bathing places53. A.W. Entwistle 
remarks that in the more recent vernacular texts dealing with pilgrimage and 
sacred places in Braj, the older term tirtha is usually replaced by ghat or kunda 
which are terms for different types of water structures54. The ghats at Benares 
were originally referred to as tirthas, and in the south of India, the term tirtha has 
come to mean 'sacred water' in general55.
To use the metaphor of fording a river or stream for the crossing from 
ignorance to a purer state of being or salvation, or that from the profane to the 
sacred, is common to Hindus, Jains, Sikhs and Buddhists56. The transition is 
regarded either as a crossing upwards to heaven, usually connected with the image 
of a ladder (sopana), or as a crossing over to a different realm, linked to the image 
of a bridge (seta)57. The latter is a recurrent theme in South Asian water 
architecture, where islands in tanks and lakes, carrying temples, pavilions and 
tombs, are frequently linked by bridges to the shore. At such sites, the devotee 
partakes in an actual crossing of water and reaches a sphere which is different 
from the ordinary world around. The island is an isolated space, embodying a 
religious ideal of purity, and carrying the primordial divine essence in the form of 
a temple or image. The same is true for temples or pavilions which were built 
straight into the water of basins, lakes or rivers, or for islands not connected by
53Eck, 1981, p. 323.
54A.W. Entwistle, 1987, Braj: Centre o f  Krishna Pilgi'image. p. 293.
55Eck, 1981, p. 335. The term tirtha is also frequently used to describe the sacred milk and water 
mixture which is poured over the linga in shaivite temples and chanelled out of the vimma 
through a pranall.
56Kinsley, 1987, p. 56.
57The Ganges is sometimes referred to as 'the flowing ladder to heaven', svarga-sopana-sarini 
(Eck, 1981, p. 325).
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bridges, where the crossing has to be done by boat. Places surrounded by water on 
all sides are considered particularly sacred58.
Tirthas are places of pilgrimage to which devotees travel often over 
hundreds of kilometres because at these places a crossing to a higher sphere may 
safely be made. The difficulty of the journey (durlabha) to reach often remote 
sites or locations on steep mountains, increases the merit gained by the pilgrims 
and is part of a self-sacrifice of the pilgrim's soul59, an idea which will be 
discussed more closely in the section on ablutions. Although the ceremonies 
conducted at sacred tirthas are usually no different from those performed 
elsewhere, they are regarded as more fruitful and beneficial, because tirthas are 
imbued with divine energy and the sacred power of the site. Pilgrims attain merit, 
a higher status in the community, and they become spiritually purified. The merit 
gained by visiting tirthas and particularly sacred bathing places, is said to be equal 
or greater than that achieved by Vedic sacrifices, and pilgrimage can replace other 
ceremonies and rites of sacrifice60. Dasasvamedha Ghat, the ghat of the ten horse 
sacrifices, in Benares, is called so after the Vedic sacrifice which is believed to 
have been conducted at the site by King Divodasa. Today, a bath at the ghat is 
considered equally rewarding61. Because women and outcastes were not allowed 
to participate in certain Brahmanical rites and in Vedic sacrifices62, pilgrimage 
and bathing in sacred tirthas opened up new possibilities for acquiring merit to 
these groups of society. This may also be a reason to account for the many 
women patrons of water structures, particularly stepwells. The dedication of 
water structures to the public is an auspicious deed, which was one of only a few 
means for women to acquire religious merit. The movement away from Vedic 
rituals contributed to the development and importance of the pilgrimage tradition 
to sacred tirthas which, today, is one of the most developed expressions of
58J. Pieper, 1979(a), 'Water Architecture in Hindu Urban Architecture.1, p. 41.
59D.D. Shulman, 1980, Tamil Temple Myths: Sacrifice and Divine Marriage in the South Indian 
Siva Tradition. p. 18.
60Ent\vistle, 1987, p. 293; Eck, 1981, p. 337.
61K.K. Klostermaier, 1994,4 Survey o f  Hinduism, p. 166; Eck, 1981, p. 338.
62Kane, 1974, Vol. II, part II, pp. 889, 157 n.
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popular religiosity and belief in South Asia. Pilgrimage to sacred tirthas is an 
important unifying force not only for the people of India, but of the whole of 
South Asia.
In the same way as the Ganges is the prototype of all sacred waters, 
Benares is regarded as the archetype of the tirtha. It is the final destination where 
after many lives, final liberation from the circle of rebirth (samsara) is gained. 
There are complex links between the sacred tirthas of India, which are believed to 
be comiected, to exist within each other, and to increase each other’s sanctity. 
Because Benares is the archetypal tirtha, representations of other sacred places 
and towns have been created at Benares. The northern part of Dasasvamedha Ghat 
at Benares for instance is called Prayaga Ghat, the old name of modem Allahabad 
(Allahabad, Prayaga) in Uttar Pradesh, an important tirtha on the Ganges itself. A 
further ghat takes the name of the sacred mountain tirtha, Lake Manasarovar in 
Tibet, and a tank in the south of the town is called Kuruksetra Tirtha, referring to 
the sacred tank in what is today's Hariyana. At Pancaganga Ghat, the four 
invisible rivers Yamuna, Sarasvati, Dhutpapa and Kirana are believed to merge 
with the Ganges63, making it a particularly sacred place to bathe. The bath in one 
sacred river purifies body and soul, but bathing in a sacred confluence, that means 
in several tirthas at the same time, is even more purifying and powerful. This is 
why places such as Allahabad where the Ganges, the Yamuna and the 
underground Sarasvati merge (Plate 33), or Trivenl Ghat at Rishikesh (Rsikes), 
Uttar Pradesh, the confluence of the Ganges with the invisible Yamuna and 
Sarasvati, are particularly auspicious places. On the other hand, in one sense there 
is not only one Benares in India, for many places, particularly in the south, 
partake in the sacredness of the town: Shivakashi (Sivakasi) in Tamil Nadu, and 
Shivagange (Sivagange) the ’Daksliina Kashi’ (Daksina Kasi) or ’Southern Kasi' 
near Bangalore, Karnataka, are only two of numerous places representing the 
sacredness of Benares in the south. An interesting phenomenon, which is also
63P. Sheshadri, 1925, Benares, p. 35; H. Wilson, 1985, Benares, p. 22.
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important for the understanding of many water structures, is that through legends, 
images of the river goddess or through special water basins, the river Ganges is 
believed to be present at other sacred places or water sites. Particularly common is 
the idea of the 'Patala Ganga', the underground or lower Ganges. This 
phenomenon is based on the belief that the Ganges has subterranean currents 
running through the subcontinent. At certain places, such as an underground cave 
in Kalinjar Fort, a well in the Kalahastlsvara Temple at Kalahasti or a basin in the 
fort at Nandi, one can descend to the Ganges, tap it through a well, or bathe in it 
where it emerges above ground64. This phenomenon can also be encountered with 
other sacred rivers, and a 'well' outside Amarkantak provides access to the 
underground confluence of the Narmada and the Son Rivers. In the following 
chapters, several examples will be encountered where basins constructed in 
temples or within other rivers, which are sacred themselves, are believed either 
permanently or temporarily to be filled with Ganges water. This does not mean 
that the sites themselves are not sacred, but rather that they are further purified 
and sanctified by the emergence or presence of the purest of all rivers.
2. The Siting of Religious Centres
Because the potency of a place is such an important spiritual concept in South 
Asia, the siting of sacred centres and temples is an important issue. Pilgrimage 
centres often developed around ancient tirthas located at prominent geographical 
or natural sites. The images and temples set up at a later stage at these places 
partake in the sacredness of the site and contribute to it, while the sacred site 
remains the main object of veneration. Temples were not constructed to create a 
sacred place, but they were built at a certain site because the place itself has been 
considered holy since long ago. Frequently, entire cities developed around sacred 
sites to cater for the pilgrims' needs and to benefit from the sacredness of the 
place.
64All these places are locally referred to as 'Patala Gangas'.
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Temples and monasteries were, however, constructed not only at ancient 
sacred sites, but are present in every modem city or newly established town 
quarter. Because the presence of water is essential for temple rituals and 
ablutions, a temple is meant to be located close to a source of water. The ritual 
need for water is augmented by the belief that gods dwell and pass their time near 
water, particularly along river banks, and that therefore it is more likely that gods 
will permanently inhabit temples located in the proximity of water. The 
Visnudharmottara says "In places without tanks, gods are not present. A temple 
therefore should be built where there is a pond on the left, or in front, not 
otherwise."65. Although there are plenty of examples where tanks are located to 
the right or at the back of a temple66, there is no temple lacking access to water. 
The source of water can be a simple draw well or today even a water tap, but 
many temples are located close to sacred rivers or lakes, or have large tanks or 
deep kundas adjacent to them. In this context a modem report on the sacred 
pilgrimage site of Pashupatinath (Pasupatinatha) in Nepal gains new importance. 
Due to the many industries surrounding the Kathmandu Valley which redirect 
much of the Bagmati’s waters for their own purposes, and because of climatic 
changes, hardly any water remains of the sacred river during the dry season. 
Therefore, it is the special concern of the religious authorities to ensure at least a 
minimum flow to guarantee the presence of gods and to heighten the ’spiritual 
potency' of the place67.
65 Visnudharmottara III, 43.25-31 (S. Kramrisch, 1991, The Hindu Temple, p. 5).
66There are kundas to the right o f the Mallikarjuna Temple at Srisailam, and the Navalinga 
Temple at Kukknur, Karnataka. Examples o f water structures behind temples are for example the 
kunda behind the Mahadeva Temple at Ittagi, and the tanks on the back of the Mahakalesvara 
Temple, Ujjain, and the Muktesvara Temple, Bhubaneswara.




1. Concepts of Purity and Pollution
Concepts of purity and pollution are common to all the world religions, and play 
an important role in the religions of the Indian subcontinent. Hinduism especially 
has a highly developed system of relative pollution, which serves as a structuring 
principle of society. While some pollutions may be due to deliberate acts violating 
social or religious norms, such as murder or the crossing of caste borders, 
pollution may also occur accidentally. Unintentional religious pollutions may be 
caused through bodily functions such as urination, bleeding or death. Since these 
kinds of pollution cannot be prevented, the main emphasis has been directed 
towards establishing boundaries to prevent other people from being affected, and 
towards providing means of subsequent purification68. Ritual pollution is also 
closely associated with social bonding, since one's birth into a certain caste or 
family determines one's social status and the crossing of social lines is regarded as 
dangerous and polluting. This categoiy also involves stages of transition, such as 
interruptions and changes in a person's life, referred to as life crises events. Often 
complicated purification rites are associated with these critical rites of passage 
which demarcate major points of transition such as child birth, initiation, 
marriage, and death. It is the idea of crossing and of not being part of any of two 
fixed categories any longer, which makes such transitions so dangerous and 
polluting to the persons involved and those associated with them. The meaning of 
rituals following religious pollutions generally lie in reinforcing the principles of 
health and the boundaries of society, in assisting individuals in coping with life 
crises, and in establishing a relationship to the sacred69. Practically all such rites 
involve water. Concepts of purity and pollution not only deal with physiological 
and social aspects of life, but also with spiritual pollution and the maintenance of
6sThus, since also high caste members cannot escape pollution, a Brahmin householder is obliged 
to bathe and perform complex purification rituals three times a day.
69Preston inEliade, 1987(a), (Vol. 12), p. 99.
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the boundaries of the sacred70. The degree of intrinsic pollution of any person 
makes rites of purification necessary before entering the sacred and therefore pure 
space of a temple or mosque. The visit of a sacred precinct is a crossing of 
borders, a transition from the profane to the sacred, which demands purification 
rituals.
2. Ritual Ablutions
There are many purifying agents, such as fire, cow's urine71, fasting, sexual 
abstinence and self-mortification. The most efficient ritual means of purification, 
however, is thought to be running water because it absorbs pollution and carries it 
away72. Considered especially cleansing therefore, is the water of rivers and 
springs, which are also believed to have healing, regenerating and rejuvenating 
propeities. But even the running water from a modem tap, or the stagnant waters 
of sacred lakes and holy wells are regarded as efficient means of purification. 
Devotees of all Indian faiths have to be in a ritual state of purity before worship 
01* prayer. Ablution rituals before the visit to a temple, gurdwara (gurdwara) or 
mosque involve ritual bathing, which can be a total immersion in water, the 
washing of certain parts of the body (particularly those most exposed to pollution 
such as the feet), or the sprinkling of water onto one's head or body. Such 
ceremonial washings are not concerned with hygiene, but are symbolic actions 
which internally prepare the person for the crossing of a border. By being ritually 
clean, the devotee can come closer to the divine reality, and contact is more easily 
possible. In purification rituals, the religious boundaries between the domains of 
purity and pollution are re-established and honoured, and order is reinstated after
70 A good discussion of the concepts of purity and pollution are included in Mircea Eliade's 
Encyclopaedia o f  Religion (1987a), under the headings 'Ablutions' (Vol. 1, pp. 9-13, by Hans 
J.W. Drijvers), and 'Purification' (Vol. 12, pp. 91-100, by James J. Preston).
71 Ail bodily products o f cows are regarded as being especially purifying by Hindus. When a house 
has been polluted by a death, or whenever there is a need for a special act of purification, dung, 
milk, ghee, curd and urine, all five being products of cows, are mixed and applied to the walls 
and inhabitants of the house to purify them (Preston in Eliade, 1987(a), Vol. 12, p. 96),
72Eck, 1993, p. 216.
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a period of transition which is regarded as polluting. The newly established norms 
of purity are essential for a successful encounter with the divine.
In the Hindu versions of the creation of the world, water represents chaos 
and a formless state of existence because it predates the creation of forms and 
order. Because water dissolves all form, bathing, and especially the total 
immersion in water symbolises a return to the pre-formal. On the human level, the 
immersion of the body in water is therefore equivalent of one’s death, the 
conscious sacrifice of one’s soul, because it means the dissolution of form, a 
reintegration into the formlessness of pre-existence, and a fusion with the cosmic 
unity73. The subsequent re-immersion from the waters is equivalent of a new 
birth, in which the old life and all its pollution and sins have been dissolved. As 
such, what looks from the outside like physical washings really are purifications 
of the soul. It is not enough to physically participate in the ritual, but people 
seeking a renewal of their soul will utter prayers to place themselves in the right 
frame of mind to sacrifice their soul. Ablutions before the visit to a temple make 
the step from the ordinary to the sacred possible because they prepare the devotee 
for the crossing to a higher and purer sphere of conscience which is possible 
because the person has come in tune with the primordial cosmic order, and 
therefore corresponds to the ritual order of the temple.
The view of ceremonial washings as being followed by a new birth 
explains also the regenerating and rejuvenating properties attributed to water, the 
belief that contact with it can heal physical illnesses and mental distress, and that 
water is regarded as amrta, the elixir of life. It also clarifies the need for water in 
funerary rites. Other objects or substances, such as cooking utensils and food, are 
also purified by sprinkling water onto them, and in some temples, the water of a 
particular well is used to purify offerings before they are handed to the priest. 
Temple images are bathed (Plate 34), and on certain festival days, they are
73 At a cosmic level, this idea is equivalent with the cataclysm or the great flood, which at the end 
of a world era destroys and re-absorbs the world before it is created anew out o f water (M. Eliade, 
1993, Patterns ip Comparative Religion, p. 194.
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immersed in the temple tanks or bathed in sacred well water. Through these 
rituals, the divinities are reborn and invigorated with new life and sacred energy.
As has been pointed out above, the concepts of purity and pollution are 
particularly developed and refined in Hinduism, and every temple must have a 
water source. Various religious texts prescribe the ritual of bathing and in 
particular the bath in the Ganges, although it hardly differs from the ceremonies 
carried out at any other river or tank (Plate 36). Water used for ablutions is 
previously invested with the presence of the Ganges and the other six sacred 
rivers of India74, which at the Ganges is done by putting one’s hands into the 
water and pronouncing certain mantras. This is followed by external washings, 
further mantras and gestures, and the greeting of the sun (surya-namaskara) and 
the four cardinal directions. After a series of other preparatory rituals, the 
believers are ready for taking the bath proper (snana). They stand in the water, 
turn towards the source and welcome the current of the river, with both hands 
joined in front of the body, pronouncing the appropriate mantras followed by a 
triple immersion of the entire body (Plate 37)75. In the first immersion, the 
believers pronounce a mantra through which they try to abandon their physical 
body (sthula sartra). During the second immersion, they mentally recite a mantra 
to abandon their subtle body (suksma), followed by a third dip during which they 
visualise themselves as being a bija, a germ or seed. By mentally abandoning their 
causal bodies (karana), they experience their own death and reintegrate with the 
world of pre-existence. Stepping out of the water, the sacrificers regain their 
'three bodies’76. Believers may also take several gulps of water to internally 
cleanse their bodies (acamana)11. These ceremonies are frequently followed by 
rites of libation to ones ancestors (tarpana), described in the following section on 
ancestral rituals.
74P.Ainado, 1971, *Le Bains dans la Gange: Sa Signification.', pp. 197, 200.
75Ibid., pp. 200-201.
76Ibid., p. 205; Eliade, 1993, pp. 188, 194.
77Amado, 1971, p. 202.
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Muslims too must be in a state of ritual purity before praying or 
participating in Friday Worship in a mosque, and this involves usually the 
washing of the face, the hands and the feet. If no pure water is available, 
according to the Shari’a, the divine law, sand or dust should be used78. Minor 
ablutions are called wudu" and major ones ghusf9. The Shari'a also points out 
that ablutions, like other ritual acts, are only made valid by the right intention and 
concentration on God. The mere physical performance of the rituals without an 
inner development is worthless80. According to the Hadith, "Cleanliness is part of 
the Faith"81, and this led not only to the construction of ablution tanks and 
fountains in mosque courtyards, private houses and palaces, but also to the 
development of elaborate bath houses, the hammams. Water imagery is found 
throughout Islamic literature, particularly in poetry and mythical writings, where 
water is a symbol of die divine. The water is believed to have been sent by 
Allah82, and the prophet is frequently compared to blessed rain or a river flowing 
into the Divine Ocean of life83. To some extent, this may be a sign of an 
assimilation of pre-Islamic river cults, but it also expresses the profound 
importance of water in Islam, where Muslims believe that even the sound of water 
can revive and heal man84. Many mosques were constructed near large tanks, and 
a small mosque at the Qutb Shah! Tombs at Golconda, Andhra Pradesh, was 
constructed over a spring (Plate 40). To those who follow the teachings of Islam, 
the Quar'an promises a life in paradise with rivers of pure water, milk, wine and 
honey85. Also Islamic funerary rites involve the offering of ab-e-zamzam, water
78J.A. Williams (ed.), 1994, The Word o f  Islam, pp. 68, 70. It is interesting to note that Shari'a 
means 'the right way to the water'. (Ibid., p. 66).
79Welch in J.R. Hinnels (ed.), 1991, A Handbook o f  Living Religions, p. 138.
80Williams, 1994, p. 69.
81Rotzer in P.D. Coute & J.M. Leger, 1989, Benares: Un voyage d ’architecture -A n  
Architectural Voyage, p. 95.
82The Quar'an 6, 99.
83Schiinmel in Petruccioli, 1985, pp. 6, 8.
84Ibid., p. 9.
85The Qur'an 20, 72 and 47, 15.
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from the sacred well of Zamzam in the precincts of the Great Mosque of Mecca, 
to the dying86.
Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists seem at first glance more critical and even 
opposed to ritual purification through water and bathing. Guru Nanak wrote in the 
A di Granth, the holy book of the Sikhs, that "Should a man go to bathe at a place 
of pilgrimage with the mind of a crook and the body of a thief his exterior will, of 
course be washed, but inwardly he will be twice as dirty as before. ... Saintly 
people are pure without such ablutions." (verse 789)87. Before this century, many 
Sikh rituals, particularly those associated with life-cycle rites did, however, 
demand ablutions involving water, and particularly that of the sacred Ganges. 
Two weeks after the birth of a baby, for example, the family priest had to sprinkle 
the members of the household with Ganges water88; halfway to the cremation 
grounds, water was sprinkled onto the body of a deceased, the mourners took a 
purifying bath after the cremation, the bones and ashes of the dead were either 
personally brought and immersed in the Ganges, or sent there by the family 
Brahmin (brahman), and as part of post-cremation rites (sraddha), rice balls 
(pinda) were immersed in a river89. Because many Sikh rites of passage were, 
however, regarded too similar to the Hindu equivalents, between 1884 and 1915 
several manuals were published describing the way proper for Sikhs to execute 
these rites90. From that time onwards, the ashes and bones of the dead, for 
example, were not to be immersed in the Ganges any more but in the nearest 
river, tank or canal, and no sraddha rituals were to be executed. Although 
importance was removed from the waters of the Ganges, the importance of 
bathing and of water for funerary and other religious rites continued, and the 
concepts of purity and pollution, which were regarded as a Hindu influence, have
86M. Asad, 1988, Indian Muslim Festivals and Customs: p. 77.
87W. O. Cole, 1994, Sikh ism.p. 24.
88H. Oberoi, 1995, The Construction o f  Religious Goundaries: Culture, Identity and Diversity in 




not been eradicated entirely91. Sikhs have to bathe and put on clean clothes before 
their morning prayer or a visit to the temple, and more important ceremonies 
require a full or so-called 'head-' or 'hair-bath\ There is hardly any gurdwara in 
India without at least one large ablution tank and further walk-through basins 
prevent anybody from entering a gurdwara without having washed at least their 
feet. As such, the architectural material speaks for the importance of water and 
bathing in Sikhism. Although certain tanks, such as the Amrt Sarovar at Amritsar 
(Amrtasarovar), Punjab, and the tank at Tam Taran, both in Punjab, are believed 
to be especially curative of leprosy, Sikhs do not normally seem to travel to far 
distant tirthas because the waters there are more purifying, but because they are 
places of religious importance.
Like the Sikhs, the Jains incorporated rituals into their religious 
ceremonies which were regarded as Hindu-derived. During the medieval period, 
Jain writers and mendicants such as Somadeva opposed practices such as ritual 
bathing and making sraddha offerings to the dead, which were regarded as alien 
to the religion and as material practices 92. Lay Jains are, however, expected to 
bathe and put on clean clothes before visiting a temple, in order to show reverence 
and respect to the images93. Also Svetambara nuns and monks may wash, but Jain 
ascetics are not allowed to bathe in water, a practice regarded as worldly and 
harmful to organisms living in it94. Jains also use the temi 'tirtha' for a sacred 
place, and the Jain tirthahkaras are 'fordmakers' who enable others to cross the 
ocean of rebirth and gain enlightenment. Almost uniformly rejected, however, is 
the idea that bathing at a sacred tirtha will result in spiritual purity. Nevertheless, 
the Jains created elaborate water structures and constructed temples in the centre 
of tanks and reservoirs. The marble temple at Pavapuri (Pavapuri, Asapuri), 
Bihar, which is surrounded by water on all sides, seems removed from this world
9ICole inHinnels, 1991, p. 254.
92Carithers in M. Carrithers & C. Humphrey, 1991, The Assembley o f  Listeners: Jains in Society. 
pp. 165,188-189.
93 J. Laidlaw, 1995, Riches and Renunciation: Religion, Economy, and Society among the Jains. 
p. 271. '
94P. Dundas, 1992, The Jains, pp. 1-2, 141.
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and corresponds well to the Jain ideal of purity and seclusion from earthly life 
(Plate 41).
There is a general belief that for Buddhists water has no strong religious 
connotations, and in several passages in Buddhist literature the Buddha or his 
followers preach against the Hindu belief in the purifying aspects of water. In the 
Buddhist Sutras; however, the image of water, and particularly that of the lotus 
pool, is used frequently as a metaphor for the Buddha nature and nirvana. Water 
is an important aspect of Buddhist cosmologies and especially in South East Asia, 
large scale architectural projects incorporating water as a major element in their 
layouts were constructed to provide a material expression of abstract religious and 
cosmological visions of the cosmos and the paradise. Projects clearly related to 
the structure of the universe and expressing the importance of water in it, are 
Borobodur in Java and Neak Pean at Angkor, Cambodia95. Water also plays and 
important role in Buddhist perceptions of time and cyclic world eias, and in 
Mahayana Buddhism purification rituals gained a new importance in temple 
rituals and festivals96. Like the followers of all other Indian religions, the 
Buddhists created technically and artistically impressive water monuments during 
all periods and in eveiy region of South Asia.
Much of the rejection of water as a purifying element and of Hindu 
ablution rites by Sikhs, Jains and Buddhist seems to have been based on a 
simplified view and misunderstanding of Hindu purification rituals. While such 
rites are frequently portrayed as merely external and physical washings, they 
actually refer to an inward state of the soul. Purification and liberation only come 
from wisdom, and in the same way as ceremonial washings are part of purifying 
pilgrimages, so are the notions of truth, charity, patience, self-control, celibacy
95R.E, Fisher, 1993, Buddhist A rt and Architecture, pp. 22-23.
96For a more detailed discussion of the meaning of water in Buddhism and the Buddhist water 
architecture of the Kathmandu Valley, please refer to my article 'The Lotus Pool: Buddhist Water 
Sanctuaries in the Kathmandu Valley.', South Asian Studies. No. 13, pp. 145-159.
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and wisdom. All have to be followed to achieve a purification of the heart, a 
process which may only be enhanced by the sacred power of the Ganges97.
3. Death and Ancestral Rituals
The most polluting and ritually dangerous of the life crisis events is death. This is 
not only because it involves contact with a decayed and often sick body, but also 
because it breaks social bonds and brings chaos and disorder to the wider family 
or community98. Not only the family members who come into direct physical 
contact with dead bodies, but also those who are merely related to them, have to 
perform special purification rituals. In most Indian cities the cremation grounds 
are found outside the densely inhabited area, and the dead have to be brought to 
the cremation sites on routes which are strictly prescribed by the dead person's 
religion and social status, to prevent other people from unnecessarily coming into 
contact with this major source of pollution. Only in Benares are the burning 
grounds located in the centre of the city, because death in Benares leads to 
salvation.
Because the total immersion 01* the symbolic sprinkling of water onto a 
dead body, dissolves form and leads to a new beginning, funerary rites involving 
water are believed to assure a rebirth of the dead99. Water is regarded as the 
primordial substance from which all life evolves and to which it all recedes at the 
time of death. To remove the ritual pollution of the dead, and to assist them in a 
new birth, they are cremated on the banks of a river or, if that is not possible, near 
some other source of water. This is one reason why the banks of rivers were 
firmly constructed in stone and furnished with steps and cremation platforms. 
Particularly the Ganges, as the prototype of the sacred waters, plays an important 
mediating role between this world and that of the dead. Hindus believe that dying 
while being immersed in the Ganges, or sipping Ganges water before one's death
97Eck, 1981, p. 340.
98Preston in Eliade, 1987(a), Vol. 12, p. 94.
"Eliade, 1993, p. 188.
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will lead to final liberation, a rebirth in heaven without a further return to earth. 
Final liberation can, however, only be reached through wisdom (jhana)xm, and it 
is the wisdom a dying person gains while uttering the right mantras, which 
liberates the soul. After the cremation, the bones and ashes of the dead are 
sprinkled into the river, and especially if it is the Ganges, this will safely dissolve 
and lead the dead to heaven101. This belief plays a prominent role in the story of 
the descent of the Ganges, which was needed to dissolve, purify and liberate the 
sons of King Sagara. The safest place to gain liberation from the cycle of rebirth 
is Benares, and this is why it is the desire of most pious Hindus to die at the most 
sacred of all tirthas., and many come to spend their final years or days in the 
dharamsalas (Sanskr. dharmasala) along the sacred river. The fourteenth-century 
traveller Ibn Batuta reported on people voluntarily drowning themselves in the 
Ganges to reach salvation from the cycle of rebirth (samsara)102, and the ashes of 
people who died in other parts of India, are frequently brought to Benares to be 
dispersed in the Ganges or some other body of water regarded especially sacred.
Even if a person's ashes were not sprinkled into the Ganges, almost eveiy 
pilgrimage to Benares will involve the execution of rites for one's dead ancestors. 
Some relatives travel to Benares during pitrpaksa, the 'fortnight of the ancestors' 
during the month of Asvina (September-October) to perform the yearly ancestral 
rituals, called pitrtarpana or sraddhayajha. Although these rites can be performed 
at any river, and many tanks or ponds all over India, Nepal and Sri Lanka are 
used for the ceremonies, the three northern Indian tirthas Allahabad, Benares and 
Gaya (Gaya), Bihar, referred to as the tristhall, are especially renowned for 
ancestral rituals. The rites performed at the three sacred places differ from the 
rituals carried out immediately after death, and are believed to result in the final 
delivery of the dead to their new state of existence. Sraddha ceremonies last for 
several days and involve the recital of sacred texts, ablutions and the offering of
100Eck, 1993, p. 333.
101Kinsley, 1987, p. 193; Amado, 1971, p. 206..
I02Mahajan, 1984, p. 20.
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balls made of the flower of rice or grain (pindas) to the ancestors. The pindas are 
thrown into a river or pond and are regarded as food for the deceased.
The Law of Manu states that these complicated ancestral rites can be 
replaced by simple libations with water which are addressed to the dead after a 
purifying bath103. The offering of water to the dead (tarpana) aims at stopping 
their 'thirst', an expression of the fear that they may not have been completely 
dissolved and extinct104. Such libations are earned out in the hope of safely and 
completely delivering the dead to their final rest, and preventing them from 
haunting the living as ghosts, bhuts. This is also why the dying take a last sip of 
water, why dead bodies are immersed in water before their cremation, and why 
their ashes are sprinkled into it. Particularly in connection with the Ganges, the 
belief prevails that the dead stay as long in heaven as their bones remain in the 
sacred waters of the Ganges. Tarpaiia rituals are usually followed by purifications, 
such as acamana rites, because even ritual contact with the dead results in 
impurities105.
Also in ancestral rituals cows play an important role. On the eleventh day 
after death, the soul of the deceased is believed to have to cross the Vaitami River 
of blood which divides our world from the lower regions ruled over by Yama. In 
order to assist the soul 011 this dangerous journey a special ritual is performed. 
Holding onto each other, the chief mourner, a funerary priest, and a cow or calf 
have to step over a ditch of red coloured water, representing the Vaitami, because 
the soul of the deceased is believed to cross the river by clinging to a cow's tail. 
While some relatives bring calfs which subsequently are sacrificed, funerary 
priests working along the sacred waters of India often have their own cows or 
calfs (Plate 38). In a simplified version of the ritual, the cows are merely 
worshipped106.
l03Mcmu-smiti, III. 283 (Amado, 1971, p. 206).
104It is interesting to observe that also in Islamic rites, holy water from the spring in Mecca is 
given to the dying to stop their thirst (Sharma, 1988, p. 77).
105Amado, 1971, p. 208.
106J.P.Parry, 1994, Death in Banaras. p. 223; Gutschow & Michaels, 1993, p. 199.
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Over the sacred spots, where important spiritual and worldly leaders were 
cremated at the banks of rivers and tanks, often elaborate cenotaphs or chains 
have been constructed. Fourteen chatrls along the bank of the Betwa River in 
Madhya Pradesh commemorate the rulers of Orchha (Orccha), while those of the 
rulers of Datia line a lake outside Datia (Sonagir) in Madhya Pradesh. An 
example of cenotaphs next to artificial tanks may be seen at the Kusum-van 
Sarovar near Govardhan (Govardliana), Uttar Pradesh, and at the southern end of 
the Sagar Tank at Alwar, Rajasthan. Where the financial means did not suffice to 
construct such elaborate structures, simple hero, sati or other commemorative 
stones were set up which line many rivers, lakes and tanks, such as the Ganges, 
the lake at Pushkar (Puskara, Padmavati) (Plate 35), and the Sabima-dha-ka 
Kunda at Bundi.
Also in Islam, there is a strong relationship between water and death, or 
more precisely between water and paradise, which is believed to contain streams 
and pools. In the later Mughal period the tombs of rulers, noblemen and their 
wives were commonly set in spacious gardens including water courses and pools. 
Such arrangements express the belief that the dead person has been reborn in 
paradise. Islamic tombs were also set on islands into water tanks, such as Slier 
Shall Sur's tomb at Sasaram (Sasaram), Bihar, and constructed along rivers, such 
as the tomb of Abdu'l Wahab at the Tungabhadra River at Kumool, Andhra 
Pradesh. Many simpler Muslim graves are also foimd next to water, such as those 
next to the Manasar Talab at Viramgam, Gujarat, and the grave adjacent to the 
Bija Mandal Baoli, a stepwell at Vidisha (Vidisa, Bhilsa), Madhya Pradesh. 
Elaborate mortuary baths were constructed for the washing and preparation of the 
royal and noble dead before their placement into tombs.
4. Bathing Festivals
While the bath in any river, lake or tank is always considered purifying, certain
days or periods, predominantly based on favourable constellations of the stars, are
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considered most auspicious and effective for ritual bathing. During such periods, 
many people will try to take a purifying bath at a particularly important and 
sacred tirtha, leading at times to the congregation of thousands of people at 
religious fairs called melas or parvas. Such fairs are for example held during the 
solar and lunar eclipses at Kurukshetra (Kuruksetra), Haryana, when the invisible 
Sarasvati River is believed to fill the tank107, during October-November at 
Pushkar, and during Vaisakha (April-May) at the Pool of Immortality at the 
Golden Temple at Amritsar.
North India's largest and most important fair is the Kumbha Mela, the fair 
of the sacred pot. The tradition is based on the story of the churning of the Milky 
Ocean, when the gods (devas) and the demons (asuras) were churning the cosmic 
ocean to extract the elixir of life. When the precious substance was received first 
the asuras got hold of the pot and then, depending on the version, either Indra's 
son Garada, or one of the gods who took the shape of a bird, usually a crow, 
saved the pot and flew away with it. On his flight from the Milky Ocean to 
heaven, he rested four times and set the pot onto the earth, each time spilling a 
little bit of the life giving elixir. According to different versions, drops of amrta 
fell from the pot, or the pot itself fell, onto four places in northern India during 
the flight, sanctifying them forever. The four places are modem Allahabad, 
known as Prayag, Hardwar (Haridvara, Mayapuri) in Uttar Pradesh, where the 
Ganges breaks out of the mountains into the Indian plain, Nasik (Nasik) on the 
Godavari in Maharshtra, and Ujjain (Ujjayni) on the Sipra in Madhya Pradesh108. 
Because the flight took twelve days, and each day equals one year on earth109, the 
Kumbha Mela is held every twelve years in turn at one of the four places. The 
mela at Allahabad ranks highest amongst them, Hardwar second, and Ujjain third. 
Every six years, an intermediate Ardha Kmnbha Mela or simply Ardha Mela (half 
full pot fair) is held at Allahabad and Hardwar. Every year during the month of
i07p Thomas, 1989, Festivals and Holidays o f  India, p. 21.
108At Ujjain and Nasik, the fair is locally known as Simhastha (S. Rai, 1993, Kumbh Mela: 
History> & Religion, Astronomy & Cosmohiology. p. 17).
109Bonn in Frey & Bomi, 1991, p. 147.
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Magh (January-February), a liver-side fair called the Magh Mela takes place at 
each of the four sites. Magh Melas are also held at other places, such as 
Gangasagar where the Ganges enters the Bay of Bengal, and where according to 
legend, the 60,000 sons of King Sagara were burned and eventually liberated by 
the Ganges. While the fair at Gangasagar, usually held in mid-January, lasts only 
one or two days, at Allahabad, thousands of people bathe for an entire month in 
the sacred confluence (Plate 39).
The south Indian equivalent of the northern Kumbha Mela and its related 
fairs, is the Mahamakham festival. While people gather every year, during the 
month of Kumbha (Februaiy-March), for a bathing festival in the Mahamakham 
tank at Kumbakonam (Kumbhakdnam), Tamil Nadu, a great fair is held only once 
every twelve years. According to the Sthala Purana of Kumbakonam, Brahma 
collected the essence of all India's sacred waters and mixed it with amrta in a pot 
which was kept on Mount Meru. During a great deluge, when the world was 
destroyed, the pot floated on the cosmic waters and when the water subsided, it 
settled at Kumbakonam. The pot broke and the elixir assembled in a depression, 
which was later constructed in stone and furnished with steps to create the 
Mahamakham Tank110. Therefore, a bath in the sacred tank is equivalent to a bath 
in all of India's sacred tirthas at once. The bath during the Kumbha Mela is 
considered even more purifying because on this occasion, an underground current 
of the Ganges is believed to flow into the tank111. A further related mela is the 
Puskaram Festival, held every twelve years at Rajahmundry (Rajahmundri), 
Andhra Pradesh, on the banks of the Godavari112.
110S.M.N. Sastri, 1988, Hindu Feasts, Fasts and Ceremonies, pp. 69-70.
1“ Ibid., pp. 72, 75.
112Ibid., p. 77; Valliappa, 1992, p. 30.
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V. Water-related Beings and Gods
1. Symbols and Animals associated with Water
References to aquatic cosmogonies and water-related motifs are found not only in 
connection with water architecture, but also in religious and palace architecture 
and in the decorative arts. A common South Asian symbol of water and its aspects 
of fertility are water pots or vessels known as kalasa, ghata 01* kumbha, which 
filled with water {puma kalasa) are auspicious symbols (Plate 45). In temple 
reliefs, plants and flowers are shown growing out of pots representing the source 
of life (Plates 42-44). Similar growth can also be shown originating from the 
mouth of a makara, a mythical sea animal (Plates 46, 47), or the mouth or navel 
of a yaksa or gnomon, a further symbol of growth and fecundity.
Another water related image is the lotus (padma), and lotus flowers, leaves 
and rosettes commonly adorn tanks, kimdas, wells and pleasure pools of all 
periods and religious denominations (Plates 48-50), and water structures were 
constructed on lotus plans (Plate 51). Because lotuses grow out of water, they are 
closely associated with its creative and life-giving qualities, and with the purity of 
water. This is why deities are frequently supported by lotus pedestals. The 
opening of the lotus flower is an image for the spread of creation from a central 
point, and in various stories of the cosmogony a lotus is the foundation and 
support of the world. Also closely related to water is the symbol of the spiral 
(Plates 52, 53), and it is interesting to see that water channels shaped as spirals or 
labyrinths in Indian water architecture, as discussed in Chapter Seven, directly 
combine the symbol with the element it represents.
Many animals, real and imaginary, are connected with water. These 
animals are usually believed to be bom from the waters, to represent the 
primordial or divine essence concentrated in them, and to have the power to 
regulate the waters. Probably most closely related to water are fish, which cannot 
survive without it, and whose representation indirectly invokes the presence of
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water. Fish are frequently carved on the walls or pillars surrounding tanks, as may 
he seen in the tanks in the second and the first enclosure of the Arunacalesvara 
Temple at Tiruvannamalai (Tiruvannamalai), Tamil Nadu, respectively (Plates 
54, 58), and on the walls of kimdas, as for example that in front of the 
Ramacandra Temple at Vijayanagara (Plate 55). While most fish are highly 
stylised and simplified, those flanking the central steps on the western side of the 
Teppakulam at Madurai are unusual for their large size and elaboration (Plate 56). 
Carvings may also be seen on platforms supporting water pavilions, two examples 
of which are found at Vijayanagara. The first is located in the centre of the 
ceremonial tank belonging to the Rrsna Temple (Plate 57), and the second is 
believed to have carried a water pavilion in the so-called Zenana-enclosure113. 
Part of the first arrangement is a scene where a large fish swallows a smaller one, 
which may be a visual representation of a political theory in which it was the duty 
of an Indian ruler to prevent 'larger fish from eating smaller ones'.
Particularly interesting, however, are representations of fish on temple 
buildings not obviously connected with water. In central and southern India, they 
are frequently found on or adjacent to temple gateways (gopuras) as for example 
on the inside of the eastern gopura of the Krsna Temple at Vijayanagara (Plate 
59), on the front of the eastern gopura of the Temple at Guruvayur 
(Gurupavanapura) in Kerala (Plate 60), and adjacent to the first gopura on top of 
the hill at Sravana Belgola (Sravana Belgola), Karnataka (Plate 61). The fish can 
be up to two metres long, are carved in high relief, and are clearly differentiated 
from the Pandyan emblem which comprises two fish and a staff which also 
sometimes adorn gopuras as for example those at the Ranganatha Temple at 
Srirangam (Srirangam) (Plate 63), Tamil Nadu. Fish were also carved onto the 
ceiling of the closed pavilion (.maiidapa) of the Brhadisvara Temple at 
Gangaikondacholapuram (Gangaikondacolapuram), Tamil Nadu, on the inside of 
the first temple enclosure on top of the hill at Sravana Belgola (Plate 64), and on
Zenana' is the Indian way o f spelling the Arabic word 'zanana'.
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the inside of the enclosure wall of the Malyavata Raghunatha Temple at 
Vijayanagara. Large fish also adorn the columns supporting the roof of the 
circumambulation path {pradaksina patha) around the Sundaresvara Shrine at 
Madurai (Plate 62). The fish carvings are therefore either found at thresholds, 
throughfares or transitional parts of temple complexes, such as gopuras or 
mandapas, or in the most sacred precinct, such as on the inner enclosure wall or 
the pradaksina patha. Therefore, it may be assumed that like the depictions of the 
river goddesses Gahga and Yamuna flanking temple doorways (Plates 98, 99), 
fish which stand in close relationship to the sacred waters have a purifying and 
guarding significance. Visitors to a temple should have conducted proper 
ablutions to be in a ritually pure state before entering, and the fish may remind 
them that they are embarking on a fording. Particularly fish carved on the inside 
of gopuras and closed mandapas through which the devotees pass convey the 
feeling of an underwater passage into the temple, which dissolves form and life, 
and results in a new birth in the pure environment of the temple. Close to the 
centre of the temple, the presence of fish may also visualise the fact that one has 
entered a different and purer sphere in which an encounter with the cosmic unity 
may be possible. Since most carvings of fish on temple structures are found on 
later structures, dating from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries114, and 
considering that total immersions of the body or more extensive bathing rituals at 
temple sites seem at least in northern India to have diminished at many temple 
sites, it may also be suggested that the fish decorations are representative of a 
stage of religious development, where people are still aware of the religious 
importance of ritual bathing, but where the custom has become more simplified 
and abstract. Full immersions of the body have frequently been replaced by the 
ritual sprinkling of water, and by representations of water-related fish.
Also closely related to the waters are amphibian animals such as frogs, 
turtles (or tortoises), snakes (nagas), elephants, crocodiles, and the mythical
114Only the temple at Gangaikondacholapuram, dating from the mid-11th century, is earlier.
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makara (Plate 65). Frogs are believed to have cooling qualities and are therefore 
frequently employed in rituals115. They are invoked to send rain and are 
associated with water structures, where they may adorn water spouts, and are 
intended to guarantee a regular water supply (Plate 66). More frequently 
associated with water architecture are representations of turtles. A kunda in turtle 
shape is part of the Asvamedha complex at Nagarjunakonda (Nagarjunakonda), 
Andhra Pradesh, and depictions of turtles are commonly found adorning the walls 
of tanks and kundas. Examples may be seen in the kunda in the village of 
Kamalapuram near Vijayanagara, around the tank of the Mahakalesvara Temple 
at Ujjain (Plate 70), and near the sluice of the large tank of the Sarkej Rauza116 
outside Ahmedabad. Sculptural representations of turtles are also frequently found 
in connection with shrines and temples. The turtles vary between ca. 20 and 30 
cm and are usually made of stone, but also brass sculptures exist, as for example 
at Pandharpur (Plate 69). They face the entrance to a temple or shrine, as they do 
at the Vithoba Temple at Pandharpur, Maharashtra, a side shrine at the Mul 
Dvaraka Temple at Visavada (Visavada), Gujarat, and on top of Brahmagiri at the 
source of the Godavari (Plate 68). At other times, they may indicate the direction 
towards an important tank or temple. An example of this may be seen half way up 
Brahmagiri at Trimbak. In one version of the cosmogony, it is Prajapati in the 
shape of a turtle who creates the world, and turtles are seen as an image of the 
cosmos with the lower part representing the earth, and the upper the vault of 
heaven. In the story of the churning of the cosmic ocean, Visnu in his turtle 
avatara (.kiimia) supported Mount Mandara on his back (Plate 71), and the entire 
cosmos is believed to be upheld by a turtle. The association of support and 
steadiness with turtles found visual expression particularly in Kerala and Nepal, 
where turtle sculptures are frequently employed as the foundation of pillars and 
dhvaja and dipa stambhas (Plates 72, 73).
115Keith, 1925, pp. 142, 194.
ll6 'jRauzS comes from Arabic 'rauza'.
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A particularly important role in the relation to water is played by snakes 
(.nagas). Carvings of snakes frequently adorn the sides or steps of water structures 
as for example those carved onto the steps on either side of the risalit117 in the 
kunda at Kamalapuram near Vijayanagara (Plate 74). In Nepal, they commonly 
adorn the top of water spouts (Plate 67). While many representations are true to 
nature, others depict the nagas as semi-divine beings, half snake half human 
(Plates 76, 77, 80). Many of them are regarded as subsidiary deities or attendants 
to more important gods, and are believed to dwell in water which they regulate. 
Therefore, snakes are regularly propitiated and worshipped to ensure the advent 
of a good monsoon at the right time. The Nagapancami Festival, held in the 
Hindu month of Sravana (July-August), is only one example of the veneration of 
snakes. The names of many water structures, as for example the Naga Kupa in 
Benares, refer to snakes who are believed to inhabit them, or to carvings of snakes 
on their walls as for instance the large multi-hooded cobra carved onto the rock 
face adjacent to the Naga Pokuna at Mihintale, Sri Lanka (Plate 78). Stones with 
snake carvings, so called naga-kals, are frequently found next to tanks and rivers, 
and under frees (Plates 75, 81) particularly in eastern, central and southern India, 
which are regions with strong traditions in snake worship. In Sri Lanka, naga-kals 
are also commonly employed for the protection of the dams and sluices of large 
reservoirs. These snakes are symbolic representations of Mucalinda118, and are 
employed as guardians and protectors of the reservoirs and the waters in general. 
In Nepal, representations of snakes are also frequently found as balustrades 
encircling water structures, as for example around the royal baths in Bhaktapur 
(Bhadgaon) and Patan (Patan), and in the centre of tanks and lakes in the form of 
snake poles, the nagakasthas (or nagadhvajas) (Plate 79). Plain pillars are also 
found in eastern and western India, where they are driven into the centre of tanks 
as part of consecration rituals119. They represent the axis mundi and the residence
117For a definition and discussion of risalits, see Chapter Five 'KundaS.
118Brohier, 1965, p. 5.
119Jain-Neubauer, 1981, p. 9,
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of the nagas who rule over the water structure120. Snakes also have negative 
connotations because they live in the earth where they guard treasures, and are as 
such also associated with the underworld and death121.
While frogs, turtles and snakes are often carved onto the walls or other 
parts of water structures, elephants, crocodiles and makaras are more typically 
fashioned to form water spouts. Water spouts in the shape of elephants are mainly 
found in what is today the modem state of Karnataka, at places such as 
Vijayanagara and Belur (Belur) (Plates 82, 83). Crocodile spouts may be found in 
connection with water structures, such as the Teppakulam at Madurai (Plate 84), 
although they are more typical of pranall spouts associated with temples, 
especially in Orissa (Plate 85). Most typical of water architecture are spouts in the 
shape of cow heads, discussed above, and makaras. Because the inakara is the 
vehicle (vahana) of the river goddess Gaftga, water pouiing out of the mouth of a 
makara spout is generally equated with Ganges water. In Nepal, this link is further 
reinforced by depictions of the sage Bhaghlratha underneath the spouts (Plate 90). 
Frequently, spouts are made up of a telescoping series of animals emerging from 
each others mouths, representing the abundance of creation (Plate 86). Water, 
however, is not only associated with positive and life giving qualities: in heavy 
rains, storms and floods, it can be destructive and threatening, and is regarded as a 
punishment of the gods. This expresses the ambivalence of the sacred which both 
creates and destroys, and which is powerful and unpredictable122. Also the hostile 
powers of water have been represented in water spouts in the shape of monstrous 
mythical creatures. A further reason for water spouts in the shape of monsters 
may be the belief that the waters of life, which are amrta, are difficult to reach 
and obtain, and that gaining enlightenment is about struggle and sacrifice. 
Therefore, the sacred waters are believed to be guarded by demonic creatures123 
which have frequently been given artistic shape in imaginative water spouts as
120Rotzer in Coute & Leger, 1989, p. 92.
121W. O’FIaherty, 1973, Asceticism and Eroticism in the Mythology o f  Siva. p. 26,
122Rudhardt in Eliade, 1987(a), Vol. 15, pp. 356-357.
123Eliade, 1993, p. 193.
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may be seen in the spout of the Hema PuskarinI of the Kutal Alakar Temple at 
Madurai (Plate 87), or the lion spouts of the Simha Pokuna at Mihintale124. The 
largest and probably also most varied and imaginative spouts adorn the western 
side of the Teppakulam, also at Madurai, and incorporate gnomons, crocodiles, 
fish and fantastic creatures into their designs (Plates 88, 89). Water spouts are 
found as inlets into tanks and pleasure pools, as pranalis emerging from Hindu 
temples, and at the edge of terraces carrying temples and stupas, to carry off rain 
water.
Also associated with water and frequently depicted in water structures or 
shaped as spouts, are birds such as geese, swans and peacocks (Plate 91). Geese 
may be linked to Brahma's vahana the hariisa, which is either translated as goose 
or swan125. Hamsas are also the vahanas of Sarasvatl, Candra and Varuna, and the 
peacock is the vehicle of Karttikeya. Geese and swans are symbols of spiritual 
transcendence and purity, and are seen as the creative principle126. In the same 
way as swans and geese are related to the lotus seat of deities, and suggests their 
purity and aloofness, rows of water birds can replace a lotus moulding running 
around a water basin (Plates 92, 93), and express the purity and sacredness of the 
water contained.
2. Water Divinities
Water may be viewed as the abode of sacred powers and gods, or may itself be 
regarded as being divine and an object of worship, and frequently both versions 
coexist. To represent the divine powers in water, religious images were frequently 
placed in tanks and rivers, such as a painted stone in the Betwa river at Orchha 
which is venerated as the river god (Plate 94), or an image of Surya in one of the
124The presence of lion sculptures in the Simha Pokuna may also be related to the royal nature of 
lions.
125 Although swans are not indigenous to or believed to have inhabited India during the early 
period, W. Doninger (in S. Snead (ed.), 1989, Animals in Four Worlds: Sculpture from India, p. 
16) and T.A.G. Rao (1993, Elements o f  Hindu Iconography. Vol. II, Part 2, p. 503) translate 
hamsa as swan.
126E. Schleberger, 1986, Die indische Gottenvelt: Gestalt, Ausdruckund Sinnbild. Ein Handbuch 
der hinduistischen Ikonographie. p. 193.
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tanks at Shesh Narayan (&es Narayan) in Nepal (Plate 95). Images carved onto 
rock faces of tanks, such as the cobra of the Nag Pokuna at Mihintale, or the large 
carving of Kal Bhairava who seems to emerge from a small tank near the 
Nilakantha Temple in Kalinjar Fort, over the surface of which runs the water of a 
spring (Plate 96), are even clearer in their message. But the presence of iconic 
images representing the divine powers of the waters are not necessary, and the 
element water is also worshipped directly. This has already been described in 
connection with the Ganges, and further examples will be encountered in the 
following chapters, the most striking example being probably wells located in the 
garbhagrha of well-temples, which developed alongside temples in which 
anthropomorphic images of river goddesses or water gods are worshipped. As 
such, divine associations with water exist on various levels.
A group of water divinities already mentioned in the section on rivers, are 
river goddesses. Because of their purifying aspects and their association with Ida 
and Pifigala, two major ’channels' (nadis) in the human body, the river goddesses 
Ganga and Yamuna have been depicted on either side of temple doorways, since 
the fifth century AD127. But also entire temples have been built for the worship of 
the river goddesses, as the one in the north-western comer of the Kailasa Temple 
complex (cave No. 16) at Ellora, housing Sarasvati, Ganga and Yamuna, or the 
many shrines dedicated to separate river goddesses. It is surprising that while so 
many temples which have no direct cultic link to water were set into tanks or on 
islands, the large Ganga Mandir at Bharatpur (Bharatpur), Rajasthan, has no 
literal architectural water connection. Images of Ganga Devi are frequently found 
next to tanks, as for example next to the Markandesvara Tank at Puri (Plate 100) 
or the Mallikar Guiidam well (also called Manohara Gundam) in the compound of 
the Mallikarjuna Temple at Srisailam. Such images invoke the presence of the 
Ganges at a water place far away from the course of the Ganges, and provide the 
opportunity to worship Ganga Devi in other parts of the subcontinent. It is
127H. Stietencron, 1972, Ganga and Yamuna: Zur symbolischen Bedeutungder Flufigottinen an 
indischen Tempeln. p. 103.
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interesting that at Benares, where no images of Ganga would have been needed 
because there the sacred river itself can be worshipped, numerous shrines with 
anthropomorphic images of Ganga nevertheless line the ghats and alleys leading 
to the river (Plate 101). The same phenonenon can be encountered at the source of 
the Godavari on Brahmagiri, where next to the actual source in a rock cleft, a 
personified image of the goddess Godavari is worshipped in a small shrine (Plate 
102). The worship of an abstract element or actual river may be less easily 
comprehensible to some people, than the worship of iconic deities, so common 
and widespread over the whole of South Asia.
In the iconography of the river- and mother-goddesses many of the 
symbols, animals and mythical creatures associated with the sacred waters, 
discussed above, are re-encountered. The vahana of Ganga is usually the makara 
(Plate 108), of Yamuna the tortoise (Plate 97), and of Sarasvatl the peacock, 
goose or swan (Plate 109), while all of them may also be represented standing on 
a fish or lotus. More important than the connection with a specific animal or 
emblem seems to be the association with a water-related animal or plant in 
general, which expresses spiritual purity and elevates the goddess from the 
ordinary world. Originally, Sarasvatl seems to have been connected with the 
goose (frequently closely resembling a swan, see Plate 106) because initially, she 
was regarded as Brahma's first wife (later on as Visnu’s), and was herself often 
called Brahmani. It is interesting to note that in popular prints of the goddess, she 
may either be represented with a peacock (Plate 104), with a goose or swan (Plate 
105), or with both animals simultaneously (Plates 106-7). While in some cases it 
may be possible that the swans really are beautified geese, in others such as the 
life-size sculpture of Sarasvatl in Chyasal Hit! in Patan, Nepal, the long swan 
neck is unmistakable (Plate 103)128. Ganga and Yamuna are normally represented 
carrying a water pot, a fly whisk (camara) and a lotus, while in some
128More research would be needed to outline the modification of geese or to trace the introduction 
of swans into the visual arts in India which would, however, go beyond this study.
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representations Ganga carries a plate of food. Sarasvatl is easily distinguished 
form them by holding a vina, a book and a string of prayer beads (aksamala).
Among the male gods associated with water, Visnu holds a prominent 
position. This importance may be derived from his role as the preserver of life, 
and he is closely connected with several versions of aquatic cosmogonies. As 
Visnu Narayana, he is shown floating on the cosmic ocean between two world 
eras, and he has several water-related incarnations, the fish {matsya) who saves 
Manu from the deluge (Plate 110), the tortoise (kurma) in which form he assists 
the churning of the Milky Ocean (Plates 11, 111), and the boar (varaha) as whom 
he dives into the sea to rescue Bhu Devi (Plate 112). Sculptural representations of 
Visnu are typical especially of Nepal, and most dharas, the local form of deep 
stepped tanks, contain at least one image of the god, either fine standing or placed 
in a niche (Plate 113). Sculptures of Visnu in connection with water structures are 
also found all over India.
Siva too is commonly associated with water architecture, and although 
anthropomorphic images of the god, his consort and Nandi are not uncommon, 
there are more representations of his phallic emblem the linga. These can be 
carved reliefs of liiigasor sculpted three-dimensional versions placed in the centre 
or a comer of tanks and along rivers and larger reservoirs (Plate 115) (Buddhist 
stupas may be found in the same position, Plate 116). The linga is ritually hot and 
closely associated with the female and cooling element water. The unification of 
the two polar opposites is considered to create cosmic order and harmony. Also 
Siva's embelm, the trisula is frequently found in a water context (Plate 114).
A further male god associated with the waters, is the Vedic God Vanina. 
During the pre-Vedic and the Vedic period, he was connected both with the sun 
(which was believed to be his eye)129 and the waters. He was the leader of the 
asuras, the guardina of the cosmic law, and belonged to the powerful triad of 
Varuna, India and Agni, the three main gods of the period. His son is Soma, who
129Schleberger, 1986, p. 149.
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is equated with amrta and the moon, both again linked to water. Vanina was 
regarded as the guardian of cosmic and ethical order (rta and dlmrma), and as such 
closely related to worldly kings who were to enforce the sacred laws of Varuna. 
Except for the fact that Varuna is still the guardian (dikpala) of the western 
direction and the lord of the water, he lost most of his importance at the end of the 
Vedic period. As god of the waters, the ocean, and in the south of India, also of 
rain130, his vahana also is the makara or a chariot drawn by four or seven geese 
(hariisas), and in rare cases also a fish or swan. He is identified by a lasso (pasa), 
and attributes of fertility such as a lotus (padma), a shell (sankha), and a vessel 
containing gems (ratna-patra)131. In sculptural representations, the river goddesses 
Ganga and Yamuna are frequently depicted standing on his right and left sides 
respectively. Although images of Varuna are relatively rare in water structures, 
shrines adjacent to water architecture, or for example the Varuna temple set into 
the waters of the Naval Sagar at Bundi are more typical. As part of the 
consecration ceremonies of water structures, images of Varuna are frequently 
immersed in their waters132.
Further Vedic gods who are more frequently depicted in sculptural panels 
contained in water structures, are the sun god, Surya, and the god of fire and the 
sun, Agni. Both are believed to have been bom from the waters, and to return to it 
at night, when the smi sets. There are many examples of Surya temples in front of 
which lie tanks and deep kimdas, as at Gwalior, Delhi, Kapadvanj (Kapadvanj), 
Gujarat, and Modhera. Additionally, one also finds depictions of the sun and 
moon, and of anthropomorphic images of the sun god in water structures (Plates 
117, 118). Although some other gods, such as Indra, the bringer of rain, and 
Kubera, the guardian of wealth, are closely connected with the waters in religious 
texts, they are not typical of water architecture.
130A. & P. Keilhauer, 1990, Die Bildersprache des Hinduismus: Die indische Gottenvelt und 
ihre Symbolikp, 224.
131Rao, 1993, Vol. II, part 2, p. 530.
132Jain-Neubauer, 1981, p. 8.
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The central importance of water for life, coupled with the religious tradition 
associated with the purity of body and spirit through ritual washing and 
immersions in water, led to the construction of steps along rivers, and of tanks, 
kundas and wells all over South Asia, to collect and preserve the divine waters, 
and to make them accessible to the people. These technically and aesthetically 
impressive structures, are an expression of the achievement of engineers and 
agricultural specialists to manage water in a region with extreme changes of 
climate, of the creative minds of gifted artists, and also of the deep religious 
feelings connected with the waters as the source of creation, the abode of gods 
and spirits, and as a manifestation of the divine. These relgious aspects, which are 
described in religious texts and performed in rituals, have been given permanent 
visual shape in countless water structures and images associated with them, found 
in every, even the most remote, part of South Asia. The water structures are visual 
representations of religious beliefs, whose artistic forms are comprehensible to all 
the people of South Asia, despite differences in language, caste and the ability to 
read.
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Ghats are flights of steps permitting access to water 1. They can make up the sides 
of a water reservoir or lead down to a well, and as such they are also inherent in 
most other types of water architecture, studied in later chapters. The ghats 
discussed in this chapter, however, stand by themselves as independent well 
defined water structures, not being part of another type. Ghats as an individual 
type of architecture do not contain or completely enclose water, but rather guide 
or channel it. They are found in association with running or moving water, such 
as rivers, streams or the ocean. Also discussed in this chapter will be ghats at 
dammed rivers, natural lakes and larger artificial tanks, whose banks have not 
been architecturally shaped or transformed as a whole. Their sides are largely 
natural (kacca), and artificially constructed ghats {pakka) are only found in certain 
parts or on the dam embankments. Being an architectural discussion, this study 
will focus on pakka ghats,
Pakka ghats are usually paved with stone slabs, sometimes coating a brick 
or mud core. Often, they contain larger tiers of wider terraces or pavements. 
Occasionally, they are interrupted by resting platforms, bastions, pavilions or 
temples. Particularly along rivers, the upper terrace is often lined by some kind of 
building, and staircases or lanes connect the upper pavement with a street behind 
the building unit on top. Ghats are found all over the Indian subcontinent^. River
^Ghatmeans variously 'a landing-place’, ’a wharf, ’a slope to water’, 'a river bank’ or ’ a ford’.
^River ghats are not so common in Sri Lanka which has more reservoirs. Due to a more balanced 
climate, the difference in water level between the seasons does not vary so much, and 
complicated step formations adapting to various water levels were not needed. There are, 
however, for example extensive ghats at the Kelani Temple (Kelaniya Vihara) near Colombo.
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ghats are more typical of the north than the south of India, because the northern 
rivers, being fed not only by the rains but also by springs and the melting snow of 
the Himalayas, are perennial, while south Indian rivers are mainly torrential, and 
do not contain sufficient water all year round. But also in the north, due to strong 
evaporation hi the dry season and heavy rains during the monsoon, rivers and 
lakes are subject to extreme changes in water level. The main concern of ghats 
therefore, is to secure settlements situated at water, and to permit safe and easy 
access to the water at whatever its level. To achieve this, the flights of steps are 
often steep and very long and furnished with resting platforms at various levels to 
be utilised at different heights of water.
During the ancient and the medieval period, the role of rivers or the sea 
was paramount in the location and founding of new settlements^. Particularly 
favoured were sites situated slightly above the general flood-level of a river, 
providing a natural protection from the wateriK Such towns as Benares and 
Allahabad are of considerable antiquity because they were well protected against 
devastating floods and changes in river courses. Particularly in the cities of the 
north, ghats usually occupy the entire water front^ and like most cities, the ghats 
are situated on only one side of the river. Exceptions, where pakka ghats line both 
banks of a river, include Ujjain and Nasik, and Pashupatinath in Nepal (Plate 
119). Although it has been assumed that as a rule, settlements were generally sited 
on the right bank of a river^, this is not always the case. At important places such 
as Calcutta in West Bengal, at Benares, Mathura (Mathura) and Vrindavan^
-*D.N, Shukla, 1993, Vastu-Sastra - Hindu Science o f  Architecture (Vol. 1), p. 263, D. 
Schlingloff, 1969, Die Altindische Stadt, p. 22.
Through the introduction of modem roads and railway lines, their importance as determinants for 
the location of towns has been undermined.
4S.C. Singh, 1973, Changes in the Course o f  Rivers &  their Effect on Urban Settlements in the 
Middle Ganga Plain, p. 125.
^It is so typical o f the sacred towns of Braj, the area around Mathura where Krsna dwelled, to be 
situated on a river, that in Govardhan, where this is not the case, a large water reservoir, the 
Manslgahga, was constructed in the centre o f town which conveys the impression to be a river 
and imitates the layout o f sacred river sides (D. Anand, 1992, Krishna: The Living God o f  Braj, 
p. 53.).
°B.B. Dutt, 1925, Town Planning in Ancient India, p. 28; J. Pieper, 1979(a), 'Water Architecture 
in Hindu Urban Architecture', p. 41.
^Occasionally, also spelled 'Brindavan'.
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(Vmdavana), the latter three in Uttar Pradesh, the settlement and the ghats are 
situated on the left banks of the rivers. In old river-side or water-related towns, 
the main bazaar street runs almost invariably at some distance parallel to the river 
or the pakka ghats of the tank or lake, being connected with the water-body by 
narrow perpendicular lanes. Because the ghats are important public spaces, most 
cities located at a river, lake or the sea, show a strong orientation towards the 
water which usually occupies a prominent location in the layout of the town.
Closely connected with the sacred waters of rivers and lakes, ghats are 
often considered sacred themselves. In the same way as devotees will take off 
their shoes when entering a temple, one does so at many ghats, as for instance at 
Pushkar or when stepping onto ^Mf-platforms at Mathura and Vrindavan. The 
sacredness of ghats is often marked by painting them red, or red and white stripes, 
as may be seen at Kedar Ghat, Pancaganga Ghat, and Mir Ghat, all at Benares. 
Most ghats are lined by large temples and small shrines, often built into the steps, 
and also by mosques.
It is generally difficult to date ghats securely. Because they are 
continuously exposed to the changing water levels between the dry season and the 
floods of the monsoon period, but also because of changes in the courses of 
rivers, erosion, and the depositing of silt, ghats continuously had to be repaired 
and rebuilt. The dating of ghats and other water structures is made yet more 
difficult through the widespread practice of reusing old building materials, often 
from ruined or demolished temples, for their construction or repair. The earliest 
remains of South Asian ghats known to us were unearthed in the excavations in 
the Nagarjunakonda. A ghat excavated at nearby Yelleshvaram (Yellesvaram), 
and later submerged when the River Krishna was dammed, dates from the first or 
second centuries AD, and the elaborate bathing ghat near the Puspabhadrasvamin 
Temple at Nagarjunakonda (Plate 120) has been dated to the mid or late third
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century AD^. Also of an early date is the ghat excavated in 1995-96, at the Shore 
Temple at Mamallapuram (Plate 121). It is situated south-west of the early eighth- 
century temple and is likely to be contemporary with it. Because the four steps of 
the ghat are each about seventy-seven centimetres in height, about three times the 
size of normal steps, the ghats may have served rather as a means to secure the 
embankment than to facilitate access for people to the water. The ghats at 
Nagarjunakonda and at Mamallapuram were constructed in a technique which is 
not typical of other ghat constructions in South Asia, possibly testifying to their 
early age. Instead of the usual way, where relatively thick slabs of stone were 
employed, and where the thickness of the slabs dictated the height of the steps, at 
those early sites, thin slabs alternately set vertically and horizontally, cladding the 
embankment, make up the steps. At Nagarjunakonda, the slabs cover a brick and 
lime core^ and low balustrades with linear dragon or snake carvings line smaller 
flights of steps. At Mamallapuram, in order to stabilise the construction, the 
vertical large thin slabs were firmly kept in place through horizontal stone 
anchors (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1: System of ghats constructed with stone anchors.
®E. Rosen Stone, 1994, The Buddhist A rt o f  Nagarjunakonda, p. 9. 
^K.K. Murthy, 1977, Nagarjunakonda: A  Cultural Study, p. 223.
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Ghats usually fulfil various functions simultaneously and are used for a 
whole range of religious and mundane purposes. First of all, ghats permit easy 
and safe access to the water-edge and to boats at often considerably changing 
water levels. A further important function is to secure and stabilise the bank and 
the buildings situated upon it. Ghats are used for the physical cleansing of the 
human body, for the washing of clothes, and also for refreshment, leisure and rest. 
Shallow ramps facilitate access to water for animals.
Ghats are also used for religious bathing and purification rituals (Plate 
122) concerned with the metaphysical level of a person's soul and kamia. They 
are also places of religious festivals which either take place at the bank of a river, 
lake or sea, or at least end there. The Kumbha Mela, the Ardha Kumbha Mela and 
the Magh Mela are particularly big fairs taking place on the ghats of India’s sacred 
rivers. Divali (Dlpavali), the festival of lights, Karttik Purnima (the full moon in 
October-November), Durga and Laksmi Puja and the birthdays of various gods, 
such as Krsna or Ganesa, are celebrated at night at the ghats when thousands of 
lights are lit on the steps, being multiplied by their reflection on the water's 
surface. Lamps are also set up on long poles at the ghats at Akas Dip, the lantern 
festival, for the pitrs, one's deceased fathers or ancestors^. On a smaller level, 
people, and particularly women, assemble on the ghats at holy water sites in the 
evening on ordinary days for evening aratl Aratl is the offering of prayers and 
little leaf-boats, filled with flower petals and carrying small lit oil-lamps, to the 
sacred rivers or lakes, until the whole surface of the water is dotted with lights 
(Plate 123). Other festivals, such as Durga Puja or the Sarasvati Festival (Plate 
124) end at the river ghats or the sea, when the festival images, made of straw and 
clay or other perishable materials, are handed over to and submerged in the water 
to dissolve their shapes until they are 're-bom' the coming year. Ghats also 
witness many domestic rituals such as weddings and fertility ceremonies. They 
are also used for cremations (Plate 125) and the performance of funerary rites,
Havel1, 1905, Benares the Sacred City: Sketches o f  Hindu Life and Religion, p. 151;
H, Wilson, 1985, Benares, p. 95.
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and were therefore also places witnessing many self-immolations (satl) of 
widows, commemorated by sati-stones lining many rivers and tanks, particularly 
near burning places. Through the wide variety of usages, the ghats become one of 
the focal spaces of public life in South Asian cities on water.
In larger towns and at particularly sacred places, specific parts of the ghats 
may be dedicated to individual functions. There may be separate washemien- 
(idhobi), bathing- or cremation -ghats, as is the case at Benares and at 
Pashupatinath in Nepal. At Hardwar, there are special sections on the ghats where 
the ceremonies of casting the ashes of the dead and that of pmdadana (offerings to 
one's ancestors) are conducted. Although particularly on the Ganges, there are no 
caste restrictions for the use of the ghats, MunsI Ghat at Benares is reserved for 
the Muslims of the cityll, and near Hari-kl Pain Ghat at Hardwar there is a ghat 
reserved for women. In the late eighteenth century, the building of a zenana-ghat., 
a screened-off ladies' ghat, next to Manikarnika Ghat at Benares was started but 
never completed^. In other cases, individual ghats are said to be infused with 
particular qualities or capacities. At Gau (Gay) Ghat at Hardwar, people having 
killed a cow may be freed from their sin, and a bath at Cor Ghat at Benares, 
purifies the souls of thieves.
When examining pilgrimage sites situated on rivers or the sea, it is 
interesting to see that several important religious sites which, particularly on 
certain festivals, are frequented by thousands of people, have not been artificially 
edged or architecturally designed, and have mud or sand-embankments which are 
entirely kacca. Examples along the Ganges are its source at Gomukh (Plate 126), 
Allahabad, some of the most important ghats at Benares, such as AssI Ghat (Plate 
127), Adikesava Ghat and parts of Manikarnika Ghat along its course, and also its 
mouth at Gangasagar Island where it meets the Bay of Bengal. At Kalahasti,
1 S a v e li, 1905, pp. 100, 115.
^Thesc building activities were initiated by the Rani Ahalya Bai of Indore, in 1791 (J.P. Parry, 
1994, Death in Banaras, p. 44.).
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although there is a prominent gopura pointing towards the river, there are no 
pakka ghats. A similar situation also prevails at Kanyakumari (Kanya Kumari) at 
the southernmost tip of India in Tamil Nadu, where the Arabian Sea and the 
Indian Ocean meet.
A possible explanation for the absence of man-made architecture 
particularly at Gomukh, Allahabad, Gangasagar Island, and at Kanyakumari is 
that at these places in particular, the power of the river or the ocean, and of nature 
in general, is so overwhelming that man may not have dared to intervene. At these 
places up to this day, water is venerated in its natural unbound form, and not 
substituted in rituals by temples or images, leading the attention away from the 
divine river or ocean. Moreover, due to the force or the changeable nature of 
water at those sites, it would have been extremely difficult to construct pakka 
ghats. Although there are firmly constructed flights of steps made of rubble along 
the sea at Rameshvaram (Plate 128), at least at low tide, the beach is still visible. 
This place, called Agni Tirtha (Fire Tirtha) ^  is the site where after the return 
from Sri Lanka, Sita is said to have formed a linga out of sand which then was 
worshipped by herself, Rama and Laksmaiia. At the site, this practice is continued 
by women until today ^  and with respect to this practice, a pakka ghat, entirely 
covering the consecrated sand, would probably have been unthinkable.
AssI Ghat, the confluence (samgama) of the Rivers A ssi^ and Ganges, 
and Adikesava Ghat (Varunasamgama), the confluence of Vama and Ganges, are 
the southernmost and the northernmost ghats of Benares respectively. Today, a 
continuous row of eighty-four pakka ghats exists between these two points. In 
1930, not even half of them were built in stone. With more financial support and 
an expansion of the town of Benares along the Ganges, perhaps the ghats at the
l^This sacred bathing place is called Agni-tlrtha, the tirtha of the god o f fire, because like Agni 
destroys everything, the bath in the sea is meant to destroy all human sins (C.V.R. Ram, no date, 
Arulmigu Ramanathaswamy Temple Rameswaram: Short Notes, p. 7.),
^The practice of forming lingas out o f sand is also very common at Gangasagar Dvip. 
l^The river Assi owes its name to the goddess Durga who is said to have dropped her sword 
{assi) at this place. Where the sword penetrated the earth, a stream burst forth flowing into the 
Ganges.
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edges will one day be constructed in stone, and the area of ghats may expand even 
beyond. The fact that today Manikarnika Ghat looks kacca, may be due to the fact 
that it is not properly cleaned when the floods subside and the river retreats to its 
normal bed after the monsoon, leaving behind a thick layer of silt, augmented by 
the ash of the funerary pyres which entirely covers its steps. In the case of 
Kalahasti, it seems very probable that earlier ghats were washed away or covered 
by silt because the bank is badly eroded and the raised river bed highly silted up. 
There are many examples where ghats either subsided, as at Sindhiya (Scindia) 
Ghat at Benares, or where severe erosion has devastated ghats, as in the west of 
Ayodhya (Ayodhya) or at Bithur, both in Uttar Pradesh.
Lining most sacred sites and towns, however, are pakka ghats embanking 
the sandy cliffs bordering rivers, lakes and the sea. Interestingly, particularly with 
regard to the natural sites discussed above, other sacred sites of equal religious 
importance have not only been edged, artificially shaped and continuously rebuilt, 
but they often show bulky modem constructions in concrete, sometimes covered 
with thin marble slabs which, to a Western observer, may at times look somewhat 
sterile. The ghats and its buildings were quickly put up, often just before a major 
mela was going to take place, and some lack the feeling of an unbroken religious 
and architectural tradition at the site. Examples of such strongly modernised ghats 
are found at Hardwar (Plate 129) and Rishikesh (Plate 130), at Nasik, and at 
Daksliinkali (Daksina Kali) in the south of the Kathmandu Valley, Nepal. 
Particularly in the north of India, drastic renovations were partly made necessary 
by the Islamic invasions of the eleventh to the seventeenth centuries, and most 
Indian pilgrims will probably prefer neat and modernised ghats. The look of the 
ghats is not what makes the place sacred to them.
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II. Long Stretches and Short Sections of Ghats
Ghats may be long stretches of continuous steps, sometimes along the entire water 
front of a town, or they may be short areas of firm stone-built steps on a long 
mud-embankment or a beach. Most northern Indian cities situated on rivers show 
continuous lines of ghats. Probably the best known town displaying ghats along 
its entire river front over a distance of almost six kilometres, is Benares (Fig. 2). 
Nowadays, there are eighty-four named ghats along the Ganges at the site.
Nig Kulr^
b a n A r a s
Fig. 2: Ghats line the Ganges along the entire river front at Benares (D. Eck, 
1993, p. 2).
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We do not know when the first ghats were constructed, but there have 
been human settlements at the site since at least the eighth century A D ^, and the 
oldest firmly dated ghat, based on inscriptional evidence, is Manikarnika Ghat, 
constructed in stone in 1302 A D * 7. Manikarnika Ghat, being ritually the most 
important ghat, is also particularly well equipped with exact dates for restoration 
and rebuilding works *8. Being the religious capital of India, Benares attracted the 
attention of the Muslims very early on. Ahmed Nialtgin is said to have plundered 
the town as early as 1033 AD, and the worst destructions followed under Qutb- 
ud-dln Aibak in 1194*9. Muslim raids to the town continued for the entire period 
of Islamic rule in India and in 1669 AD, the ruler Aurangzeb, who renamed 
Benares Muliammabad (Muhammabad), had some of the most important temples 
destroyed and mosques constructed overruling the Hindu ghats. In the following 
period, it was the Rajput rulers, particularly Jai Singh II of Amber (ruled 1699- 
1743), and later on the navabs of Oudh^O and the Maratha pesvas, who funded 
the reconstruction of the ghats and strongly influenced their present shape. Under 
British rule, Benares continued to flourish as an important religious and trading 
centre, and many rulers had their palaces or residences constructed along the 
Ganges, which often led to the firm edging and paving of the sandy embankment 
in front.
Long stretches of pakka ghats are also found at three of the four- places 
where the Kumbha Mela, north India’s most important and largest religious fair is 
held^l. The exception is Allahabad referred to above. At Hardwar on the Ganges,
1 ^ Benares is believed to be older than Babylon or Athens and may go back to the Aryan 
invaders around 1000 BC (Wilson, 1985, p. 11). Excavations on the Rajghat-Plateau, north of the 
modem town, have revealed objects dating from the eighth century AD (N. Gutschow & A. 
Michaels, 1993, Benares; Tempel undreligidses Leben in derheiligen Stadt der Hindus, p. 23.). 
l^Ibid., p. 46; Parry, 1994, p. 44.
^Manikarnika Ghat was rebuilt in 1735 by the Maratha pesva Baji Rao, in 1791 by the Rani 
Ahalya Bal of Indore who contributed also to the rebuilding o f many other ghats at the site, and 
then again at 1912, when high up on the ghat a. new burning platform was constructed which 
could also be utilised during high flood level o f the river (Ibid., pp. 44-45.).
^Gutschow & Michaels, 1993, p. 28.
2®Ibid., p. 31.
■^According to S. Rai, the southern equivalent of the north Indian Kumbha Mela, is the 
Mahamakham Tank festival at Kumbakonam (S. Rai, 1993, Kumbh Mela - History & Religion, - 
Astronomy & Cosmobiology, pp. 37, 57.).
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at Ujjain on the Sipra, and at Nasik on the Godavari, ghats line the entire water 
front of the town. The Kumbha Mela is held every three years rotating between 
the four sacred places and Hardwar and Allahabad also hold an Ardha Kumbha 
Mela (half full pot) between two Puma Kumbha Melas (full pot). Every year in 
the month of Magh (January-February), a fair known as Magh Mela is held at the 
confluence at Allahabad. All these fairs attract thousands of people and long 
stretches of firmly constructed ghats were desirable to provide the pilgrims with 
plenty of space to bathe in the sacred rivers. Also the ghats at Hardwar were 
severely destroyed in Muslim raids during the fourteenth to seventeenth centuries. 
Hardwar ranks highest in importance amongst the places of the Kumbha Mela and 
a modem rebuilding of the ghats was inevitable. Being less important than 
Benares, which also attracted the attention of influential rulers and wealthy 
merchants, the ghats at Hardwar are less elaborate and mainly date from the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Despite the antiquity of the sites, most ghats 
and shrines at Ujjain and Nasik date from the eighteenth century’s Maratha period 
and from later centuries. Nasik is one of the places where Rama is believed to 
have spent part of his exile. Allahabad, which probably never had pakka ghats 
remained in its original shape.
Further clear examples of continuous ghat-like steps along rivers are found 
at Pashupatinath, at Teku Masan in the south of Kathmandu (Katmandu, 
Katmaraum) (Plate 153), and at Khware22 at Panauti, all three in Nepal. 
Pashupatinath is the most important saivite pilgrimage centre in Nepal, and like 
Prayag at Allahabad, it is said to be a triveni\ a confluence of three sacred 
r i v e r s ^ .  The main ghat at Pashupatinath, Arya Ghat, was rebuilt under Candra 
Shamsher in the early twentieth century, and the ghat building along the Bagmati 
at Kathmandu was also initiated during that period. Their construction was based 
on the example of Benares in India, where the wives of King Rajendra Vikram 
Shah and the Prune Minister Janga Bahadur* Rana had set up a residence at Lalita
22It is frequently spelled 'Kvane'.
Hutt, 1994, Nepal: A Guide to the A rt and Architecture o f  the Kathmandu Valley, p. 183.
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Ghat (also called Nepali Ghat). Kvane, the sacred confluence of the rivers Roshi 
Khola, Pungamati Kliola and a third invisible river, at Panauti, has been regarded 
as a sacred tirtha since ancient times and also annually houses a big Magh Mela. 
Less continuous in nature, due to interruptions by kacca parts, are the ghats along 
the Yamuna at Mathura and Vrindavan. The towns and their ghats are closely 
connected with the stoiy of Krsna and most constructions along the river date 
from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. A similar situation where the 
entire water front of a city is lined by ghats, but where the sections of pakka ghats 
are continuously interrupted by kacca parts, is found at Bithur.
An important samudra tirtha, a sea or ocean tirtha, with continuous rows 
of ghats is Dwarka (Dvaraka) at the Arabian sea in Gujarat. At the site, a sandy 
island situated close to the main land creates a channel where the waves of the 
ocean are broken and slowed down, and the construction of pakka ghats was 
possible (Plate 151). The ghats predominantly date from the nineteenth century, 
when the Gaekwad Rulers of Baroda (Vadodara) developed the site as a popular 
pilgrimage centre connected with the story of Krsna, who settled here after fleeing 
from Mathura.
Two examples of long stretches of ghats along lakes and artificial tanks, 
are Badami (Badami), Karnataka (Plate 207), and Pushkar (Plate 192). Badami is 
situated on the western bank of an artificial lake. Running along the entire side of 
the town, is an unbroken line of stone ghats. Pushkar is the sacred place where the 
lotus of god Brahma chopped when he flew through the air searching for an abode 
on earth. Where the lotus touched the ground, water sprang up in form of the holy 
lake, and Brahma settled on its bank^^. There are fifty-two continuous ghats 
mainly along the northern and eastern sides of the lake and a bath in the sacred 
waters is believed to extinguish all sins. The large mela, held in November- 
December at the site is partly religious, being connected with extensive bathing
24pushkar is one o f the few place in India where today, Brahma is still actively venerated in a 
large temple.
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rituals, and partly commercial as one of north India's largest camel and cattle 
fairs.
An example of relatively small areas of pakka ghats along a river which 
otherwise has mud embankments, is Rishikesh on the Ganges. Rishikesh is an 
important pilgrimage centre with several areas of bathing ghats. Because it is 
situated in a deep gorge in the upper Ganges valley where the river is rough and 
dangerous, no long stretches of continuous ghats lining the town were 
constructed. The most sacred bathing ghat at the site is Triveni Ghat, which is 
believed to be the confluence of the Ganges, the Yamuna and the invisible 
underground Sarasvati river. The ghat has been heavily modernised in this 
century. Similarly situated on a river, Kumbakonam, has small sections of pakka 
ghats lining the Kaveri River (Plate 131). During the rainy season, the river fills 
up considerably. Such brief sections of pakka ghats are also foimd at Gaya. In the 
area where the Phalgu river passes along the Visnupada Temple complex, the 
natural embankment was artificially edged and firm bathing ghats, dating mainly 
from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, were constructed (Plate 132). The 
Phalgu river, particularly where it flows through Gaya, is said to be filled with the 
essence of Visnu and the ghats are regionally known as a place for special bathing 
on Karttik Purnima, the full-mo on in January-February. Gaya is an important 
national pilgrimage centre for the performance of sraddha-yajna (ancestral 
sacrifice) and pindadana, the offering of rice balls, observed in honour of one's 
dead fathers and ancestors^. Being performed in a sacred public, rather than a 
local domestic place, and resulting in the final liberation of the deceased, Gaya 
Sraddha is distinguished from other funeral rites. In Nepal, temple complexes 
situated outside towns on rivers, often have sections of prominent ghats just in 
front of their delineated compounds. Clear examples are the Jal Vinayaka Temple 
on the Bagmati river just below the gorge outside Chobar (Cobar) (Plate 133), and
^L .P . Vidyarthi, 1961, The Sacred Complex in Hindu Gaya, p. 33.
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the Gokama Mahadev Temple at Gokameshvara (Gokamesvara), also on the 
Bagmati, near Bodnath (Bodnath, Bauddha) in the east of Kathmandu (Fig. 3). 
Probably constructed on earlier sites, the present temples date from the early 
seventeenth and late sixteenth centuries respectively and although the ghats were 
continuously repaired, considerable parts still are original.
Fig. 3: A small area of ghats in front of the Gokama Mahadeva Temple
(C. Pruscha, 1975, Vol. 1, p. 30).
Particularly interesting examples of very short sections of ghats are found 
at Ghazipur in Uttar Pradesh, and at Pandharpur. At Ghazipur, spread out at 
intervals along the entire river front of the town, are six stone built ramps, each 
about twenty metres wide, with seven flights of steps and wide intermediate 
terraces, sticking out into the river like long tongues (Plate 134). At the top of 
each ghat-mmp is a temple overlooking the steps and the river. The main central 
ghat at the site is called Citnath Ghat. Similar to this, also at Pandharpur on the 
Bhima River, there is a whole sequence of spaced out ghat ramps leading from the 
town down to the river (Plate 135). The ramps are slightly wider than at 
Ghazipur, and have continuous steps without intermediate terraces. Because they 
are long and slope gently, the ramps are also utilised for the watering of cattle and 
sheep. The river bed at Pandharpur is so wide and shallow, that continuous steps
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along the ridge on which the town is situated would hardly ever be reached by the 
river water. Therefore, long protruding ramps were constructed which jut out into 
the river and provide access to the sandy bed or the water-edge of the river, 
depending on the season.
Examples of ghats along embankments damming up rivers and creating 
lakes, are notably found in Rajasthan. The earliest example is found at Ajmer 
where an embankment at the south of Ana Sagar Lake was constructed by Raja 
Anaji between 1135 and 1150 AD. The artificial bund was built in stone but does 
not provide access to the water by steps. During the late reign of Jahangir or early 
under Shall Jahan, a row of marble pavilions was constructed on the bund. A 
similar arrangement, with proper ghats and on a larger scale is found at Kankroli, 
sixty-five kilometres north of Udaipur (Plate 136), Rajasthan. Commissioned by 
Maharana Raj Singh, in 1676 AD, Rajasamand Lake (also called Rajasamudra) 
has an embankment of over two miles covered with ghats. A similar arrangement 
is found at Jaisamand (Plate 145), Asia’s largest artificial lake, forty-eight 
kilometres south-east of Udaipur. The lake, formed by the dammed River Gomati, 
was created as a summer retreat by Maharaja Jai Singh in 1685 AD. The dam is 
366 metres (1202 feet) long and covered by marble ghats. Although the firmly 
edged marble embankments at the three sites are long, compared with the 
enormous size of the lakes they are situated upon and which otherwise are entirely 
kacca, the area they cover is very small.
Small areas of pakka ghats may also be found at natural lakes. Examples 
include Indra Lake at Eklingji (Eldihgjl), where the comer nearest to the Ekalinga 
Temple complex was built in stone (Plate 137), and the lake at Nagda (Nagda), 
both in Rajasthan. In the case of Nagda, a platfomi jutting out into the water of 
the lake was constructed in front of the Sas-Bahu Temples (Plate 217). This 
feature is also found at Badami, where the platform on which the Bhutanatha 
Group was constructed protrudes into the artificial lake. Again, the three sides of 
the platfomi are lined by stone steps. Through the construction of platforms
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jutting out into the water, more space for the construction of ghats along 
embankments was created.
III. Top and Side Delineations of Ghats
In order to enliven and structure often long and monotonous stretches, ghats were 
frequently interrupted and divided into bays. A bay can be created by introducing 
a platform, often resembling the form of a bastion, at either end. Such platforms 
may be built into the steps of the ghat or protrude out into the water (Plate 149). 
Alternately, a ghat may be delineated tlirough actual walls, often in continuation 
of a house lining the upper terrace, which firmly end the ghat An example of this 
is the ghat-bay on the south side of Indra Lake at Eklingji (Plate 137). Usually 
however, although the feeling of a bay is clearly conveyed, one can, at least at 
low water level, walk from one bay into the next along the entire water front 
uninterruptedly. Each bay will usually be called by a distinct name. The effect of 
bays may also be achieved through low platforms built into the steps of the ghats, 
which really only structure and interrupt the steps particularly if they are 
constructed in an uninterrupted line rising up from the water's edge to the upper 
terrace of the ghat (Plates 137, 145).
The tendency to create bays is not always equally strong. Although the 
ghats at Benares probably cover the longest uninterrupted stretch of river front, 
the delineation of separate ghats is not always clearly visible in the steps, but 
more frequently in the walls of the buildings at the top. Particularly the ghats in 
front of palaces, such as Chet Singh (Cet Simha) Ghat with the palace of the 
Maharaja of Benares (Plate 206), are so dominated by the palatial buildings they 
cany, and the buildings seem so closely connected with the ghats, that the steps 
are often not again demarcated by bastion-platforms (Fig. 4). Pancaganga Ghat,
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Fig. 4: Benares, Cet Singh’s Palace with ghat in front (P.D. Coute & J.M. Leger, 
1989, pp. 6-7).
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which for the first time was securely edged in stone in 1580, also called 
PancanadI Tirtha because it is believed to be the place where the five rivers 
Ganges, Yamuna, Sarasvati, Dhutpapa and Kirana c o n v e r g e - ^ ,  also does not have 
platforms as structuring devices. Nevertheless, it sticks out clearly as a distinct 
ghat because its steps create a pyramid soaring up to the temple half way up the 
embankment, and because it is painted in red and white stripes, clearly 
distinguishing it from the surrounding ghats (Plate 138). Pancaganga Ghat was so 
clearly emphasised, shaped, painted and crowned by a Hindu temple, because the 
highest point of the embankment is topped by the overtowering Alamgir 
Mosque27, constructed by Aurangzeb in 1669 on the ruins of what had been one 
of Benares’ largest and most sacred temples, the Bindu Madhava Temple in order 
to proclaim the Muslim conquest of the religious capital of the H i n d u s ^ .  None of 
the three cities with pakka ghats at which the Kumbha Mela is held show a strong 
tendency towards the creation of bays either. It seems that they are more strongly 
developed in places where the ghats cover only a comparatively small area. Small 
intimate bays do not lend themselves well for the bathing of large numbers of 
people which are attracted by the Kumbha Melas or at Benares. Where there are 
only small areas, however, the presence of the ghats was further emphasised by 
strictly delineating their edges and by creating several small bays of different 
character and often distinct use. Such clear bays can be found for instance around 
KeSi Ghat29 jn vrindavan, at Bithur, in front of the Visnupada Temple at Gaya, 
and at the Kaveri in Kumbakonam. An exception is Pushkar, where two sides of 
the sacred lake are completely lined by long continuous ghats, and which show 
probably the highest and most elaborate development of ghat-bays. Although 
Pushkar is an important pilgrimage centre and its mela attracts large numbers of 
people, it is not comparable in size and importance with Benares or the places of
Sheshadri, 1925, Benares; p.35; Wilson, 1985, p. 22.
27'Alamgir’ is a further name of Aurangzeb.
^W ilson, 1985, p. 22.
29’Kesr is the name o f the asura (demon) killed by Krsna.
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the Kumbha Mela, which attract pilgrims all year round and therefore show a 
wider and more open layout.
An important role in the creation of bays is played by the buildings within 
the bays on top of the steps, making up its uppermost delineation. Although many 
ghats are lined by buildings on the upper terrace this is not, as Fergusson 
assumed^, always the case. There are often arcades in the back of bays high up 
on the embankment. Arcades are also found alongside or surrounding other water 
structures such as tanks and kimdas, and are used for various purposes. Pilgrims 
may use them as changing rooms after a bath, priests conduct their ceremonies in 
them, they are used as places of final rest for the dying who desire to be close to 
sacred rivers or tanks, and as a general shelter, often used by sadhus and sacred 
cows. Because an arcade is more an ante-building or link between two building 
units than an independent edifice in itself, they often establish a close link with 
the ghats in front, and delineating walls at their ends protrude into the ghats to 
further link the two building units, and so contribute to the creation of bays. One 
of the clearest examples of an arcade, which is really just a thin facade, associated 
with a strongly delineated ghat-bay in front, and not with a solid building behind, 
is found at Pata Ghat31 at Bithur (Plate 139). The arcade has pointed arches at the 
ground level and also in the fragile screen set on top. The ghat was constructed by 
Raja Tikait Rai, a minister of the Navab of Oudh^^. A double storeyed arcade 
connected both with a building behind and with the ghats in front, is found at 
Gaya in front of the Visnupada Temple (Plate 132). At the end of the bay, the 
ground floor arcading is continued slightly around the comer, embracing the ghat. 
Arcades are found along most Nepali ghats, particularly at burning places, such as 
Pashupatinath (Plate 141) and at Teku Masan, south of Kathmandu.
Fergusson, 1967, H istory o f  Indian and Eastern Architecture, Vol. 2, p. 181.
3 Possibly also spelled Patha Ghat.
Davies, 1989(a), The Penguin Guide to the Monuments o f  India: Islamic, Rajput,. European. 
p. 207.
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The space within a ghat-bay may be filled by domestic houses which, at 
the end of the bay, slightly protrude and grow into the steps of the ghats to 
indicate a more domestic and local neighbourhood bathing area. Examples of this 
are found at Bithur, where a long stretch of the river was edged, but where most 
individual ghats are quite small and the line of ghats is continuously interrupted 
by sand embankments. Most ghats have houses on their top which expand into the 
ghats, and often down to the water edge and create an intimate place in front of 
the house, comparable to a courtyard in a havell (Plates 142, 144). Often, such 
ghats do have public access gates on their sides, but still the feeling is very 
different from the long stretches of public bathing ghats at major pilgrimage sites. 
Particularly noteworthy examples of such 'domestic-bays' at Bithur axe Barahdari 
Ghat and Chapa Ghat. Most buildings around Puskar Lake are domestic houses or 
temples built into the steps of the unbroken line of ghats on the noithem and 
eastern banks. At low water level, it is possible to walk along the entire water 
edge in and out of the small individual bays created in front of houses, temples 
and at public access points to the lake. Nowhere else has the creation of bays been 
followed up so consistently and to such a high degree, such that particularly on 
the east side, the protruding flights of the houses, framing a bay, are three to four 
storeys high embracing narrow bays with steep steps in a continuous rhythm of in 
and out, of sun and shade, of vertical high walls and horizontal steps, all painted 
crisp white against the blue of the lake and the sky (Plate 143). At Benares, many 
domestic houses and dharamsalas line the upper terrace of the ghats, but the more 
dominating form of domestic living along the Ganges at Benares are the palaces 
and residences of maharajas and wealthy merchants. Due to the desire to build a 
palace in a picturesque location, but also through concerns for protection, 
transport and communication, palaces where often situated on ghats. Particularly 
picturesque examples of palaces creating bays at water are found at Kesi Ghat on 
the Yamuna at Vrindavan, constructed by the piincely houses of Bharatpur, Jaipur
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and G w a lio r - ^ .  The palaces are built extremely close to the ghat-steps, only 
leaving a narrow passage along the house walls. Where the houses protrude even 
further over this path, movement on the ground level is directed through arcades 
straight along the river under the palaces, which swell in and out of the river 
(Plate 140).
There are practically no bays at all on the ghats at the places of the 
Kumbha Mela, at Hardwar, Ujjain and Nasik, and this may partly be so because 
the ghats are not lined by a strong vertical building unit on top which relates to 
the ghats. At Hardwar, a high plain modem wall was put up behind Hari-kl-Pairi 
Ghat on top of which runs the main road east out of Hardwar (Plate 129). Only 
the area of Brahma-kunda, the most sacred bathing area at the ghat, is slightly 
framed by temples built into the water of the Ganges. At Nasik, the upper terrace 
of the shallow ghats is too wide, and the houses are set too far back from the 
steps, to interact with the ghats. At Ujjain, there is no continuous line of buildings 
at the upper terrace, and again a wide path runs along the steps, facilitating the 
bathing of thousands of people. Here, the monotony of the long stretch of ghats is 
occasionally interrupted by small temples built close to the edge of the river, 
which do not, however, convey the feeling of delineated bays. In these examples, 
which were all rebuilt and modernised in recent centuries, the ghats feel slightly 
disassociated from the town, which may be due to the wide upper terrace which 
like a road separates the water from the civic building area of the towns. At 
Pushkar and Benares, passage along the entire water front is possible, but not in 
the form of a wide paved horizontal path. The steps continue uninterruptedly to 
the water edge and wider terraces will be found at different levels within the 
individual ghats. A further reason why the ghats are less developed at places such 
as Ujjain or Nasik is that the river bank is not as steep and pronounced as it is for 
example at Benares, and also because the cities are s m a l l e r ^ .  At Mathura, an 
actual road runs between the houses lining the river and the ghats. But because
^Anand, 1992, p. 103.
^Pieper, 1979(a), p.40.
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there is an uninterrupted row of houses, clearly oriented and opened up towards 
the river, ghat bays are still visible, although they do not directly relate to the 
building unit on top.
There are a few examples of sites where there is no facade or building unit 
at all on top of the ghats, but the steps are still divided into bays. This is the case 
at Ram Ghat and at Laksman Ghat, both at Bithur. Ram Ghat is small, and clearly 
delineated by two- and three-storeyed building units on either side of the steps. 
Laksman Ghat is bordered by high walls with bastions on either side. The upper 
terraces of the ghats are open, providing direct access to the public and also more 
easily to animals because the opening to the ghat is wider than is usual at the site. 
Laksman Ghat is also the major landing place for boats visiting the mosque 
situated next to the ghat Longer stretches of ghats, not lined by any buildings on 
top, are found at Rajasamand Lake at Kankroli and at Jaisamand (Plates 136, 
145). In both cases, the straight ghats are interrupted by low stone platforms. At 
Rajasamand Lake, the steps are horizontally grouped into three large tiers of 
steps, and at Jaisamand Lake into four such tiers. At regular intervals platforms of 
the height of a tier of steps were inserted into the ghat-stQps, three at Rajasamand 
and four at Jaisamand Lake. Each platform was exactly aligned to the one above 
and below. Through this, seven regular bays were created at both sites. At 
Rajasamand Lake, three of the seven bays are more emphasised because the 
platforms are larger and protrude into the water of the lake. On a smaller scale, 
again contained within a larger clearly delineated bay, such platforms are found at 
the south side of India Lake at Eklingji.
IV. Ghat-Platforms
GM/'-platforms, mentioned briefly before as delineating and structuring devices of 
ghats and particularly of bays, are usually octagonal, stone built (or at least stone-
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clad) structures, formally reminiscent of bastion towers (Plate 146). Not all eight 
sides of the regular octagon are necessarily always developed, and platforms 
made of half octagons or multi-faceted examples exist. Less frequently, platforms 
may also be square, rectangular or circular (Fig. 5).
>
Fig. 5: Square and octagonal ghat platforms.
The simplest and purest functional version of ^ //afplatforms are found at 
the comers of a ghat The platforms protect the steps and buildings of the ghat 
against the destructive and eroding power particularly of running water, and 
demarcate the boundaries of a bay or ghat Typical examples of bays framed by 
octagonal platforms are Kedar Ghat, BalajI Ghat, Rana Man Ghat, Dasasvamedha 
Ghat and Gay (Go) Ghat35, all at Benares. Octagonal bastion-platforms are also 
typical of Bithur, where practically every single ghat is protected by this means 
and still the river managed to destroy a considerable number of them. The 
embankment at Benares is generally much higher than at Bithur, and the 
platforms at Benares are quite low and situated down at the water edge, but may 
also be repeated on various levels adaptable to different heights of water
35’Gay' and 'Go' both mean 'cow', referring to a sculpture of a cow found on the ghat. The same . 
ghat is, however, also referred to as Gaya Ghat, relating it to the sacred town o f Gaya in Bihar.
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(Plate 149). At Bithur, the platforms are usually as high as the entire 
embankment, and although they are shaped like an octagon at the water side, on 
the back towards the ghat, they continue as a massive wall (Plate 142, 144). The 
walls start high at the water in the form of bastions and, adapting to the rising 
steps, they diminish in the form of a wedge, creating a wall which frames the ghat 
until it is level with the lowermost edge of the building on top of the ghat At 
Benares, a similar effect may be achieved by narrowly spaced platforms in a row, 
continuously rising to the upper terrace of the ghat; as may be seen at Rana Man 
Ghat (Plate 148). At Ghazipur, the ghat-ramps are secured at two levels by 
octagonal bastion towers. The fact that the comers of the lowermost edge of the 
ramp are not protected by stone platforms, may be more an aesthetic than a 
protective device. Alternatively, it could be argued that at low water level, the 
river is less forceful and bastions at the bottom are not needed. At higher water 
levels the ghats are protected by bastion-platforms. The architecturally related 
ghat-ramps at Pandharpur, however, are not protected by bastion platforms at all. 
Since the river bed of the Bhima is wide and shallow, the power of the water does 
not constitute a threat to the architecture. Octagonal and square stone platforms 
nevertheless exist at the site, and like the temples, they were built straight into the 
river bed (Plate 150). They are detached structures, which resemble large 
truncated minarets and are scattered between the temples and pavilions. Platforms 
in the shape of half an octagon only, are found along the water front at Ujjain, and 
in front of the Visnupada Temple at Gaya (Plate 147). Square platforms are 
typical of the ocean ghats at Dwarka, in Gujarat (Plate 151). Rectangular 
platforms are less common but are also found for instance at Pushkar (Plate 152), 
Ujjain, at Karnataka State Ghat at Benares, and on one side of Barahdari Gliat at 
Bithur. Probably the largest rectangular platforms along ghats are found at 
Rajasamand Lake at Kankroli (Plate 136). Added to the platforms on the side of 
the lake are further rectangular extensions carrying pillared halls. Often, however, 
the comers of rectangular oblong platforms were cut off, creating irregular
j
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octagons, such as at Niranjani Ghat, Benares. Sharp comers are the easiest target 
points for the force of the water and therefore the weak-spots within the 
construction. Platforms with several smaller comers are more effective. Circular 
platforms which should he most efficient, are however not so common. This may 
partly be because it is more complicated to carve stones with accurately rounded 
edges than to cut angular shapes. Circular platforms are, however, frequently 
found in Nepal, at Teku MaSan at Kathmandu (Plate 153), Ram Ghat at 
Bhaktapur, at the Jal VinayakaTemple at Chobar, at &amkhamula Masan or Ghat 
at Patan, and at Pashupatinath (Plate 119). In India, circular platforms are found 
at AssI Ghat and the modem &ri Nisadaraja Ghat, both in Benares. At the latter, 
only the top pavement is made of stone and the body of the bastions is cast in 
concrete. At Sri Nisadaraja Ghat and at the left bank at Pashupatinath, platforms 
not only secure and demarcate the comers of the ghat; but are found in narrow 
intervals along the entire side of the ghat
Platforms do not only protect the edges of ghats against the water, they are 
also used as resting platforms, providing a larger even surface in the long sloping 
flights of steps. Such resting platforms can be found contained within a bay or 
running along the side of a ghat. They are used by the pilgrim priests, called the 
pandas, ghatias or tlrtha piirohitatf6, who sit on the platforms, often shaded by 
umbrellas, and conduct purification and ancestral rites for pilgrims (Plate 154). 
The main focal places for the priests working on the ghats at Benares, are Raja 
Ghat and Dasasvamedha Ghat. The platforms are also much favoured places to sit 
in the fresh breeze of the river surrounded by water on three sides, but safe and 
dry. They are used for fishing, for washing and to draw up water in a bucket. A 
further important use of platforms on rivers is to bum the dead in a dry place 
close to the sacred rivers to which the ashes of the deceased are submitted after
36D. Eck, 1993, Bcmaras: City o f L ight pp. 11, 21, 226.
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the cremation is f i n i s h e d ^ .  Generally in South Asia, cremation grounds are 
situated outside towns and cities, because they are believed to pollute the ground. 
At Benares, however, they are in the centre of the city close to the bathing ghats. 
There are two main burning places, Manikarnika Ghat for the higher and Haris 
candra Ghat for the lower castes. Manikarnika Ghat is situated midway along the 
Ganges between the two confluences. It is the centre and navel of Benares, the 
place where the world was first created and where it will be destroyed. Through 
the burning corpses whose souls are reborn in heaven, Manikarnika symbolises 
the beginning and the end of life and of the world, and perpetually reactualises the 
cosmic events of death and birth on the ghafi$. In the Kathmandu Valley, the 
cremation platforms are found outside the cities along the rivers. While most 
platforms are circular, those used for cremations are often rectangular, 
presumably because this shape is more conducive to an elongated body. At 
Bhasmesvar Ghat at Pashupatinath, there is a special cremation platform reserved 
for members of the royal family (Plate 141).
More often than comer platforms, those situated along the water front of a 
protected bay, house shrines and small temples. Such shrines have access either 
from the side via the steps (Plates 157, 173), as is the case at Lai Ghat and 
Sindhiya Ghat, or from the river side (Plate 155), as exemplified by the Shrine of 
Ganga at Lalita Ghat, all at Benares. As the water level rises, the shrines become 
submerged and the images are lustrated by Ganga water. Often, we also find siva- 
lihgas, nandis, the foot prints of Visnu (paduka) or images of Visnu Narayana on 
top of platforms (Plate 156). Such platforms are then treated like a temple and 
may not be walked upon with shoes. Examples of s/va-hhgas are found at most 
Nepali ghats, all around Puskar Lake, and particularly many were assembled at 
Gay Ghat at Benares (Plate 158). Also at Benares, a linga at Karnataka State Ghat
the water level o f the rivers is too low to reach the ghats, the cremations are often conducted 
in the river bed next to the last remaining water o f the rivers, where the remains o f  the body will 
be washed away. But floods too can cause problems to cremations, and at Manikarnika Ghat a 
massive concrete platform was eventually constructed in 1912 which stands above the flood 
level o f the river (Parry, 1994, p. 45.).
J.P. Parry, 1981, 'Death and Cosmogony in Kashi', pp. 337-339.
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was raised 011 two more high tiers built onto the ^a^-platforms and painted in 
black and yellow stripes to elevate and further mark its sanctity (Plate 159). There 
are particularly famous sacred padukas at Hari-ki-Pairi Ghat at Hardwar and at 
Manikarnika Ghat at Benares. Images of Visnu Narayana placed on platforms are 
found at Pancaganga Ghat at Benares, but they are particularly common in Nepal. 
Examples are found at Rajarajesvari Ghat at Pashupatinath (Plate 160), at 
&amkhamula Ghat at Patan, and at Gokameshvar. In Nepal, we also find special 
sloping slabs or small ramps integrated into the ghats and often carved on top, 
called death stones (bramhanah)39 (Plates 161, 163). Dying people are placed onto 
the slopes with their feet immersed in the water, and are finally purified by a last 
sip of holy water. Examples are found at Pashupatinath, at Samkhamula Ghat and 
at Kvane at Panauti. Sometimes, such simple open-air shrines developed into 
small roofed temples situated on platforms between the steps (Plate 162) or 
protruding out into the water. At Benares there are several examples of this 
feature. At Balaji Ghat, for instance, there is a small domed &iva temple which 
was built onto a platform down at the water edge of the Ganges (Plate 138), and 
at Indore State Ghat there are two temples raised on platforms built into the steps 
and against the palace wall lining the uppermost terrace of the ghat (Plate 164). 
At Dwarka, there is a long row of various small temples built over the square 
platforms sticking out into the ocean water (Plate 151). Also at Pandharpur, where 
^/jajf-bastions, not linked to the bank, were scattered in the river bed, temples and 
pavilions were placed onto them (Plate 168). At high water-level, the temples and 
pavilions are reached by boat (Plate 167). At Udaipur, where private royal ghats 
line extensive parts of the east bank of Lake Pichola, but also occasionally on the 
west bank, white lofty pleasure pavilions were set onto octagonal ^atf-platforms.
A further building type related to ghats and platforms, are small square 
cells, similar to hollow cubes, built into the steps close to the river, and open on 
the side facing the river. They are found at Benares, particularly at Dasasvamedha
39N, Gutschow, B. Kolver & I. Shresthacarya, 1987, Newar Towns and Buildings: An Illustrated 
Dictionary Newim - English, p. 130.
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and at Pancaganga Ghat, where there are two tiers of such cubical cells facing the 
river (Plate 165). Similar to the bastion-platforms, mentioned above, they are 
used as small shrines, and as platforms by the priests who work on the ghats, but 
mainly they accommodate samiiyasins who lead their lives on the ghats at 
Benares. A larger and more elaborate rectangular example of this type, with three 
openings facing the Ganges, is found on Jatara Ghat at Benares (Plate 166). It has 
a wide terrace in front situated under which is a balcony or porch, earned by two 
square pillars on the river side. Balconies like this are commonly associated with 
kimdas, discussed in Chapter Five.
A further development of /^;<3£-platforms within bays or along long 
stretches of ghats is the addition of a small bridging-element in-between the steps 
and the resting-platform which enables the platform to reach out further into the 
water (Fig. 6). Because such constructions are less stable and therefore less
Fig. 6: GMf-platforms with bridges.
suitable to protect a ghat; their main purpose is to work as resting platforms. This 
kind of construction seems to have developed out of bastion-platforms which 
continue behind as a wall and frame the ghat Examples of this intermediate state 
of development are found at Bithur, described above, and at Benares, for instance 
at Rana Man Ghat (Plates 169, 170) and Sindhiya Ghat. At Mir Ghat, where there 
is a whole row of platforms lining the ghat; the fashioning of a bridge proper, 
narrower and more distinguished from the steps around, becomes visible (Plate
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171). More modem versions of this type exist at Hari-ki-Pairi Ghat at Hardwar 
(Plate 172). The square platforms and narrow bridges were cast in concrete and 
paved with white marble slabs. Because the platforms and bridges were not 
conceived as independent three dimensional shapes but were all cast in one piece, 
absolutely level and simplified, the examples from Hardwar seem to be imitations 
and flat bodiless versions of an earlier type which developed out of the massive 
bastions reminiscent of Indian fort architecture. Nevertheless, the platforms and 
bridges at Hardwar fulfil their purpose in providing space for surya-namaskara 
and bathing and are highly frequented in the early morning hours. A very large 
version of a rectangular platform connected by a narrow bridge with the bank of a 
lake is found in front of the Sas-Bahu Temples at Nagda. The platform carries a 
triple arched torana.
Tliis feature of platforms and bridges reaching out into a river found 
particular attention and development in the towns of Braj, lining the Yamuna. At 
Mathura, south of Bangali Ghat, there is a massive octagonal bastion-platform 
reaching out into the water away from the bank which towards the ghat has a 
bridge of the width of one side of the octagon. Into the sides of the solid bridge, 
which has the same depth as the platform itself, was cut a shrine niche (Plate 
173). In similar platforms with bridges, found at Kesi Ghat at Vrindavan, the 
bridges which again have the depth of the platforms, have been hollowed out even 
further. The bridges consist of three slender carved columns carrying cusped 
arches (Plate 174). Here, the entire construction has become much lighter and 
more playful. Although the massive octagonal bastion is still reminiscent of the 
original fortifying and protective character of the platforms, in connection with 
lofty bridges, they have been turned into pleasure places with decorated arches 
along the river. A similar arrangement of three light arches carrying a thin bridge 
towards an octagonal platform is found at Gau Ghat and Bangali Ghat, both at 
Mathura. The platforms are smaller in diameter but carry lofty pavilions similar to 
the ones described at Udaipur above (which however did not have bridges). An
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interesting development of this idea can be found at Kaliya Ghat, slightly west of 
the Madana Mohana Temple at Vrindavan, where much wider bridges have two 
small octagonal platforms topped by pavilions at their comers jutting out into the 
water (Plate 175). Although the pavilions are still large enough to sit in, they have 
become more a decorative than a functional feature, and it is the wide bridge 
which is mainly used as a resting place, while in earlier stages of the 
development, bridges were merely a means to reach the platfomi used for rest. 
There are also small temples built onto platforms with bridges. In those cases, 
examples of which are found between Bangali Ghat and ViSram Ghat at Mathura, 
the platforms carry the temples proper, and the bridges constitute the foundations 
for the elongated porches leading towards the temples (Plate 176). The platforms 
and bridges, which initially existed by themselves, are entirely over built and 
obscured, and have been fused with the building unit on top. This is particularly 
so since the substructure made of platform and bridge is in fomi and decoration 
closely related to the temple on top. Both the bastion below and the vimana above 
have the same shape and seem to be solid blocks. Also the substructure of the 
bridge and the porch above are both fashioned into open arches. The substructure 
of platform and arched bridge seems almost to be a reflection on the water's 
surface, of the temple above. In such cases it is difficult to tell if the temple is a 
later addition or if the structure was conceived and built as a whole. Ghat- 
platfomis with bridges found the highest development in size and elaboration in 
tank architecture discussed in Chapter Four*.
As we have seen already in the previous part, the initial need for 
protection of the ghats through bastion-like platforms developed into an aesthetic 
feature of the architecture along the water fronts of rivers and lakes. Therefore, 
we do not only find bastion-like elements in their original place, down at the 
water edge, but also in the buildings lining the ghats. Although, during 
devastating floods such defensive protection of the buildings nearby may actually
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still have a functional purpose, this does not seem to have been the first incentive 
for the design, which seems more to be an aesthetic choice. Particularly 
interesting with respect to fortified architecture along water is Benares, where the 
idea of bastion-like platforms, on an enlarged scale, is also found in the 
architecture on the upper edge of the ghat At Tulsi Ghat, in the south of Benares, 
a larger platform carrying a tree protrudes into the stairs in the upper part of the 
ghat. It is an enlargement of the platforms used by the pilgrim priests with their 
umbrellas which, like the tree, provide shade to a resting place. Even larger 
rectangular platforms with comer bastions, protruding out of the buildings on top 
of the ghat into the steps, often carry temples. Examples of this are found at 
Vacdharaj Ghat (Plate 177) and at Gay Ghat. Lalita Ghat is a good example, 
showing that octagonal bastions may be found at the comers not only of 
protruding, but also of recessing building blocks (Plate 178). Also the palaces and 
residences along the Ganges follow the same aesthetic. They are either, like the 
temples mentioned before, a massive fortified block protruding into the steps, as 
can be seen in Chet Singh's Palace or the palace of the Maharaja of Nagpur at 
Bhomsala Ghat; or, their fagades, although they do not protrude forward into the 
ghat, are structured by high bastion-like elements (Plates 179, 180). Examples of 
this are found at Raja Ghat (Fig. 7), at the neighbouring Prabhu and Panckota 
Ghats, and at the Digpatiya and Rana Man Ghats, all at Benares. At the latter two, 
bastion towers, at regular intervals of about ten metres, nm from the bottom of the 
building up to its top along the facade, and reach, in the shape of a dome, even 
further out above the roof line. Brij Rama Palace at Rana Man Ghat also has a 
tower set onto its platform which soars up even higher. The facades seems to 
strive upwards, but due to the strong contrast in sun and shade created by the 
protruding bastions, they form a clear rhythm which is also mirrored on the water 
and connects architecture and water closely (Plate 181). Similarly at Puskar Lake, 
the fagades of the surrounding white-washed buildings have references to bastions 
(Plate 182). This is surprising since the platforms built into the ghats at the site
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are rectangular and plain, and do not resemble bastions. The lake at Pushkar is 
still and although its banks are exposed to changing water levels, it does not need 
fortification and bastions comparable to sites located at powerful rivers. 
Nevertheless, the surrounding architecture, particularly on the east bank, follows 
the same aesthetic encountered at Benares, if in a somewhat more open and 
playful manner.
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Fig. 7: Benares, facade with bastion-like elements at Raja Ghat (P.D. Coute & 
J.M. Coute, 1989, p. 22).
The tendency to strive upwards and to juxtapose the horizontality and 
flatness of a sheet of water and of parallel steps by a strong vertical axis is a 
feature associated with ghats not only at Benares and Pushkar. A tall thin clock- 
tower was set onto the artificial island in front of Hari-kl-Pairi Ghat at Hardwar 
(Plate 195), and towers commemorating the self immolation of widows, such as 
Sati Burj at Mathura, show the same tendency towards the emphasis of the 
vertical. The temples closely related to ghats often have particularly high and 
pronounced superstructures. The temples built into the Bhima River at 
Pandharpur, particularly the Pundarika Temple, have unusually tall pointed spires, 
and there is a similar example at the ghats at Nasik (Plates 168, 197). A further 
example from Benares is Aurangzeb's Alamglr Mosque which used to have 
particularly high minarets (which however fell down, and survive only in a
3621
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truncated form). This is a feature common not only to ghats but also to tanks 
discussed in the following chapter.
In addition to a vertical movement, there are also few instances where the 
horizontallity of the water and the ghats is picked up again on a raised level. 
Brahma Ghat at Bithur, has a long flying walkway with balustrades along both 
sides, which runs in between the second storeys of the neighbouring buildings, 
parallel to the ghats (Plate 183). At Bithur there is no access for the general public 
to this 'bridge' from where the ghat and the ceremonies on it are particularly well 
observed. It may have served a ceremonial function or could have been used by 
the leading families of Bithur on certain festival days. An example of two such 
bridges running parallel along the same ghat on different levels both above human 
height, is found in the centre of the north side of Puskar Lake (Plate 184). While 
the lower bridge, nearer to the water, is supported on square columns, the upper 
one is supported by pierced screens which are also used in the balustrades of both 
bridges. At Pushkar, the thoroughfare over the bridges is open to anybody. Seen 
from the water of the lake, the ghat looks not just like an empty bay but like a 
structured body, a volume of three dimensionally structured space. On the ghats, 
the bridges provide shade on the stairs, and a feeling similar to that encountered 
when descending a step well. At Babu Ghat at Calcutta, a similar bridge, running 
parallel to the ghat, is used to facilitate the loading and unloading of ships from a 
raised level.
V. Basins on Ghats« and Compartments and Ghats in Water
There is an interesting tendency found along with ghats, but also with other water 
structures, particularly tanks, in which artificial pools or fountains were built right 
next to a sacred natural water site, or where smaller geometrical compartments are 
constructed within a larger natural water body. Although in Hinduism, a self
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created divine image (svarupa, svaprakasa) usually ranks higher than a man-made 
sculpture, in water architecture, the artificially built structures are often preferred 
as bathing places to the natural sacred sites. Several reasons may explain this 
tendency.
Although ghats, leading down to water, are inevitably connected with the 
element, there are several examples throughout the subcontinent where further 
water structures were constructed on or closely linked to ghats. At Kedar Ghat at 
Benares, a rectangular oblong platform secured by two bastion-towers was 
constructed on the lowermost terrace next to the Ganges. In the northern part of 
the platform is a 7.5 by 10 metres stepped water basin (kunda) (Plate 185). It has 
steps on three sides, and a plain eastern wall with an empty shrine niche, which 
may be used to drain off the water. It is called Gauri Kunda40 and is closely linked 
to the Kedaresvara Temple on the upper terrace of the ghat. At Manikarnika Ghat 
a similar kunda was constructed (Plate 186)41. jt js painted white, measures about 
thirteen and a half by seventeen metres and has steep steps on all four sides. For 
the pilgrims, Manikarnika Ghat is the beginning and the end of many processions. 
Both the Pancatirtha pilgrimage and the PaiicakrosI procession end there. 
Manikarnika is such a sacred place because it is there that the waters of creation, 
the Ganges, mingle with the fire of the pyres of death and destruction^. For the 
pilgrims, Manikarnika Kunda is the focal point of the ghat and their pilgrimage. 
According to the KasiKhanda, the legendary history of Benares, Visnu carved out 
the kunda with his discus and filled it with the perspiration of his austerities^. 
This happened at the beginning of creation and Manikarnika Kunda is therefore 
the first water pool or tlrtha that existed on earth. The name refers to Siva's 
earrings covered with jewels, or to Siva's crest-jewel 'maid and to Parvatl's
40'Gauri' is a name o f the goddess Parvati, and there is also a lake on the eastern flank o f Mount
Kailasa which is called Gauri Kunda (S.M. AJi, 1973, The Geography o f  the Puranas. p. 65.). 
4 *The part in which the kunda is found sometimes is called Sindhia Ghat, the ghat north o f  
Manikanika Ghat.
^Gutschow & Michaels, 1993, p. 46.
43Eck, 1993, p. 240-243.
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earring 'kanaka'which fell into the kunda. Mamkamika Kunda is such a sacred 
place that it is said that all the other tlrthas of India come there at mid-day to 
bathe in order to be purified from the defilement which human beings wash off 
when bathing in them ^. Allegedly, however, Gauri Kunda on Kedar Ghat is the 
'true' and original place of the creation of the world and rivals Manikarnika Kunda 
in importance^. Whichever of the two is the 'true' place of the cosmogony does 
not seem as important as the fact that two sacred kundas were created right next to 
the Ganges, the prototype of all sacred waters, and that the artificial pools are 
given such high importance. A reason for this may be that in contrast to the 
eternally flowing divine Ganges, the kundas are places chosen and created by the 
gods in our world, where the pilgrims can take part in mythical history, the 
creation of the world, and re-enact the bathing of the gods and all divine tlrthas in 
the sacred waters.
At Ram Ghat at Ujjain, there is a small Siva temple built right at the 
water's edge of the ghat facing away from the Sipra River. In front of the temple 
is a shallow, nine metres square water tank (Plate 187). The tank is surrounded by 
a low wall, with pyramidal steps in the comers. Here again, an artificial tank 
provides water right next to the sacred purifying river. A similar temple is found 
at Nasik on the Godavari River. The Godavari has been closely comiected with 
the Ganges, and both are believed to have a common underground source. Other 
stories tell that the sage Gotama brought the Ganges to the south. Therefore, the 
Godavari is also called Daksina Ganga, the Ganges of the south. The temple at 
Ram Ghat is opened every twelve years when Jupiter is in Leo, and when it is 
believed that the original waters of the Ganges issue from the temple4^. Also at 
Pandharpur, where temples and platforms were built right into the bed of the 
shallow Bhima River, the same idea is encountered. Inside the gateway-pavilion 
built in front of the Pundarika Temple, is a shallow basin, about three and a half
^Gutschow & Michaels, 1993, p. 47. 
^Ibid., p. 118.
46Rai, 1993, p. 46.
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metres square. According to an inscription on the wall the basin is called ’Ganga 
Tirtha’, and the river Ganges itself is meant to fill it on particular occasions. 
Although there are many sacred rivers in India, the Ganges is the most purifying, 
and the archetypal form of all sacred waters; hence attempts to make other rivers 
relate to the Ganges and partake in its particular holiness. This may be done by 
providing separate tanks in which ’real’ Ganges water is provided. Ganga tanks 
will not diminish the divine power of the rivers next to it, but add extra sacredness 
to the site. Within the southernmost of the platforms protruding into Rajasamand 
Lake at Kandroli is a small deep tank resembling a well (Plate 188). The platform 
is surrounded by water on three sides, and the well is contained within an open 
pavilion, also found on the other three platforms sticking out into the lake.
In other examples, special tanks or compartments for bathing were 
provided because the natural water is very rough or needed to be dammed to be 
deep enough to allow the immersion of the entire body. Examples of this are 
Kanyakumari, the samudra tirtha at the southernmost tip of India, where due to 
the rough nature of the sea, pilgrims will normally only sprinkle the sacred water 
on their heads. A purifying bath will be taken in a sheltered rock pool n e a r b y ^ .  
Also at the island of Rameshvaram, although pilgrims do bathe in the sea when it 
is calm, there are twenty-one artificially created bathing places within the temple 
next to the sacred ocean. In this case it could also be argued that the sacredness of 
the sea was integrated into the temple, to link the man-made building to the divine 
waters. Similarly, the temples on the island of Srirangam have several artificial 
tanks although the island itself is set in water. Many sacred mountain rivers have 
specially protected compartments where pilgrims can bathe in the sacred waters 
which would otheiwise not be possible due to the force of the stream. This is the 
case at Sahasradha near Delira Dim, where a naturally shaped basin was built right 
next to the river (Plate 189). It is used especially after the melting of the snow, 
when the river is particularly forceful. The site is famous for its hot sulphuric
^D avies, 1989(a), p. 439.
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springs which nowadays issue out of metal funnels on the bank. At Tatopani 
(Tatopani), a village on the western branch of the Annapurna Circuit, and at 
Syabrubensi in the Langtang Valley both in Nepal, there are hot springs next to 
the Kaligandhaki and the Langtang Khola Rivers respectively. Because the rivers 
are too rough at all times of year, bathing pools were carved out of the rocks next 
to the rivers which are filled by the hot springs. Dakshinkali, in the south of the 
Kathmandu Valley, is a temple site at a river samgama dedicated to Kali. Twice a 
week animal sacrifices are made to the goddess in the temple. People do not 
usually bathe in the sacred confluence at Dakshinkali, the waters of which are 
coloured red by the blood of the sacrificial animals; they can, however, purify 
themselves under a row of makara spouts running along a wall parallel to the river 
issuing pure river water from above the temple (Plate 190). At the Gaukaresvara 
Mandir at Dhulikhel in the far east of the Kathmandu Valley, a small mountain 
rivulet runs through the entire temple compound. There are two tanks collecting 
the water and providing proper basins for ablutions, and two places where the 
spring water issues out of makara spouts. The shallow rivulet itself is also made 
accessible by a few steps of ghats, and its bed was paved, but most people use the 
artificially collected or channelled water for their ablutions (Plate 191). Also at 
the bathing ghats at Srisailam, the water of the Krishna River, which at this place 
is called Patala Ganga (the Lower or Underground Ganga), is not deep enough for 
bathing. Next to the temple, the river passes through a deep rocky gorge and some 
of the water issues out of pipes high up in the rock under which people bathe. In 
different bends of the river, there are separate compartments for men and women.
Water basins were not only constructed in the ghats next to water, but also 
within lakes and rivers. Three clear examples of kundas; about ten metres square, 
were built into Puskar Lake. The first two are adjacent to each other, situated in 
the north-eastern corner of the lake, which is the main access point to the ghats 
(Plate 192). The third basin is found further south on the east bank (Plate 193).
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Since the lake is still, these compartments cannot be explained on the basis of 
protected bathing. The reason here seems to be the fact that since the lake is so 
large, during the dry season the water becomes very shallow and eventually does 
not reach the banks, because it assembles at the lowest point, a depression in the 
centre of the lake. The three kundas, being deeper than the surrounding bed of the 
lake will fill up during the rainy season when they are submerged by the water of 
the lake, and will keep it even when the surrounding waters of the lake recede 
towards the middle. Although the kundas are subject to evaporation, bathing at 
certain points on the ghats at Puskar Lake remains possible practically all year 
round, even if the lake is about to run diy. Outside Datia, next to the cenotaphs of 
the rulers, is a lake into which a small tank was built. Only the bank to the left of 
the cenotaphs was firmly edged in stone, and it has ghat steps constructed in 
blocks of double pyramids, like those typically found in kunda constructions^, in 
the middle of the side, adjacent to the steps, a rectangular basin was built in front 
of the ghats (Plate 194). Its walls are higher than at Pushkar and the comers 
jutting out into the water are pronounced by small round bastions with miniature 
shrines or chatris on top. Although the lake is silted up and partly overgrown, the 
same explanation as at Pushkar seems reasonable at this site.
Similar compartments were also constructed within rivers. Sites with 
basins, having a clearer religious importance or meaning although the basins 
themselves are less pronounced than in the examples mentioned before, are 
Brahma Kunda or B r a h m a p u r l^  at Hardwar (Plate 195), and Ram Kunda, also 
called Brahma Vaivart Kunda^O, at Nasik (Plate 196). The most sacred bathing 
ghat at Hardwar is Hari-ki-Pain Ghat in front of which, running parallel to the 
ghat, is a long thin island connected to the land by bridges at either end. The 
water framed between the ghat and the island is Brahma Kunda. Sometimes, not 
the entire enclosed water body, but only the western part of Hari-kl-Pairi which is
^Sim ilar pyramidal steps are found on the west side of Kama Sagar, the tank at the Govind 
Mandir Palace at Datia.
4 9  A . Singh, no date, The G ateway to the Gods: Hardwar; Rishikesh, Kankhal, p. 17,
50Rai, 1993, p. 35.
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framed by temples built into the water, is referred to as Brahma Kunda. 
Allegedly, it is the spot where the celestial waters flow into the Ganges and where 
Brahma welcomed the Ganges on its way down from heaven^l. This statement 
rivals any other town situated further up the Ganges, such as Rishikesh or 
Gangotri, since allegedly the river is only divine from here on. Every year, on the 
first day of Vaisakh (mid-April), the kunda is believed to be filled with amrta, the 
elixir of life. Similarly, Ram Kunda at Nasik is just a protected area of the 
Godavari, bordered by a small island and surrounded by temples. Clearer 
compartments at Nasik can be seen slightly further down the river, where two 
narrow gangways, cast in concrete and without balustrades, bridge the river and 
are interconnected by a further long pathway running in the centre parallel to the 
ghats (Plate 197). The modem constructions in the river create two large 
protected areas for bathing, and enlarge the space for ghats on the river, because 
bathing is also facilitated on the bridges in the middle of the river. In this way it is 
related to Hardwar, where the large island built into the Ganges has a similar 
effect. Extra bathing space is needed particularly during the large Kumbha Melas, 
held at both sites.
Three compartments were constructed in the Narmada River, just in front 
of its source at Amarkantak (Plate 198). The river is bom in a tank contained in a 
walled temple compound on the outside of which these ghats are found. The small 
compartments are created by walls connecting the opposite banks. The basins 
have ghats, a pavilion set onto a bastion and a pedestal to hold a tulasittee at 
certain festival days. Being still small, so close to its source, the river had to be 
dammed to allow the pilgrims to bathe not only inside the temple compound but 
also hi the actual river. Probably the most complicated and advanced development 
of compartments in rivers is found in front of the Kaliyadeh Mahal, a fifteenth- 
century palace on an island in the Sipra River, north of Ujjain. The palace was 
built on the site of an earlier sun temple, and Akbar, who stayed there in 1601
Singh, no date, pp. 36, 37.
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AD, built a long low stable for horses on the bank of the river. Between the bank 
and the island, over several hundred metres, the river was dammed and divided 
into about a dozen basins of various sizes. Several pavilions are scattered over the 
dammed river area, mainly situated on the walkways between the water, but one 
octagonal pavilion was also set into the water and connected with a pathway on 
one side by a bridge (Plates 199, 200). There are also ornamental pools, water 
games in the shape of mazes52, and platforms where the rulers could reside in the 
middle of the river in fresh ah, cooled and refreshed by the evaporation of the 
river.
We do not only find water basins on ghats, but also ghats in the middle of 
rivers or lakes. To a certain extent this is what happened at Nasik and Hardwar, 
where islands and pathways were constructed in the rivers to create more space 
for the bathing. In other cases, such as at Pandharpur or at Besnagar, Madhya 
Pradesh, square pyramidal blocks of ghats with steps on all four sides and only a 
small square level platform in their centres were constructed within rivers. At 
Besnagar, there are ordinary ghats on the south bank of the Betwa River, and built 
into the water are three ghat-blocks which run in a line parallel to an old stone 
paved bridge (Plate 203). The ghats are detached from the bridge and were set 
into the river independently. They have steps on all four sides. A similar but 
larger, if also more decayed, squar e platform with steps running all around, is also 
found in the centre of the Bhima River at Pandharpur (Plate 202). The ghat is 
reached by boat. 'Floating’ ghats such as this, which look like islands or rafts in 
the rivers, facilitate bathing and washing at very low water level when the ghats 
along the bank are not reached by the water. The ghat-blocks are situated in the 
middle of streams where they are deepest and where even in the dry season water 
assembles. At Benares, at Sindhiya Ghat, the opposite effect can be observed. On 
the bank of the Ganges stands a square temple, called §ri Motllal Vodha. At
52These will be discussed in Chapter Seven.
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particularly high water level, when the lower part of the temple is altogether 
submerged and only the pyramidal superstructure of the temple sticks out of the 
water of the Ganges, the temple roof becomes a ’floating' ghat (Plate 201).
Not only ghats are found in the middle of rivers and lakes but also 
pavilions or small shrines. The most sacred place for bathing is a rocky cliff or 
island in the middle of a stream^, which in the widest sense includes sites such 
as Srirangam and Rameshvaram, or the palaces at Orchlia, which are all situated 
on islands in the middle of rivers. There is a small pavilion on a bastion in the 
middle of the Kaveri opposite the main ghats at Kumbakonam (Plate 131), a 
further one in the northwest comer of Puskar Lake (Plate 152), and an example of 
a similar pavilion in the sea is found near the RukminI Temple at Dwarka. Open 
maiidapas, like that found in the Tungabhadra at Vijayanagara or in the Vaigai 
River at Madurai, are also very typical. At Pandharpur, whole temples were built 
straight into the middle of the shallow river.
VI. Steps and Gateways to Water.
In the towns and larger cities situated on rivers and lakes with ghats, access is 
usually provided by narrow perpendicular lanes which connect the ghats in front 
of the building unit with a road and the town behind. The road running parallel to 
the ghats is often the main bazaar or market road of the town. It is an 
overwhelming experience to step from the narrow and often dark alleyways out 
onto the ghats of a river or lake which are usually wide and open, bordered by a 
flat sheet of water, and flooded with light which is enhanced by its reflection on 
the water surface. Seen from the water, the lanes cut deeply into the mass of the 
houses lining the embankment. Examples from Benares are JanakI Ghat (Plate 
204), Rana Man Ghat, Lai Ghat and Lalita Ghat, but also at Udaipur and Pushkar
-^Pieper, 1979(a), p. 40.
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(Plate 205), such clear cuts can be seen. Usually, the steps of the ghats continue 
into the lanes uninterruptedly, and connect the long band of ghats with the town 
behind. Sometimes, the stairways leading up are heated as distinct architectural 
forms and are consciously distinguished from the steps of the ghats. This is the 
case in front of Chet Singh's Palace where the steps create a body slightly raised 
above the ordinary ghats around (Plate 206). Also the steps at the south end of 
Kedar Ghat, Benares, and in front of the Yellama Temple at Badami (Plate 207), 
stand out above their surroundings. Sometimes, after having left the narrow 
channel between the houses and entered the open space of the ghat; steps fan out 
into a wide pyramide (Fig. 8). This can clearly be seen in Benares at Rana Man
Fig. 8: Flights of steps fanning out into a wide pyramide.
Ghat, at the south end of Pancaganga Ghat with two such fan-staircases, and at 
Digpatiya Ghat (Plates 208, 209). Sometimes, however, the ghats are so 
monumental and steep that they seem like walls surrounding the town above. In 
the south of Benares in general, and at Jaina Ghat in particular, steep monumental 
ramps with occasional flights of steps separate water and town (Plate 210). A 
similar effect can be observed at Pashupatinath, opposite of Pasupati Temple
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where the ghat steps seems to have been enlarged and blown up to monumental 
size. Three terraces larger than human size lead from the Pandhra Sivalaya down 
to a narrow band of ordinary sized steps (Plate 211). The monumental steps are 
intersected by two narrow stairways allowing human beings, who seem like toys 
here, to reach the water between the steps of such distorted but striking 
proportions^.
Steps leading to the ghats are not only connected with the town, but also 
often with temples situated high up on the bank of the river55. Examples 
mentioned already are the temples found on top of each ghat-ramp at Ghazipur, 
the temple at Pancaganga Ghat, Benares, and the steps leading up to the Yellama 
Temple at Badami. Further clear examples are the extremely steep steps leading 
up to the Kedaresvara Temple at Kedar Ghat, Benares, at the RukminI Temple at 
Dwarka, at the Pasupathi Temple at Pashupatinath (Plate 212), and at many more 
sites. This phenomenon is also common to other types of water architecture, 
discussed in the following chapters. The practical reason for the siting of temples 
high up above the flood level is to protect the edifices and to make them 
accessible to people all year round. But there is also a religious explanation 
whereby the physical ascent of a person towards the temple visualises the spiritual 
ascent towards enlightenment and salvation which may be gained in the temple.
The ascent from water towards a temple is often farther emphasised by the 
presence of a gateway through which a person has to pass, and which clearly 
marks a threshold. On the one hand it is the threshold from one state of being into 
a new and higher one, relating to the symbolic ascent of a person's soul, but it also
54The same aesthetic can be encountered in Manga Hit! (Mani Dhara) at Patan Darbar Square, 
where the steps o f the dhara are again blown up in size, and only narrow steps on human scale 
lead down to the water at the bottom o f the pit (For an introduction to h itis and dhahas, see 
Chapter Five, 'Kundad).
-’-’If the temples are larger complexes situated on water, they usually have doors providing direct 
access from the temple compound to the water, as is the case at the Visnupada Temple at Gaya, 
and at the Kalahastisvara Temple at Kalahasti. In cases where the temple is situated further 
inland, they are often connected by axial roads with the water front. Examples o f this are the 
Ramalihgesvara Temple at Rameshvaram, and both major temples on Srirangam Island.
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marks the end of the sacred sphere of the ghat, and that of the bordering temple 
compound. Gateways on ghats are not always necessarily connected with a 
temple, and can be found by themselves. Since a purifying bath leads to salvation, 
and the bathers are meant to sacrifice their old life while submerging themselves 
under water, the gateways through which they pass after a bath visually expresses 
their spiritual process which is a journey of several thresholds and stages of 
consciousness. When found on their own, gateways delineate or indicate the 
sacredness of the ghat Containing or bordering water, the ghats are intrinsically 
connected with the divine.
Examples of single free-standing gateways connected with both ghats and 
a temple are found at Indra Lake at Eklingji, facing the ocean at Kanyakumari, 
and at Kalahasti. The Indra Lake example is a carved ornamental gateway, a 
torana (Plate 137), while the gateway at Kanyakumari is monumental and modem 
but still within the tradition of torana design. The gateway at Kalahasti follows 
the southern Indian temple tradition and is a gopura, a high gateway tower facing 
the river (Plate 213). It was constructed by Krsnadeva Raya in 1516 AD and is a 
detached structure. While toranas, found in the temple architecture of north and 
western India are often found detached from a wall, gopuras were not usually 
constructed as independent free-standing structures. An example of a gateway to 
water connected with an Islamic religious structure, is found at the tomb of Abu’l 
Waliab (Abd al-Walihab) at Kumool. The tomb is situated on a high embankment 
and steep steps lead down to the river. At the top of the steps stands a prominent 
gateway which may originally have been connected with a mined building 
nearby.
Single gateways not connected with temples are found on the ghats at 
Ujjain, where two toranas face the river on the east bank. On the opposite bank of 
the Sipra, a monumental ceremonial archway, made of concrete and several 
storeys high, was erected for the last Kumbha Mela. Unusually in this example, 
the gate does not face the river but is set a right angle, providing a prominent
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entrance for the large number of pilgrims to the whole length of the bathing ghat 
(Fig. 9)56. This example shows the continuation of the theme of gateways to 
water into the twentieth century. A further interesting example is Rajasamand
Fig. 9: Ujjain, location of the monumental gateway with regard to river and 
bridge.
Lake at Kankroli, where four decorated toranas set at regular intervals along the 
ghats face the water of the lake (Plate 214). The lake was commissioned by 
Maharana Raj Singh in the seventeenth century, when a terrible drought affected 
Rajasthan, to prevent further similar disasters. Although the lake is predominantly 
functional, providing water for the people, there is a conscious effort in the design 
to link the lake to earlier religious traditions and also to Ana Sagar at Ajmer.
further example where the movement o f pilgrims was directed parallel to the ghat and 
through a gateway, is found at Benares. At Lai Ghat, where half way up the ghat a level 
walkway runs parallel along the ghat; the main stream of people is directed through an arched 
opening in a particularly high ghat platform. As described earlier, shrine rooms were often cut 
into platforms, but in this case an actual thoroughfare was created.
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To further emphasise the ritual axis from a temple towards the water, 
several gateways were sometimes set behind each other. This is the case at Visram 
Ghat at Mathura, where five independent toranas of different heights and shapes 
were constructed at different times in front of the door of the small central temple 
(Plate 215). After having purified themselves, people pass through the five 
gateways and worship at the small shrine. In connection with ghats as a distinct 
type of water architecture, it is more common to find several archways set side by 
side, connected to form one gateway structure with three openings. These are 
mainly found in the north of India, where clear examples exist at Gangotri (Plate
216) and at Triveni Ghat at Rishikesh. Both examples are modem structures 
although they may have replaced earlier gateways or are at least based on an 
earlier tradition. A late tenth-century example of a triple gateway is found on a 
platform reaching into the lake in front of the Sas-Bahu Temples at Nagda (Plate
217). The gateway is of the hindola- or swing-type57, used on festival days, when 
the images of the gods were swung accompanied by music and the recitation of 
hymns. Of a slightly later date, about the late eleventh century, is a similar 
gateway at Menal (Menal), Rajasthan. Menal is a temple site at the edge of a deep 
gorge with a water fall. The gateway points towards the water but is set away 
from the edge, which has no stone ghats. The gateway seems to point towards the 
water and to indicate that the temple is not the only sacred object at the site. It is a 
place sanctified by the presence of water, and this is why the temple was built 
there. Many of the pilgrims climb down the hillside to reach the plateau above the 
waterfall where they bathe, but due to the extreme location of the site and the 
dangerous current above the waterfall, water and gateway seem to establish more 
an ideal or spiritual connection. A similar situation is found at the large 
Mansiganga reservoir at Govardhan, where a single torairn was set onto a platform 
protruding out into the water. The platform is walled and there are no steps at that
57India Tourism Development Corporation, 1975, Guide to Rajasthan, p. 154.
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point leading down to the water (Plate 218)58. One cannot pass through the 
gateway to reach the water but, standing within a long tradition of such gateways, 
it points towards the purifying and redeeming properties of the sacred waters. A 
further free-standing triple gateway faces Ana Sagar at Ajmer (Plate 219)59. At 
Gahgaur Ghat at Udaipur, a triple gateway, integrated into the houses lining the 
lake, leads into town. It echoes the form of the Tripolia, the triple arched gateway 
at the entrance to the Udaipur city palace.
Free-standing gateways convey the idea of a threshold, of rebirth and of 
spiritual advancement more clearly because they have no practical function, such 
as protecting or enclosing a compound, and are purely symbols of spiritual ideas. 
Nevertheless, gateways along ghats were also often integrated into the facades of 
the buildings lining the upper terrace of the ghat This is very typical of Benares 
and of Pushkar, where several gateways are often found lined up behind each 
other under the various levels of houses bridging over the narrow thoroughfares to 
the water. At Pushkar such alleyways are sometimes covered passageways in the 
form of narrow tunnels (Plate 220). Gateways along the waterfront are typical of 
most cities located at water, and further clear examples can be seen at Pandharpur 
and at Samkhamula Ghat at Patan, Nepal.
An interesting development of the gateway idea can be seen at certain 
sacred water places, where the idea of a two dimensional, flat and bodiless 
gateway, consisting only of two columns and a lintel, was transferred into three 
dimensions through the addition of a further parallel pair of columns. An example 
of this is fomid at Dwarka in front of the Rukmirn Temple. At the site, two 
gateways were set one behind the other, similar to Visram Ghat at Mathura, and 
then connected up by a common flat roof structure which connects the two 
archways to a small pavilion (Plate 221). Seen frontally from the sea side, when
58Although the Manslganga is a reservoir, it has been included in this chapter on ghats, because 
the design o f the Manslganga clearly imitates a river, and is therefore closely related to river 
ghats vn\h gateways.
59 Although the gateway seems to be purpose-built, it could be that the 'facade of three arches' 
originally was part of a further pavilion.
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ascending the steep steps towards the raised temple site, it looks like an ordinary 
gateway, and only upon arrival at the gate does one realise that it is a kind of 
mandapa. Particularly in this instance, where the gateway-pavilion is found in a 
place so typically associated with a ceremonial gateway, the structure is not 
conceived as a pavilion. There is a further example of such a double gateway in 
front of the Pundarika Temple at Pandharpur. Although the columns are thicker 
and the roof is more pronounced, the gateway, as an earlier stage of development, 
is still implicit. Contained within the gateway-mandapa is the small basin called 
Ganga Tirtha in which true Ganga water may occur (referred to above). This fact 
may further support the idea that although the building also resembles a mandapa, 
it was probably meant as a gateway, containing Ganga water. This is so because 
the divine river Ganges is seen as a direct gateway or a straight bridge to heaven 
and salvation. Having both together, the Ganges as a symbol of a gateway, and an 
actual gateway structure containing it, makes the threshold symbolism mentioned 
above even more explicit. A further step away from a gateway, but strongly 
echoing this antecedent in its multiple arches, is the modem circular pavilion near 
Ram Kunda at Nasik.
To summarise, ghats are a well defined type of water architecture found all over 
the Indian subcontinent. Its core element are steps permitting access to water at 
changing water levels. A whole range of variations on this theme, concerning 
their length and their top and side delineations, and a choice of additional parts 
such as bridges, platforms, temples, pavilions and basins are available, and 
provide the material for elaborate experimentation. The initial need to secure 
unbound water edges was turned into a field for artistic expression, and the ghats 
became the religious and social centres of pilgrimage sites and cities. Ghats are 
inherent in most other types of water architecture where they provide access to
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water in tanks, kundas and wells. Several themes, such as platforms, gateways and 
basins at water, will be encountered again in subsequent chapters in association 
with other types of water architecture.
II
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In the Indian subcontinent there are two main types of water reservoirs, which in 
this study have been called 'tanks' and 'kundas’. First of all, the two are 
distinguished by their construction technique. Tanks generally are shallow 
structures and usually have quite a large surface area, while kundas are deep and 
have a small water area in relation to their top delineation. These differences in 
construction techniques are related to their distinct methods of drawing water. 
While tanks usually collect rain water or are fed by channels, kundas are normally 
fed by ground water (Fig. 10). The difference between tanks and kundas becomes
V
r
Fig. 10: Section and plan of a tank (a) and a kuiida (b).
particularly visible in their step formations. While tanks are lined by short shallow 
flights of parallel steps, the sides of kuiidas are steep and long and their steps are 
often arranged in triangular sets to counterbalance the inward thrust of the
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strongly sloping walls. The terms locally chosen to describe or name water 
structures do not necessarily identify their building type: kunda may refer to a 
sacred water site in general, and the term baoli, meaning 'well', may at times be 
given to a larger reservoir. Despite these inconsistencies there is an indigenous 
tendency to distinguish between tanks and kundas as building types, and their 
formal characteristics have been applied in this study to differentiate between the 
types in order to enable a detailed study of the examples. Hybrids of tanks and 
kundas are also encountered.
Tanks may for example be called talf talao or talab, sagar or sarovar, 
pokhara, pokharl or pokuna, depending on the region or local language. They are 
usually large, relatively shallow water reservoirs with an extensive catchment area 
to collect the maximum amount of rain water. While smaller tanks frequently 
depend exclusively on the rains, larger tanks may additionally be fed by springs 
and rivers, they may be formed by dammed rivers, and occasionally also draw 
subsoil water 1, Ground water is the most reliable water source. Due to the large 
surface area exposed to sunlight, tanks have the highest evaporation amongst the 
various types of water architecture. Excess water is drained off to other reservoirs 
or streams. Larger tanks are usually constructed in natural depressions in the 
ground while smaller examples are more likely to be completely man made 
constructions. As a consequence, smaller tanks will usually have ghats-Wke steps 
along all sides, while large reservoirs often have these limited to certain parts 
which provide access to the water. Steps in tanks are normally long and parallel, 
and stepping is directed straight downwards, parallel to the slope (unlike that of 
kimdas where it is directed in a series of diagonals across the side). Sometimes the 
steps are broken at intervals by small protruding steps or outcropping platforms 
(Plate 222) which create patterns and break up the monotony of the horizontal 
steps (Fig. 11). Although less commonly, tanks may have parallel steps combined
^This is only possible in regions where the ground water table is near the surface.
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with pyramidal step formations, more typical of kundas. Examples may be seen 
on the north side of the Naval Sagar at Bundi, and on the north side of the tank of 
Padmini’s Palace at Chitorgarh. As with the ghats along rivers, there are also tanks
Fig. 11: Steps along tanks with small outcropping platforms.
with wider terraces, platforms and temples which may be integrated into the steps. 
Further elements interrupting and enlivening the long sides of reservoirs are 
ramps for cattle and boats, and sluice gates for inlet of fresh and outlet of excess 
water. Much attention was paid to the design and execution of these primarily 
functional parts (Plate 223). Because tanks do not penetrate deep into the ground, 
their sides slope gently and provide easy access to the water. The average slope of 
the steps will usually be parallel to the angle of the natural slope of the ground^. 
Tanks are frequently surrounded by walls which may be of various heights. They 
delineate the sacred precinct and protect it against excessive flooding during the 
monsoon or from surface dirt being blown into the tank.
The majority of tanks described in this chapter have been given a 
formalised often geometrical shape. This is usually done by enlarging the original 
size of a natural depression and dressing its sides. These tanks are usually
2p.K. Patel, 1973, 'Structural and Constructional Aspects o f Water Reservoirs and their 
Relationship with Religious Buildings in Gujarat.', Diploma thesis, p.85.
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rectangular or square, being the shapes easiest to plan and construct. But 
examples of relatively small circular tanks may be seen at Shesh Narayan in the 
south of the Kathmandu Valley, at the Abhayagiri Dagaba at Anuradhapura 
(Anuradhapura), Sri Lanka, and in the twelfth-century Rudra Kupa at Patan (Plate 
224), Gujarat, while the Niyai Malao Talao (Circular Malao Tank) at Dholka, 
Gujarat, which measures about 320 metres in diameter (Plate 280), and the Burha 
Tank at Raipur, Madhya Pradesh, with a diameter of circa 550 metres, are circular 
tanks of considerable size. Other examples such as the Tal Bija Tank at Gwalior 
combine a circular central part with two rectangular side sections. There is also a 
semi-circular tank, with an approximately thirty-seven metres radius, in the 
compound of the Mahadev Temple at Ettumanur in Kerala. More frequent and 
found all over the Indian subcontinent are octagonal tanks, the Bhlmgoda Talao at 
Hardwar (Plate 225), and the Khan Talao at Dholka, Prayag TIrtha just outside 
Trimbak, and the octagonal tanks of the Visnu Temple and the Islamic Dargah at 
Tirumayam, Tamil Nadu, being representative examples. Sometimes the comers 
of a square tank are cut off to produce an octagonal shape with four long and four 
shorter sides, as seen in the festival tank of the Govindaraja Temple at Tirupati 
(Plate 305), Andhra Pradesh, whilst the Kankariya Tank at Ahmedabad is a 
regular* thirty-four sided polygon. Examples of the less common oval shaped 
tanks are the Candra Puskarini (Tank of the Moon) in the Ranganatha Temple at 
Srirangam, and the tank of the Dada Gurudeva Mandir Jain temple at Calcutta, 
whilst the tank of the neighbouring Sltalnatha Jain Temple, constructed in 1867, 
has a rather unusual shape modelled on European baroque architecture (Plate 
226)3. The Narmada Tank at Amarkantak was constructed on the design of the 
falcon-shaped altar of the vedic Agnicayana Ritual (Fig. 12)4. This is one of the 
earliest geometric cosmological designs and also later developments of mandala
 ^Also the interior o f the temple is decorated in European baroque and Italianate styles, with 
mirrors, gold decorations and Venetian glass mosaics. It was commissioned by a wealthy 
jeweller.
4For further information on the plans of water structures and their relationship to the cosmos see 
J. A.B. Hegewald, 1996, 'Depictions of the Cosmos in South Asian Water Architecture'.
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designs provided ground plans for tanks and particularly for kimdas, whicli 
secured the water structures on the foundation of the universe.
EAST
WEST
Fig. 12: Falcon-shaped altar design (M. Eliade, 1987(a), Vol. 9, p. 153).
Other tank constructions, though firmly bound, follow the natural contours 
of the ground. This can be seen in the tank of the Gaudargudi at Aihole which 
dates from about the seventh-century AD, and the circa twelfth-century tank of 
the Thousand Pillared Temple at Hanamkonda (Hanamkonda), Andhra Pradesh. 
Such irregularities can also be caused by the expansion or repair of a tank. In 
other examples, the tank had to fit a given terrain as for instance in the Gomukh 
Kund5 on the western edge of Chitorgarh (Plate 227), and in several of the deep 
tanks in fort at Golconda. At a later stage irregularly shaped tanks were 
sometimes reappropriated or altered to fit ideal geometric or iconic shapes. In 
other instances, existing forms were discovered to have a resemblance to an object 
of transcendental significance. The asymmetric shape of the Manasarovar, also 
called Manasa Sarovar or Talao, at Viramgam, which was constructed by Queen 
MayanalladevI, was believed to resemble the shape of a conch shell, an attribute 
of VismA Such religious images symbolically comiect the water structures with
5A11 the water structures in this chapter which in their local names are called 'Kund' or 'Kunda' 
have, from an architectural point o f view, been classified as tanks.
A a .S . Burgess, 1905, 'Muhammadan Architecture of Ahmadabad.1 2 Vols., Archaeological 
Survey o f  Western India, No. 8, Vol. 2, p. 91. A similar tendency can be encountered in city 
planning. The ground plans o f the three royal cities in the Kathmandu Valley were brought into 
connection with auspicious symbols. Kathmandu with its dominating diagonal road was
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the cosmos and the world of the gods, and indicate that they were created by the 
gods and have to be discovered or recognised by man as divine creations in 
nature.
It is difficult to make general statements about the location of tanks, 
depending as it does on the local geography, town and temple layouts, and the 
particular use of a water structure. The Manasara silpa sastra recommends that 
within a temple compound, a well or tank should be dug in the north-east, which 
is the Zsa-plot, and in a palace, a tank should be placed in the north-west or the 
south-west^. In a city or village there should at least be two tanks or reservoirs, 
one of which should be located in the south-west^. Bathing tanks will usually be 
found in front of or on the approach to a temple, normally from the east, because 
the visitors to the temple are expected to purify themselves before entering. The 
orientation of the tank depends therefore on which direction the temple faces or 
from where the main approach to the temple is directed. In south Indian temple 
complexes which frequently have gateways facing all four directions, the tank is 
usually found opposite the front of the temple. In order not to obstruct 
processional routes or to upset the axial layout of temples and town, the tanks are 
frequently positioned to one side but in front of the temple. However, tanks may 
also be found behind temples, as for example the Candra Puskarini in the 
Ranganatha Temple at Srirangam, and the tank of the Muktesvara Temple at 
Bhubaneshwar.
As has already been pointed out with ghats, the exact dating of tanks is 
made difficult through continuous alterations and repairs9. The &ivaganga Tank in 
the Nataraja Temple complex at Chidambaram (Cidambaram), Tamil Nadu, for 
instance is known to have been renovated in the sixth century AD by
conceived as the sword o f Manjusri or Kali, the circular Buddhist Patan as the wheel o f die 
Buddha, and Bhaktapur as Siva's hour-glass shaped drum (damaru) or the conch o f Visnu.
^P.K. Acharya, 1995, Architecture o f  Manasara, Vol. IV, pp. 299, 42B.
^R.Raz, 1972, Essay on the Architecture o f  the Hindus, p. 42.
9Tanks were already constructed and rivers were dammed during the Mauryan period. A rock 
inscription by Candragupta Maurya at Mount Gimar, shows that some of them were complicated 
constructions with proper embankments, sluices, and drains (J. Jain-Neubauer, 1981, p. 2).
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Hirayavamia. As late as the twelfth century AD, its banks are said to have been 
'well constructed'10, and most of its present appearance dates probably from the 
thirteenth and later centuries.
Being an architectural study, this survey of tanks will focus on pakka tanks 
which have been firmly contained by walls, or with steps at least in parts, or 
which have buildings or islands in their middle. No attempt has been made to 
provide an encyclopaedic collection of tanks in South Asia. The aim of the study 
is to outline general tendencies in tank building and to show their widespread 
application in every region of the Indian subcontinent, setting out guidelines for 
the understanding and interpretation of tanks not mentioned here. Miniature tanks, 
ornamental pools or baths located within palace complexes and gardens have not 
been considered in this chapter; although these derive from the general tradition 
of tank building, they developed in a way which is specific to palace and pleasure 
architecture, and will be tr eated in detail in Chapter Seven.
II. Forms and Functions
In the hot and often arid climate of India, water is a precious and at times rare 
substance. It is needed for a variety of functions such as temple rituals, ablutions, 
bathing, washing, the watering of animals, and irrigation. For these reasons, and 
because building a water tank was an expensive and often difficult undertaking, it 
was necessary for the construction to be adaptable to a whole variety of 
simultaneous uses, and not exclusive to one particular function. At first glance, 
what appeal's to be a simple and utilitarian storage tank, will almost invariably 
have a small temple or shrine associated with it and will also be used for ablutions 
and religious ceremonies. Nevertheless, different functions may be dedicated to 
particular parts of a tank, and bathing places or temples may be found at some
Satyamurti, 1978, The Nataraja Temple: History, A rt and Architecture, p. 23.
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distance away from access to animals. An example which illustrates this point 
particularly well is the Sarkej Rauza south-west of Ahmedabad, which was 
constructed between 1446 and 1451 AD. At the centre of the site is a 212 by 250 
metres tank surrounded by pleasure palaces, tombs and mosques. Access is also 
provided for the bathing and watering of cattle, and the water was used to irrigate 
the surrounding gardens^. The two palaces are found both in the south-western 
comer of the tank, while the mosques and tombs occupy the north-eastern comer 
on the opposite diagonal. The cattle ramps are found between and at equal 
distance from the pleasure and the religious and mortuary complexes (Fig. 13). 
Although tanks usually fulfil several functions at once, one particular use may 
dominate or may be the main reason why such a reservoir was initially 
constructed. Tanks as a type may be divided into seven subgroups according to 
their primary use.
A. Complex of mosque and tombs




F. Approach road with gateway
Fig. 13: Clear separation between the sacred and the royal at the Sarkej Rauza 
(G. Michell & S. Shah, 1988, p. 48).
^K . Herdeg, 1990, Formal Structure in Indian Architecture, p. 24.
^
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1. Small Ablution Tanks
The first sub-type are small ablution tanks. They are only a few metres long and 
wide, not deep enough for a proper bath or immersion, and found in comiection 
with temples of various faiths, and with mosques and tombs. These tanks are not 
large enough for a complete bath but are used to clean hands and feet, and to 
sprinkle water onto one’s head, a ritual which is considered as purifying as a full 
bath. Small ablution tanks are typical of Sikh gurdwaras which normally have a 
shallow basin, only about ten centimetres deep, about one metre wide and a few 
metres long inserted into the pavement in front of most doors of access to 
gurdwaras. Visitors to the gurdwara must walk barefoot through the basins, 
because they are positioned across the entrances, and thus clean their feet before 
entering the sacred precinct (Plate 228). At Baba Bakala (Baba Bakala), Punjab, 
further water taps are provided next to the shallow basin. The gurdwara at 
Goindwal, Punjab, probably has the largest number of such walk-through ablution 
basins, which are found not only in front of all gateways giving access to the 
temple compound, but also in front of all stairs leading up to the raised temple 
and down to the sacred well inside the complex. Also most gurdwaras outside the 
Sikh homeland follow this convention, as for example the Haimandir (Patna 
Sahib), the second most important gurdwara of the Sikhs, at Patna (Pataliputra), 
Bihar. Here, a walk-through basin is found on the pradaksina patha encircling the 
temple. Small ablution tanks are also typical of Sri Lankan Buddhist temples. 
There are walk-through ablution basins in front of the stairs of access to the 
monastic complex at Mihintale, and at the steps leading up to the compound 
containing the Vatadage at Polonnaruva (Plate 229)12. Many other Buddhist and 
Hindu temples in Sri Lanka have small circular or square stone basins on one side 
of the temple door providing clean water for ablutions at least through a 
sprinkling of water. In a Hindu context, early examples of small ablution tanks 
are found at the Upper Sivalaya at Badami (seventh century AD), in front of the
U xhe basin at Mihintale measures 0.23 by 1.56 metres, and the one at Polonnaruva is 0,6 by 4.5 
metres long.
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Candra §ekhara Temple at Pattadakal (Pattadakal) (eighth century AD), both in 
Karnataka, and in front of several cave temples at Ellora (late sixth to ninth 
centuries AD). At Mamallapuram, there are two interesting examples of small 
ablution tanks. The first one is a relatively deep circular monolithic stone trough 
carved out of a natural boulder in front of the early eighth-century Trimurti Cave 
Temple. The second is an early example of a Hindu walk-through basin, found in 
front of the seventh-century Varaha Cave Temple (Plate 231). The basin is about 
one and a half metres wide, six metres long and 0.67 metres deep. It runs along 
the entire front of the cave and has steps leading up to the temple on the cave side. 
Although walk-through basins did not become a standard feature of Hindu temple 
architecture, there is a further, modem, example at Ujjain in the complex of the 
MahakaleSvara Temple. The temple houses one of the twelve jyotir-liiigas, 
enshrined in an underground chamber. The pilgrims are first directed to the 
temple tank, then down to the linga and up via a steep staircase which emerges in 
the middle of the temple courtyard. To make sure that those pilgrims who enter 
the shrine from the courtyard side are also in a pure state, a walk-through basin 
was placed in front of these stairs (Plate 232). The Brhadisvara Temple at 
Gangaikondacholapuram, and the Govindaraja Temple at Tirupati (in front of the 
second gopura on the east) have small ablution basins axially aligned with the 
temples. In the latter, an iron fence through which the pilgrims have to pass to 
reach the water prevents people from actually bathing or washing in it and 
animals from drinking, making it clear that this basin was designed for ritual 
ablutions only, where the washing of hands and feet and the sprinkling of water 
onto one's head is sufficient. It is typical of south Indian temple complexes that 
certain parts near the central shrine are not roofed-over. Underneath these 
openings are small depressions in which rain water is collected. Often, the basins 
are also equipped with taps for use during the dry season, which enable ablutions 
to take place before entering the sanctum. Examples may be seen in the Nataraja 
Temple at Chidambaram, in the JambukeSvara Temple at Srirangam, and in the
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Nagaraja Temple at Nagercoil (Nagakovil), all three in Tamil Nadu. Although 
less often, small ablution tanks are also found in connection with Jain temples, as 
at the early ninth-century AD Chota Kailasa Jain Temple at Ellora, and the rock- 
cut pools in front of the Jain temples on Hemakutam Hill at Vijayanagara which 
were excavated in the fourteenth century *3.
It is also essential for Muslims to be in a state of ritual purity before prayer 
and almost every mosque has one or two ablution tanks called wudu\ liaiiz(hawd) 
or mlda'a14. The ablution tanks in mosques may be larger than the ones discussed 
above, but are invariably very shallow. They are found within the courtyard of 
the mosque, usually centrally located in front of the Iwan. There is, however, no 
strict rule about their location, and the Moti Masjid (1860) at Bhopal, Madhya 
Pradesh, for instance has two basins in the comers furthest away from the prayer 
hall. Frequently, one finds fountains in the centre of tanks such as that in the early 
fifteenth-century Atala Masjid at Jaunpur, Uttar Pradesh. Almost invariably, such 
tanks are rectangular or square, and examples such as the lotus shaped tank of the 
small mosque west of the tomb of Qull Qutb Shah at the sixteenth to seventeenth- 
century Qutb Shahl Tombs at Golconda, are rare. Some tanks are adorned with 
comer chatrls, as in the Jami Masjid (1648 AD) in Agra (Agra), Uttar Pradesh, 
and others are partly roofed over to provide shade. The ablution tank of the 
fifteenth to sixteenth-century Rauza of Shah 'Alam at Ahmedabad has a roofed 
colonnade along its north and south sides, while in the dargah at Ajmer 
(commenced in the thirteenth century), one ablution tank has a colonnade all 
around, and the second is entirely roofed over (Plates 230, 233). The eastern tank 
of the Taj-Ul-Masjid at Bhopal (late nineteenth century) has an unusual 
arrangement whereby a large square basin was divided by narrow bridges into 
four sub compartments, and the partitions were roofed over. Through this device,
G. Michell, 1990(a), The Penguin Guide to the Monuments o f  India: Buddhist, Jain, Hindu, 
p. 398.
'^JVGda'a' may also be spelled 'mida'a' (I.R. Netton, 1992, A Popular D ictionary o f  Islam, p. 
169). *
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access to the water can be provided to more people at the same time 15. A further 
interesting case is found in the Jami Masjid at Dholka where a modem raised 
platform, almost the size of the ablution basin itself, was built into the small tank 
(Plate 234). The water can still be reached from the edges of the basin, and the 
platform in the middle is a comfortable resting and meeting place, cooled by the 
evaporating water underneath. Because the platform slightly obstructs the bathing, 
a further narrow basin, shaded by a roof, was constructed along its northern side.
It is typical of Gujarati mosques to have in addition to a small ablution 
tank, a large vaulted underground reservoir of stone masonry beneath the mosque 
courtyard. The reservoirs have small openings in the pavement to catch the rain 
water, which is also collected from the roofs and directly channelled to these 
inlets. Usually, they have steps leading down to the basin and a draw well in one 
comer of the courtyard. The cisterns are known as tanka or barka16 and may be 
found in the Jami Masjid, in the Shah Alam Rauza and the mosque of Dastur 
Khan, all in Ahmedabad. It is interesting that at Fatehpur Sikri which generally 
shows strong Gujarati influences, the Badshahl Mosque too has such a cistern 
under its courtyard (Plate 235). In tins case, particularly the rain water from the 
roof of Shavkli Salim Chishti's tomb is led through hollow columns, supporting 
its roof, into the large tank beneath^. The water which has passed over the 
shavklh tomb is considered particularly pure and sacred. Mosques are frequently 
situated on one side of a large tank and may, as in the Khan Mosque at Dholka, 
provide a view over the large octagonal tank through openings in its qibla wall. 
Small Islamic ablution tanks are also found in tomb complexes where the tanks 
are often positioned between tomb and mosque. Examples of these may be seen at 
the Gol Gumbaz at Bijapur (Bijapur), Karnataka, and at the cenotaphs at Ahar 
(Ahar), Rajasthan. Since the Muslim concept of paradise is closely connected with 
water, simple Muslim graves are frequently found next to tanks.
^O n a larger scale this idea has been encountered at Nasik, Maharashtra, in Chapter Three. 
^S.A.A. Rizvi, 1992, Fatehpur Sikri, p. 58; Burton-Page in G. Michell & S. Shah (eds), 1988, 
Ahmadabad, pp. 129, 59, 87; R. Nath, 1985, H istory o f  Mughal Architecture, Vol II, p. 170. 
l^M.M.A, Husain, 1937, A  Guide to Fatehpur Sikri, p. 66.
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2. Bathing Tanks
The second sub-group of tanks are those used for proper bathing. Their use and 
significance is similar to that of the small ablution basins, but bathing tanks are 
much larger and may be used for an immersion of the entire body and are usually 
designed for large numbers of people. Bathing tanks may be found in association 
with mosques, as for example in the Bar! Dargah at Pandua (Plate 236), Bihar, or 
in the Dargah at Raichur in Karnataka. Most Sikh gurdwaras have a bathing tank 
and particular attention was paid to the aesthetic effect of the white marble 
buildings being mirrored on the surface of the water (Plate 237). Probably the 
largest Sikh bathing tank, which is about 240 by 310 metres long, is to be found 
at Tam Taran, Punjab^. Its water is believed to have healing properties 
especially for the cure of leprosy. The gurdwara in Gwalior Fort has three large 
bathing tanks. The tank directly behind the it, called the Gangola Tank, predates 
the construction of the gurdwara and has two eleventh-century inscriptions on its 
floor19. The sixth Guru Hargobind (bom 1595 AD) used to meditate and lecture at 
the tank^O. The two modem tanks to the west of the gurdwara have arcading on 
four sides and are sunk into the ground so that the roofs of the colonnades are 
level with the courtyard.
Buddhist bathing tanks may be seen at Vaisali (VaiSal!) in Bihar where the 
Markata Hrda or Monkey Tank is found next to the Asokan stupa and the 
monastery complex of Kolhua (Plate 303)21. There is a large tank between the 
main Stupa and the Great Monasteiy No. 51 at Sanchi, and Bakaria Kunda is a 
large bathing tank next to a Buddhist temple outside Benares. The Buddha 
himself is said to have bathed in the tank at the Mahabodhi Temple at Bodhgaya
l^The tank of the Golden Temple at Amritsar is about 150 by 165 metres long.
19There are many tanks of considerable age in the fort at Gwalior. Most of them are believed 
initially to have been quarries for the construction of the fort and were later converted into tanks 
(Y. Singh, 1994, History o f Gwalior Fort. p. 14).
^K .K . Chakravarty, 1984, Gwalior Fort: Art, Culture and History, pp. 27-28.
21 Allegedly, the tank was dug by monkeys for the Buddha, and the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen 
Tsiang reported that it was at the stupa next to the tank, that the monkeys offered honey to the 
Buddha (Y. Mishra, 1962, An Early H istory o f  Vaisali, p. 175).
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(Bodhgaya) and in the Karanda Tank at Venuvana, Rajgir (Rajgir, Rajagrha): both 
tanks, situated in Bihar, are heavily modernised. Jain temples also have bathing 
tanks, as may be seen in the Sltalnatha (Plate 226)22 and the Dada Gurudeva 
Mandirs at Calcutta, and in the several bathing tanks on the way up the mountains 
Shatrunjaya (&atrunjaya) in Gujarat, and Sonagiri (Sonagiri) in Madhya Pradesh.
In Hindu temples, a small ablution tank may often be found at its entrance, 
mainly for the washing of the feet, while a larger bathing tank is found nearer to 
the temple. Hindu temples in all parts of India in dry and wet areas have bathing 
tanks which vary considerably in size and material. In West Bengal, where the 
main building material is brick, this material was also used for the construction of 
bathing tanks, as may be seen in the Lai Bandh (Red Tank) of the Radha Madhava 
Temple at Bishnupur (Bisnupur). The style of the tanks is often closely related to 
that of the temple or other buildings next to them. Although every temple has its 
own water source, which might be a river, the sea, a well or a kunda (or nowadays 
a water tap), certain bathing tanks gained importance outside their district or state, 
as places where special merit may be gained through bathing. Probably the best 
known example connected with a major bathing festival is the Mahamakham 
Tank at Kumbakonam (Plate 238). Although bathing on a small scale takes place 
every year in February-March, the major Mahamakhana Parva (festival), like the 
Kumbha Mela, is celebrated only once eveiy twelve years. In addition, the 
mythology of the large mela at Kumbakonam is also related to a kumbha, a sacred 
water pot, and has therefore frequently been compared with the Kumbha Mela of 
north and central India23. On the day of the Mahamakhana Parva, the Ganges is 
believed to run into the tank by a subterranean channel called Antarvahinl24 All 
principal Siva images of the town are set up in the mandapas around the tank and 
their trisulas are immersed in the water^. Of similar importance in the north, is 
the Brahma Sarovar at Kurukshetra. Although the site is of considerable antiquity
22SItalnath is the Lord of the Water.
23S. Rai, 1993, Kumbha M ela: H istory & Religion; Astronom y & Cosmobiology, pp. 37, 57.
2^S.M.N. Sastri, 1988, Hindu Feasts, Fasts and Ceremonies, pp. 72, 75.
25Ibid. p.73.
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and is known as the final battleground of the Mahabharata, the vast rectangular 
tank has been extensively modernised and today resembles more a municipal 
swimming pool. On the other hand, early bathing tanks which do not seem to 
have altered their shape considerably may be seen in the seventh-century tanks of 
the Mallikarjuna Temple at Mahakuta (Mahakuta), Karnataka, and in the eighth- 
century tanks of the Kailasanatha and the Vaikunthaperumal Temples at 
Kanchipuram. Lesser known examples of pilgrimage tanks which, none the less, 
within their own region are of great importance and attract numerous Hindus for 
bathing, are the Bindu Sarovar at Siddhpur, and the Mansiganga or Manasa Ganga 
reservoir at Govardhan. The latter is said to have been created purely by divine 
will, manasa, and it is believed to be filled with Ganges water^6. To bathe in it is 
equivalent to an ablution in all of India’s sacred tlrthas put together. Bathing tanks 
may be much larger than the temple complexes next to them, as may be seen in 
the large tank called Durga Kund next to the Durga Temple at Benares (Fig. 14, 
Plate 239). Access from within the temple courtyard is provided to the tank.
Fig. 14: Benares, the large bathing tank of the Durga Temple (P.D. Coute & 
J.M. Leger, 1989, p. 94),
2%. S. Growse, 1979, Mathura: A  D istrict Memoir, p. 303; D. Ananad, 1992, Krishna: The 
Living God ofBraj, pp. 48-49.
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Also the tank of the Krsna Temple at Guravayur is of equal size to the 
whole adjoining temple complex. Again, the tank can be reached from within the 
walled compound via small bathing units. Similar appartments are found at 
Trivandrum (Thiruvananthapuram), Kerala, at the western side of the bathing tank 
of the Padmanabhasvami Temple. It is typical of Keralan bathing customs to have 
separate steps and bays for women and men, as in the tank of the Temple at 
Irinjalakuda. As with certain ghats which had particular qualities attributed to 
them, tanks may also be imbued with special virtues. They are often connected 
with fertility cults, as for example the tank in the innermost temple enclosure at 
Tiruvellarai, in which childless couples come to bathe. Many south Indian temple 
complexes have several bathing tanks within different enclosures. The 
Arunacalesvara Temple at Tiruvannamalai has two large bathing tanks, located 
within the first and the second enclosure walls together with a festival tank in 
town, and the Jambukesvara Temple at Srirangam has a small ablution tank, two 
bathing tanks, and two festival tanks, one inside and the other outside the temple 
compound.
3. Festival Tanks
Festival tanks make up the third sub-group of tanks. They are especially typical of 
central and southern India but are also to be found in northern regions. The gods 
of South Indian temples are frequently, some even daily, involved in processions 
and festivals within and outside their temple compounds. Once a year they 
participate in a float festival, and most south Indian towns have a large tank called 
teppakulam built specifically for this purpose^?. Sometimes, the teppakulam is 
found adjacent to the walled temple enclosure, as in the Sarahgapani Temple at 
Kumbakonam, and the Kapalesvara Temple at Madras, both in Tamil Nadu. 
More typically, however, the teppakulam is located separately at the end of the 
main processional road leading to the temple entrance. Examples of this may be
Pieper, 1979(b), 'A Note on South Indian Ceremonial Floats.', p. 47.
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seen at the Kantimati Nellaiyappar Temple at Tirunelveli (Tirunelveli), Tamil 
Nadu, the Jambukesvara and the Ranganatha Temples, both at Srirangam and at 
the Vitthala, the Tiruvengalanatha (Acyutadevaraya) and the Krsna Temples at 
Vijayanagara. In other cases, such as the festival tank of the KalahastiSvara 
Temple at Kalahasti, and the Teppakulam at Madurai, the float tanks are found at 
a considerable distance from the temple complex. The tanks are rectangular, often 
square structures, usually oriented, with a square stone pavilion or platform in 
their centre. In Tamil, these central mandapas are called NIvali Mantapams28. 
During festivals, the float with the divine images and the main priests encircles 
the pavilion (Plate 240), whilst a drummer who dictates the rhythm for the 
punting boatsmen may be seated in the pavilion^. At the climax of the festival, 
the deity is placed within in the central mandapa and a puja ceremony is 
conducted. After this the god returns to his shrine. The ceremonial floats (teppam) 
(Plate 241), which have developed into a distinct type of mobile architecture, and 
the small pavilions in the centre of the tanks, are small replicas or models of the 
main shrine in the temple compound^. Most float festivals, the teppotsavas, take 
place during January and February, at the end of the festival season of the month 
of Tay which marks the coming of spring. They are conducted after dark, usually 
on the night of Tay Pusam^l. The floats and the mandapas are lit with oil lamps, 
or more commonly today with a profusion of neon lights. The tank pavilion at 
Suchindram (Sucindram), Tamil Nadu, has particularly beautiful 'lamp holders' in 
the form of stone sculptures of women who hold the lights in their hands^.
Many festival tanks have small, usually triangular, niches along their sides 
in which small oil lamps are placed to illuminate the tank. The reflections of the 
lights on the water's surface creates a festive and sacred atmosphere. Such 
triangular niches may be seen in the teppakulams at Tiruchirapalli (Tiruccirapalli)
28K.V. Sastri, 1958, Viswakarma Vastusastram. A  Treatise on Town-planning etc., p. 51.
29Ibid., p. 47.
Fischer, M. Jansen & J. Pieper, 1987, Architektur des indischen Subkontinents, p.62,
N. Thiyagarajan, 1994, Om Siva Siva - A  Guide Book o f  Rameshwaram Dhanushkodi, p. 46. 
32Such sculptures are not unique to tank architecture but are also typical o f the temple and 
palace architecture o f southern Tamil Nadu and Kerala.
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and at Tirunelveli, both in Tamil Nadu. The teppakulam at Suchindram and the 
Agni Tirtha at Tiruvannamalai have circular depressions for oil lamps on the top 
of their low retaining walls. Similar to arati, the offering of lights to rivers 
described in Chapters Two and Three, oil lamps are also set afloat on tanks at 
certain festivals. This is common practice during the float festival at Madurai 
which was initiated by Tirumalai Nayak and annually takes place on his birthday 
in April (Plate 240), and during the Marriage Festival of Siva and Parvatl in July, 
which for instance is celebrated in the tank in the first prakara enclosure of the 
Jambukesvara Temple complex at Srirangam. The tank in the outer enclosure wall 
of the Arunacalesvara Temple at Tiruvannamalai has iron lamp-holders attached 
to the columns and corridor roofs and further ones were placed into the water at 
the comers of the tank. Triangular lamp holes may also be found around small 
ablution tanks, as in the tank in the second enclosure wall of the Nagaraja Temple 
at Nagercoil. The tank is divided into two parts by the second enclosure wall 
running through it. Niches for lights are also found around bathing tanks, as for 
example in the second enclosure wall of the Jambukesvara Temple at Srirangam 
and the tank of the Amman Shrine at Tirunelveli. The niches of the latter are 
square. Similarly, in the north of India, lights are set onto the steps around tanks 
on festival days (Plate 242). Such occasions include Divali and Laksmi or Durga 
Puja, when ceremonies and offerings take place at the tanks connected with the 
goddesses. Float festivals are also typical of Orissa and the Bindu Sagar at 
Bhubaneswar and the Narendra Tank at Puri are the most important festival tanks. 
They have large islands set into the water and cany pavilions and entire temples, 
where the gods remain for up to fifteen days. The festival tank at Tiruvarur 
(Tiruvarur) in Tamil Nadu also has a larger island with a small walled temple 
built on it. Although less common in other regions, the lake at Kandy in Sri Lanka 
is used during festivals and has an island with a platform belonging to the Temple 
of the Tooth (Plate 337). In the north of India, the &ri Ranganatha Temple at 
Vrindavan has a float festival tank. The temple is built in the southern Indian
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tradition of temple architecture (dravida), and the tank, the Gajendra Muks Kund 
combines southern and northern elements. Because of its depth and the angle of 
its strongly sloping sides, it is a tarik-kimda hybrid. Further north, an annual float 
festival takes place in the tank of the Kumbhesvara Pagoda at Patan, Nepal. It 
coincides with the major pilgrimage to the holy lakes at Goainkund (Gosainkund) 
and acts as a substitute for those who cannot travel to the sacred mountain 
tirth
Not all temple tank festivals are, however, float festivals. An important 
bathing festival referred to above is the Mahamakhana Parva at Kumbakonam, 
Here, not only people, but also gods bathe on festival days. The oval shaped 
Candra Puskarim in the Ranganatha Temple at Srirangam was built for a special 
bathing ceremony of the god in the month of M arkah^ As soon as the image of 
the god is immersed in the water of the tank, and instantly imbues it with divine 
energy, crowds of devotees plunge into the water. This tank is used almost 
exclusively for this bathing festival and remains locked up for the rest of the year. 
Another distinct type of festival tank was designed for the exclusive celebration of 
the Vasanta or Spring Festival (Vasantotsava^) in April. This is the hottest time 
of the year before the arrival of the monsoon, and the gods are comforted in the 
cool environs of a shaded tank. The Vasanta Mandapa at Tiruvellarai has a large 
pavilion set into the middle of a relatively small water basin surrounded by 
arcading on all sides (Plate 243). There are bridges on the north and the south 
sides leading to the pavilion which make the use of a float unnecessary. At 
Tiruvellarai, the god remains in the tank for nine days. Similar in layout is the 
Vasanta Mandapa in the Perumal Temple at Alagarkoyil (Alagarkovil) in Tamil 
Nadu, and the one in the Amman Temple at Tirunelveli, although the latter is 
entirely roofed over. The Vasanta Mandapa at Sri Villiputtur (§ri Villiputtur),
Hutt (ed.), 1994, Nepal: A  Guide to the A rt and Architecture o f  the Kathmandu Valley, 
p. 161. The kunda in Patan and the lakes at Gosainkund are believed to be connected by a 
subterranean channel,
34p. Younger in G. Michell (ed.), 1993, Temple Towns o f  Tamil Nadu, p. 84.
3-^G.R. Welbon & G.E. Yocum (eds), 1982, Religious Festivals in South India and Sri Lanka,
p. 61.
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Tamil Nadu, has no arcading around the basin. The Pudu Mandapa of the Minaksi 
SundareSvara Temple at Madurai provides another example of a pavilion used for 
the celebration of the Spring Festival. In this case the water channel does not 
surround the entire building but runs only parallel to its long sides. Unusually for 
south India, the steps on the mandapa side of the channel are arranged in 
pyramids (Plate 244).
It is interesting to see that the Kesav Bhavan pavilion in the pleasure 
palace at Dig (Dig) in Rajasthan, and the water pavilion in the Hardaul-ka- 
Baithak Garden at Orchha, follow in their layout the religious design of Vasanta 
Mandapas. In the palatial and garden context, the tanks are not surrounded by 
arcading, and at Dig, the roof of the pavilion extends over the channel around it 
(Plate 245). Although the pavilion in the formal garden at Orchha was first used 
as a secular building, it was later transformed into a shrine containing several 
venerated hero stones, suggesting that the pavilion's original design in the 
religious tradition of India was still obvious to the people who later sanctified it.
4. Tanks of Power
Furthermore, we find water tanks in connection with palaces and government 
buildings. In this context, the water constructions establish a zone of separation 
between the ordinary public and the private or secret areas of rulers and 
governments. In the same way as temples are clearly delineated and marked as 
distinct areas, the ruling centre of society was often singled out and distinguished 
by a line of water. This served also as a means to protect palatial or government 
buildings and made it easier to defend them. Further important aspects in the 
planning of such complexes were the aesthetic qualities of water tanks, and the 
possibilities to play with minor images and reflections on its surface. The citadels 
or palaces of most larger Indian forts were situated adjacent to large water tanks. 
Examples are the palace in Kalinjar Fort situated at the Kot Tlrth, and the palace 
in Raigarh (Raigarh), Maharashtra, at the Ganga Sagar. Smaller forts or city
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palaces often overlooked artificial water tanks such as the fort at Amber (Amber), 
Rajasthan, the City Palace at Bundi (Plate 246)), or the Govind Mandir Palace at 
Datia. Although it is also a feature of European palatial architecture, one could 
argue that the integration of water tanks into British colonial government 
buildings in India was a reference to an indigenous Indian tradition. Examples 
illustrating this point are the long water channels in front of the Viceroy's House 
(Rastrapati Bhavan), in New Delhi, and the Victoria Memorial Hall in Calcutta 
(Plate 247), which is surrounded by large water basins. Water also played an 
important role in the design of the government buildings at Chandigarh as the 
modem capital of the Punjab, designed by Le Corbusier between 1951 and 1964. 
Here, there are water tanks in front of the Palace of Assembly (Plate 248) and 
behind the High Court. Perhaps the clearest statement about the separation and 
protection of the government headquarters through water was made by the Sri 
Lankan Government in 1977, when they built a new Parliament building situated 
on an island in the Diyawanna Oya, a lake in Kotte near Colombo (Plate 690). 
The complex was designed by the Sri Lankan architect Geoffrey Bawa. Water 
tanks within palace compounds will be discussed in Chapter Seven.
During the consecration ceremony of a king (rajasuya), the ruler had to be 
anointed with various types of water, by which he received the power and 
legitimation to mle. There are certain tanks in South Asia, which were primarily 
constructed for this ritual. One such tank, and its particular function is attested to 
in the Jatakas, is the Coronation Tank, also called Kharauna Pokhar or Abhiseka- 
mangala Puskarim, at Vaisali, which was the coronation tank of the Licchavis36. 
The close link between the king and water derives from the fact that water is 
linked to the law, dliarma (see Chapter Two), with which the king was also 
equated.
36Mishra, 1962, pp. 148, 193, 284.
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5. Storage Tanks
A fifth group can be described as plain water storage tanks. They are 
predominantly utilitarian, and comparatively simple in design. Found in the plains 
or on level ground, they usually have large dimensions to collect the maximum 
amount of rain water, often in addition to a spring or river feeding the reservoir. 
The large storage tank at the village of Lakkundi is a good example, which also 
illustrates how the dating of tanks is made difficult by constant repairs and 
alterations, and by the reuse of building material from damaged temples (Plate 
251). The large Begam Tank to the south of Bijapur, was the main source of 
water supply for the entire town. Other large storage tanks were formed by 
dammed lakes in the surroundings of Bijapur, notably the Ramling Tank and the 
tank at Kumatgi. Although they are predominantly utilitarian, a pavilion was 
constructed in the centre of the tank at Kumatgi, and the entire area behind its 
dam was transformed into a pleasure and hunting resort, while that of the Ramling 
Tank was laid out as a formal garden. The point to emphasise here is that water 
storage reservoirs were hardly ever exclusively functional.
When associated with forts, plain water storage tanks are often found to 
have a relatively small perimeter and to be quite deep. Storage tanks were 
necessary to make hill top forts independent from the surrounding plain and to 
prepare them for long sieges. Water also had to be provided to animals, and 
elephants in particular often had their own watering tanks, as may be seen in the 
elephant tanks at Raigarh and outside Adavad, both in Maharashtra. Palaces 
required their own substantial water supplies, which as discussed above, were 
often designed to create a picturesque setting for the seat of power. At 
Mattancheri Palace at Cochin-Emakulam, Kerala, no such attempt was made and 
the plain water tank to one side appears to be somewhat detached from the overall 
design of the palace itself. This is however unusual, and examples like the Tal 
Katora37, a large storage tank to the north of Jaipur City Palace, shows how
37A1so spelled 'Tal Kathora'.
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beautifully such tanks could be integrated into the overall layout and axial 
arrangement of the formal gardens and the palaces. Although the primary function 
of some tanks was to store water, they were often connected with gardens and 
palaces as well as with religious images or institutions. The Hath! Talao (Elephant 
Tank) in Raigarh for instance has several niches along its outer south side 
containing religious images. Often, the dams of tanks were secured by 
constructing small temples onto them, as may be seen on the dam of the Sagar 
Tank to the north-west of Amber village, Rajasthan. A second dam for the same 
tank is crowned by a small pleasure palace. It is typical of Sri Lankan water 
reservoirs to have protective snake stones, naga-kals, on their embankments and 
dams. Although one function may predominate, tanks are hardly ever used 
exclusively for one purpose.
There are two related kinds of tanks within the group of storage tanks 
which are closely linked to wells and stepwells, discussed in Chapter Six. The 
first kind is a relatively small and very deep storage tank with straight walls and 
typically without steps (Fig. 15b). They are representative of Muslim Dargahs as 
may be seen at Nizam-ud-din and in the Dargah of Qutb-Sahib (Plate 249) both in 
Delhi38. These tanks are related to wells, because their surface area is too small to 
collect rain-water efficiently, and must also be fed by subsurface water. Both 
examples are just called ’Baolf, meaning 'well', but as the surface of the tanks 
measure about fifteen by twenty metres, and twelve metres square respectively, 
they are too large to classify as wells. In a way they function rather as a kunda, 
drawing ground water, but have no steps around the perimeter. A smaller Jain 
example which is actually used as a well, is the sacred tank north of the Candra 
Prabhu Temple on top of Sonagiri. At Rajgir there are several examples of such 
deep tanks comiected with the hot springs around Brahma Kund. Narrow flights 
of steps provide access to the water. A particularly interesting example is the
3SThe tank at Nizam-ud-din has a few steps on the north side, and the tank in the Qutb-Sahib 
Dargah has a narrow flight o f steps leading underground to the tank. These steps are, howerver, 
not open to the people to descend to the water.
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Makhdum Kund which is found in the courtyard of the local mosque. The tank's 
high walls together with a pavilion almost entirely obscure the prayer hall, located 
immediately behind the tank, and make the obvious statement that it is the sacred 
hot spring which is of paramount religious importance at the site. The close
d
Fig. 15: Difference between an ordinary tank (a), a well-tank (b), a stepwell- 
tank (c), and a stepwell proper (d).
relationship to wells becomes particularly clear in the tank in the first prakara 
enclosure of the temple at Tiruvellarai, which at high water level looks like an 
ordinary tank with a narrow flight of steps leading down from the south. In the 
dry season, however, a proper draw well is revealed on the bottom of the tank
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(Plate 250). Here, a water structure combining two types within each other like a 
Russian doll may have been needed because of extreme changes in the height of 
the ground water table between the seasons. The well could also have been 
constructed at a later stage after the ground water table of the area had dropped, 
but it appears to be contemporary with the tank.
A further development of well-tanks, but more closely related to step- 
wells are especially typical of the Deccan39. Central Indian tanks are often very 
deep and connected to underground water sources. Normally, they have just one 
narrow flight of steps leading down to the water in the centre of one side. Because 
the water level is often considerably lower than the ground level, and because the 
steps descend gently, the flights can be up to twenty metres long. As such, they 
resemble stepwells where long flights of steps in the shape of wedges were dug 
into the ground and meet a well shaft at the bottom. The difference between a 
step-well tank and a step-well proper is that in the latter the wells and their steps 
usually go deeper, and that the diameter of the well shaft or basin at the bottom is 
smaller than that of the tanks (Fig. 15 c and d)40. A small but clear example of a 
stepwell tank is located on the south side of the Gol Gumbaz at Bijapur. In the 
same town, a larger arrangement of the same idea may be seen in the Cand Bavli 
which is about forty metres square and has a flight of steps of about twenty metres 
leading towards the basin from the east (Fig. 16 a). Tanks of this group are often 
found in association with temples and were used as bathing tanks as well as water 
sources for the villagers. Two examples of this type exist at Aihole. One of them, 
situated south-east of the Durga Temple (Fig. 16 b, Plate 252), has a small 
protruding wall section with a pulley mechanism, typical of kunda constructions, 
on its south side. The sides of the tank and the flights of steps on the north,
39J. Jain-Neubauer classifies these structures as stepwells proper, but of a kunda or kunda-vapi 
type. The only example she mentions is the tank in front of the Huchimalligudi at Aihole, and by 
describing its basin as a "square, relatively large well" which "resembles a pond, kunda", she 
indicates that it is a border case, more closely related to tanks than to wells (J. Jain-Neubauer, 
1981, The Stepw ells o f  Gujarat in Art-H istorical Perspective, p. xiii).
40In large stepwells, the well shafts can also be of considerable size, but they are usually not 
much wider than the stepped corridors, while the basins of stepwell-tanks are much wider in 
comparison to their narrow flights of steps.
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measure nine metres each. The second, slightly more elaborate example which is 
of about the same dimensions, is found in front of the Huchimalligudi. It has 
carved string courses and narrative friezes on various levels along its walls and 
the stairs (Plates 253, 254).
tSfna
Fig. 16 The Cand Bavli, Bijapnr (a) (K. Rotzer, 1984, p. 143), and the tank of the
Durga Temple at Aihole (b).
A particularly interesting example with respect to its wall treatment is the 
Nagagonda Kunda at Sudi in Karnataka. This tank, built with blocks of schist, 
dates from about 1060 AD and its inside walls imitate the fagade of later 
Karnataka style temples (Plates 255, 256). It is as if a temple were turned "outside 
in" and made to contain water instead of a religious image. An example from 
Tamil Nadu is the Hema PuskarinI in the compound of the Kutal Alakar Temple 
at Madurai41. It is a deep tank with plain walls. While the tank proper is located in 
the compound of the neighbouring Amman shrine, access is from the courtyard of 
the main Visnu temple leading under the compound wall. Stepwell tanks are also 
related to kundas particularly those of the Deccan, but to classify as a kunda, the
41'Kutal Alakar' means 'the beautiful man o f  the water'.
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tanks need to have stepped sides even though not all of them may actually be used 
to descend to the water. An example of a large rock-cut tank with a long flight of 
steps on the south is located to the north of the Tomb of Jamshed Qull Qutb Shah 
in the tomb complex at Golconda. Similar but larger is the Bhim KothI Tank in 
the Fort of Cliitor (Plate 257). It is located on about the same height as Ram Pol 
(gate) but on the eastern edge of the ridge. The large and particularly deep basin 
measures about twenty-five by fifteen metres and relatively wide steps descend 
over about fifteen metres down to the tank. Where the steps meet the tank, a 
narrow terrace runs along the northern side of the tank, and niches containing 
religious images were inserted into the northern wall and along the steps. In front 
of the terrace, a large pyramidal staircase leads further down to the water.
6. Tank Temples
While water reservoirs are frequently seen as principally utilitarian structures, 
there are tanks which are predominantly religious and not used for washing or 
bathing. They are objects of worship and may be termed 'tank temples'. Often, the 
tanks become equivalents to temples by housing or containing a religious image. 
There are many examples of miniature 'tank temples'. Particularly Visnu-pada, the 
revered footprints of the god Visnu, are often carved onto the bottom of small 
pools which may either be filled with rain water, by priests or by the changing 
levels of a river or lake. On the north side of the Cemia Kesava Temple at Belur 
(constructed in 1116 AD), raised on the temple terrace, is a circa 1.2 metres 
square shallow water basin which contains two Visnu-pada (Plate 258). A similar, 
although simpler, pool containing two sets of such feet is carved into the boulder 
in front of Sugriva’s Cave at Vijayanagara. They are also typical of Nepal where 
an example of a single footprint is contained in a small basin (0.45 metres square) 
on the ghats in front of the Gokama Mahadev Temple at Gokameshvara (Plate 
259). According to a popular print showing the sanctum of the Visnupada Temple 
at Gaya, which is closed to non-Hindus, one pada, encircled and protected by a
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golden multi-hooded naga is contained within an octagonal basin (Plate 260). 
Similar small tank temples, typically found along ghats, contain images of 
Jalasayana Visnu ( Plates 156, 160). At the centre of the Jambukesvara Temple 
complex at Srirangam is a shrine housing the Ap or Apah (water) linga which is 
immersed in a water basin that is continually fed by a natural spring^. Also the 
Ekalihga Temple at Eklingji has a pool, half under ground, which contains a small 
linga shrine. A further interesting example of a linga is contained within a small 
tank on the north bank of the large water reservoir called the &alesvar Mahadev 
Talao at Ghumli (Ghumli) in Gujarat (Plate 261). The basin is about four metres 
square and contains a large linga in its centre. Because a small flight of steps leads 
down on the east side, it may also have been used for ablutions. At the Buddhist 
stupa of Svayambhunath near Kathmandu, is a small water basin directly next to 
the stupa on its north side. The small basin is called Nag-Pur or Vasiga (Snake 
Sanctuary), and contains a rectangular stone. The stone represents the water spirit 
and is associated with the Buddha Amoghasiddhi who is guarded by a snake 
which is said to dwell in the b a s in ^ A  The stone is an object of deep veneration. 
Although the innermost sacred pool in the water sanctuary at Godavari (Godavari) 
in the south of the Kathmandu Valley does not contain an image, the tank itself is 
the main object of reverence at the site. In the last few years the pool has been 
enclosed by a metal cage of fine meshing to keep out animals and dirt, but also to 
prevent people from bathing in this most sacred source. From the small pool, the 
spring water is channelled out into a larger basin with five makara spouts where 
bathing is permitted. Several more examples where bathing in the most sacred 
pool of a site is prohibited will be illustrated later in the chapter. Perhaps the best 
examples of ’temple tanks’ where a tank contains a major religious icon and as 
such becomes a place of worship, may be seen at Buddhanllkantha and Balaju 
(Plate 262) in the Kathmandu Valley. At Buddhanilkantha, a monumental stone
42Michell, 1990(a), p.479.
4^For farther information and a photo o f this example, or for a more detailes on Buddhist water 
structures in Nepal, see J. Hegewald, 1997(b), 'The Lotus Pool: Buddhist Water Sanctuaries in 
the Kathmandu Valley.', pp. 154-155.
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image of the god Visnu reclining on the cosmic snake &esa or Ananta (Jalasayana 
Narayana) has been set into an eighteen metres square tank. It portrays the god as 
floating on the cosmic ocean between two world eras, kalpas. The image was 
consecrated in 641 AD and is the largest of its kind in Nepal. The Balaju image is 
a Jalasayana Harihara^ contained in a twelve by fifteen metres tank. There is a 
further image of Jalasayana Narayana in a tank in a closed section of the 
Hanuman Dhoka Palace at Kathmandu.
7. PranallTauks
The seventh and final sub-group of tanks which must only be mentioned very 
briefly because it would extend beyond the scope of this thesis, are pranali- or 
channel-tanks. When a mixture of milk, pure water and other substances, called 
tirtha, is poured over a sacred linga in the sanctum of a temple, the fluid falls into 
the yoni at the base and runs out of a spout and into a small basin outside, usually 
on the north side of the vimana (Plate 263). The channels, called pranali, are often 
carved to resemble a makara, a mythical water animal, or crocodiles, and may be 
supported by an image of the sage Baghiratha, who through severe austerities 
caused the Ganges to descend to earth, or by a conch playing gana. The basins 
usually are quite small, but they can be very elaborate and carved into many steps 
and facets, sometimes resembling kundas (Plate 377). They are particularly 
common in central and southern India and deserve a detailed study of their own.
III. The Development of Bastion-Platforms into Islands
Bastion platforms, which have been considered in detail in Chapter Three, ’ GhatS, 
are also to be found on the sides of tanks. Since tanks are enclosed on all sides 
(despite small in- or outlet channels), the platforms are not used as delineating or
^K .R . van Kooij, 1978, Religion in Nepal, p.6.
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containing devices against running water, but more as decorative structures 
interrupting and enlivening the horizontal features of long parallel steps or the 
plain walls of tanks. They are also used to provide seating and working spaces 
along die water. Platforms are to be found both with and without bridges, and it is 
interesting that frequently die platforms are found in the comers of tanks as if to 
secure the edges. The pokharas outside Benares for example, typically have 
octagonal platforms in their four c o m e r s ^ .  At Prayag Tlrth, three kilometres 
from Trimbak on the road to Nasik, there is a large octagonal tank with sides 
forty metres long, and with plain octagonal bastion platforms in the comers of its 
northern and the southern sides; the platforms are used as resting places, 
particularly in the evening, and also provide a clear north south orientation to the 
tank. There are several small shrines along its edge and a cattle ramp on the 
south-west. Kuruksetra Kund at Benares is a shallow tank about sixty-two metres 
square, and has six half octagonal platforms along each of its sides, and a quarter 
of an octagonal platform in each comer (Plate 264). The platforms interrupt and 
enliven the long and straight sides of the tank and provide seats to people and 
space to put their clothes or washing. There are no steps running around 
Kuruksetra Kund, and the platforms are found in their place. The Octagonal Tank 
at Champaner, Gujarat, has plain square platforms in the middle of four sides. In 
the centre of the other four sides are steps arranged in a pyramidal shape. During 
festivals such platforms are used to place offerings and lights. A detached 
octagonal platform, similar to those encountered in the Betwa River at 
Pandharpur (in Chapter Three), can be seen in the artificial lake at Amber Fort, 
north of the dam of the Dil-i-Aram.
Bastion-towers are also often located at the comers of water channels 
feeding tanks. Several examples may be seen in the pokharas along the pilgrimage 
route surrounding Benares. Also on the eastern side of die Bharat Talao at 
Rewari, Haryana, there is a wide water inlet channel which may also be used as a
4^P.D. Coute & J.M. Leger (eds), 1989, Benares - Un voyage d'architecture - An Architectural 
Voyage, p. 92.
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cattle ramp. The inlet is adorned by a screen of five pointed arches and the 
comers of the channel are protected on either side by massive bastion platforms 
(Plate 266). On the opposite side of the tank, a mirror image of this arrangement 
with only three arched openings is to be found. Instead of the channel or ramp on 
the east, wide steps provide access for people on the west side. The top of the 
octagonal bastions are level with the ground around the tank and can be used as 
resting places at the tank, which is surrounded by temples and pavilions with 
bahgala roofs. On a lower level, about two to two and a half metres below the 
ground level, a narrow terrace runs around the basin. The bastions have small 
arched bridges to permit movement around the entire tank. On the level of this 
walk-way, the platforms are hollowed out into arched pleasure pavilions at the 
water level (Plate 265). Although the platforms at Rewari clearly derive from a 
long tradition of defensive architecture along powerful and changing rivers, their 
massiveness has been broken up and transformed into more open pleasure 
architecture.
Platforms at river ghats frequently carry temples, and although this is not 
so commonly the case with small platforms in tanks, examples such as the Koti 
Tlrtha at Bhubaneswar and the Amba Talao at Raipur show that they do exist. 
While there is only one small platform crowned by a temple in the Koti Tlrtha, 
the Amba Talao has rectangular platforms topped by a small temple at each of its 
four comers (Plate 267). It is more typical of tanks to find large platforms, 
carrying several temples and other religious structures, jutting out from one 
comer into the water of a large tank. This is the case in the Mansiganga reservoir 
at Govardhan which was dressed in stone by Raja Mansingh of Jaipur in the 
sixteenth century AD4 .^ The main temple of the town, die large Giriraj or 
Govardhana Temple, and several other shrines were constmcted on a large 
roughly triangular shaped platform which protrudes into the reservoir in its south­
eastern comer (Plate 218). An even larger platform, measuring about 30 by 40
46Anand, 1992, p. 55.
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metres, was constructed in the south-eastern comer of the immense Kamalaya 
Tank (circa 215 by 315 metres) in front of the temple complex at Timvarur (Plate 
268). The platform carries half a dozen small tenth and eleventh-century shrines, 
a well, and a large columned hall which is used during the float festival. The 
difference in the development of platforms carrying temples at river ghats and at 
tanks may be explained by the fact that ghats on river banks are long and linear. 
Therefore, it is typical to find several small platforms protruding along the entire 
length of a ghat It would have been impossible to construct such platforms on a 
larger scale because of the strong current of the rivers. In the case of tanks, ghats 
run around and enclose a stagnant water body, and the entire length of these ghats 
may usually be seen at one glance. Therefore, the attention was often concentrated 
on one large platform protruding further into the tank.
Tank designs which include platforms with bridges often achieve a degree 
of elaboration which is unprecedented in the construction of river ghats. This was 
possible because the water in tanks is still, and therefore the bridges could be 
much longer and have more complicated and fragile constructions. Along rivers, 
protruding long and slender bridges would have been destroyed and pulled away 
by strong currents. While bridges and platforms at rivers rarely protrude more 
than six or seven metres, examples found in tanks frequently extend by ten to 
twenty metres. An example of such strongly protruding bridges can be seen in the 
large octagonal Premsarovar at Barsana in Braj, Uttar Pradesh. In its overall 
layout, although it is smaller, the tank is closely related to Prayag Tirth, 
mentioned above. The Premsarovar, however, has steps along its sides and 
octagonal platforms with long bridges reaching out into the water from all eight 
comers. These bridges are solid constructions and start from the upper edge of the 
tank. As such, the bridges appeal' as massive wedges on the sides of the steps and 
create intimate bathing areas and strongly pronounced bays. The tank is connected 
with the story of Radha and Krsna and is said to have been filled by their tears^7.
47Ibid., p. 57.
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More elaborate examples of bridges can be seen at Kusum Sarovar, also called 
Kusum-van Sarovar, on the road from Govardhan to Radha Kund (Radha Kund), 
also in Braj. At the site, which is said to be the spot where Radha liked to collect 
her f lo w e r s 4 ^  the rulers of Bharatpur constructed a tank 1 0 0  metres square, lined 
by a row of pavilions on its western side. The largest central building is the 
cenotaph to Raja Surajmal of Bharatpur. There are twelve long slender bridges, 
each about twelve metres long, leading to small octagonal platforms in the tank 
(Plate 269). They are constructed from red sandstone blocks and are decorated 
with carved panels of shallow ornamentation, similar to the platforms described at 
Kesi Ghat at Vrindavan (Plate 1 7 4 )  which were built by the same clan. Also the 
bridges at Kusum Sarovar have three arches under the bridges, but because the 
bridges are much longer, the arches are not so prominent. The bridges at the 
Yamuna at Vrindavan were much shorter but more broken up into arches, while 
the Kusum Sarovar bridges are long and slender but more solid in themselves. On 
the whole the latter seem more elegant. The view across the tank in front sets the 
cenotaph into a picturesque setting and provided space for walks along water.
Further examples of long bridges with platforms are found at Dig, the 
eighteenth-century stronghold of the Jat Rulers. An impressive fort and a garden 
and water palace between two artificial lakes survive at the site. The eighty-two 
metres square tank to the east of the palace, the Rup Sagar, is amongst the earliest 
structures at the site. It is also called Pakka Talab and was constructed in about 
1 7 3 0  AD49 by Rupsingh, the brother of Badansingh. The Rup Sagar has twelve 
circa fifteen metres long bridges, none on the east side but two each towards the 
comers of the other three sides. In common with the Premsarovar, the bridges are 
solid stone structures. M.C. Joshi, in his discussion of the tanks at Dig, suggests 
that the galleried bridges in the Rup Sagar have been designed to strengthen the 
fabric of the tank^O. In the centre of its western side is the Kesav Bhavan, a water
4^Ibid., p, 56.
49M.C., Joshi, 1971, D ig , pp. 3, 29.
50Ibid., p. 29.
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pavilion overlooking the tank. Similar to certain larger platforms carrying temples 
which protrude into the ghats at Benares, the Kesav Bhavan also extends into the 
water and its comers show the typical bastion platforms. However, it is interesting 
that in this example, being even further removed from the need for protection 
than riverside buildings, the 'bastions’ at the comers of the Kesav Bhavan are 
entirely broken up and hollowed out (Plate 270). They are part of the arched 
lower storey of the pavilion which is almost level with the water surface. The 
comer arrangement, formally reminiscent of bastion towers, presents only a 
skeleton of the former massive bastions where only the edges of the octagon in 
the form of slender columns survive. To the west of the palace lies the rectangular 
Gopal Sagar. It was planned by the most famous Jat ruler, Surajmal, and 
completed before his death in 1763 AD. It is also called Kacca Talab because 
until 1866 AD it had earthen embankments. This tank has only two bridges, 
located in the centre of the north and the south sides, ending in small octagonal 
platforms- These are far more developed and of particular interest. The bridges 
are about twenty metres long and start at the upper edge of the tank. As is usually 
the case, one can walk from the bank over the bridge and onto the platform, all on 
one level. In addition to this, however, there is also a second lower level. The 
bridges and the octagonal platforms, which are about two metres high, are entirely 
hollowed out and take the shape of open arched galleries protruding into the water 
(Plate 271). The lower gallery is reached from the steps and provides a shaded 
resting place extending out into the water. The platform arrangements at Kesi 
Ghat at Vrindavan, where the bridges were transformed into open galleries but the 
bastion-platforms remained solid blocks, may be taken as an earlier step in the 
development. The tendency towards several storeys and loftier constructions of 
bridges and platforms also found expression in the Sagar Tank to the west of the 
City Palace at Alwar. The buildings were commenced by Maharaja Bakhtavar 
Singh in 1793 AD, and the palace, several temples and the cenotaph of the 
founder face the central ornamental tank (Plate 272). The tank measures about 82
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by 135 metres, and has two bridges each on the short sides, and four bridges each 
on the long sides protruding into the water. While the sides of the bridges are 
constructed in red sandstone, the paving and facing of the steps are in grey stone. 
The bridges are about nine metres long, but because the tank is relatively deep 
and has long sloping sides, the platforms do not protrude far into the water (Plate 
273). At Alwar, the bridges have again two levels, with an open gallery in the 
lower storey. Of special interest is that the upper walkway, which is on a level 
with the surrounding ground, has a domed pavilion built onto the octagonal 
platform demonstrating the dual purpose design of such double bridges even more 
emphatically than the example in the Gopal Sagar. Moreover, as can be seen from 
the step formations at Alwar, the platforms were planned to extend higher above 
the water, while the design at Dig was to bring the construction as close to the 
water surface as possible. Here, because the bastion platform underneath the 
gallery and the upper pavilion is comparatively high, the impression of a three- 
storeyed construction is conveyed. Due to the pyramidal step-formations and the 
depth of the tank at Alwar, it is closely related to kimdas, discussed in Chapter 
Five, and could also be classified as such. Of more simple construction but also 
being two-storeyed and following a similar aesthetic as the platforms encountered 
at Alwar, are the eight pavilions in the Tal Bija Tank at the Italian Gardens at 
Gwalior. Here, the platforms with their short bridges are built into the steps of the 
tank and at low water level have little or no contact with the water (Plate 274). 
Therefore, the octagonal bastion-platforms are usually fully visible. Although not 
as obviously as in the previous examples, the platforms are hollowed out and have 
narrow doorways in its three sides open to the tank. Above the rooms contained in 
the platforms, on a level with the upper edge of a tank, are again domed pavilions 
similar to the ones at Alwar. In the last two examples, more emphasis was put on 
a playful elaboration of the platforms into pavilions, than on the elongation of the 
bridges.
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Although in contrast to platforms and bridges at rivers, these examples 
demonstrate a process of considerable design development and a high degree of 
elaboration, this was by no means the culmination of the theme of bridges and 
platforms in tank architecture. The next development was to experiment with 
scale and to construct bridges and platforms in much larger dimensions, whereby 
the bridges became long causeways and the platforms were blown up into islands 
often carrying religious buildings, tombs or palaces. Such constructions are by far 
the most common within this type of South Asian tank architecture. Although 
tanks with bridges and islands are found in association with all major religions in 
the Indian subcontinent, they are particularly associated with Hinduism and with 
Islam. A Hindu example, though with a veiy short bridge, is to be found on the 
north side of Agni Tlrtha at Tiruvannamalai. Although the bridge is shorter than 
some associated with bastion-platforms, it is distinct by having a comparatively 
large protruding ’island1 construction at the end. While the former type of bridge 
and platform is more linear and slender as a whole, the next type consists of two 
clearly distinguished parts, a thin straight bridge and a much wider square or 
rectangular island. Agni Tlrtha at Tiruvannamalai is the probably simplest version 
of such an island arrangement having a seven metres long bridge and a five 
metres square island supported on a natural boulder in the tank (Plate 275). The 
square platform is used in tank festivals to hold a religious image, but can also be 
used for more mundane purposes such as washing and bathing. A tank with a 
similarly short bridge, but leading to a pronounced island carrying a temple of 
Macche Narayana, is located at Macchegaon near Kirtipur in the Kathmandu 
Valley (Fig. 19). The bridge in the Narendra Tank at Puri is about twenty metres 
long and leads to a circa twenty metres square island (Plate 276) The island 
carries several small shrines and a temple in which Lord Jagannatha remains for 
fifteen days during the annual tank festival. The island is located in the south­
eastern comer of the 200 by 250 metres tank. It is interesting that the orientation 
of the tank is two degrees off north but that due to a small bend in the bridge, the
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island carrying the temple of Lord Jagannatha, ritually the most important part of 
the tank, is exactly oriented. Although the island in the Bindu Sagar at 
Bhubaneswar is very similar in layout, it is not connected to the bank by a bridge 
and has to be reached by boat. Slightly longer is the wide modem bridge leading 
to the island carrying the &ri Sarvesvara Mandir in the Brahma Sarovar at 
Kurukshetra (Plate 277). Although it is quite probable that an earlier island 
existed at the site, the construction as it stands today dates from the twentieth 
century, and shows the continuation of the theme of bridges and islands into 
modem water architecture. An even longer bridge, about thirty-five metres long, 
but very narrow, leads from the eastern bank of the Suraj Kund in Gwalior to a 
miniature pavilion, almost in the centre of the tank (Plate 278). The pavilion 
houses a four-faced siva-1 iiiga, while the shrine of Surya is located on the western 
side of the circa sixty by eighty-five metres long tank. The tank is one of the 
earliest in the fort and is the venue for a large mela and bathing festival every year 
in the month of Karttik. The bridge leading into the middle of the large oval­
shaped tank at the Tilasvam Mahadev Temple at Taleshvar (Tilasvam) in 
Rajasthan is about forty metres long. The circa eight by ten metres long island in 
the middle carries a water basin and a pavilion which is used in tank festivals and 
for bathing (Plate 279). In autumn 1996, the pavilion was replaced by a modem 
marble construction. An example from Nepal is the Rani Pokhari at Kathmandu 
which is the largest tank in the Valley. A circa sixty metres long bridge leads to a 
small white temple (Plate 283). The tank was consecrated in 1670 AD by the wife 
of Pratap Malla, and the temple which commemorates her deceased son was 
reconstmcted after the earthquake in 1934. An arrangement with an even longer 
bridge (circa ninety metres) which leads to an enormous island measuring almost 
eighty by ninety metres, is found in the Siddhesvar Lake at Sholapur. Probably 
the longest bridge associated with a Hindu building, measuring circa 155 metres 
and leading to a relatively small 24 metres square island was constructed in the 
large circular Niyai Malao Talao outside Dholka (Plate 280). A very similar but
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slightly smaller version can be seen in the Sursagar Lake at Gunja, also in 
Gujarat. In both cases, the islands are situated in the centre of the lakes.
While most bridges were properly constructed in stone, the bridge in the 
Krsna Temple at Udipi, Karnataka appears to be an improvised construction and 
is only about half a metre wide (Plate 282). It seems that the central mandapa, 
showing a strong Keralan influence in its double pyramidal roof, was originally 
only a festival mandapa, reached by float. Later on it seems to have gained in 
importance and access was also provided to the devotees via a simple bridge. The 
tank forms part of an extensive temple complex where access to the deities and 
the tank is below ground level. An interesting example of an octagonal island 
reached by two bridges is found in the Tal Blja Tank at Gwalior (Plate 274). The 
tank has a circular central part, in the middle of which is the island, and two 
rectangular side parts. These are wide and elongated inlet and outlet channels. The 
platform is used as a stage for the annual performance of the Ramllla. At that 
time, the circular tank with its stepped slopes becomes an amphitheatre with rows 
of seats to accommodate the spectators, while the actors, the gods, easily visible 
to every body and separated by a ring of water, perform on the island in the centre 
of the tank. The performances take place at night and the reflections of the 
candles on the water surface make the legend come alive. The steps around 
festival tanks are also used as seats for the audience during float festivals. In this 
context it is interesting that E.B. Havell in his description of Benares often used 
the term 'amphitheatre' to describe the ghats along the Ganges^ ^ . Islands in 
general provide a stage or platform for the display of a religious object. Buildings 
on islands are set into a clean and sacred environment, protected and separated 
from the ordinary world. Temples on islands, which seem to emerge from the 
tanks, are materialised forms of the divine energy of the sacred waters.
In an Islamic context one frequently finds pavilions on islands in tanks. 
Probably the best known example is the Kankariya Tank (Hauz-i-Qutb) in the
^ E .B . Havell, 1905, Benares the Sacred City: Sketches o f  Hindu Life and Religion, pp. 93, 108.
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south-east of Ahmedabad. The tank, which was built in 1451 AD by Sultan Qutb- 
ud-din, is a regular thirty-four-sided polygon over 1.6 kilometres (1 mile) in 
circuit^, a  circa 255 metres long bridge leads from the south bank into the 
centre of the tank where a square island carries the Ghattamandal Pavilion. There 
are several platforms, on the north side, and an elaborate inlet sluice on the east 
side of the tank. The sluice has triple arched openings and is elaborately carved 
showing many references to the local mosque architecture. Similar sluices may be 
seen in the Manasarovar at Viramgam, the Sarkej Rauza (Plate 223), and the 
Sahasra Linga Tank at Patan. A lesser known example of a pavilion set onto an 
island, is found in the Hauz-i-Shamsi, in Mehrauli, in the south of Delhi. The 
large tank (circa 100 by 170 metres) was built by Shams-ud-dm Iltutmish in about 
1230 AD and has an interesting story connected with it. According to a legend, 
the Prophet appeared to Iltutmish in a dream and told him to construct a tank at 
the site. The next morning Iltutmish found a print of the Prophet's horse in a stone 
and built a domed platform for it around which he excavated the tank^. The 
pavilion which originally stood in its centre is now located in the south-western 
comer and reached by a circa seven metres long bridge (Plate 281).
There are also examples of Islamic tombs on islands in tanks. The tomb of 
Ghiyas-ud-dln Tughluq, dating from about 1325 AD, once stood in a large 
artificial lake reached via a long causeway still visible on its north side. The 
roughly triangular shaped island is a fortified enclosure and probably predates the 
tomb. It is interesting, however, that an existing island was chosen as the site to 
construct the tomb. A further example, dating from the mid-sixteenth century, is 
the tomb of Sher Shah Sur at Sasaram (Plate 284). As with the island in the 
Narendra Tank at Puri, an orientation error was later corrected by a twisting of the 
tomb. At Sasaram, both the tank and the island are slightly off the cardinal 
direction, and only the tomb itself is oriented correctly. At the tomb complex of
52p. Davies, 1989(a), The Penguin Guide to the Monuments o f  India: Islamic, Rajput, European, 
p. 343.
~^Y.D. Sharma, 1964, D elhi and its  Neighbourhood, p. 64.
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Flruz-Shah Tughluq, at Hauz-Khas in Delhi there is a further tank which was 
excavated by Alau'd-dm Khalil in the early thirteenth century. Although the tank 
contains an island and a bridge, it is silted up and overgrown and no obvious 
traces of building survive on the island. Not directly set into water, but following 
a similar idea, is the Tomb of Darya Khan (circa 1526 AD) at Mandu (Mandu), 
Madhya Pradesh. A circa seven metres wide water channel runs around its 
northern, eastern and southern sides. In front of the western side, although at a 
few metres distance, is a large water tank, creating the illusion that the tomb was 
actually surrounded by water. A tomb on and island in a river is Shaykh Farid's 
tomb near the Rani Vav at Patan54.
Other examples, though less common, are the islands and bridges from a 
Jain background. A small, almost model version of the theme is found on 
Sonagiri, where the Mahavira Meru Temple housing a catunmikha Jain image is 
set onto a circular island surrounded by a balustrade (Plate 285). The island is 
reached via short bridges from the south and the west. Building still continues at 
the tank-temple sponsored by the film-maker Tarachand Barjatya. A large version 
of the theme is the Jalamandir (Water Temple) at Pavapuri (Plate 286). The tank 
is the place where Mahavira bathed and on whose bank he was cremated. It has a 
circa 170 metres long bridge leading to the white marble Jalamandir on the square 
island at the centre of the tank. There is a perforated red sandstone wall around 
the tank, the causeway and the island. Buddhist examples of this type are found in 
Nepal and in Sri Lanka. The Karunamya Temple at Nala, in the east of the 
Kathmandu Valley, has a circa five and a half metres long bridge which leads to a 
four metres square island in the centre of a rectangular tank (Plate 287)^5. On the 
island is a stone slab with a carving of the Bodliisattva Avalokitesvara, to whom 
the temple is dedicated, and a small stone trough in lotus form in front. The 
devotees make offerings to the image on the island and bathe in the tank. An early 
example from Sri Lanka is the much decayed octagonal tank in front of the gate
54H. Cousens, 1926, The Architectural Antiquities o f Western India, p. 40.
55por a more detailed description see Hegewald, 1997(b), pp. 156-157.
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to the Issurumuniya Vihara complex (which has a further tank) at Anuradhapura 
(Plate 288). The allegedly hexagonal island is reached by a causeway from the 
west. A fund has been established to reconstruct the reservoir and the island.
Fig. 17: Colombo, the three islands of the Sima Malaka Temple (B.B. Taylor,
1995, p. 163).
The modem Sima Malaka Temple in Colombo has a far more complicated 
arrangement (Fig. 17). A circa thirty metres long bridge with a small square 
platform carrying the Buddha’s footprints in the middle, leads from the east bank 
of the Beire Lake to a twenty metres square island (Plate 289). The island carries 
a large chapter house where priests from the nearby Hunupitiya Buddhist Temple 
are o r d a i n e d ^ .  From the substantial central platform, two bridges lead to smaller 
islands situated to the north and south of it. The southern island (circa 13.5 metres 
square) carries a sacred Bodhi-tree and four comer shrines. To the west of it, a 
further platform with a small stupa protrudes into the water of the lake. The island
^ B .B . Taylor, 1995, G eoffrey Bawa. p. 162.
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podium to the north of the central element carries a small shrine. This sacred 
island complex was planned by Geoffrey Bawa and inaugurated in 1976. Parallel 
to the modern island construction, to its north, is an older wooden walkway 
leading to a former Buddhist monastery on an island, now used as a boarding 
house. In another example of temple islands in Sri Lanka, there was a large stupa 
on an island in the Parakrama Samudra or Topa Veva, meaning the Sea of 
Parakrama, at Polonnaruva. The decayed stupa is still visible, but it is difficult to 
make out if it once was connected to the bank by a bridge.
Although Sikh use of islands with bridges is quite unusual the well known 
example of the Golden Temple (Harmandir Sahib, Darbar Sahib) ;'at Amritsar 
(Plate 290), Punjab, is a striking exception. The temple at the centre of the tank 
was destroyed several times and the building as it stands today dates mainly from 
the eighteenth century. The tank, the Amrt Sarovar (Pool of Immortality), is a 
bathing pool and there are bathing ghats at the east sides of both the tank and the 
island. The land containing a lake was given to the fourth Guru, Ram Das, by 
Akbar in 1577 A D ^. Allegedly, the Golden Temple was modelled on the tomb 
of Saint Mian Mir of Lahore which also stands in the centre of a vast tank (now 
dry) reached by a causeway, situated three miles east o f  L a h o r e ^ .  jn addition, the 
Baha'i Temple in Delhi, completed by Fariburz Sahba in 1986, is surrounded by 
four water tanks separated by narrow bridges which provide access to the temple. 
There is a water palace built onto an island with a bridge in a tank outside Datia, 
and a further one is the Farah Baklish Palace at Ahmadnagar (Ahmadnagar), 
Maharashtra (Fig. 18). There are several more examples of islands of no obvious 
religious attribution, which no longer carry a structure or may never have been 
intended to do so. They are very common in the Raipur area, and the circular 
Burha Tank at Raipur with its circa 265 metres long bridge, is probably the 
largest among them.
57P.S. Arshi, 1989, The Golden Temple: History, A rt and Architecture, p. 4. 
-^Ibid., p. 42.
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Fig. 18: Ahmadnagar, Farh Baklish Palace built into a tank (O. Reuther, 1925,
p. 76).
The combined theme of bridges and islands is found throughout India, 
Nepal and Sri Lanka, and is associated with all major religions. Examples such as 
the tank at Kurukshetra, the Buddhist temple at Colombo and the modem Sri 
Lankan Parliament show that even today it is used and understood as a strong 
cultural image. As discussed above, Hie theme of bridges and islands evolved out 
of predominantly utilitarian bastion-platforms which secured the banks of rivers 
and lakes. The contained environment of tanks enabled the design of more 
elaborate and elongated constructions. It is not a linear development which is 
clearly discernible over the centuries because tanks were continuously repaired 
and rebuilt and many were lost altogether. Tanks silted up, and islands whose 
edges were not continuously cleaned and repaired often disappeared, as the few 
remains in the Prem Sagar at Khajuraho, the lake at Nagda, and the tank of the 
Issurumuniya Monasteiy at Anuradhapura all show. Furthermore, comparatively
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large tanks were required for islands to be constructed within them, and the 
building of long bridges and secure islands were complicated undertakings. 
Aesthetically, bridges with platforms or islands interrupt the monotony of the 
long sides of tanks and may transform a plain tank into a picturesque water 
landscape. Platforms or islands in tanks are comfortable places to rest in the cool 
fresh air surrounded by water and were therefore favoured by men and gods. The 
further a bridge reaches out into an area of water the more cooling the effect will 
be. Islands are used for washing and bathing, particularly when the water during 
the dry season cannot be reached from the edge of the tank. Isolated by a sheet of 
water, religious structures such as temples or tombs stand out and seem detached 
from our world. They appear to rise from the tanks and to be materialisations of 
the gods who dwell in the water or of the divine powers of water itself. The 
transitional nature of the bridge visualises that one is about to enter an area which 
is qualitatively different from our world on the bank, and the length of the bridge 
represents the long path towards the centre of the cosmos and of creation, in 
which lies salvation. In a Hindu context, such tanks may be related to cosmogonic 
mythology, where it is generally believed that the cosmic waters predated all 
creation. The first substance to arise frequently is said to be a clod of earth or a 
mountain at the centre of the cosmic ocean. From this centre, creation can 
emanate which in tanks may be visualised by bridges spreading from a central 
island. The Golden Temple at Amritsar which is found in the centre of the ’Pool 
of Immortality' is an obvious analogy to the emergence of the nectar of 
immortality (amrta) from the churning of the Cosmic Ocean^. in an Islamic 
context it is reasonable to suppose that examples of the bridge and island theme 
provide a reference to water as an image of eternal life and to the garden of 
paradise which contains water, although the idea of the Islamic paradise garden, a 
car-bagh, visualises the gur'anic image more accurately. Examples of tombs set on
^Ibid., p. 46. In this respect it is interesting that the panel above the main entrance to the Baba 
Atal Tower in the Guruka Bagh next to the Golden Temple depicts the churning of the cosmic 
ocean.
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islands in tanks are also found in Pakistan as for instance the Hiran Minar at 
Sheikhupura (Shaykhupura) near Lahore, which was built to commemorate 
Jahangir’s most favoured pet antelope.
IV. Pillars, Pavilions and Temples in Tanks
Mythologically closely related to the islands mentioned above, are pillars found in 
the centres of tanks. In Hindu mythology, the first island or mountain which floats 
on the cosmic waters has to be fixed, pierced or opened up, which leads to the 
centring of the cosmic waters and the world. It is from this central pole or peg, 
which often is associated with a god’s weapon, such as Indra's peg (Indra-^z/a), or 
the upright body of a god, that creation can emanate. In the creation stories, this 
axis-mundi symbolism takes various images such as a tree, a lotus, the rising sun, 
a thunderbolt (vajra), a mountain or a god, often Indra himself, who props apart 
heaven and earth. Many tanks in South Asia have a plain pillar or one topped by a 
certain emblem, in their centres relating to this part of the creation stoiy. A plain 
square pillar, which may have lost its crowning finial, is found in the three metres 
square tank in front of the eighth-century Candra Sekhara Temple at Pattadakal 
(Plate 291). It is decorated with a lotus on the south, a king on an elephant with 
two attendants on the north and a seated man with jewellery on the west. The 
eastern face is plain. An octagonal pillar without any decoration is in the centre of 
the circa seven metres square water tank in front of the Chand Minar in the fort of 
Daulatabad (Daulatabad, Devagiri), Maharashtra. Pillars topped by emblems may 
assist sectarian attributions and favour more specific interpretations of the pillars. 
Although the little shrine or lantern on top of the octagonal pillar in the Ek- 
khambha Tal in Gwalior Foit does not now contain an image, it seems, its typical 
manastambha shape suggests it to be Jain (Plate 292). The stambha in the tank of 
the principal vaisnava temple at Kanchipuram, the Varadaraja Temple (circa
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twelfth century), is topped by a Garuda, the emblem or vehicle of Visnu, while 
the Bhlmgoda Kund at Hardwar has a central pillar with a Nandi, showing its 
saivite association. The Bhimgoda Kund is an octagonal tank filled by Ganges 
water and is said to have been created by Bhlma the second Pandava from the 
Mahabharata^O, jn the north-western comer of the tank of the Maliakalesvara 
Temple at Ujjain is a metal reproduction of diva's trisula. Attributes or vahanas of 
the gods which stick out of the water of tanks indicate that the water is imbued 
with, or is the dwelling place of, the respective gods, and express the sacred 
nature of the water. The same attributes, and also small images of Ganesa, of 
peacocks {vahana of Subrahmanya), and nagas were often placed on the walls 
surrounding tanks where they delineate and protect the tank and mark them as 
sacred precincts. The same attributes are also found next to the temples of the 
respective gods and identify them with a particular religious sect. Behind the 
island in the tank of the Karunamaya Temple at Nala is a pillar carrying an ever 
burning flame, which refers to Avalokitesvara as Lord of Light, to whom the 
temple is dedicated. Also examples of the phallic emblem of Siva, the linga, and 
of Buddhist caityas were placed in the centre or comers of tanks. This is 
particularly common in Nepal where this feature is associated with tanks and 
kutidas. A metal pole topped by the auspicious syllable 'Om' (Um) placed in the 
flooded paddy field of a farmer outside Padmanabhapuram (Padmanabhapuram), 
Tamil Nadu, transforms his field into a centralised cosmic ocean and links the 
fortune of his harvest to the cosmos and the gods. Typical of Nepal, are central 
pillars topped by snake heads, called nagakasthas (nagadhvajas). The posts 
centralise the tanks, and the snakes are meant to ensure a steady water supply 
since the nagas are believed to regulate the Valley's water supply. Examples of 
wooden nagakasthas topped by brass snake heads may be seen in the Nagpokhari 
at Naxal at Kathmandu (Plate 295), and in the Simdhara in the Royal Palace in 
Bhaktapur (Plate 296). The nagakastha in the lower tank at Naudhara, the nine
60A. Singh, no date, The Gateway to the Gods: Hardwar, Rishikesh, K ankhalp. 41.
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water spouts at Godavari, is entirely made of wood. The naga-head in the 
Nagpokhari at Bhaktapur seems to have lost its pole and was placed onto a small 
central brick platform. P.D. Coute and J.M. Leger, in their study of the water 
structures of Benares, describe a similar phenomenon, where an ideal pokfiara has 
a pillar in the centre of the tank: "The central pillar is a sculptured sandstone; it 
represents on [the] one hand the axes [axis] of the world and on the other hand the 
residence of [the] Naga, the divinity of the waters to whom [the] pokhara has 
been e n tru s te d "^ . Not only emblems but whole figures of gods may be placed on 
top of pillars, or the gods may be conceived as pillars themselves. In these cases, 
the gods are portrayed as cakravartnis, world rulers, who reside at the centre of 
the world. There are three pokharis in Bhaktapur which have pillars with seated 
stone images of Siva in their centres (Plate 294). Two examples, the one at 
Chupin Ghat and the SuryamadhI Pokhari east of Taulachem, are really fountains 
and water issues out of the top of Sivas' heads which may be an allusion to the 
divine descent of the Ganges through Siva's hair. Therefore, the water of the tank 
is associated not only with the cosmic ocean but also with the Ganges. In Banepa, 
Nepal, at the turn-off to the Candesvari Temple, is a tank which has an image of a 
Rana minister in the same position, making a clear allusion to the Rana dynasty's 
self projection as world rulers and divine monarchs. The title cakravartin is also 
given to the Buddha and in the Lotus Pond at the Mahabodhi Temple at Bodhgaya 
we find the Buddha sheltered by Mucalinda seated at the centre of the cosmic 
waters. A monumental modem standing Buddha statue centralises the Hussain 
(Husayn) Sagar at Hyderabad (Hyderabad), Andhra Pradesh. A full-scale image 
of Krsna playing the flute supported on a seven-hooded snake is found in the 
centre of the Krsna Temple tank at Guruvayur (Plate 293).
Lotus pillars are also commonly associated with water tanks. In the story 
of Brahma or Visnu reclining on the cosmic waters between two world eras, 
kaJpas, a lotus is said to have grown from the gods' navels. The lotus, having a
Coute & Leger, 1989, p. 92.
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stalk, is on the one hand an axis-mundi symbol, but the open flower is also an 
image of the spread of creation from the centre of the universe. The Kuruksetra 
Kund at Benares for example has such a lotus pillar in its centre. In the long tank 
in front of the Temple of the Tooth at Kandy, which imitates a moat, a whole row 
of sculptured open lotus flowers is found. In Tamil Nadu, the Golden Lily Tank 
of the Mlnaksi Sundaresvara Temple at Madurai has a floating wooden lotus tied 
to a brass lamp-column in the centre of the tank (Plate 297). Many lotus pillars or 
fountains are found in the Islamic architecture of India, such as in the western and 
the eastern tanks of the Gol Gumbaz at Bijapur. Further examples will be 
encountered in Chapters Five and Seven. Moreover, there are often fountains in 
the centre of tanks as for instance in the large Kalyan Tank at Sravana Belgola 
(Plate 298), in the Durga Kund at Benares (Plate 239) and in many ablution tanks 
of mosques and tombs all over India. The sound of sprinkling and rippling water 
is an important aspect of Islamic architecture not only in India but elsewhere. An 
interesting example of a double-storeyed circular tower is found in the centre of 
the circular Katora Tal in Gwalior Fort (Plate 299). The tower is a border case to 
becoming an actual pavilion, and suggests that also pavilions, discussed later in 
this section, may be interpreted as substitutes for an axis-mundi or as the 
primordial mountain or island in the creation of the world.
As has been discussed with river ghats, high towers and pillars are also 
found next to tanks. The tendency to juxtapose large flat sheets of water with 
strong vertical axes is a feature especially typical of Sikh water architecture. In 
the northern comer of the Kaulsar Tank in the GrnTika Bagh at Amritsar is the 
high Baba Atal Tower62 (Plate 300), and an even higher, minaret-like structure is 
located in the north-eastern comer of the enormous tank at Tam Taran (Plate
301). The height of the towers is emphasised because their mirror images on the 
still water surface seem to continue their shafts, and convey the illusion that the 
towers were growing out of the centre of the tank. In Gwalior Fort there are two
62Baba Atal was the son of the sixth Guru.
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further good examples. The first high tower is found next to the Ek-khambha Tal 
which contains a pillar itself, and the Jauhar Tal has a three-storeyed memorial 
tower topped by a high dome on its northern side. The tank owes its name to the 
self-cremation performed by the Rajput ladies of the fort in 1232 AD to avoid 
felling into the hands of Sultan Iltutmish when he captured the fort, and to a 
Muslim girl who committed satl in 1755 AD, at the death of Raja Bhim Gohad, 
who is commemorated in the tower next to it^3. There are many tanks which are 
associated with the self-immolation of women after their husbands’ deaths. Satis 
could also take place next to a river, pond or even a well or stepwell. The 
presence of water is essential for a cremation to dissolve the body and liberate the 
soul of the dead. It is interesting, however, that Francois Bernier observed an 
incident of a woman who committed satl in a dry pond^^; this can either be taken 
as an indication that the idea of liberation of the dead had become more closely 
linked to water structures than to the water itself, or that because it was the dry 
season, the woman hoped that her ashes would be dissolved and her soul be 
liberated when the tank was filled up with water again. Satl stones can be found 
around most lakes at B e n a r e s ^ .  Also the large tank of the temple at Banasankari 
(Banasankari, Amargol), Karnataka, has a high tower on its western bank (Plate
302), and a Buddhist example is the Asokan pillar next to the Markata Hrda Tank 
at Vaisali. It is topped by a Mauryan lion capital (Plate 303) and is a victory pillar 
of Buddhism.
Pavilions are found in practically all south Indian festival tanks, because 
they are necessaiy to house the deity in the last stage of a float festival. They are 
usually found at the centre of a tank and are square, but vary greatly in size and 
elaboration. The tank of the Ekarabaresvaranatha Temple at Kanchipuram has a 
relatively small and simple pavilion with only two columns on each side (Plate
^Chakravarty, 1984, p. 27; Y. Singh, 1994, p. 15.
^ F . Bernier, 1934, Travels in the M ughal Empire, A D  1656-1668, p. 309.
Gutschow & A. Michaels, 1993, Benares: Tempel undreligioses Leben in derheiligen  
Stadt der Hindus. pp.* 71-72.
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304). A particularly small pavilion, which may however have replaced a larger 
example because it is set onto a much larger platform, is in the first enclosure of 
the Jambukesvara Temple at Srirangam (Plate 306). Equally small are the 
pavilions in the tanks on the large processional roads leading to the Vitthala, the 
Tiruvengalanatha and the Krsna Temples at Vijayanagara. The pavilion of the 
Krsna Temple has fish and scenes where larger fish swallow smaller ones carved 
onto its sides66. Larger pavilions with a more massive substructure and four 
columns on each side, are found in the centre of the festival tank of the 
Govindaraja Temple at Tirupati (Plate 305) and in the tank at Suchindram (Plate 
307). With its high pyramidal superstructure, the latter example veiy closely 
resembles the local temples. A further interesting aspect of the tank at 
Suchindram is that although the tank is again slightly off the exact cardinal 
directions, the festival pavilion is oriented precisely. At Kumbakonam, the tank 
and the western gopura of the Sarangapani Temple are connected by an 
intermediate mandapa or porch (Plate 310). This phenomenon is also encountered 
in the Teppakulam of the Kantimati Nellaiyappar Temple at Tirunelveli, where a 
multi columned mandapa built half into the water on the west side of the tank, 
connects it with a small temple on its side (Plate 309). This shows that although 
the festival tanks are often not located within the walled and ritually pure temple 
compound, they are closely connected with the temples and have to be considered 
as religious buildings. The tank of the Varadaraja Temple at Kanchipuram has 
two mandapas and a pillar very close to each other in the southern half of the tank 
(Plate 308). The central pavilion with four columns on each side sticks out much 
higher from the water than the smaller pavilion to its east. Possibly they are used 
in tank festivals during different seasons when the water level in the tank is found 
at different heights. Interesting examples of pavilions are found in the centre of 
the tanks of the Parthasarathi and the Kapalesvara Temples at Madras. Both 
mandapas have four columns on each side and are raised on a high stepped
66 This motif was discussed in Chapter Two, 'The Sacred Waters'.
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pyramid set onto a larger square platform (Plates 311, 312). Although both tanks 
were documented at low water level, it seems that the pyramidal substructure, 
which is not typical of other pavilions (Plate 313), was part of a particular design 
concept. Visually, the pyramids seem to grow out of the water and the mandapas 
look as if placed on mountains. Probably the most elaborate arrangement of a 
festival tank with a central pavilion is the Teppakulam at Madurai. It was 
constructed by Tirumalai Nayak in the sixteenth century and the pavilion is set on 
a large island with four smaller comer pavilions (Plate 314). The island is not 
connected with the land by a bridge and the god has to travel by boat. The 
Narendra Tank at Puri has both a bridge with an island in one comer, and a small 
pavilion in the centre of the tank. Because the pavilion is very small, the float 
with Lord Jagannatha probably moves in clockwise direction around the clearly 
marked centre of the tank, and he then retires to his island retreat, slightly off the 
centre. Very small pavilions are often mainly there to mark the centre of a tank, as 
may also be seen in the Kahkali Tank at Raipur (Plate 329). They visualise 
cosmogonic mythology but are too small to be used for the actual re-enacting of 
the creation of the world. The central water pavilions are so important for south 
Indian tank festivals, because it is important for the gods once a year to return to 
the centre of the world, and the origin of the cosmos in the cosmic ocean. Resting 
at the centre of the water, and symbolically also the centre of the universe, they 
are celebrated as cakravartins. The gods are reborn in the centre of the tank in a 
journey to their origin and the creation of the world and return refreshed and 
purified.
There are usually also mandapas on the sides of festival tanks. On the day 
after the god has travelled to the pavilion in the tank, he ususally once more 
leaves the temple to circumambulate the tank and to be placed in a pavilion on the 
side of the tank where frequently another bathing ceremony is conducted to end 
the festival. Not all pavilions in tanks are, however, connected with festivals. 
There is a small pavilion housing a four-faced liiiga (catummkha-linga) on the
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north side of the tank in the Mallikarjuna Temple complex at Mahakuta (Plate 
315). Pavilions are also found in palace tanks, as in the one north of the Maota 
Lake at Amber, and in large storage reservoirs, as for instance the Barahdari in 
the large Nayaqila (New Fort) reservoir at Golconda or the central water pavilion 
at Kumatgi outside Bijapur.
On occasions, temples were built straight into the water of tanks or set on 
small platforms which were meant to be submerged. A miniature votive temple 
set into a small water basin enshrined in a mandapa is found at the ghats in front 
of the Ganga Temple at Gangotri (Plate 316). It is called the Bhagirathi Temple 
and is venerated by the pilgrims as the place where &iva received the Ganges in 
Ills hair. A further very small shrine, housing an image of Durga^, is found in 
the tank behind the Shore Temple at Mamallapuram (Plate 317). J. Marr interprets 
the shrine as a representation of Mount M eru^, the centre of the cosmos, which 
follows up the idea encountered in the pavilions above. At Amarkantak, a double 
line of small temples runs from north to south towards the Narmada Tank. The 
last two southernmost temples are built into the water of the tank (Plate 318). The 
ritual axis of the temples directs the pilgrims towards the most important object of 
veneration at the site, the source of the Narmada River, and connects the temple 
architecture outside the tank with the water. At Badoli in Rajasthan, a larger 
temple with a small porch, dating from circa 975 AD, was set into a large stepped 
water tank (Plate 319). The temple has doors on all four sides and is likely to have 
contained a catuimukha-Jihga. Similar examples of temples set into water tanks 
are found at Loduv and Pandrethan (Pandrethan69) in Kashmir. The late sixth or 
early seventh-century temple at Loduv, the earliest remaining stone structure in 
the region, has only one doorway facing south, while the early twelfth-century
Marr interpreted the image inside as a representation o f Siva and Nandi (J. Marr, 1991,1 
Note on the New Excavations at the Shore Temple, Mahabalipuram.', p. 574).
68Ibid., p. 574.
69For this site a variety of spellings exist in the literature. Further common ways of spelling are 
'Pandrenthan’ and 'Pandrethan'.
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Pandrethan Temple also has access from all four directions. Both tanks are fed by 
nearby springs which sometimes even submerge the sanctums of the temples. 
Although today there is a narrow bridge leading to the temple at Pandrethan, this 
is not original^. There is some controversy about the initial existence of the tank 
here: the moulded face of the platform, which now remains almost constantly 
submerged, and the presence of a staircase in front of the temple, are taken as 
clues that at least initially, the temple stood in a dry courtyard^ 1. In other tanks, 
however, (such as various examples at Vijayanagara) carvings or the mouldings 
of pavilions are found very close to the water’s surface and often remain 
submerged for considerable periods of the year (which is regarded as auspicious). 
Also in front of the Varaha Cave Temple at Mamallapuram, described above, 
steps lead down to a water basin. These examples show that it is certainly possible 
that the temple at Pandrethan was originally intended to stand in water. The area 
near a spring is particularly sacred and favoured as a temple site, but there would 
not have been a need to dig such deep and all-enclosed courtyards at Pandrethan 
and Loduv, if it had not been intended that they should at least temporarily 
contain water. There may be an interesting parallel to a temple in Raigarh Fort. 
The Jagadlsvara Temple in the northern part of the fort is set into a circa forty- 
two by fifty-two metres courtyard which could be temporarily flooded, 
surrounded by a high wall (Plate 320)72. The inner tank is about twenty-four by 
thirty-five metres and is surrounded by two wide stone tiers and a wall. The first 
tier, which runs around the entire courtyard and is not even intersected at the 
doors in the east and west of the enclosure, is about 0.42 metres high. Of the same 
height is the platform imder the Nandi image situated to the east of the temple. 
The second tier is a further 0.6 metres, while the plain Siva temple is set onto a 
0.87 metres high platform in the centre of the courtyard-tank. The tank was 
probably not meant to fill up higher than the first tier; otherwise it is not clear
70r.E. Fisher in P. Pal, 1989, A rt and Architecture o f  Ancient Kashmir, p. 38.
^ D . Mitra, 1993, Pandrethan, Avantipur & Martand, p. 21.
^D avies, 1989(a), p. 499.
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how the entrances could have been firmly blocked. The tank could easily have 
been filled by rain water during the monsoon. The temporary flooding of temple 
areas in Java has been described by Roy E. Jordaan. According to Jordaan, the 
central temple area at Candi Prambanan (Candi Loro Jonggrang) could be flooded 
on certain festival days. The water was diverted from a nearby river, and the 
complex was intended to give visual form to the myth of the Churning of the 
Ocean in which amrta, the nectar of immortality, was created. Through special 
ceremonies, the water of the tank was converted into amrteP .^ Perhaps the temple 
at Pandrethan could similarly be temporarily flooded for certain festivals, but only 
an excavation of the area around the temple, as at Prambanan, could give 
evidence for any of the three possible interpretations. Also at Bundi a temple was 
set into the north-western comer of the Naval Sagar located in front of the city 
palace (Plate 321). The temple is dedicated to the water god Varuna^4 and is set 
on a small platform facing east. A further interesting, if slightly obscured, 
example of a water temple was built into the southern water channel at the 
enormous Sahasra Linga Tank, now dried up, at Patan in Gujarat. The unusual 
water temple consists of an elevated podium with an underground chamber, and 
two rows of twenty-three columns in front, all contained within the narrow water 
channel (Plate 322). Further excavations are needed to gain an idea of the actual 
layout and function of the site. It may be related to the so-called 'Underground 
Temple' at Vijayanagara, which is believed to have purposely been built below 
ground-level so that the main sanctum with its linga, and at times also the 
mandapas, stand under water75.
In other cases, although the temples were not actually set in water, the 
illusion of a 'floating' temple was conveyed by constructing shallow water 
channels around temples which fill up in heavy rains (Plate 326) or may be filled
^R .E . Jordaan, 1995, 'Report on a Journey to Java. Prambanan 1995: A Hypothesis Confirmed.', 
p. 37.
74Davies, 1989(a), p. 360.
75A.H. Longhurst, 1993, Hampi Ruins: Described and Illustrated, p. 89; D. Devakunjara, 1992, 
Hampi. pp. 44-45.
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manually on festival days. These examples should be carefully distinguished from 
temples around which the ground-level has been raised or courtyards which have 
been paved with a new layer of stone, leaving a narrow channel around the 
building, as for instance at the sixteenth-century Kutal Alakar Temple at Madurai. 
Water channels which were intentionally constructed around temples hardly ever 
surround the entire building. The Shore Temple at Mamallapuram, which has a 
very thin channel surrounding the entire temple and its immediate compound 
wall, is an exception to the rule. In most cases, all found in Tamil Nadu, only the 
vimana or shrine part of the temple is surrounded by a shallow U-shaped water 
channel. Examples may be seen in the temples at Krishnapuram (Krsnapuram), 
the Tyagaraja Temple at Tiruvarur, the Subramanya Temple at Tanjore 
(Tarijavur) and the Airavatesvara Temple at Darasuram (Darasuram), both in 
Tamil Nadu. The latter two are particularly interesting because the channel 
around the Subramanya Temple has peacocks placed on its edge^^, and the 
channel at the Airavatesvara Temple has large circular oil lamps around it (Plate 
323). On festival days, the lights would have been reflected in the channel around 
the temple, and would even more strongly have conveyed the feeling that the 
temple as a whole was floating on water. A further connection of a water channel 
and lights can be encountered at the Mahadev Temple at Ettumanur. The channel 
at this site runs around the second compound wall whose upper part is made of 
wood and holds hundreds of small oil-lamps (Plate 324). The innermost prakara 
wall of the Jambukesvara Temple at Srirangam is also surrounded by water; there 
are two small channels, one sunk into the ground and the other slightly raised, 
similar to that of the Shore Temple. A Buddhist example is the stupa at the Kelani 
Temple (Kelaniya Vihara) in the east of Colombo, which is surrounded by a 
narrow water channel (Plate 325). The main intention seems to have been to 
convey the illusion that the stupas, vimanas and also mandapas were floating on 
water, and to relate them to temples and festival pavilions which were set in
76ft is typical o f temple tanks in Tamil Nadu to find the attributes of the god, who is enshrined 
in the temple, on the wall enclosing tanks.
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tanks. However, the channels around the vimanas may also have been used to 
channel off the excess water in a temple abhiseka. There are many more examples 
of water channels around particular parts of temples and 'floating' pavilions, but it 
would go beyond the scope of the thesis to include them all here and they really 
deserve a careful study of their own.
The close connection between temples and tanks can also be seen in the 
many tanks which are surrounded by large numbers of shrines. The Manasarovar 
at Viramgam is surrounded by hundreds of small shrines which all contained a 
siva-linga (Plate 327). The Sahasra Linga Tank (Thousand Linga Tank) at Patan 
and the Kot Tlrth in Kalinjar Fort were once surrounded by a large number of 
lingas but today only a few of them survive. The Mahamakham Tank at 
Kumbakonam is surrounded by sixteen sacred pavilions, dating from the early 
seventeenth century, which all contain a linga (Plate 238).
V. Access and Gateways to Tanks
Along ghats, access to temples was frequently via steep steps, making literal the 
difficult path to enlightenment and the spiritual ascent of the pilgrim. Because 
tanks are often found at some distance from the temples, and because their steps 
are usually shallow and not particularly long, this feature is not so typical of tank 
architecture, although there are a few clear examples expressing the same idea. At 
Ittagi (Ittagi) in Karnataka, steep and prominent steps lead up to the Mahadeva 
Temple (Plate 328). The temple has a large stepped tank in front and a deep 
kunda behind. Although the steps are not particularly long, they stick out clearly 
because the tank wall on either side of them is designed in large tiers, similar to 
the super-human design described in the previous chapter at the ghats at 
Pasupatinath. A further clear example of steep steps leading up to a temple can be 
seen at the west side of the Kankali Tank at Raipur (Plate 329). The pronounced
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steps lead up to the Kankali Devi Temple which, sited an elevation, is raised 
above the normal ground level around the tank. In contrast to the examples 
mentioned before, the steps leading up to the temple are enlarged, measuring 0.4 
metres in height and one metre in depth, and are much bigger than the ordinary 
steps on either side. In the centre of the square tank is a small domed pavilion. 
The same arrangement of steps is found in front of the temple at the Khanti or 
Naya Talao, nearby.
An important aspect in the approach to tanks is the presence or absence, 
and the height, of walls surrounding them. The tanks of most Sikh gurdwaras 
have no walls immediately around them ^, but they are always found within 
walled compounds. At Pandrethan, as the site stands today, there is no wall 
around the kacca tank nor a compound wall, which is quite unusual. Normally, 
there is a clear tendency to delineate a sacred tank, if only by a low wall. Often, 
walls indicate more the threshold to the sacred tank precinct, where through 
ablutions, salvation and a new life can be gained, than to actually lock them up or 
physically protect them. Particularly when tanks are not surrounded by steps, and 
where the water immediately borders the ground level, walls are quite typical. 
Many tanks all over the Indian subcontinent have low walls, of up to about half a 
metre around them. Such tanks can be small ablution tanks as for instance those in 
the Ajmer Dargah, large festival tanks like the one at Suchindram, or enormous 
storage tanks with islands like the Niyai Malao Talao at Dholka. It is most typical, 
however, to find walls of about 1.2 metres in height around tanks, a comfortable 
height for a standing individual. Such walls do not always have to be solid stone 
structures, but can be pierced stone screens, as around the tank of the Jalamandir 
at Pavapuri, or modem metal fences, as around the Durga Kund at Benares, or the 
tank of the Sltalnatha Jain Temple at Calcutta. Particularly interesting are tanks 
which are surrounded by high walls (over human size) which prevent passers-by 
from looking into them. This is typical of Keralan tanks. Because most tanks of
^T his makes it very easy to clean the marble pavements around the tanks with a host-pipe 
because the waste water can run off into the tanks.
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this type are bathing tanks, either in temples, as at Ettumanur or Guruvayur, or in 
palaces, as at Padmanabhapuram, the high walls provide privacy for the bathing 
people. It is also typical of Kerala to find separate bathing sections and access 
steps for men and women. For the same reason, high walls surround most of the 
hot baths at Rajgir. The tanks are relatively small, as for example the Makhdum 
Kund, and create intimate spaces which convey the sense of closed rooms (Plate 
330). In those examples, tanks which are really negative architecture dug into the 
soil, grow out of the earth and create positive spaces over the ground.
A particularly interesting example of a tank surrounded by a high wall is 
the Sivaganga Tank, the bathing tank of the Nataraja Temple at Chidambaram. 
The wall is about two metres high and of the same depth, which makes it 
impossible to look over it and into the tank (Plate 331). On this wide wall, at the 
edge to the tank is a further middle sized wall which may indicate that during 
certain bathing ceremonies, the wide wall could be used as viewing platform. 
That this was not intended on a more regular basis, however, becomes clear from 
the fact that no steps lead up to the wall and that four pyramidal superstructures at 
the comers block the way around the tank. From the tank side, the depth of the 
wall contains an open colonnade. Thus the back of the colonnade looks like a wall 
on the outside. It is possible that the colonnade was a later addition which mainly 
had to be built over ground, because the sides of the tank were already dressed or 
because the tank could not be dug any deeper. At Timvarur, the colonnade 
surrounding the tank in the first enclosure wall is below the normal ground level 
and therefore does not obstruct the view. It would, however, have been possible at 
Chidambaram to leave at least parts of the back of the colonnade open, as may be 
seen in the tank in the first courtyard of the Jambukesvara Temple at Srirangam. 
There, two colonnades surrounding the tank are found on top of each other, one 
below ground level and the other above. The latter goes over into the open 
mandapa in front of the entrance to the next enclosure and is therefore open on 
that side (Plate 332). The high wall at Chidambaram therefore seems to have been
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a conscious decision. Through the high protecting wall and the gateways in the 
middle of the northern side and in the south-western and south-eastern comers, 
the tank can be locked up and creates an intimate secluded bathing area sheltered 
from the lively temple. As with the walled compounds of south Indian temples, 
where one has to enter the innermost sanctum to meet the deity, one also 
consciously has to enter the walled tank compound and descend the steps to meet 
the divine water at Chidambaram. Also the large tank at Sravana Belgola is 
surrounded by a high wall which prevents people from looking into it. In order to 
prevent people from bathing or using festival tanks for other purposes, they are 
often surrounded by modem metal fences, although initially they only had 
relatively low stone walls. This can be seen at the Parthasarathi and the 
Kapalesvara Temples at Madurai. The Parthasarathi Temple tank even has a 
further fence half way down the steps, while the tank of the Govindaraja Temple 
at Tirupati has a fence at the bottom of the steps (Plate 305). Such modem 
additions have probably to be understood as a security matter to keep the people 
out of the tank on the occasion of tank festivals. Similar fences found in the water 
of the tank of the Golden Temple at Amritsar, and about three metres away from 
the bank of the Brahma Kund at Kurukshetra, prevent bathers from going too 
deep into the tank7^  and from using the sacred ablution tank as a swimming 
pool. Particularly in central and southern India, the sacredness and distinctness of 
tanks is also indicated by painting their walls or the central pavilions in red and 
white stripes (Plates 309, 311), as may also be done with temples. The stripes 
stand for blood (red), regarded as a heating substance, and milk (white), 
considered cooling, which are images encountered in northern Sanskrit mythology 
and ritual, but which are particularly recurrent in Tamil temple myths and
practices^.
78Arshi, 1989, p. 52.
7^D.D. Shulman, 1980, Tamil Temple Myths: Sacrifice and Divine Marriage in the South Indian 
Saiva Tradition, pp. 93-94; B.E.F. Beck, 1969, 'Colour and Heat in South Indian Riutal.', p. 553.
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Also important in the approach to tanks are gateways. There are several 
examples of single free standing gateways facing tanks. A particularly elaborate 
circa seventh-century AD torana is found at the flight of steps leading down to the 
tank of the Yeniargudi at Aihole (Plate 333). The straight lintel shows two 
makaras spewing forth garlands which create arches over lions and various 
depictions of Visnu. A further free standing torana at the Markandesvara Temple 
at Puri (Plate 334) is similar to the example at Manslganga at Govardhan, in that 
it faces a tank but cannot actually be used to reach the water, because of the 
absence of steps. The gateway was set on a slightly protruding platform on the 
south side of the tank, west of the steps leading down from the temple. The tank is 
also interesting from the point of its orientation. The temple and the south side of 
the tank nearest to the temple are oriented and run exactly east-west, while the 
rest of the tank is slightly off the exact orientation. The angles in the south-eastern 
and south-western comers of the tank are therefore slightly less and more than 45° 
respectively. At Radhakund, there are two free standing toranas associated with 
the twin tanks at the site (Plate 335). The gateways are both found on the narrow 
causeway running between the tanks. The first one is in front of a small temple on 
the causeway and does not face the water, and the second faces the water, but 
because it is built so close to the wall of an adjacent building and away from the 
water, it cannot actually be used very easily as a gateway to the water. The 
gateways seem more significant as symbols of a journey to a different stage of life 
and indicate the holiness and different metaphysical quality of the sacred precinct. 
At Sravana Belgola, a prominent gopura faces the water on the south side of the 
Kalyan Tank (Plate 298). There is a smaller gopura on the east side, a small porch 
providing access on the west and a large festival mandapa on the north side. A 
futher gopura is associated with the tank of the Kamalaya Tank west of the 
Tyagaraja Temple compound at Tiruvarur. The gopura and a small walled temple 
compound are situated on the island in the middle of the large tank (Plate 336). 
Both the gopura and the temple face east. Also the small island with the
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ceremonial platform in Kandy Lake has a gateway. In both cases, the gateway 
should probably primarily be interpreted as an entrance to the temple or festival 
platform, but coming from the island, they also face the water. The gateways 
visualise the clear distinction between the water and the island as distinctive 
spheres. Gateways can also be encountered in connection with certain bridges 
leading to islands. Both in the arrangement at the Golden Temple at Amritsar 
(Plate 290) and the Jalamandir at Pavapuri, there are prominent gateway houses 
through which pilgrims have to pass to enter the causeways leading to the temples 
in the centre of the tanks. The two-storeyed gateway-house at Amritsar is called 
Darsani Dehali (Deorhi) (constructed in 1776 AD), and its doorways allegedly 
belonged to the Somnatha Temple at Somnath (Somnatha Patan, Prabhas Patan), 
Gujarat^. Although the visitors at Amritsar and at Pavapuri do not actually have 
to bathe to reach the temple, the passage to the island is a return to the centre of 
creation, an encounter with the divine; as such their movement constitutes a 
departure from this world, which is marked by a prominent gateway at the 
beginning of the sacred sphere of the tanks. Often one finds elaborate entrance 
pavilions leading to enclosed tanks, as may be seen at the Kapalesvara Tirtha at 
Tirapati (pilgrims have to take off their shoes before walking through the pavilion 
and entering the compound) (Plate 338), at the Sivaganga Tank at Chidambaram, 
and at the large processional tanks at Vijayanagara. The three pointed arches on 
the west side of the Bharat Talao at Rewari echo earlier examples of triple toranas 
discussed in Chapter Three. The Taj Bavli and the Cand Bavli at Bijapur, both 
constructed by female patrons, each have a large and very pronounced single 
pointed arched gateway (Plate 339). There is an interesting story about the 
monumental gateway leading to the Gadi-sar Baoli, also called the Gadisar Tank 
or the Gadi Sagar, which is a rain water tank at Jaisalmer in Rajasthan. Allegedly, 
the monumental gate with its large pointed arch was built by a courtesan of one of
^ T he doors were taken away to Kabul by Mahmud o f Ghazni, and allegedly brought back by 
Maharaja Ranjlt Singh’s forces from Kabul and put into the Darsani Gate at Amritsar (Arshi,
1989, p. 55).
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the Ravals for the inhabitants of the town. Because a religious image had been 
installed in the upper part of the gateway the royal family who took offence at the 
bold statement of the courtesan, could not have it pulled down. Therefore, the 
members of the royal household used lesser side entrances when attending 
ceremonies at the tank®*. It is most typical of tanks, however, to find plain 
gateways integrated into the walls surrounding them. Particularly when the walls 
reach only up to human hip-height, the gates stick out quite prominently. 
Examples may be seen in the Rani Tal at Gwalior, in the Katora Hauz in the 
village at Golconda, the outer tank of the Arunacalesvara Temple at 
Tiruvanamalai, and the small Sangu Tirtham in the first enclosure wall of the 
temple at Tiruvarur. Many gateways were also integrated into high walls around 
tanks, which further enhance the feeling of a closed room or a positive 
architectural shape in general. Examples of gateway-mandapas with four 
columns, already encountered along ghats in Chapter Three, are found in the 
centre of the bridge leading to the island in the Narendra Tank at Puri (Plate 276), 
and built into the steps on the west side of the Candra Puskarinl in the Ranganatha 
Temple at Srirangam (Plate 340).
VI. Multiple Tanks and Pools in Tanks
As with ghats, where small artificial tanks are sometimes integrated into the steps 
next to rivers or lakes, there are examples of tanks next to larger water bodies, or 
of tanks next to each other, where one of them is usually smaller than the other. 
Krsna Kund is a small tank right next to the sea-water channel at Dwarka. It is 
really only a protected bay enclosed by high walls to break the waves, filled with 
ocean water. The presence of a columned mandapa which runs along the shore 
makes it more into a religious centre where the sadhus on pilgrimage in Dwarka
^  India Tourism Development Corporation, 1975, Guide to Rajasthan, pp. 130-131.
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meet. There are also several cases where small tanks were created on one side of a 
larger lake or reservoir, two examples being the Khas Baoll next to the large Am 
Talao at Raichur82 (Plate 341), and the tank of the Uttaresvara Temple on the 
north side of the Bindu Sagar at Bhubaneswar (Plate 342). According to a local 
legend, the goddess Godavari was invited to see King Linga Raja in the temple. 
Because she was menstruating she was not allowed to bathe in the sacred Bindu 
Lake before her visit; therefore, the gods set up a boundary in the lake and created 
a small tank on the shore furthest away from the temple where the goddess was 
allowed to purify herself. Particularly through the line of small shrines running 
along its west side, the tank is a very private bathing area bordering the large 
festival tank. Also at Kurukshetra, there are two tanks next to each other. The 
Brahma Sarovar is about 425 by 500 metres, and the tank to its west is about half 
its size. In the case of twin tanks, distinct functions were often given to the 
different reservoirs. At Narayan Hit! in Kathmandu (Plate 343), and at Naudhara 
at Godavari, there is one tank each with fresh running water, issuing from spouts, 
and a larger storage reservoir next to them which collects the overflow and rain 
water. Through this arrangement, fresh drinking water is readily available and is 
separated from the storage reservoir which is needed for dry periods, washing and 
animals. Also at Macchegaon there a twin tanks. The upper tank, which also 
contains the island carrying the Macche Narayana Temple, is only used for ritual 
purposes and ablutions, while the lower tank, collecting the overflow, is used for 
mundane purposes (Fig. 19)83. Several tanks such as the Manasarovar at 
Viramgam, the Koti Tirtha at Bhubaneswar and the Teppakulam at Madurai have 
a small additional tank on one of their sides. These minor tanks are located behind 
the sluice gates and act as settling pits for muddy water before it is channelled 
into the large tanks. The pit at Viramgam is an elaborate octagonal structure with
82The names mean 'Special' and 'Ordinary' respectively.
83C. Prusclia, 1975, Kathmandu Valley: The Presen’ation o f  Physical Environment and Cultural 
Heritage. A Protective Inventoty. p. 200,
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divine images inserted into the walls. A temple to the local goddess Munsarima 
Devi was constructed on top of the sluice gates as a means of protection.
Fig. 19: Macchegaon, twin tanks and island carrying the Macche Narayana 
Temple (C. Pruscha, 1975, Vol. 1, p. 201).
An example of closely related twin tanks of which one is only slightly 
smaller than the other is found on Brahmagiri at Trimbak, on the pilgrimage path 
to the source of the Godavari. The tanks lie to the east of the small Sri Ram 
Mandir. The larger tank directly underneath the raised temple has a cow spout and 
the inscription ’Ganga Godavari Prasan(n)' meaning clear or pure Ganga- 
Godavari. This is again an example where close to a sacred river, here the source 
of the Godavari, the presence of the Ganges is invoked to add to the importance 
and purity of the site, a phenomenon already encountered with ghats. The smaller 
tank to its east has three lotus rosettes on its walls and people purify themselves in 
this first before entering the larger tank which is believed to contain Ganges 
water. Often, twin tanks have double names whereby each part is attributed to one 
of the tanks. There are the Budda-Buddi twin tanks, in Kalinjar Fort (Plate 344)
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and &yam and Radha Kunds at Radhakund. In both cases, only a narrow bridge 
separates the tanks. Although the people inhabiting parts of Kalinjar fort believe 
that the Budda-Buddi Tank is a Buddhist tank, and relate the sound to the spelling 
'buddh-buddhi' which would translate as 'awakened1, 'wise* or the Buddha, and 
’intelligence' or 'understanding' respectively, the original Devanagari spelling 
'budda' is different84. There is a palace structure on the east and a terrace with a 
chatri overlooking the tanks in the south-west. At Radhakund, the larger section 
relates to Syam, a name for Krsna, and the smaller to Radha. According to a local 
tradition, Krsna dug &yam Kund with his heel to purify himself after having 
killed the demon Aristasur. He insisted that Radha and the others who had 
witnessed the killing also had to cleanse themselves of the sin, and Radha created 
the small tank on its side. To fill both tanks, all the sacred tirthas of India
appeared^.
Water rituals and water architecture are an expression of the general 
Indian (and particularly strongly Hindu) need for purification, and therefore 
closely linked to the concepts of purity and pollution. It is not only about 
pollution through evil deeds and the purification through water, but also about 
certain lesser grades of pollution considered to exist between men and women or 
various castes or religions. Many village tanks in particular, were only used by the 
high caste members while lower caste groups had to bathe at the river or some 
other water source away from the village. In the course of time, such regulations 
were often broken up. Along with the official governmental abolition of caste 
discrimination, today, such rules are much less rigid then they used to be. 
Although all water is purifying, certain rivers, foremost among them the Ganges, 
and particular tanks, such as the Manikamika Kunda at Benares where even the 
tirthas of India come to cleanse themselves of the defilement washed off by the 
people, have particular purifying abilities. There are differences in water and in its 
purity, as was seen on Brahmagiri for example, where a bath in the tank with
^ I t  also does not mean 'old', which would be spelled 'budha',
85Anand, 1992, p. 58,
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Ganga water was only taken after the major impurities had been removed in the 
lesser tank. In other cases, particularly where two or several tanks were built close 
to each other, each tank seems to have been built for a particular group, 
reinforcing the concepts of purity and pollution within society.
There are many examples where we find not only twin but multiple tanks 
at sacred sites. Through the splitting of a single water source into several 
independent tanks attributed to various groups of society, a sacred water site 
could be enjoyed by all people, regardless of their social status, without upsetting 
the rules of purity and pollution. The gurdwara in Gwalior Fort has three tanks. 
The Gangola Tal is the ancient sacred source which led to the construction of the 
gurdwara at the site. The second tank is for men and the third for women. At 
Rajgir, there are twenty-two water tanks or compartments spread over the sacred 
hillside generally called after its main tank Brahma Kunda. Each tank is dedicated 
to a certain sex, community or caste. At Shesh Naryan in the south of the 
Kathmandu Valley, there are four tanks, a semi-circular and a rectangular one on 
a lower, and an irregularly shaped one with a semi-circular bay and a circular one 
on a raised level (Fig. 20). The tanks are located underneath a rock sheltering a 
Hindu and a Buddhist sanctuary. Also the shared Hindu and Buddhist site at 
Godavari has four tanks. One tank is found outside but adjacent to the wall of the 
sacred precinct right next to the gate, and was probably intended as an ablution 
basin before entering the complex. The sacred source is a rock cut pool which has 
lately been covered by wire netting because this pool is only meant to be 
worshipped and is too sacred to be bathed in. Together with a shrine to the 
Buddhist goddess Vasundhara and small Hindu shrines, it is found in a small 
walled compound built next to the rock face of the hill. On the other site of the 
precinct, in the open courtyard of the complex, is a large bathing tank and a 
smaller stepwell tank which are meant for ablutions. While the tank outside the 
compound purifies, its cleansing ability would probably be regarded as being the 
lowest of all four. Next in the scale would be the two tanks in the courtyard,
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though the one directly adjacent to the sacred walled section may be more sacred, 
while the most purifying and divine is the rock pool at the cliff.
Fig. 20: Multiple tanks at Shesh Narayan
Similarly, at Talakaveri (Talakaveri), the source of the River Kaveri at the 
foot of Brahmagiri in Kodagu, Karnataka, there is a small pool in front of the 
small Kaveri Amina Shrine situated on a platform at a larger shallow tank. The 
actual spring bubbles up in the small pool in front of the shrine and then collects 
in the large tank next to it. The pilgrims only bathe in the larger tank and after 
having purified themselves, they worship at the Kaveri Amma Shrine and sprinkle 
a little water from the small sacred pool onto their heads. This is considered as 
purifying as a bath in the actual source^. A site already mentioned in the 
previous chapter is the Gaukaresvar Temple at Dhulikhel where a rivulet, two 
areas with water spouts and a tank provide various possibilities of contact with the
^ A . Valliappa, 1992, The Story o f  Our Rivers, Part. II, p. 10; U.R.A. Murthy, 1989, Karnataka. 
Impressions, p. 45.
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same sacred water at the site. At Trimbak, at the source of the Godavari, we find a 
whole series of tanks. While the physical source of the river is high up in the 
mountains on Brahmagiri overlooking the small town, with several tanks on the 
way, the Kusavart Tlrtha within the town is the spiritual source of the sacred 
river. ’Kusavart’ is the name of a tlrtha or a passage of the Ganges87, and therefore 
the tank is also called Gangasagar. Many pilgrims only come to Kusavart Tirtha 
and do not make the arduous climb up the hillside, since the tank in town 
represents the sacred source (similar to Gangotri the sacred, and Gomukh the 
actual, somce of the Ganges). At the sacred site in town, there is a large 
colonnaded tank, a small stepwell tank to its east and a further jrimria-well hybrid 
to the north-east. Although the latter is found on the same raised platform as the 
other two water structures and various shrines, it is more detached and may have 
been used mainly for practical water provision while the other two tanks 
predominantly are sacred battling tanks. At Amarkantak, where the River 
Narmada originates, are river compartments outside the walled temple 
compound88, and a large and an adjacent smaller water tank to its north-west. The 
smaller tank seems again to be used for an initial cleansing before battling in the 
sacred Narmada Tank. It is interesting that there are not only two tanks of various 
degrees of sanctity or purity, but three. At Amarkantak, a third tank is found 
within the larger tank.
This brings us to the highest degree of elaboration encountered in 
arrangements of multiple tanks. In the same way as individual pools were found 
in larger water bodies and rivers, they were also constructed in small tanks to 
distinguish between different qualities of water, to provide a sequence of bathing 
tanks increasing in purity, or to mark a particularly sacred spot within them. Pools 
may be contained in platforms in a tank or they may be marked by fences or walls 
within the water itself. In front of the Vanina Temple, which is set on a platform
87M. Monier-Williams, 1993, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p. 297.
^  These have been discussed in Chapter Three.
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in the Naval Sagar at Bundi, is a small water tank contained within the temple 
platform (Plate 321). The tank is situated in front of the City Palace and serves 
both as a scenic backdrop to the palace which mirrors itself in the still water, and 
as means of defence. There is an octagonal pavilion in its centre which, although 
it follows the long tradition of tank festival pavilions is not connected to a temple 
but was used by the ruling family. To counterbalance the practical and royal 
usages of the tank and to distinguish the water in front of the Varuna Temple 
contained in its noith-westem comer from the rest of the large reservoir, a small 
pool was inserted into the platform carrying the temple which provides a purely 
religious bathing area. The opposite effect was achieved at Kandy, where a 
separate royal bathing area was created in the otherwise public and religious 
Kandy Lake. The eighteenth to nineteenth-century Queen's Bath, called Ulpenge, 
is located near the Temple of the Tooth. It is a rectangular pool built into the 
water of the lake and protected by a roof. As at the Vanina Temple at Bundi, and 
also at Taleshvar, there is circa six metres square water basin inserted into the 
island connected by a bridge with the eastern bank of the tank (Plates 345, 279). 
Because the island with the basin is found right in the centre of the tank, it seems 
that it was intended to provide the pilgrims with the opportunity to purify 
themselves there in the centre, the most sacred point where the world was created 
and where it will be reabsorbed in mythical terms. More often, the centre of a 
tank was marked by a temple where salvation could be gained through an 
encounter with the god, or by a tomb, representing salvation. At Taleshvar, water 
is the divine element, and provides probably the most immediate visual form to 
the idea and for the re-enactment of the creation story through a bath in the 
cosmic waters. At Guruvayur, the central statue in the Krsna Temple bathing tank 
is surrounded by a wide oval shaped fence marking the sacred centre of the tank. 
The water nearer to the statue, a sacred axis which is the axis of the world, would 
be regarded as purest. Such a demarcation was also drawn around the central pole 
in the tank of the Mahakalesvara Temple at Ujjain. The pole carries a metal
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representation of a sun or star which functions as a fountain and is encircled by a 
small circular fence. Bathing at both sites is, however, restricted to the edges of 
the tank, and the centre of the tank is not to be reached by the people. The fences 
are merely meant to give visual shape to the divine power contained within the 
water. Examples, where basins were built straight into tanks are found at Madurai 
and Amarkantak. In the north-eastern comer of the Golden Lily Tank is a small 
square basin with a small Nandi figure in each of its comers, marking it as a 
sacred temple tank (Plate 346). A small bridge is set up during certain periods 
which connects the small pool in the larger bathing tank with the northern side of 
the tank&9. The sacred pool can then be reached via the bridge. At Amarkantak, a 
small third tank is found within the large Narmada Tank. It is built in front of one 
of the small temples set into the water at the northern bank of the tank (Plate 347). 
The small basin marks the exact spot where the water of the River Narmada 
occurs in the tank and is therefore the first and purest water to issue at the sacred 
source. As with the source of the Kaveri, people do not bathe in this most sacred 
source but only in the larger tank filled with the water of the spring. The source 
proper is the most sacred object of veneration at the site and its water is only used 
for sprinkling.
Tanks are the most frequent and widespread type of water architecture in South 
Asia. They show an enormous range of possibilities concerning their size, shape, 
layout, location and decoration. They are closely related to ghats because, at least 
on one side, ghat-like steps make up the sides of a tank. Many themes, such as 
platforms, gateways, and pools, encountered with the ghats, are found too in tank 
architecture where, because of different conditions in a more sheltered 
environment, they developed in ways which are distinct to tanks. Platforms, for
^ S e e  the photograph in C. Tadgell, 1990, The History o f  Architecture in India: From the Dawn 
o f  Civilization to the End o f  the Raj. p. 213, fig. 245 (b).
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example developed into long bridges leading to islands which may carry entire 
buildings. Although tanks may usually be used for a whole series of usages at 
once, one function may predominate, creating eight major sub-types of tanks 
based on their main use. Although it is the primary concern of tanks to store 
water, they are hardly ever utilitarian alone and almost invariably connected with 
shrines or religious images of some sort which protect the dams or walls of a tank 
or reservoir. There is also a close link with kimdas, a deeper type of reservoir, 
which will be discussed in the following Chapter Five.
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Kundas1 are stepped water basins which penetrate deep into the ground, and in 
section resemble the shape of a funnel with a relatively small water area at the 
bottom (Fig. 21). Most kundas are fed by ground water, shallow aquifers or 
springs. The sides of kundas are usually set at a steep angle, often greater than the 
natural slope of the ground2. As a consequence, they need a large mass of steps, 
often in complicated pyramidal or triangular sets, to buttress the terraced walls. If 
they were of insufficient strength to counteract the inward thrust of the side walls, 
the stepped sides of the kuiidas would be likely to slip away.
Fig. 21: Kundas have deep funnel-shaped basins.
Steep veitical sides are more easily constructed in hard soil or rock than in 
sandy ground, and therefore soil conditions have a strong influence on the shape 
of kundas. The more precipitous the sides of a kunda, the larger the water surface
1 'Kunda" is the Sanskrit version o f the Hindi term 'k u n d While the type has been given the 
traditional Sanskrit term 'kunda*, most named water structures referred to in the chapter resort to 
the modem local terminology, usually leaving out the final '-a'.
^This is for instance the case in the kunda at Kapadvanj in Gujarat, where the angle o f the sides 
is about 38° to the horizontal, while the natural slope of the soil is circa 32°. (P.K. Patel, 1973, 
'Structural and Constructional Aspects of Water-Reservoirs and their Relationship with Religious 
Buildings in Gujarat.', diploma thesis, p. 79.).
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can be at the bottom of the pit. The size of the water area also depends on the 
depth of the kunda and its top perimeter. Because the water level in the funnel 
fluctuates, the size of the water surface area is variable. Due to the considerable 
depth and the relatively small water area, surface evaporation from kundas is low 
in comparison to tanks. But the steep angle of the funnel-shaped sides and their 
multi-stepped nature are the most characteristic elements of the kundas, and 
distinguish them clearly from tanks whose gently sloping short sides frequently 
lead to large water basins^. Kundas have such a striking aesthetic that their shape 
and step formations have often been 'imitated' in structures which actually 
function as tanks by collecting rain water, or by being fed by channels (Plates 
371, 426). Compared to kundas which draw ground water, these examples do not 
penetrate as deep into the ground and often have larger water basins at the bottom. 
They may, however, be classified as kundas because, when filled with water, 
obscuring the solid floor or the well shaft in the middle, it is impossible to detect 
the structure's technical function. The key factor is that the builders intended these 
structures to look like kundas. As the nature of this study is an art historical 
enquiry into the choice and the development of shapes, and the continuity of 
themes and visual forms, and not a detailed analysis of the functional engineering 
characteristics of water architecture, visual appearance has been the determining 
factor in the classification of these water structures as kundas.
Kundas which draw ground water usually have a well shaft in the centre of 
their basins. They are clearly distinguished from wells proper by the fact that in a 
kutida, the central well opens up into a funnel in the shape of an inverted pyramid 
at surface level, usually lined by precipitous steps. This funnel-shaped upper 
section is not a feature of ordinary wells and stepwells, and consequently is one of 
the most essential visual elements in the definition of a kunda. Some examples 
which have central square wells are the Surya Kund at Vanthali (Vanthali) in 
Gujarat (Plate 348), the Amrt Sarovar in the hillfort of Nandi north of Bangalore
1 ^Tanks have been discussed in detail in Chapter Four.
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(Plate 362), the kunda outside the wall of the Mallikarjuna Temple complex at 
Srisailam, and the kunda of the Ramesvara Temple4 at Bhubaneshwar (Plate 349). 
Because the ground water table at the latter two sites appears to have sunk 
considerably, and the water rarely reaches the funnel-shaped stepped sides of the 
kundas, modem water pumps have been installed using the old well shafts in the 
centres to reach the reduced ground water level. In other examples, small wells of 
only one or two metres in diameter, can be found in one comer of a kunda basin. 
Here, the funnel shape of the stepped sides is not open at the bottom, but has a 
solid floor, with a small opening through which ground water is drawn. The Surya 
Kunda at Modhera, the Maiigala Tirtham of the Ekambaresvara Temple at 
Kanchipuram (Plate 350), and the Kva Hit! at Kathmandu, follow this layout.
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Fig. 22: Abaneri, the well shaft has been integrated into the sides of the kunda 
(M.W. Meister & M.A. Dhaky, 1991, p. 237).
4A1so known as Mausimaha Temple.
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In other cases, the well shaft has been sunk into one of the sloping sides of 
the kunda or directly adjacent to it, turning the deep basins into water storage 
units. From the draw wells on their sides, the ground water is pulled up and used 
from buckets, while the ^wpds-basins are used for bathing and washing, the 
people descending to the water by means of the characteristic steps. By having a 
well and a basin, clean fresh drinking water in the well is separated from water for 
washing and bathing. It is usual for these side well shafts of kundas to be covered 
at the top to keep them clean and cool, whilst access to the well is from the side, 
within the kunda below ground level. Whereas at the Rajasthani sites of Osian 
(Osian) and Abaneri, the well shafts have been built into the kunda into the east 
and north stepped sides respectively (Fig. 22), at the Lolarka Kunda at Benares 
(Plate 421), and the Dade-li-Vav at Bhinmal (Bhinnamala), Rajasthan (Plate 351), 
the well shafts have been sunk outside, immediately adjacent to the Arn/zr/a-basins 
proper. An example of two wells wihin a kunda, a well shaft at the centre and 
another sunk outside, is located at Kapadvanj (Fig. 23).
Fig. 23: Kapadvanj, the kimda has a well shaft in its centre and one sunk outside 
the basin (J.A.S. Burgess, 1905, plate 81).
Most kundas have a square or rectangular perimeter and their terraces or 
steps run parallel to the outer delineation of the structures. Several examples from
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Nepal and Sri Lanka have square perimeters but contain multi-staggered terraces 
which in shape and in their stepped and concentric nature resemble mandates 
(Fig. 24). Elaborate examples from Nepal are the Sundhara at Kathmandu, built 
by Queen Lalita-Tripurasundari in 1828 AD (Plate 352), and the Jaulakhel Hiti at 
Patan. In contrast, much simpler kundas can also convey a strong diagrammatic
Fig. 24: Kathmandu, plan of the mandate- shaped Sundhara (R.O.A. Becker- 
Ritterspach, 1995, p. 40).
character through their rigid symmetry and repetition of forms in diminishing 
planes (Plate 353). The clearest example of such a mandate-shaped basin from Sri 
Lanka is the Kumara Pokuna at Polonnamva (Plate 354). It is interesting to 
observe the close relationship between water structures in Nepal and Sri Lanka. 
Strong similarities between the water architecture of the two countries are evident 
not only from their choice of shapes, but also in the material, which is usually 
burnt brick integrating stone steps and cornices, and in the elaborate water spouts 
often in animal shapes. Because all the main Sri Lankan water structures and 
many of the Nepali ones are Buddhist, a reason for the strong similarities may lie
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in the transmission of Buddhism, and in this context also the close relationship 
between stupas in Nepal and Sri Lanka may be mentioned. A reason for the fact 
that Sri Lankan water structures are so different from south Indian tanks may be 
that the Sri Lankan people aimed at differentiating themselves from the style of 
the Tamils, who over many centuries regularly invaded their country.
According to a Newari architectural manual even the underground pipes 
of the local kuiidas should be arranged in the shape of a cosmic diagram such as a 
swastika (Fig. 25 a). Other kundas have been constructed in lotus shapes, as may 
be seen in the Lotus Pool at Polonnaruva (Plate 355), the Palikhyah Hiti on the 
main road of Bhaktapur (Fig. 25 b, Plate 356), and the Jagati Gahiti in the Vajra 
YoginI Sanctuary at Sankhu (Sankhu), the latter two in Nepal. The small ablution
Fig. 25: Idealised plan of a dhara showing the pipes arranged in swastika shape 
(a), and plan of the lotus-shaped Palikyah Hiti (b) (R.O.A. Becker- 
Ritterspach, 1995, pp. 25, 54),
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tank of the Asvamedha Complex at Nagarjunakonda, which also resembles a 
lotus, is usually referred to as Kurma Tank, meaning tortoise tank. By 
constructing kundas on mandala, lotus or tortoise plans, which are all regarded as 
supports of the cosmos, the water structures were firmly related to the foundation 
of the universe. The Brahma-ji-ka Kund at Dwarka has a basin which is square at 
the bottom and goes over into a twelve-cornered shape at a higher level (Plates 
357, 358). The Suraj Kund south of Delhi is an unusual example of a large oval 
shaped kunda (Plate 359), whilst other examples are irregularly shaped to fit a 
given terrain, particularly if located in densely constructed hilltop forts, such as 
the Kukadesvara Kunda in Chitorgarh (Plate 360).
It is a significant feature that, when regularly formed, almost all kundas 
are precisely oriented on the cardinal points of direction, tying them even closer 
into the structure of the universe. Very few kundas have even a slight error from 
exact orientation and even fewer have no orientation at all. But an interesting 
example of the latter are the twenty-seven sacred water basins, most of them 
kundas, along the fourteen kilometres long pradaksina patha surrounding the 
sacred mountain at Tiruvannamalai. These are not oriented towards the cardinal 
directions, but towards the central mountain, the sacred centre of the site 
(Fig. 26). The pilgrimage site is associated with Siva in the shape of a fire linga. 
The concept of indicating the four directions of space was also frequently 
expressed in the fabric of the kundas by having four ramps, as in the Potara 
Kunda at Mathura (Plate 361), or four flights of steps leading up from the water, 
as may be seen in the kunda of the KamaksI Temple at Kanchipuram, and in the 
Visvanatha Kund at Ellora. In the Kapadvanj Kund, tliree pavilions and one 
torana gateway indicate the orientation of the structure towards the cardinal 
points, and in the kunda at Ratanwadi (Ratanwadi), Maharashtra, the central 
section of three sides is slightly recessed, while on the fourth side it has a central 
flight of steps leading up from the basin.
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Fig. 26: Tiruvannamalai, water basins on the pradaksina-patha around the
sacred mountain (C. Guilmoto, MX. Reiniche & P. Pichard, 1990, map 1).
Steps in kundas may be long and parallel to each other, as can be seen in 
the small GaurT Kunda on Kedar Ghat at Benares (Plate 185), or in the Amrt 
Sarovar in the fort at Nandi. The latter has larger tiers of wider terraces at regular 
intervals structuring the long descent to the water contained in the central well. 
Some kundas have small outcropping platforms which are more typical of large 
tanks. Examples are the Lolarka Kund at Benares, the Undesvara Kund at Bijolia, 
Rajasthan (Plate 363), and the small kunda at Mamkamika Ghat at Benares (Plate 
186). However, the most usual feature of krnidas is to have steps arranged in 
triangular blocks with bilateral flights of steps, where the stepping is directed in a 
series of diagonals across the side (Fig. 27). Through this arrangement, the sides 
can be made much stronger and therefore steeper. Other practical considerations 
are favoured through steps constructed in triangular sets: the pyramidal blocks of 
steps create resting platforms at regular intervals, they prevent a person from
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falling down the entire length of the stairs, and can also be used to rest water pots 
and baskets which can then easily be placed on the head.
Fig. 27: Steps arranged in triangular blocks with bilateral flights of steps.
Examples of such typical pyramidal sets may be seen in the kundas at 
Abaneri and Osian (Plates 364, 401-3), in the small kuiida in the complex of 
cenotaphs at Ahar just outside Udaipur (Plate 366), and in the kimda of the 
Madana-Mohana Temple at Bishnupur (Plate 367). The Surya Kund at Modhera 
has several tiers with double sets of triangular stairs (Plate 365). In cases where 
the blocks of steps are so large that one triangle spans from one end of a side to 
the other, the steps have been positioned to describe a large diagonal cross on one 
side of the kuiida as an aesthetic rather than a constructional detail. Examples
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illustrating this point are the western walls of the Kunda at Roda (Roda), Gujarat 
(Plate 368), and the Ujala Baon ('Bright Well'^) at Mandu (Plate 385). 
Frequently, shallow niches containing religious images were placed in the 
triangular wall space of the pyramidal blocks of steps, as may be seen in the 'Old 
Kunda' at Dedadara and the Revati Kund at Junagadh (Junnargarh), both in 
Gujarat. The niches in the Panna Miyam Kunda6 at Amber, and in the Ujala Baon 
at Mandu are so large and deep that they appear as a decorative design feature and 
it is questionable if they were ever used to contain images. Although the step- 
pyramids in the Nagar and Sagar Kundas at Bundi and in the Surya Kund at 
Vanthali are particularly large, they contain veiy small niches, in which images 
have been placed. Probably the largest number of niches within such triangles of 
stairs is found in the Kapadvanj Kund which has a total of 136 small shrines 
(Plate 370)7; but also in the Brahma Kund at Shihor, near Bhavnagarh 
(Bhavnagarh) in Gujarat, about 128 shrines were integrated into the pyramidal 
steps of the kuiida basin (Plate 369). Sometimes, pyramidal blocks and long 
parallel steps were combined within one structure, as may be seen in the Surya 
Kund at Vanthali, in the Khatan Baoli in the fort at Chitor (Plate 443) and the so- 
called 'Ritual Bath', near the Mahanavami Platform at Vijayanagara (Plate 371)8. 
The kunda of the Ibrahim Rauza at Bijapur has only two sets of pyramidal stair 
blocks positioned one above the other, on the east and the west sides (Plate 426)9. 
A similar arrangement is found on the north and the east sides of the bathing 
kunda of the Trymbakesvara Temple at Trimbak (Plate 372). Here, the sets of 
pyramidal steps seem to go over into each other creating a large fan-shaped
^This kunda is called 'bright' because is it open, contrasting with another example near by which 
is covered and therefore called Andheri Baori, meaning 'dark well'. (D.R. Patil, 1992, Mandu, 
pp. 28-29.
6 At times also spelled Panna Mia or Mian Kund.
^J.A.S. Burgess, 1905, 'Muhammadan Architecture o f Ahmadabad.', p. 94.
8This chlorite-lined tank is believed to be eleventh-century but to have been brought to 
Vijayanagara during the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries. In order to reassemble the parts 
properly, letters and numbers in Kannada were engraved onto each slab (D. Davison-Jenkins, 
1988, 'The Irrigation and Water Supply o f the City o f Vijayanagara.', PhD thesis, pp. 69-70).
9 Allegedly, the maze pattern decorating the sides o f the doors to the tomb depict a plan of the 
system of water channels o f the city o f Bijapur (S. Gole, 1989, Indian Maps and Plans: from 
earliest Times to the Advent o f  European Surveys, pp. 22- 23).
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design10. A farther example of this feature may be seen in the large rectangular 
kunda in front of the Asar (Athar) Mahal at Bijapur. Kuiidas whose walls are 
structured by large tiers of terraces which contain narrow flights of small steps 
can be seen in the Potara Kund at Mathura, the large kunda east of the Lanka 
Tilaka Image House at Polonnaruva, and these are typical of most kundas at 
Tiruvannamalai, and in Nepal (Plates 373, 375).
The two earliest known kundas are part of the Asvamedha Complex at 
Nagarjunakonda, dating from about 220 AD (Plate 376), but for many other 
kundas we also have comparatively early dates, such as the eighth or ninth 
century AD. It has been suggested that the form of the kundas is older than that of 
the stepwellsl 1. The Abaneri Kund mainly dates from the early ninth century, but 
was rebuilt in the eighteenth century, and only the columns of the Dade-li-Vav at 
Bhinmal date from the eighth century while the rest of the structure is later; but 
kundas such as the ones at Roda, Dedadara and Osian, predominantly date from 
the eighth century.
By comparison with tanks, there appear to be fewer opportunities to alter 
the design and structure of kundas. While tanks often originate in natural 
depressions or small lakes, which were later firmly bound in stone and furnished 
with ghats, it was a conscious decision from the very beginning to construct a 
well or kunda, because of the necessity to locate and reach ground water. First a 
well was dug, and when the ground water table was reached the top of the well 
could be widened, or a Arnpp'a-basin could be constructed alongside. If no ground 
water was found, the excavation could still be used to collect rain water. In north­
western India, a region which has been strongly associated with kundas, the 
commissioning of new kunda constructions seems to have declined during the 
sixteenth, and ceased after the eighteenth century. A reason for this may be that
10They are similar to the fan-shaped steps discussed along ghats in Chapter Three.
1 *M. Livingston, 1995, 'The Stepwells and Stepped-Ponds o f Western India.', p. 5. Stepwells 
will be discussed in the following chapter.
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the Muslim rulers of the region largely supported the continued development of 
indigenous Hindu stepwell architecture at the expense of stepped basin designs.
Kundas are typically found in towns, villages and the domestic quarters of 
forts, where they serve as public water places and are used for washing, bathing 
and watering animals and fields. They also form part of palace compounds, where 
they are usually of a more ornamental type, not drawing ground water but simply 
illustrating the aesthetic of this type of water structure (Plate 371). Kuiidas are 
also comonly found in connection with religious institutions, such as Hindu 
temples and Buddhist monasteries where their sacred waters are used for ritual 
ablutions. They may be found in association with Islamic tombs, as for example at 
the Qutb Shall! Tombs, Golconda, and the Ibrahim Rauza, Bijapur, and also with 
cenotaphs, as the kunda at Ahar. A few examples of kundas are located in mosque 
courtyards, as in the Jam! Masjid at Malda, Bihar. Miniature pranali-kundas are 
typical of Karnataka (Plate 377)12.
Kundas are regarded as particularly sacred among water structures, and are 
therefore frequently connected with religious buildings, with shrine rooms and 
small temples often integrated into their sides. The term kunda can sometimes be 
used to denote a sacred water site in general, and in Sanskrit sources there is often 
no clear differentiation between the terms 'kunda' and 'ththa'n . A reason for this 
emphasis on the religious significance of kundas may derive from the fact that 
they penetrated deep into the ground, and open it up in the shape of a funnel, 
flooded with light. The ground is believed to be inhabited by demons and 
supernatural beings which may be upset by such disturbances, and the well-shafts 
connected with kundas may lead to the underworld. Therefore, shrines and 
religious images were placed around kunda-b&sms to ward off evil powers 
emerging from the water. Alternatively, water is sacred and so are the structures 
connected with it, frequently turning water architecture into open-air shrines and 
important places of pilgrimage. A more practical consideration is that kundas are
12For a brief discussion o f pranali-kundas and tanks see Chapter Four.
13A.W. Entwistle, 1987, Braj: Centre o f  Krishna Pilgrimage, p. 293.
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particularly found in arid regions and desert areas, where water is a rare and 
precious commodity, and regarded by the people as a gift from the gods who in 
return have to be pleased and comforted to ensure a continuous flow of water.
II. Variations in Kunda Construction and Design
Kuiidas exist in various shapes, sizes and degrees of elaboration. The simplest and 
most common type of kuiida has steps along all four sides of its basin. Such 
regular symmetrical and concentric kundas can be very small as for instance the 
circa seven metres square kunda14 at the Nllakantha Temple in Kalinjar Fort, the 
thirteen and a half by seventeen metres Manikarnika Kund at Manikamika Ghat in 
Benares, and the circa thirteen by sixteen metres kunda in the ruins in front of the 
Ramacandra Temple at Vijayanagara (Plate 378). The seventeenth-century kunda 
at Mudabidri (Mudabidri), Karnataka, the large circa fourteenth to fifteenth- 
century Elephant tank at Daulatabad, the large fourth to sixth-century Atli Pokuna 
(Elephant Pond) at Anuradhapura, and the early eleventh-century Surya Kund at 
Modhera (Plate 379), are much larger, the latter measuring about 360 by 540 
metres.
1. Kundas with Risalits
Other kundas have steps only on three sides while the fourth is a plain wall (Fig. 
28). A veiy small and simple example of this version is the Gauri Kund on Kedar 
Ghat at Benares (7.5 by 10 metres). Its eastern side is straight with a small niche 
in its centre which may be used as an outlet into the Ganges. A larger example is 
the old kuiida at the site for the new Digambara Parsvanatha Jain Temple at 
Bijolia, measuring about twenty-two and a half metres square. While three sides
14 All measurements relate to the length of the top perimeter of the kundas.
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Fig. 28: Kunda with four sloping sides (a), and kuiida with three sloping sides 
and one vertical wall (b).
have pyramidal step formations, the north side is plain with a small outlet channel 
in its centre. A large Digambara manastambha was set next to the basin at its 
north-western comer. At Dedadara, one of the long sides of the rectangular 'Old 
Kunda' (circa eighth century AD15) is a plain vertical wall (Plate 380). This kimda 
is the place of an annual fair in which unmarried women fast at the sacred water 
site in the hope of finding a good husband. A similar architectural arrangement 
may have existed at Roda, where the long northern side of the rectangular kuiida, 
dating from the eighth century AD, has entirely subsided (Plate 381). It is likely 
that this side wall too was a long and vertical wall 16, which collapsed because it 
was not buttressed by a mass of steps as on the other three sides which are still in 
good condition. Although the water basin of the Kacchapesvara Svami Temple at 
Kanchipuram is not veiy deep, three sides were furnished with steps and the 
fourth side, to the west, is a vertical wall, typical of kunda constructions. In the 
centre of this wall is a square recess into which was set a small plain shrine 
containing a liiiga. The space surrounding the shrine can be used as a narrow
^Livingston, 1995, p. 14. Although the dating by the AIIS, Varanasi, is slightly later (ninth or 
early tenth century AD), the earlier, circa eighth century dating is reasonable with regard to the 
similar eighth century Roda Kunda.
l^M.A. Dhaky's plan o f a reconstructed kunda. at Roda depicts this northern wall with pyramidal 
steps mirroring the opposite site, but he does not give reasons for this assumption (Meister,
M.W. & Dhaky, M.A., 1991, Encyclopaedia o f  Indian Temple Architecture - North India: Period 
o f  Early M aturity (c. A D  700-900), p. 353, fig. 164).
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pradaksina patha. Such circumambulation paths also surround the larger shrines in 
the centre of the sides in the Surya Kund at Modhera (Plate 433).
Often, one finds a pulley mechanism positioned on these straight walls, as 
at the Jain temple at Bijolia and in the Roda Kund, where a bucket could be pulled 
up over a wheel. Through this feature, a kunda without a separate well shaft on its 
side, could still be used in both ways, for pulling up buckets and for descending to 
the water’s surface. If all four sides had been furnished with steps, the water could 
not have been reached vertically from the top edge of the kunda. It is, however, 
not necessary for an entire side to be in the shape of a vertical wall to allow for 
water to be lifted up, which, as pointed out, is an unstable construction. 
Therefore, there are more examples where only a relatively small protruding 




Fig. 29: Pipad, kunda with a projecting buttress on one side (M.W. Meister & 
M.A. Dhaky, 1991, p. 267).
This feature seems to have derived from much simpler versions of kuiidas 
which were more closely related to wells. In rural areas in India, one often finds
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large wells, similar to small deep taixks, which have not been firmly constructed 
and are mainly kacca. Because people have to step close to the unsecured edge of 
these well-tanks to lower their buckets, and because the earth easily breaks away, 
projecting platforms were constructed several metres down the side of such 
structures in a similar manner as those found in krndas. These simple 
constructions were built in stone or brick on one side (Plate 382), but at a later 
date the sides of such large wells might also be clad in stone (Plate 384). Securely 
constructed kundas, having such large projecting buttresses, include for example 
the kunda at Pipad (Pipad), Rajsthan (Fig. 29), the Bhim Lat Kund in Chitorgarh, 
and the Ujala Baori at Mandu (Plate 385). The late tenth-century kunda at 
Vasantgarh (Vasantgarh), Rajasthan, has an interesting variation of this feature: 
here, there are two such projections next to each other on the east side. Between 
them, supported on the protruding buttresses, is a Persian wheel turned by 
bullocks to lift the water (Plate 383). In kundas, the feature of the projecting 
central wall sections was developed further and often lost its former purely 
practical function as a secure platform to raise water. The projecting sections of 
the kunda walls, which are of the same height as the funnel-shaped basins, and 
typically protrude from the centre of usually only one side, will be referred to as 
’risalits' (Fig. 30)17; this is an Italian term used mainly to describe the tendency of 
certain parts of the facades of European palace and church architecture to 
protrude forward from a vertical wall18.
At Bundi, there are two identical deep kuiidas on either side of the road 
leading to the Chogan Gate. The Nagar and the Sagar Kund have one shallow 
risalit each in the centre of their northern sides (Plate 386). These sides are almost
17P. Reclam, 1996, K leines Worterbuch der Architektur. pp. 109, 116; W. Muller & G. Vogel, 
1989, dft'-AtlaszurBaukunst, Vol. 2, pp. 427, 457, 465, 469, 485, 495.
l^M.A. Dhaky refers to these protruding wall sections once as 'pratolV , meaning a 'gatehouse' 
(Dhaky & Meister, 1991, pp. 352, 457.), and on the photographs of the Vasantgarh Kunda in the 
AIIS photographic archive, Varanasi, as 'attalikd, meaning a house of two or more storeys, or a 
lofty house palace (translation from: P.K. Acharya, 1993, An Encyclopaedia o f  Hindu 
Architecture, Manasara Series: Volume 7, p. 12). None o f these terms seem particularly fitting.
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Fig. 30: Kundas with risalits
vertical walls with only narrow terraces and no steps. The three other sides, 
although they have pyramidal blocks of short steps, are also extremely steep. In 
both kundas, the fagades of the protruding risalits have been decorated with string 
courses and small niches containing Hindu religious images. The top section of 
the risalit where the well-head is located, consists of a kind of throne platform 
supported by elaborately carved corbelled brackets which protrude slightly further 
over the water. The backs of the platforms have been beautifully carved with lotus 
designs. Within the City Palace at Bundi, in the formal garden in front of the Citra 
Mahal, there is a small kuiida which has four such throne platforms in the centre 
of each of its four sides (Plate 387). A particularly beautifully adorned example of 
a central risalit can be seen in the kunda in the village of Kamalapuram, south of 
the Royal Centre at Vijayanagara (Plates 388-390). Four brackets, two carved as 
leaping lions, and two as corbels with lotus pendants (puspa bodigai) protrude 
from its front, and its sides are carved with Hindu deities, the sun and the moon, 
mithuna couples, snakes and other animals in low relief. The kunda on the main 
road in Eklingji has a central, circa ten metres wide risalit (Plate 391). It is 
decorated with string courses and has two large corbelled openings one set above 
the other in its centre. The niches enable one to see into the well shaft which is 
contained within the projecting risalit on the west side of the kunda19. The kunda
iyThe location and purpose of these well shafts within the structures of the kundas has been 
discussed in the previous section.
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at Eklingji constitutes an important mediating stage in the development of the 
risalits. It is related to the examples mentioned above, where the projecting risalits 
were solid and only decorated with shallow niches, but here, the central risalit has 
been hollowed out and the arched openings open up the well shaft behind. This 
looks ahead to the following developments, where the solid mass of the risalit was 
broken up to contain galleried apartments and shrines (Fig. 30 b).
The simplest version of this subsequent stage in the development can be 
seen in the Sundhara in the royal garden behind the palace at Patan, Nepal (Plate 
392). On the north side of the kuiida is a broken up risalit. It contains a small 
room with a balcony in front and a platform above, which is similar to the ones in 
the Nagar and Sagar Kunds and also has beautiful carvings on the back. The 
sixteenth-century Panna Miyam Kund in Amber village has a wide risalit on its 
south-western side (Plate 393)^0, which protrudes as far into the kunda as it does 
to the back. Above is a large square platform, surrounded by a low ornamental 
fence, overlooking the water basin. The upper part of the risalit is solid and has 
two elegant well brackets. Underneath a pronounced chajja\ the risalit has an 
apartment for the women who were not allowed to bathe with the men, and who 
remained hidden by a green stone screen (jalij^ 1. An interesting arrangement, 
which seems to have derived from examples similar to the Vasantgarh Kunda, 
discussed above, which has two protruding risalits next to each other, is the 
Sabima-dha-ka Kunda at Bundi. In the latter, the space between the two 
projecting blocks was filled in by a galleried apartment on the top level, and by 
pyramidal steps on the two levels below it (Plate 394). A further open apartment 
was set on top, towering above the upper edge of the kimda-b&sm. Although 
sections of the large risalit were opened up, it still retains a character of 
substantial solidity. In the MandakinI Kund at Bijolia, the entire risalit was 
opened up and transformed into an open balcony. A closed part only remains at
^T his is one o f the few kundas which are not oriented towards the cardinal points o f directions.
21 Livingston, 1995. p. 13. On my photo, Plate 393, the apartments underneath the chajja are 
submerged by the water of the kunda.
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the back, containing a shaded room behind the lavishly decorated open porch 
facing the water of the kunda (Plate 395). At high water level, when the porch is 
almost entirely submerged, its roof can still be used to draw up water (Plate 396). 
An even more skeletal construction, though still reminiscent of earlier solid 
risalits, was constructed on the west side of a kunda near the so-called 
Underground Temple at Vijayanagara (Plate 397). In many of these cases, the 
function of the risalits has changed. Originally, they were designed as places from 
where water could securely be pulled up fr om a kunda, but they developed into 
cool retreats in the summer heat which were also often used as pleasure resorts for 
the royalty.
More closely related to kundas with three stepped sides and a plain vertical 
wall, but continuing the tendency to break up one side of a kunda, as was 
described with the risalits, are examples where apartments were constructed 
behind the plain wall at one side of the kunda. At Bundi, west of the Ranl-ji-k! 
Baoll is a relatively small kunda, called Jaipuriya Kunda. It has six levels of 
pyramidal steps on three sides, and a plain southern wall without steps. Integrated 
into this wall, on a level with the top of the third tier of steps, is an open pillared 
apartment running along the entire side (Plate 398). It is interesting that 
underneath this gallery, a circa one and a half metres wide central section of the 
wall protrudes by about ten centimetres, appearing to echo risalit constructions, 
and giving emphasis to the central arch. This would have been the place for the 
most important member of a group, possibly the throne seat of the maharaja, 
resting above the water of the kunda. The sixteenth-century kunda at Sabli, 
Gujarat, which is part of an Islamic pleasure garden complex^ has apartments 
on two levels integrated into the west side. Similar in style to the open balcony of 
the Mandakim Kund at Bijolia, the balconies, balustrades and doors at Sabli are 
beautifully carved and decorated. Apartments, or at least deep niches on tliree 
levels, were constructed on the south side of the Ujala Baon at Mandu, and a
^H aus der Kulturen der Welt, 1991, Vistara: D ie Architcktur Indiens, p. 54.
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fourth level was added through a small domed pavilion which reaches above the 
upper limit of the perimeter wall (Plate 374). The kunda in the complex of the 
Qutb Shalu Tombs at Golconda has an open arched gallery running almost around 
all four sides of the basin. A large pyramidal stair case is to be found underneath 
the gallery on the west (Plate 399). Although the central part on the north side 
does not protrude as the risalits discussed above, it is marked by a large pointed 
arch underneath the gallery, and a second apartment, three arches wide, protrudes 
above the upper perimeter (Plate 400). Above this highest level of the 
construction are two sets of well brackets with pulley mechanisms. Also in the 
monumental Potara Kund, next to the Krsnajanmastam! (birthplace of Krsna) at 
Mathura (circa 95 metres square), apartments run almost around the entire kunda, 
interrupted by a wide ramp on the north, and broad flights of steps centrally 
located on the other sides. There is a large protmding risalit with a pulley 
mechanism on top and three levels of apartments in the south-eastern comer. The 
basin was furnished with steps by MahadjI of Sindhiya in 1782 AD, and its name 
derives from Krsna’s nappies {potara) which Devaki is said to have washed in the 
kund
The most elaborate and complicated arrangements of this kind were 
constructed at Osian and at Abaneri in the late eighth and the early ninth century 
respectively. The kuiida at Osian has eight tiers of steep pyramidal steps. 
Unfortunately, the apartments which once must have covered the entire east side, 
and which were connected and approached by passages from behind, are quite 
dilapidated (Plate 401) and the top chambers have been completely destroyed. 
From the centre of this side still protrudes a massive risalit which also contains 
the well feeding the kunda. Because the style of the columns and carvings 
remaining in situ on all levels of the east side are contemporary with the other 
parts of the kunda and the temples around, this side seems originally to have been 
designed in this elaborate way. Because the Chanda Baori at Abaneri has Mughal
25p,S. Growse, 1979, Mathura: A  D istrict Memoir, p. 131; Entwistle, 1987, pp. 211, 319.
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Period pavilions at its upper level, and was rebuilt during the eighteenth 
century243 it conveys a better picture of how both kundas may once have looked 
(Plates 402-3). At Abaneri, there are about eleven levels of triangular blocks of 
steps, and about six levels of galleries and shrine rooms were built into its north 
side. The lower two levels, which are contemporary with the other sides of the 
kunda and with the early ninth-century Harsatmata Temple built on its side, 
protrude and the central part contains the well shaft of the kunda. Two large 
shrines project at the lowermost level. The apartments, integrated into one side of 
the kundas, were comfortable cool places for travellers, villagers and priests 
during the summer heat and due to their vicinity to the holy waters and their 
location below ground level, in the earth, were regarded as sacred places, and as 
thresholds to the supernatural.
2. Linear Kundas
A further sub-group of kundas is more linear in nature and layout, while the ones 
discussed before have been mainly square and concentric. Linear kundas are 
found in hard or rocky soil where their side walls can be almost vertical because 
the ground is stable and cannot easily slip away. Although the sides are usually 
still furnished with small parallel steps to secure the structure, the steps tend to be 
so small, and the angle of the sides so steep, that one cannot normally use them to 
descend to the water. Steps permitting access to the bottom of the pit are only 
present on one side of the kunda. This side with the flight of steps has to be far 
more shallow than the three other sides, and therefore creates a long and deep 
open cut in the ground leading to the kuiidaA^asin. In order to buttress the steep 
sides of the basin, these constructions were often built in a staggered way, 
reducing the width of the kunda basin to the size of a narrow flight of steps 
(Fig. 31). Because of their shared linear nature, this sub-group of kuiidas is related
24Meister & Dhaky, 1991, p. 237.
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Figure 31: Schematic drawing of a linear kunda.
to stepwells. The differences between a linear kuiida and a stepwell are that 
wells usually go down further, and therefore have longer and narrower steps; and 
that while in a linear kuiida, the steps make up the fourth side of a rectangular 
basin with a continuous transition from the basin to the access steps, in a stepwell 
there is a clear distinction between the circular well shaft and the linear flight of 
steps (Fig. 38). Moreover, the water basins of kuiidas are larger than well shafts,
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and although the sides of a kunda basin are very steep, they always widen towards 
the top, while wells have vertical walls25. As a consequence, linear kundas do not 
need supporting constructions against the inward thrust from the side walls.
Due to the hard and rocky soil conditions in most parts of the Deccan, and 
particularly in the modem state of Karnataka, this region has a substantial number 
of clear linear kundas. A large and elaborate example is located behind the 
Mahadeva Temple at Ittagi (Plates 404-5). To the north, it has a circa fourteen 
metres square kuiida basin with steep sides of narrowly stepped stone. The basin 
tapers towards the south and goes over into a flight of steps which leads up to a 
terrace where the steps split into two side stairs pointing east and west, thus 
shortening an otherwise long flight of steps. The length of the steps is equal to the 
sides of the basin. A smaller but steeper example is located in the compound of 
the mid-twelfth-century Jain Basti at Halebid (Halebid), Karnataka (Plate 407). 
Today, the upper parts of the wall of the kunda basin have been rebuilt in rubble, 
but earlier photographs by G. Verardi, published in 1980, still show the original 
steep walls (Plate 408). A similarly deep kunda with very steep sides but no 
flight of steps, is located in Nandi village, Karnataka, in the compound of the 
BhoganandiSvara Temple (Plate 413). At Halebid, in order to shorten the long 
flight of steps, they turn from east to south after a small terrace half way up the 
climb. A particularly impressive and complicated example is the well-preserved 
eleventh to twelfth-century linear kunda in front of the small Manikesvara Temple 
at Lakkundi (Plates 406, 409). The kunda basin to the north measures about 
sixteen metres square, and the long flight of steps to the south is of equal length. 
In tliis example, there are two more flights of steps leading down in the centre of 
the east and west sides of the basin, but they can only be used to reach the water 
at high water level, when the basin is filled to almost three quarters of its height, 
at which point a wider terrace runs around the kuiida. At this level, eight small
25In Chapter Six on wells, a few examples o f open stepwells will be discussed which slightly 
widen towards the top, but also these are still clearly distinguished from kundas by having a 
separating device between the well shaft and the steps.
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shrines, now empty, were integrated into three sides of the basin, and additional 
shrines were placed at the three flights of steps. The most unusual feature of this 
complicated construction, however, is the wide bridge which leads over the long 
flight of steps in the south towards the temple on the west. The bridge is 
supported by a construction of pillars and beams underneath. Although this 
construction is strongly reminiscent of stepwells where supporting constructions 
of posts and beams were needed to counterbalance the thrust of the vertical side 
walls, the walls at Lakkundi are horizontally stepped, and widen towards the top. 
Therefore, the bridging construction was not needed for strengthening purposes 
but seems to have been an aesthetic choice. At Lakkundi, the water structure is 
many times larger and more elaborate than the small and relatively simple 
adjacent temple, making a strong statement about the importance of water and its 
religious connotations.
There are many examples of smaller versions of this sub-type, as for 
instance the kunda in the walled temple enclosure of the Navalihga complex at 
Kukknur (Kukkanur) in Karnataka (Plate 410). The structure dates from the ninth 
century AD and tapers to the west, where a flight of steps leads up to a platform 
and then turns south. Although this kunda is relatively small (circa 9 by 10.5 
metres), it is not very deep, and could therefore have easily been furnished with 
proper steps on all sides, but the same aesthetic of a linear approach was chosen 
which requires slightly less building material for the walls. In the kunda of the 
twelfth-century Cemia Kesava Temple at Belur (Plate 430), the difference 
between the side walls and the wide flight of steps in the west is less pronounced 
although the narrow steps on the three sides are still higher and have much less 
depth but as a consequence are far more difficult to climb than those in the 
west26. A further example is the fifteenth to sixteenth-century Jod Bavli, also 
called Jod Gumbaz-ki Bavli because it is siutated close to the tomb of Khan 
Muhammad, at Bijapur. The kunda in the village of Kamalapuram near
2^While the steps on the west measure 37cm in depth and 27cm in height, the surface o f the 
three other sides steps 16cm in and 30cm up.
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Vijayanagara, already mentioned under the former sub-type for its beautifully 
decorated central risalit, also follows the typical plan of the linear kimdas by 
tapering towards the east (Plate 388). It is quite shallow and its steps can be 
descended on all four sides.
Not all kundas in the Deccan, however, follow this sub-type, and other 
examples such as the large circa seventeenth-century kunda at Mudabidri or the 
small example in the Ibrahim Rauza at Bijapur, follow the most simple version of 
kuiidas with steps or large tiers on four sides. Examples of linear kimdas can be 
found outside the Deccan in other parts of India, where they usually follow a 
layout similar to those at Kukknur, Belur or Kamalapuram, by not being so deep 
but having a pronounced tapering end. Good examples include Laksmi Kund at 
Benares whose shape tapers towards the east and leads up to a flight of steps 
(Plate 411), and the kunda in front of Darya Khan's Tomb at Mandu which tapers 
to the south. The Twin Pools (Kuttam Pokuna) at Anuradhapura are rectangular 
without a tapered end but they are very deep and have the typical steep walls, 
which are stepped to fix the ground but are impossible to descend (Plate 412). 
Proper stairs with wider steps are provided at both ends of the kundas and at the 
west side of the southern kunda. A similar arrangement is found in the kunda 
behind the Papanasi Temple at Bhubaneshwar. A particularly deep and impressive 
kuiida of this subtype is the Jhalra Kund in the Dargah at Ajmer (Plate 414). It is 
comparable in depth and steepness to the kuiidas at Ittagi and Lakkundi and its 
sides were constructed using narrow stone steps.
3. Conduit-Kundas
A third sub-group of kimdas has large tiers on all four sides but proper steps 
usually positioned only in the centre of one of its sides. These kundas are multi­
stepped and often very deep. The most important characteristic of this sub-type is 
that the water issues out of water spouts in the lowermost retaining wall of the
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structures (Fig. 32, Plate 416), and that the overflow is channelled out of those 
kimdas which do not usually contain or store water.
Fig. 32: Schematic drawing of a condmt-kunda (R.O.A. Becker-Ritterspach,
1995, p. 35).
The conduit-sub-type of kunda is the most common water structure of 
Nepal, locally called dunge-dhara, gaihrl-dhara (Nepali), ga-hiti or lavaham-hitT 
(Newari) (Plate 415)27. The dharas tap shallow ground water aquifers directly 
and distribute the water through spouts. Because the ground water table does not 
seem to vary so much between the seasons, and because on the slopes of the 
Himalayas water is available all year round, the kuiidas do not have to store 
water. The dharas provide continuous fresh running subsurface water which is 
clean and more desirable than stagnant water. The overflow of some dharas is 
channelled into storage basins (pokharls) while others distribute their water into 
the rivers. The oldest dharas surviving in Nepal date from the sixth century AD, 
but most of them have been extensively rebuilt and usually only the spouts, wliich 
are normally carved or cast in the forms of mythical animals or other sculptural 
elements, and bear the inscriptions, still date from this early period. Although 
most dharas are public water structures, found in the squares and streets of the
^ F ew  Nepali dharas, as for example the Kva Hiti at Kathmandu, have small circular well shafts 
in one of their comers.
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towns, conduit-kundas were also constructed inside the palaces of the Malla kings 
(ruled 1200-1769 AD) (Plate 417)28, An unusual example of this sub-group from 
Karnataka is the circa eleventh-century kunda near the Sule Basti at Humcha 
(Humca) (Plate 418). It is a relatively shallow structure with a stone water conduit 
in the centre of its western side. Central flights of steps lead down into the kunda 
on the other sides, and the walls are decorated with ornamental flowers and small 
elephant sculptures adorn the steps. There are also several examples of kundas in 
Sri Lanka, which store water, but which are fed by decorated water spouts. The 
northern basin of the eighth to ninth-century Twin Pools at Anuradhapura, is fed 
by a stone water conduit which although it has been severely damaged, still 
resembles the shape of a makara. They were used as ritual baths by the monks. 
Also the Kumara Pokuna at Polonnaruva has two stone water spouts flanking the 
stairs on the western side, which were carved in the shape of crocodiles or 
mythical makaras (Plate 419). These are further examples of the remarkable 
connection between the water architecture of Nepal and Sri Lanka, mentioned 
earlier.
4. Examples Relating to other Types
Having both a tank in which water is stored, and in most cases also a well, kundas 
lend themselves particularly well to creating hybrid forms where the inherent 
aspects of tanks or wells may be pronounced more strongly. An example where 
the well element of a kunda has been thus emphasised is the small kunda north­
east of the Kusavart Tirtha at Trimbak (Plate 420). The kunda measures about 
nine metres square and has three parallel steps on all four sides, and a fourth step 
on the top of the basin, in the centre of each side. The square basin contains a 
central octagonal well shaft which becomes circular lower down the shaft. The 
sequence from a square over an octagon to a cylindrical shape creates an inverted 
Iinga. The fact that there is no perimeter wall surrounding the structure and that
2^For more information on the water architecture o f the Kathmandu Valley see my article 'Water 
Architecture o f the Kathmandu Valley: Function and Faith', 1997(a).
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there is no pulley mechanism to draw up water, both typical features of wells, 
makes the structure still more clearly a kunda, although the funnel-shaped basin is 
small in contrast to the well shaft. A further kunda-well hybrid is the Gangua 
Kunda, also called the Ganguo Tank, at Loteshvar (Lotesvara) in Gujarat. It has a 
central circular well shaft which reaches up to the level of the surrounding ground 
and is surrounded by four kimda basins. The basins are connected to the central 
well, and are fed by it through openings in its side wall (Fig. 33). An example of a 
kuiida relating to stepwell constructions is the Ujala Baori at Mandu. This 
example has pyramidal steps on its south and west sides, but because the steps are 
veiy steep and narrow, a longer and shallower flight of steps has been constructed 
leading down to the water in the western corner of the northern side (Plate 385). 
This wedge-shaped flight of stairs is strongly reminiscent of stepwells.
7090m*>
Fig. 33: Loteshvar, Gangua Kunda (J.A.S. Burgess & H. Cousens, 1903, Plate 74)
The Lolarka Kunda at Benares has three long flights of steps leading down 
to a square kunda basin at the bottom (Fig. 34). A narrow flight of steep steps 
leads to a central deep tank with vertical sides which enabled the builders to 
descend quickly to a considerable depth within a smaller area and therefore more 
economically, than if the whole basin had been furnished with long tiers of steps. 
At the bottom of the narrow stairs is a typical funnel-shaped kunda basin and the
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well feeding the basin is found next to it, on the east. In this kunda, the 
interconnection between the basin and the well shaft in the shape of a tall open 
pointed arch is clearly visible (Plate 421). The LolarkaKund is believed to be one 
of the oldest sacred sites of Benares and is dedicated to the Sun-god Surya. 
Annually, in the month of Bhadrapada (August-September), a large religious fair 
is held at the kunda, and married couples come to bathe in the water to gain male
Fig. 34: Schematised drawing of the Lolarka Kunda, Benares. *
The kundas at Bhinmal (circa eighth century AD and later) and at Umta 
(circa late tenth century AD), Gujarat, both have funnel-shaped kuiida-beLsins with 
pyramidal step formations (Plate 423), and do not have long and narrow flights of 
parallel steps; nonetheless they resemble stepwell constructions because their 
fourth walls connecting the kunda-basins with the well shafts behind have been 
opened up, and in shape are similar to the supporting constructions commonly 
used in stepwells to withstand the substantial side thrust evident at such depth
29d. Eck, 1993, Banaras: C ity o f  Light, pp. 177-178; N. Gutschow & A. Michaels, 1993, 
Benares: Tempel und religioses Leben in der heiligen Stadt der Hindus, p . 77.
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(Plates 351, 422)30. Many kundas have plain berm walls straight below ground 
level forming an upper perimeter wall around the deep stepped basins, as may be 
seen in the kunda at Mulched, Maharashtra, the Mandakini Kunda at Bijolia, the 
Khatan Baoli at Chitor, or the 'Later Kunda' at Ahar (Plates 363, 429). As a result 
they can easily be mistaken for tanks with straight walls at high water level when 
the funnel-shaped main part of the kuiida is entirely covered by water (Plate 396). 
The Sabima-dha-ka Kunda at Bundi even has three tiers of berm walls set on top 
of each other, before the usual pyramidal steps start their descent on all four sides.
III. Platforms, Temples and Images in Kundas
Bastion platforms, which have been noticed in relation to ghats and tanks, are also 
associated with kundas. Because kundas often have very steep sides and a 
relatively small basin at the bottom of the steps, the builders had to be inventive 
to integrate these additional structures into the narrow funnel-shaped basins. The 
Visvanatha Kunda at Ellora, which is also called Brahma Kunda or Astha-tlrtha, 
because eight heavenly rivers are believed to flow into the basin, has four 
platforms in its comers (Plate 424). The kunda has a high berm wall with empty 
niches, and is penetrated by steps in the centre of all four sides. Below the berm 
wall, the parallel steps are arranged in four large tiers. Because eight small shrines 
were constructed around the water basin at the bottom of the funnel, the bastion 
platforms were integrated into the comers of the uppermost tier of steps, furthest 
away from the water. The purpose of bastion platforms in their early development 
along river banks was to protect the edges of ghats against the force of running 
water. However, the platforms in the Visvanatha Kunda, though still massive 
octagonal structures, have been used as decorative features, located away from the
30 J. Jain-Neubauer remarks on hybrids between kundas and stepwells in Rajasthan, which she 
either calls kunda-vapi ox kunda-vavmodLim\g stepwell ponds ( The Stepw ells o f  Gujarat in Art- 
H istorical Perspective, p. xiii).
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water. Their sides are beautifully carved with ornamental borders, rosettes and 
paired parrots, and religious reliefs were placed on two of them, echoing practices 
typical of platforms found along ghats. The platform in the south-eastern comer 
has a further small platform set on the bastion which may once have carried a 
liiiga. The Panna Miyam Kund in the village at Amber is only partly built into the 
ground, and reaches out over the surface level by about two metres31. It has a 
raised narrow terrace running around the top of the basin which is reached from 
ground level by a set of stairs on the south-eastern side. Because the kunda has 
pyramidal step formations and almost vertical sides, octagonal bastion platforms 
carrying small domed pavilions were constmcted at the outer edges of the four 
comers of the raised kunda-terrace and not within the steep narrow basin (Plate 
425). Through this, both structural support and ornamentation were combined 
with the largest possible basin area. The Sagar Tank at Alwar which can be 
classified as a tznk-kimda hybrid due to the large size of its basin and its 
comparatively shallow depth, provides the most elaborate example of double- 
storeyed platforms with pavilions (Plates 272-3)32; this was only possible 
because this kunda has strong elements associated with tanks and enough space 
for these elaborate constructions.
Platforms may also be found in the centre of kundas with solid floors, 
where there is no well shaft or where it is located on one side. The Kumara 
Pokuna at Polonnaruva has a circular platform carved as a lotus in its centre on 
which the king allegedly used to sit surrounded by water (Plate 354). Also the 
Sundhara in the garden of the royal palace at Patan in Nepal, has a central 
platform carrying a lotus bud pillar (Plate 392). Such pillars are typical of Islamic 
architecture, and the kimda of the Ibrahim Rauza at Bijapur also has an almost
3 1 Further examples o f kundas which are built into the ground, but also protrude above surface 
level, are to be found at the Undesvara Temple at Bijolia (Mandakini Kunda), and the Sabima- 
dha-ka Kund at Bundi. The small kunda in the Ibrahim Rauza at Bijapur is very shallow and 
does not seem to go deeper than the height of the raised platform which also carries the tomb and 
the mosque. This feature is not unique to kundas and can also be encountered in tank 
architecture.
3^The bastion platforms in the Sagar Tank at Alwar have been discussed in Chapter Four,
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identical platform with a lotus pillar in its centre (Plate 426). A plain lamp pillar 
is to be found in the centre of the Setumadhava Tlrtha in the temple complex at 
Rameshvaram. The kunda of the KamaksI Temple at Kanchipuram is used during 
festivals and has the typical central platform which carries the festival pavilion 
(Plate 427). A further example of a central pavilion in a deep kunda may be seen 
in the so-called Chopra Talao to the west of the Citragupta Temple at 
Khajuraho33. However, it is more common to find pavilions constructed on the 
outer perimeter of the kunda basin. One such example, the Ujala Baon at Mandu 
has a pavilion on its south side, which according to D.R. Patil, was used by royal 
watchmen to guard the water of the well (Plate 374)34. Further examples of 
pavilions overlooking the water of kundas are to be found on the north side of the 
Bliirn Lat Kund at Chitor, and in the centre of three sides of the Kapadvanj Kund. 
Also many Nepali dharas have pavilions and resting shelters, called paps, on their 
sides (Plate 428).
Although bridges leading to central islands and temples are untypical of 
kunda constructions, there are some notable exceptions. The Setumadhava Tirtha 
at Rameshvaram has a short modem bridge, constructed in concrete, leading to a 
small platform in the centre of its eastern side. The platfomi does not protrude 
into the basin but is supported by a pillar at the level of the bottom step and is 
connected by a bridge to the perimeter. The water is drawn up in buckets which 
are then emptied over the heads of the pilgrims. This takes us back to a problem 
which the risalit sub-type had solved, namely how to make the water of the kunda 
directly accessible from the edge of the kunda. The solution at Rameshvaram was 
cheaper and less complicated, but unquestionably also less elegant. A proper 
bridge leading to an island in the centre of a kunda which carries a pavilion was 
constructed in the ’Later Kunda' (fifteenth to twentieth century) at Ahar (Plate 
429). The small pavilion in the centre is a replacement of an earlier probably
33E. Zannas, 1960, Khajuraho. pp. 108, 168, Plate 36.
34Patil, 1992, p. 29.
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larger structure^. The kmida is surrounded by a typical berm wall containing 
recesses for religious images, and pyramidal steps below, but an island can only 
be positioned centrally in a relatively shallow basin, as in this example. Another 
notable example, is the bridge found at the southern end of the kunda at Lakkundi 
(Plate 406). Because this large and linear kunda is located immediately in front of 
the Manikesvara Temple, one would otherwise have to walk around it to reach the 
temple. But the bridge leading over the narrow steps provides direct access to the 
porch of the temple. In so doing pilgrims reach the temple by crossing water, or at 
least by crossing the steps of a water structure, and this arrangement gives 
tangible shape to the idea of a tirtha, and as such can be related to bridges leading 
to central islands with temples, or other religious buildings in tank architecture.
Small temples were also constructed inside kunda basins. In the comers of 
the eighth-century kunda at Roda, at the level of the fourth landing of pyramidal 
steps, are four shrines (Plate 368). They were built into the stepped sides of the 
basin, face in different directions, and their deities guard the sacred water site^b. 
The shrines are found at the bottom of the deep stepped basin, which is now diy, 
and must originally have been under water for considerable periods of the year. 
At Abaneri, two shrines were built against the bottom part of the central risalit 
which itself contains galleries and shaded apartments at a higher level (Plate 402). 
The shrines were constructed so close to the water surface that it appears to be 
intentional that they should be partly submerged for certain periods of the year. 
Because water is regarded as sacred, and religious images are regularly bathed 
and immersed in water, it is particularly auspicious for shrines and their images to 
be submerged and so become imbued with the sacred power of the water. In the 
diy season, these temples re-appear from the water and the images are worshipped 
by the people. The kunda at Dedadara, whose layout is closely related to the Roda 
Kunda, has similar shrines in the comers but outside the basin, on the upper edge
3^An earlier photograph from the AIIS at Varanasi shows the same site without the replacement 
pavilion, with only the central island carrying the linga.
3°The Ganesa shrine faces north-east, the Surya shrine faces south-east, the shrine o f Visnu 
faces south-west and that of Parvati north-west.
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of the kunda (Plate 380). Also the kunda in the compound of the Cenna Kesava 
Temple at Belur has two small temples set onto the upper edge of its basin 
flanking the stairs on the west side (Plate 430), Nearby, in the village of Huligere, 
is a kunda (circa 1142-1173 AD37) which is surrounded by a series of miniature 
temples integrated into the steep parallel steps, two-thirds of the way down to the 
water (Plate 431). There are two shrines on each side of the central stairs, and five 
more on each of the other sides. A similar arrangement of eight small temples 
surrounding the water-filled basin above the lowermost tier of steps is found in 
the Visvanatha Kund at Ellora (Plate 432); the temples contain siva-lihgas, images 
of Siva, Ganesa and Durga. At Sivaratri, a major bathing festival is held in the 
kunda, and pilgrims worship at the shrines in the water basin. Although unusual 
for narrow kunda basins, a complete sikhara temple with porch was built into the 
'Early Kunda' at Ahar, dating from circa 1000 AD. Because the kunda has steep 
sides and a small basin, the temple fills it almost entirely and little remains of the 
water basin. The prasada of the temple rests on the edge of the kunda and a long 
open columned porch stretches out over the basin itself. Underneath, it is 
supported by further columns which rest on a lower floor set into the water of the 
basin. By being double-storeyed, the temple can adapt to changes in water level, 
the effect of which shows more clearly in a small basin than in a tank with a large 
surface area.
Although examples which illustrate distinct design themes, such as 
bridges, islands and temples in water, have previously been discussed in 
connection with ghats and particularly with tanks, and have been shown to feature 
in kunda constructions, the latter must be considered as exceptions. Tanks and 
krnidas both contain water and are related to each other, but they are distinct types 
of water basins. While tanks are generally shallow horizontal structures providing 
ample space and ground support for platforms, bridges, islands and temples, 
kundas usually have greater depth, are more compact constructions, and vertical
*^G. Verardi, 1980, 'La Baoli Hoysala Di Huligere.', p. 108.
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in layout. Space for experimentation with additional building elements in kundas 
was gained in the deep and extended stepped sides. As a consequence, structures 
such as temples and pavilions were generally positioned in the vertical rather than 
the horizontal plane. They were integrated either into one side (Plate 433) or set 
on the edge of kundasbut not usually into the water of the small basins. The 
incorporation of apartments and shrines in one side of a kunda has already been 
mentioned as typical of the risalit sub-group of kundas, where a vertical wall or 
protruding risalit was transformed into open, often multi-storeyed apartments.
The positioning of images within kundas illustrates two distinct religious 
aspects of this sacred water structure. On the one hand, the kunda provides the 
point of entry for sacred water and spiritual elements from the subterranean world 
which should be greeted discretely and often unseen by pilgrims and visitors. On 
the other, the presence of these spiritual elements must be recognised in the form 
of images for worship and veneration. Their appearance and disappearance with 
the variable water level only heightens the sense with which the images are 
associated with 'another' world. Generally, only reliefs or small shrine niches 
containing images were integrated into the side walls of kunda basins. It is 
especially typical of kundas of the conduit sub-group to have small shrines with 
religious images from a saivite, visnavite or one of the Buddhists religious sects 
above their spouts set into the lowermost retaining wall. These images are 
actively worshipped by the people using the kunda. Connected with other sub- 
types, however, the images are frequently either so close to the surface of the 
water that they remain submerged for long parts of the year, or they are 
positioned in inaccessible positions on the straight walls of kundas, so that they 
can hardly be seen by those coming to the water place. For example in the kunda 
above the Kukadesvara Kund in the settlement in the fort at Chitor (Plate 434) an 
elaborate figural frieze has been integrated into its vertical wall on the west side. 
Because the east side is a rough rock face which is not accessible to people, and 
there is no terrace below from which to look up at the carvings, it is impossible to
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see the images clearly. The conclusion must be that it was never the intention that 
visitors or pilgrims should be able to read these carvings as a sacred narrative. 
The friezes are only accessible to the sacred waters, and please the gods who are 
thought to dwell within the basin, but they also shield off evil forces from the 
religious site including those evil elements which may come out of the depth of 
the waters leading to the underworld.
IV. Positioning of Kundas and Access to them
The essence of kuiidas as the means of access to fresh ground water with all the 
powerful religious and social connotations that surround such water structures has 
provided the motivation for construction, in spite of the difficulty and expense of 
such undertakings. Consequently, unlike the ubiquitous tank, there are few 
multiple examples on adjacent sites. However, there are identical twin kundas on 
either side of the road leading to the Chogan Gate at Bundi, called the Nagar and 
the Sagar Kundas. The basins go very deep and both seem to tap the ground 
water. Further examples of twin-kuiidas are the deep and steep-sided Kuttam 
Pokuna, Twin Pools, at Anuradhapura (Plate 435). The northern basin is fed by a 
fresh water spring and the southern kunda receives the overflow. Before the 
spring water enters the northern kmida, it passes through a small settling pit to 
clean the water of surface dirt. In the towns of the Kathmandu Valley, one often 
finds two kundas close to each other in city squares. In common with multiple 
tanks, the incentive for the construction of several related kundas was often 
hierarchical or communal religious notions of purity and pollution. At Konti in 
Patan, there are two relatively shallow kundas next to the precinct of the 
Kumbhesvara Pagoda (Fig. 35). The smaller Misa Hit! next to the compound wall 
of the temple has a Buddhist caitya in its centre and appears to be used principally
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by the Buddhist Newar communities, while the larger Konti Hiti to its west is 
Hindu, and contains a large central siva -lifiga.
Fig. 35: Patan, twin kundas at the Kumbesvara Pagoda (a: Konti Hiti; b: Misa
Hiti) (R.O.B. Becker-Ritterspach, 1995, p. 13).
Chyasal Hiti, in the north-east of Patan is not open to lower castes, while 
everybody has access to the water of Naya Hiti located to its south on the same 
square. The latter has a large seated Buddha image set in a casket on a pillar hi its 
centre, which was installed in 1980 as a sign against caste restrictions^, in the 
same way, Tapa Hiti in the north of Patan has two adjoining kunda basins, whilst 
in Karnataka, the large kunda in front of the Asar Mahal at Bijapur, is flanked by 
two smaller basins in the north and the south which, however, are shallow tanks 
with plain walls. Both tanks are fed by beautifully decorated water spouts at their 
shorter western sides. Examples of kundas next to and within larger water bodies 
have already been discussed in connection with ghats. At Benares, the small Gauri 
and Manikarnika Kundas have been built into platforms in the ghats adjacent to 
the sacred Ganges, and there are three small kundas constructed in the water of 
Puskar Lake (Plates 192-3)39. Qne example of a small kunda basin on an island is 
to be found in the large oval-shaped tank of the Tilasvam Mahadev Temple at 
Taleshvar.
-^R.O.A. Becker-Ritterspach, 1995, Water Conduits o f  the Kathmandu Valley, pp. 10-13. 
■^For a detailed discussion see Chapter Three 'Ghats’, Part V.
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A feature of water structures discussed in earlier chapters which is 
repeated as an important design feature in the construction of kundas and which 
saw a distinct process of development, are gateways. Examples of circa eleventh 
and early twelfth-century ornamental gateways lead to the deep and elaborate 
kundas at Modhera and Kapadvanj (Plates 436-7) respectively. At Modhera, the 
gateway forms part of a long and clear east-west axis, established by the Surya 
Temple in the west, a detached open mandapa in front of it, followed by the 
torana, and the large kunda further to die east. Also at Kapadvanj, a Surya Temple 
once stood behind the gateway to the east. There appeal's to be a particular 
association between temples of the sun and kundas, a further example of which is 
found in the south of Delhi at the Suraj Kund. These have been interpreted as a 
representation of the fire-water dualism which is related to the birth of the sun out 
of the cosmic ocean, and while the temples have been seen as architectural shapes 
of the fire altar, the kundas represent water altars^O. A.W. Entwistle, in his study 
of the sacred area of Braj, observed that Surya Kundas, kundas dedicated to the 
sun, are a recurrent and specific type of that area. According to his observations, 
they are usually the oldest water structures in the vicinity and may be relics of the 
ancient Surya cult that flourished particularly dining the first millennium AD41.
An example of a late tenth-century AD gateway-pavilion is that between 
the small temple and the deep kunda at Vasantgarh (Plate 438). It is located in the 
centre of the west side and consists of four columns which start square on the 
bottom and develop via an octagonal section into round pillars at the top. The roof 
of the gateway -mandapa has pronounced chajjas and the structure is integrated 
into a low wall surrounding the basin. The kuiida at Vasantgarh shows 
particularly clearly the connection between religious and mundane uses of water 
structures. While the east side has two narrow protruding risalits and a large 
wheel to pull up water for irrigating the fields and for watering animals, the west 
side is dominated by religious aspects, and has a prominent gateway and a small
4®Haus der Kulturen der Welt, 1991, p. 46.
4lEntwistle, 1987, p. 293.
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temple. In this way, the water of the kunda serves for both ablutions and temple 
rites as well as for domestic and agricultural needs. The nineteenth-century 
Gajendra Muks Tirtha, also called Brahma Kund, of the &ri Ranganatha Temple 
at Vrindavan has four open gateway-pavilions located at the top of four large 
pyramidal staircases in the centre of each side (Plate 439). It was near this kunda 
that Brahma is believed to have realised the divine supremacy of Krsna. The 
kunda was frequently visited by Mirabai, and is the setting for the annual festival 
of Jala Bihar42.
The feature of open pillared gateway-pavilions, which are also found 
along rivers and tanks, were developed further in kunda constructions. There are 
several examples where the sides of gateway pavilions were filled in and turned 
into closed mandapas or small gate-houses with two doors on opposite sides. An 
example of a gate-house is on the western side of the kunda in the compound of 
the Cemia Kesava Temple at Belur (Plate 440). In common with many shrine 
entrances, the outer doorway is flanked by elaborately decorated beams with 
images of dvarapalas on the bottom, and a large lotus relief was carved on the 
floor in front of the doorway. This elaboration shows the religious importance of 
the kunda, and that the water basin was conceived as a sacred precinct which was 
entered through a gate-house similar to the porch of a temple. In the same way, 
the large kunda at Abaneri is entered through a prominent gate-house, which, 
however, does not seem to be contemporary with the early parts of the structure, 
and was probably added or replaced in the eighteenth century. Both kundas have 
enclosing walls, the one at Belur measuring about 1.2 metres in height, while the 
wall surrounding the Abaneri Kunda is higher, and supports an arcaded gallery 
which runs along the inside (Plate 403). A similar arcade encloses the Brahma 
Kund at Shihor (Plate 369). Today, Abaneri Kunda is the headquarters the local 
police because it is strong and compact and easy to defend, providing a modem 
military dimension to this ancient concept of a water structure. Because kundas
42D. Anand, 1992, Krishna: The L iving God o f  Braj. p. 110; R.K. Das, 1990, Temples o f  
Vrindaban. p. 172.
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usually have steep sides, and are much deeper than tanks, it is more typical for 
kimdas than for tanks to be surrounded by walls.
Gate-houses carry their own religious significance and there are two 
particularly interesting examples leading down to the water of separate kundas, 
called Simha Tirtha (Lion Tirtha) No. 1 and 2, on the pradaksina patha around the 
sacred mountain at Timvannamalai. The gateways are in the shape of large lion 
sculptures with doorways between the two front legs underneath the heads of the 
lions (Plates 441-2). A similar lion gate, leading down to a well at 
Gangaikondacholapuram was dedicated by the Zamindar of Udaiyarpalaiyam43, 
and it is probable that the gateways at Tiruvannamalai were also donated by him. 
Lion sculptures are frequently found flanking the entrances to temples, or at the 
base of columns, but in these kimdas, one large lion sculpture became the gateway 
itself, and people seem to have to pass through the lions' bodies to reach the 
water. This is a forceful image giving visual shape to the idea that to bathe and 
totally immerse oneself in water is to represent one's death and rebirth. By being 
swallowed by a lion, the pilgrim can be reborn in the waters of the kundas.
It is typical of kundas to have steep and prominent flights of steps which 
are distinguished from the surrounding stepped sides, leading up to the temples 
situated on their sloping sides. Probably the best known example of this is the 
Surya Kund in front of the Temple of the Sun at Modhera. In the centre of the 
long western side, steep parallel steps in the shape of an inverted triangle lead up 
from the deep kuiida to the temple (Plate 437), and visualise the spiritual ascent of 
the soul which may be gained through a visit to the temple. Although the temple 
on the east side of the Khatan Baoli in Chitorgarh is small, the steps leading up to 
it in the middle of one side are clearly defined, because the rest of the side is 
made up by plain vertical walls (Plate 443), while the other three sides are 
stepped. The monumental pyramid of steps which lead up to a temple of the sun, 
now destroyed, on the west side of the Suraj Kund south of Delhi is particularly
^ P . Pichard (ed.), 1994, Vingt ans apres Tanjavur, Gangaikondacholapuram. p. 149.
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impressive (Plate 359). The large oval kunda is believed to have been constructed 
by the Tomar king Surajpal in the tenth century AD, and its steps were repaired 
by Flruz Shah Tughluq in the fourteenth century.
To summarise, kundas are deep stepped basins which are distinguished from tanks 
by their steep and often pyramidal step formations, and their funnel-shaped sides. 
Kundas vary in size and elaboration and as discussed they can be divided into 
three prominent sub-groups. They are found in religious, palace and civic 
contexts. Although until now it has been commonly assumed that kundas 
predominantly exist in north-western India, in the regions today known as 
Rajasthan and Gujarat, and indeed no study of kundas outside this area has until 
now been undertaken, the conclusion of this study is that structures of this type, 
whilst showing slight variations within the limitations of the category, exist all 
over India, Nepal and Sri Lanka. Their emphasis of construction in the vertical 
plane, allied to comparably smaller basins, determined that there was less design 
flexibility than in tanks or along ghats for the development of additional 
structures within the water. As a consequence, this process was mainly restricted 
to the long sides of basins, with functional structures being built into the vertical 
side walls, and more ornamental features around the upper edges of the basins.
Because kundas penetrate deep into the ground, they are considered 
particularly sacred, and temples, shrines and religious images are commonly 
associated with them. With the expansion of British colonial influence in the 
nineteenth century it became less common to build kundas, partly because in the 
later period Western engineering techniques introduced water provision through 
pipes, faucets and pumps, and partly because traditional sources of financial 
patronage and labour were no longer available as local rulers and elites declined 
in influence. While the construction of ghats, storage tanks, and the digging of
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plain draw-wells in dry regions continued, the construction of aesthetically 
pleasing, complicated, expensive and religiously significant kimdas did not 
continue on any large scale. It is perhaps equally significant to observe that there 
are few specific examples of modem architecture which make a strong reference 
to kunda constructions. A notable exception is the square courtyard of the 
Jawahar Kala Kendra at Jaipur in Rajasthan, designed by Charles Correa in 1986- 
88, which is surrounded by three tiers of pyramidal steps, typical of kuiida 
constmctions (Plate 444). In the centre of the open courtyard at Jaipur, where in a 
kunda a well might have been located, a large circular red sandstone disc clearly 
marks the place of an imaginary well shaft (Plate 677). A further modem example 
which makes a clear reference to kundas is found in front of the Kelani Temple 
(Kelaniya Vihara) at Colombo. Here, a fountain has been set in the centre of a 
shallow multi-stepped concentric floor ornament imitating earlier diagrammatic 
designs of kundas (Plate 445)44. Although the construction of kundas for the 
provision of water for the people was superseded by cheaper and quicker 
methods, as water began to be transported over longer distances, the spectacular 
visual effect and the typical aesthetic achieved by their characteristic pyramidal 
step formations and their multi-stepped and concentric nature has found some 
echoes in modem South Asian architecture.
44For more examples of modem kundas and a more detailed discussion of modem water 
architecture in general, see Chapter Eight, Conclusion, Part III.
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Wells are vertical cylindrical shafts which penetrate deep into the ground and 
always tap ground water1, the most reliable source of water provision. Among the 
names most frequently used to refer to wells are kupa (Sanskrit), kuani (Hindi), 
kuo (Gujarati) and inara (Nepali). The depth of the well shaft depends on that of 
the water table, which can at times lie as much as 100 to 200 metres below the 
surface. Most wells are circular, but square, octagonal and hexagonal shafts exist, 
and these are typical of more elaborate structures in which the well shaft is only 
one part of a larger well monument. At the top, the wells are usually surrounded 
by a parapet wall, and in an ordinary draw well, this low wall is the only part of 
the water structure which is visible over ground. At the well-head a permanent 
pulley mechanism is frequently installed to haul up buckets or leather bags (purs) 
by hand, or by employing bullocks turning a Persian wheel. Nowadays, electric 
pumps also are fitted to draw water from wells. Among the various types of water 
architecture, wells expose the smallest surface area to the sun and they preserve 
water, even during the dry season, longer and fresher than most other water 
structures. Particularly in desert areas, where rain falls only during a few months 
in the year, they are vital for the survival of men, animals and crops. Wells are 
found all over South Asia and coexist alongside ghats, tanks and kimdas.
The earliest known wells in South Asia were found in the excavations at 
Mohenjo-daro and Harappa in the area of the modem state of Pakistan. They are 
deep brick built circular structures and date from about 2800 BC. Many other
Hhere are very few exceptions, such as the Champa Baori at Mandu and the 'well' in the 
Bolanath Mandir at Bijolia which receive water from nearby water sources through subterranean 
channels.
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wells have early dates, but because in a plain draw well there is not much space 
for architectural display and decoration, and the parapet walls are the most likely 
part to have been re-built, exact dating of wells is often difficult. During the early 
periods, wells were frequently constructed from prefabricated circular rings made 
of stone or burned brick. Such wells are commonly referred to as ring-wells2.
Wells are usually located in public places which are easily accessible to 
the people, while larger houses and palaces have private wells3. Public wells are 
to be found in the streets and on the squares of villages and towns where they 
provide water for every day domestic needs. Frequently, they have a raised stone 
platform surrounding the well shaft which is used for the washing of clothes and 
other items at the well (Fig. 36). They are also located at city gates, at cross-roads 
and on overland roads to provide water to travellers. Many wells have stone 
troughs on their sides to water animals. Situated in or near the fields, they are also 
used for irrigation. Wells are meeting places for the community, and believed to 
be sacred, turning many of them into active places of worship.
v
Fig. 36: Draw well in raised platform (P.D. Coute & J.M. Leger, 1989, p. 102).
2One such ring-well survives near the Council Chamber at Polonnaruva (made o f terracotta), and 
two may be seen in the compound o f the Nataraja Temple at Chidambaram (made of granite).
3Both the Aparajitaprccha and the Manasara state that wells should be located in places where 
"they can conveniently be reached by a large number o f inhabitants" (L.M. Dubey, 1987, 
Aparajitaprccha - A  Critical Study, p. 120).
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Wells are frequently found in connection with Hindu, Buddhist and Jain 
temples and also with mosques and gurdwaras. They can either be located directly 
adjacent to religious monuments, or further away in their compound. In a few rare 
cases they are even foimd within a religious edifice itself4. Wells have strong 
religious connotations because they penetrate deep into the ground, which is 
regarded as the abode of gods and spirits. On the one hand, this may have 
benevolent effects on the people using the well, because the ground water is 
believed to be imbued with divine powers, to cleanse body and soul, to be 
regenerating, healing and fertilising, and to enhance prosperity. On the other 
hand, wells may be haunted by malevolent powers, particularly by the restless 
souls of people who died a violent death or for whom no proper death rituals were 
conducted by their families5. Such evil spirits (bbats), may inflict disease and 
disaster on people approaching the wells. The close relationship between death 
and wells also becomes obvious from the many sati- and hero-stones which may 
be found next to well monuments, as for example the hero-stones on the side of 
the Jhan Vav at Visavada near Porbander (Plate 446), or the Muslim grave 
adjacent to the Blja Mandal Baoll at Vidisha. Wells were frequently constructed 
to commemorate the dead, as for example the Rani Vav6 at Patan, built by Queen 
Udayamati7 as a memory to her deceased husband Bhlmadeva I. In order to please 
and retain the gods, and to propitiate the evil powers who may be present in wells, 
religious images are frequently installed, and religious rites are conducted at 
wells. The Naga-kupa at Benares is believed to be inhabited by a dangerous 
snake, a naga-raja, who is propitiated by offerings of milk. Many wells are closely 
connected with the cult of Jaladevi, the goddess of water, or mother goddesses, 
which is evident from their names. Examples are the Ankol Mata Stepwell at
4See the discussion o f 'well-temples' later on in this chapter.
5A.W. Entwistle, 1987, Braj: Centre o f  Krishna Pilgrimage. p. 295.
6Various spellings exist for the name o f this well, ’Rani1 is the Sanskrit, ’Rani-ki1 the Hindi and 
’Ranini’ the Gujarati version o f the name, while K. Mankodi, in his monograph on the well 
(1991, The Queen's S tepw ell a t Patan), calls it the 'Ranki Vav1.
7The spelling o f the name Udayamati in the primary sources is not consistent while most resort 
to ’Udayamati1, others spell her name ’Udayamati1.
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Davad (Davad) and the Asapuri Vav at Ahmedabad, both in Gujarat: Vna&F'means 
mother, and Asapuri is the name of a mother goddess8. It is interesting to observe 
that kundas, most of which also contain a well, are more typically associated with 
the male god Siva, and some, such as the kunda-well hybrid adjacent to the 
Kusavart Tirtha at Trimbak, take the shape of an inverted linga, while the narrow 
vertical shafts of the wells are predominantly connected with mother earth and 
female goddesses9.
There are plenty of myths associated with well monuments many of which 
further emphasise their religious and fertility aspects. These myths are given 
tangible form in the local customs, rites and religious ceremonies evolving around 
the wells. The Saptasamudrika Kup (Well of the Seven Seas) in the compound of 
the Museum at Mathura, for example, is traditionally visited by newly-married 
women10, and also in other parts of India, young brides and their husbands bathe 
in a well immediately after their wedding to become imbued with fertility and 
health. A bath in the Marici Kunda Well11 adjacent to the Muktesvara Temple at 
Bhubaneshwar is believed to make women fertile who cannot have children, and 
the tossing of coins into the same well is meant to generate prosperity. In Braj, 
newly bom babies are taken to a well ten days after their birth to be sprinkled 
with sacred well water, and offerings are made to the well as they would be to a 
god in a temple12. Young mothers pour cow's milk on the parapet of wells to 
secure a plentiful supply of milk to their children, and young girls believe that 
pots of sprouting grain placed into a stepwell will bring good luck for their 
marriage13. Well water is also closely related to amrta, and in Muslim areas the
8N. Gutschow & J. Pieper, 1978, Indien: Von den K ldstem  des Himalaya zu  den Tempelstadten 
Sudindiens. p. 317; J. Jain-Neubauer, 1981, The Stepw ells o f  Gujarat in Art-H istorical 
Perspective, p.5.
9A.W. Entwistle in his study of Braj (1987, p. 295), however, describes that some of the wells of 
that region are associated with Vanina, the Vedic god of the water, who is referred to by the 
local people as 'Kuamvala', the 'well man'.
10Ibid., p. 296.
n In Orissa, 'Marici' is frequently spelled 'Marici' (See also W. Smith, 1994, The Muktesvara 
Temple in Bhubaneswar, pp. 34, 42).
12Entwistle, 1987, p. 295..
13Livingston, 1995, 'The Stepwells and Stepped-Ponds of Western India.', p. 18.
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village well is frequently addressed as Khwaia Kliizr14. He and Alexander the 
Great searched for the secret location of the elixir of life, but only Khwaia Kliizr 
is believed to have found it and gained immortality. Frequently, great wisdom and 
clairvoyance is attributed to wells in local myths. A well on Rajarajesvari Ghat at 
Pashupatinath, for example, had to be closed because it mirrored the future too 
faithfully. People who look into the Kal-kup (Well of Fate), situated near the 
Bhaironath Temple at Benares, at noon and do not see their own shadow on the 
water are believed to be doomed to die within the next six month unless they gain 
the help of Maha-kal or &iva to intervene with Yama, the god of death, on their 
behalf15.
II. VARIATIONS IN WELL DESIGN
1. Draw Wells
The simplest version of a well is an ordinary draw well which consists of a 
vertical well shaft, which penetrates deep into the earth to reach the ground water 
table, and frequently also a pulley mechanism. In some cases, the women who 
come to the well bring their own bucket on a string and no machinery to pull up 
water is provided. The shafts of simple draw wells which are not connected with 
further building parts, such as steps or apartments which will be encountered later 
on in the chapter, are usually circular or square. Wells which have shafts of only 
about one to two metres in diameter, usually have parapet walls which are about 
one metre high, a comfortable height for a person to lean against and pull up 
water. Such wells may be seen in the towns of the Kathmandu Valley, where they 
are located on most squares (Plate 447). Wells which still have their original, or at 
least relatively old parapet walls, often have beautiful carvings displaying water- 
related divinities and vegetal ornamentation. Wells with such high parapet walls
14Rama (no initial), 1995, Our waterResources. p. 20.
15B.B. Havell, 1905, Benares the Sacred City: Sketches o f  Hindu L ife and Religion, p. 185.
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often have a column, made of stone, wood or iron, on either side of the well upon 
which rests a beam. From the under surface of the beam is suspended a wheel or 
other machinery to haul up water from the well. Examples may be seen in the 
outer enclosure of the Nataraja Temple complex at Chidambaram (Plate 448), and 
on the south side of the Vada-Kailasanatha Temple in the compound of the 
Brhadisvara Temple at Gangaikondacholapuram. It is typical of southern 
Maharashtra, for example the region around Adavad, to have square wells with 
two walls built on opposite sites of the shaft which are stepped and rise towards 
one side. Wooden poles, over wliich runs the rope to pull up a bucket, can be 
placed over the well shaft 011 different levels of the stepped sides to adapt to the 
person working the pulley (Plate 449). In other cases, two metal staffs with a 
further one fixed crosswise which runs through a small wheel over wliich the rope 
is pulled, reach out from the parapet wall into the centre of the well (Plate 450). 
Wider wells, which have a diameter of about two to three metres, often have veiy 
low or no parapet walls at all (Plate 456). Such examples frequently have narrow 
platforms running around the well shaft on the inside, supported underneath by 
beautifully carved brackets. Examples of this are the Babuke Vav near Ghumli 
and a draw well in the village of Amber. Such wide wells are often located in the 
middle of raised platforms which provide a firm and clean surface, raised above 
the dust of the ground, to wash clothing or produce. The platforms also prevent 
people or animals from falling into the wells which, without a parapet wall 
proper, would just be a hole in the ground. Wells with raised platforms can be 
found in towns, as for example in Bundi (Plate 451), or in the countryside, as in 
the dharamsalas 011 the Pancakrosi-road around Benares or on the country road 
from Datia to Sirol village in Madhya Pradesh (Plate 452). The latter also has a 
stone trough adjacent to its well shaft which can be filled to water animals, a 
typical feature of wells located in villages or fields. Half way along the trough is a 
small shrine with a domed roof. Further examples of this, and the religious 
connotations of wells in general will be explored later on in this chapter. Troughs
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and channels are used to direct water away from the well to irrigate the fields 
around. The Babuke Vav near Ghmnli has both a cattle trough and an irrigation 
chamiel (Plate 453). Because a lot of water is needed for the irrigation of fields, 
wells which are used for agriculture often have a Persian wheel which can be 
turned by bullocks to pump up water (Plate 454).
Because ordinary draw wells do not use up a lot of space they are more 
often found in temple compounds than larger linear stepwells. Every temple needs 
water in its vicinity for the bathing of the image housed in the shrine room, for 
the execution of temple rituals, and for the ablutions of priests and worshippers. 
Although many temples have small ablution basins or proper bathing tanks16, 
where possible the water for temple rituals is taken from a sacred well in close 
vicinity to the temple. Examples of draw wells in temple compounds may be seen 
adjacent to the Madana Mohana Temple at Bishnupur, in front of the Surya 
Temple at Konarak (Konarak, Konarka), Orissa, and in the north-western comer 
of the Ramacandra Temple compound at Raipur (Plates 450, 456). Many temples, 
such as the Brhadisvara Temple at Tanjore, have several wells used for different 
occasions or rites. The water from the Suna or Sona Kuam (The Golden Well) in 
the Jagannatha Temple at Puri, for example, is used only for the sacred bath of 
Lord Jagannatha on the festival of Snana Tatra17. Out of the Twenty-two tirthas in 
Temple at Rameshwaram twenty are wells, and even the tank and the kunda are 
used as wells by pulling up water from them in buckets and emptying them over 
the heads of the pilgrims. In temple compounds, wells are frequently found very 
close to the sanctum in the innermost enclosure. The well nearest to the sanctum 
of the Kalahastisvara Temple at Kalahasti is called the Patala Ganga, meaning the 
’Underground’ or 'Subterranean' Ganges, alluding to ideas encountered 
particularly in Chapter Two and Chapter Three on Ghats, where the Ganges was 
believed to emerge on special occasions at sacred places in other parts of the 
Indian subcontinent. The well in the inner enclosure of the Sundaresvara Shrine at
16These have been discussed in Chapter Four.
17G.M. & B. Tripathy, 1992, Sri Jagannath Puri: Past & Present p. 110.
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Madurai is called the 'Goddess Well', and the water which priests pull up from the 
well next to the sanctum of the Nagaraja Temple at Nagercoil is sprinkled over 
the offerings brought by worshippers to purify them before they are presented to 
the god. Also many Islamic mosque and tomb complexes, such as the Tanka 
Masjid at Dholka and the Jami Masjid with Shaykh Salim Chisti's tomb at 
Fatehpur Sikri have wells, which either tap the ground water or underground 
water cisterns, called tanka or barka18. An example of a rock-cut draw well 
connected with the Jain faith can be seen at the Jain caves on the east side of the 
fort at Gwalior.
Sometimes, ordinary draw wells, where the well shaft is the only element 
wliich penetrates into the ground, developed into more complicated well 
monuments over ground. In such constructions, the well is usually contained 
within a highly raised platform reached by steps. The raised terrace surrounding 
the well is used for washing, bathing and massaging, and excess water is 
channelled off the terrace and collected in storage reservoirs. In order to provide 
quick and easy access to people who merely want to fetch water, a second lower 
access to the well has sometimes been provided via a room underneath the terrace 
contained within the platform. These rooms provide access to the water through a 
window in the side of the well shaft (Fig. 37)19. In more elaborate examples, a 
roof is frequently constructed over the platform containing the well to provide 
shade to people working on the terrace. Wells of this type are typical of the region 
surrounding Benares: probably the most elaborate example of this kind is the well 
called Yupa Sarovar in the north of Benares, which has three storeys above 
ground (Plate 455). The well has a high square terrace which provides a lower 
and an upper access to the well, and a further storey has been built on top of the 
roof above the terrace20. The well edifice, which has open arcading on all sides,
lsFor a discussion o f storage tanks under mosque courtyards see Chapter Four, 'Tanks'.
19P.D. Coute &  J.M. Leger, 1989, Benares - Un Voyage d'architecture - An Architectural 
Voyage, pp. 90-91, 118-119.
20Ibid., p. 60; N. Gutschow & A, Michaels, 1993, Benares: Tempel undreligioses Leben in der 
heiligen Stadt der Hindus, p. 78.
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provides direct access to the well from below, space to work near the well in the 
middle, and a cool area for resting and socialising above the well. While the well 
shaft reaches down into the underworld, the three-storeyed edifice points up to the 
sky, and its fom* open sides face the four cardinal directions, thus establishing 
strong cosmological links.
Fig. 37: Covered well near Benares with two levels, providing a lower (Q+F) and 
an upper access (P.D. Coute & J.M. Leger, 1989, p. 91).
2. Step wells
In a stepwell, the vertical well shaft, also present in ordinary draw wells, is 
approached on one side by a long stepped corridor (.nala), which leads, frequently 
over several storeys, from the ground level down to the water of the well (Fig. 
38). The majority of stepwells are oriented towards the cardinal directions. The
Fig. 38: Schematic drawing of a stepwell.
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well shaft can still be used to simply haul up water, but the steps also provide 
direct access to people who descend the steps to reach the water of the well. 
Frequently, there is a small square or octagonal tank in front of and linked to the 
well at the bottom of the steps which collects surplus water from the well 
(Fig. 39). The basins are surrounded by a narrow terrace and are intended for 
washing and bathing, to keep the water of the well clean and potable (Plate 457). 
The area around and above the basins is open to the sky and ancient texts on 
architecture refer to them as 'angana' (Sanskrit, ’courtyard')21. Around the shafts of 
these basins are platforms with parapet walls on each of the storeys which are 
frequently elaborately carved. Anganas are usually found in larger stepwells only.
J l J L
Fig. 39: Adalaj, Ruda Vav with octagonal tank in front of the well shaft 
(G. Michell & S. Shah, 1988, pp. 140-1).
The main function of stepwells is to supply water, but because stepwells 
frequently have galleries built along the long corridor of steps and aroimd the 
storage basins, integrating stone benches with sloping backrests into their design, 
they are often used as cool retreats from the summer heat by villagers and 
travellers. Particularly in desert areas and dry regions with few forests and 
shading trees, they were essential particularly to caravans. Stepwells are found at 
regular intervals along caravan routes where they provided water and cool resting
21Jain-Neubauer, 1981, p. 3.
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places to travellers and their animals who, to avoid the heat of the day, frequently 
travelled by night22.
While there are rock-cut stepwells which date from the second to fourth 
centuries AD23, the earliest structural stepwells were probably constructed in the 
early seventh century AD24. Most of them, however, date from a period between 
the twelfth and the seventeenth century. The tradition of stepwell architecture is 
indigenous to India, but was adopted and refined by the Muslim rulers who 
constructed stepwells in north-western India, particularly during the fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries. While their basic design was not altered, in many cases 
the use of stepwells changed from being a Hindu religious and public monument, 
to becoming predominantly an Islamic private palace structure25. There are, 
however, exceptions to this rule, such as the Islamic Jhalra stepwell at Fatehpur 
Sikri, which due to its location in a public place, could not be classified as a 
palace structure. Stepwells are found in many parts of India, and are typical of 
regions with long, extremely hot and dry summers. Therefore they are not typical 
of Nepal or Sri Lanka, where the climate is more balanced and water is available 
all year round.
The steps in stepwells are usually straight and parallel, but some also 
integrate pyramidal formations into their flights of steps, a form which is more 
closely associated with kundas (Fig. 40). Through the addition of such lateral 
steps, the nala can be steeper and therefore shorter. It is interesting to observe that 
stepwells with triangular step formations, at least if also present in the upper part 
of the nala, generally are quite early, dating from about the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries, and that this manner of construction seems not to have been common in 
later centuries26. Examples are the late twelfth-century Asapuma Vav at Nadol
22Gutschow & Pieper, 1978, p, 317,
230ne example of such an early stepwell is the Navghan Kuo at Uparkot in Junagadh. Further 
examples may be seen in the area around Porbander in Gujarat (Jain-Neubauer, 1981, p. 19).
24The three earliest known structural stepwells are the Bochavdi Vav near the village o f Dhank 
and the Jhilani (600 AD) and the Manjusri Vavs (early seventh century AD) in Dhank itself.
25Jain-Neubauer, 1981, p. xv.
26An example o f a later well is the stepwell at Nimrana, Rajasthan, but here only one triangular 
step formation is found on the very bottom of the flight o f steps.
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(Nadol), Rajasthan, and the stepwells at the cenotaphs at Ahar, both of which 
have lateral steps only at the bottom of the flight of steps right in front of the well 
shaft. In the Batris Kotha Vav at Kapadvanj, pyramidal steps are present in the 
upper part of the well (Plate 458), but since the lower levels are silted up and the 
stepwell is quite dilapidated, it is not possible at present to determine how far 
down they originally went. In the Rani Vav at Patan (Plate 459), the Mata 
BhavanI Vav at Ahmedabad, and the Ankol Mata Vav at Davad, all three dating 
from the eleventh century, triangular step formations and parallel steps alternate 




Fig. 40: Davad, Ankol Mata Stepwell with parallel and bilateral step formations 
(J. Jain-Neubauer, 1981, plan 1).
The sub-group of stepwells can be divided into three further categories. 
There are stepwells with open corridors, lacking any proper supporting structures 
to counteract the inward thrust of the side walls, stepwells with L-shaped 
corridors, and some which are more enclosed by having pavilions and post and
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beam constructions to strengthen the long vertical side walls of the stepped 
corridors.
The largest and most widespread group of stepwells are those which have 
an open stepped corridor leading down to the water in the well, and do not need 
internal constructions to strengthen the side walls. In many cases, this was 
possible because the ground was hard and rocky, providing sufficient strength to 
the vertical side walls of the corridors, because these stepwells frequently do not 
go down very far and therefore have comparatively short flights of steps, and 
because the side walls of a few stepwells are horizontally stepped and widen 
towards the top. Such open stepwells are distinguished from linear kimdas by 
having stepped corridors which are clearly separated from the well shafts by a 
screening wall or archway at the end. The wall which separates the well from the 
nala seems more to mark the end of the steps and the beginning of the well than to 
strengthen the construction. There are a few very early examples of this sub-group 
of stepwells, such as the Navghan Kuo and the Adi Kadi Vav (Plate 460), both 
rock-cut structures in the fort of Junagadli, whose original parts date from about 
the second to the fourth century AD, but were expanded in the eleventh century27. 
A further example is the stepwell opposite the Archaeological Museum at 
Lakkundi (Plate 461) which seems to predate the earliest eleventh-century 
temples at the site.
The simplest examples of this open stepwell sub-type have very short 
flights of steps, only of about two metres in length and lead to small square wells, 
such as the one behind the Ibrahim Rauza (1626 AD) at Bijapur, and the well 
north-east of the Kusavart Tirtha at Trimbak. Larger versions, although still 
simple in layout, are the stepwells at Malpannagudi (Malpannagudi) near Hampi, 
Karnataka (Fig. 41, Plate 462), and the Jhalra directly adjacent to the Buland 
Darvaza of the Jami Masjid (1572 AD) at Fatehpur Sikri (Fig. 42, Plate 463). The
27Jain-Neubauer, 1981, fig. 26; G. Michell, 1990(a), The Penguin Guide to the Monuments o f  
India: Buddhist, Jain, Hindu. (Vol. 1), p. 292.
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well at Malpannagudi has been dated to 1412 AD28, and the Jhalra is 
contemporary with the adjacent mosque29. The latter well used to be surrounded
Figure 41: Malpannagudi, simple stepwell (J.M. Fritz & G. Michell, 1991, 
p . i n ) .
by a colonnade above ground, of which little survives, while the well at 
Malpannagudi has an arcade just below the ground, relating it also to spiral-wells, 
discussed later in the chapter. The octagonal well shaft of the Jhalra is quite large 
in comparison to its narrow stepped corridor, and is therefore also related to the 
tank-stepwell hybrids discussed in Chapter Four. The stepwell character becomes 
stronger, the smaller the diameter of the well shaft is in relation to the width of 
the corridor, and the longer and deeper the flight of steps penetrate into the 
ground. A clearer example of a stepwell is the one in front of the platform 
carrying the Kandariya Mahadeva and the Jagadambi Temples at Khajuraho 
(Plate 464). It has a beautifully carved lintel above the end of the stepped corridor 
showing hainsas, men, horse riders, elephants and lotus ornamentation. The well 
shaft is surrounded by a wide platform, more common with draw wells. Even 
clearer examples, where the well shafts are not wider than the stepped corridors, 
are the well at the cenotaphs at Ahar outside Udaipur (Plate 465) and the Jetani 
Vav in the fields near Ghumli. A larger and wider stepwell with stepped side 
walls in five tiers, is the Gandhak-ki Baoli at Delhi (Plate 466), whose name
28J,M. Fritz & G. Michell, 1991, C ity o f  Victory: Vijayanagara, the M edieval Hindu Capital o f  
Southern India, p. 111.
29A. Petruccioli, 1988, La Cita del Sole e della Acque:.Fatehpur Sikri. p. 56; S.A.A. Rizvi, 1992, 
Fatehpur Sikri. p. 72.
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Fig. 42: Fatehpur Sikri, location of the Jhalra (3), its plan and section 
(A. Petruccioli, 1988, pp. 78, 96).
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derives from the smell of sulphur (gandhak) in its waters. The stepped corridor is 
about forty metres long and twelve metres wide; and in front of the well, which is 
hidden behind a screen with a pillared gallery, is a circa twenty metres long water 
basin. The stepwell is believed to have been built in the reign of Iltutmish (1211- 
36 AD)30. A similar example also from Delhi is the Ugrasen-ki-Baoli which dates 
from the late Tughluq or Lodi period31. It is about sixty metres long and fifteen 
metres wide, and was constructed in four tiers (Plate 467). Between the well in 
the north and the basin in front is a screen with two pointed arches one above the 
other, the one at the bottom open, and the one above more in the shape of an iwan 
of mosque architecture. In this example, the long side walls of the corridor were 
reinforced with blind arches. While the second level from the top and the lowest 
level only have decorative recesses, there are cool apartments behind the open 
pointed arches on the third level. Integrated into the south-western comer of the 
stepped corridor is a small mosque. The seventeenth-century stepwell of Bir 
Singh Deo in the village of Sirol (Plate 468), eight kilometres from Datia, is built 
in two large tiers, and has arcaded galleries along the sides of the stepped 
corridors, as a partition in fr ont of the well, and surrounding the well shaft. There 
are small recesses in the side walls which used to hold lights. More complicated 
examples with apartments on various levels, both at the sides and at the end of the 
steps are the Purana-Ghat-Kanya Stepwell (Plate 470), also called Ghat-kl-GunI 
Baoli, at Jaipur in Rajasthan, and the Rajon-kl-Baln32 at Delhi (Plate 469). The 
latter probably derives its name from having been used by masons (raj), and has a 
mosque and a chatri, the latter bearing an inscription dating it to 1506 AD, in the 
upper north-western comer of the arcade.
There are a few unusual examples of stepwells with open corridors, which 
have been constructed on a cross-shaped ground plan and have a relatively large 
central square well and narrow open flights of steps in the centre of all four sides.
30Y.D. Sharma, 1964, D elhi and its  Neighbourhood, p. 61.
31Ibid., p. 100.
32This well is at times also spelled Rajon-ki Bain.
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An example from Gujarat is the Caumukhi Stepwell (Four-faced) at Chobari, 
Gujarat. Its plan corresponds to the fourth class of the sastric description of 
stepwells, called vijaya22. The walls of the well and those of the stepped corridors 
have small recessed niches containing images of the Saptamatrkas and other 
divinities. An example of a similar layout where the long stepped corridors, 
however, turn sideways in the middle to resemble the shape of a swastika, is the 
Swastika Well located behind the temple at Tiruvellarai (Plates 471-2). There are 
three stone beams, set at regular intervals one above the other, at each of the four 
openings into the side of the well-basin created by the stepped corridors. The top 
two beams show elaborate figural carvings of the Saptamatrkas, Siva and Parvati, 
Narasimha and others. In both these examples, the flights of steps spread out into 
the cardinal directions from the central well, and seem to visualise the spread of 
creation from a central point. That the religious connotations of these wells take 
precedence over practical considerations is evident from the narrow and bent 
corridors which do not lend themselves easily to the fetching of water, from the 
fact that neither well has a pulley mechanism, and from the elaborate religious 
carvings found at both sites.
The second group of stepwells are constructed on an L-shaped plan, where 
the stepped corridor does not run in a straight line, but turns at a right angle (Fig. 
43). While in some stepwells, the two parts of the corridor are of equal length, 
there are others, where the part nearer to the ground level is shorter. Although J. 
Jain-Neubauer has suggested that this type "seems to be exclusive to Gujarat, as it 
is found nowhere else"34, the following discussion of monuments will show that 
this sub-group is in fact spread quite widely over the Indian subcontinent. There 
are a series of early examples for this sub-group, such as the rock-cut Manjusri 
stepwell at Dhank (Dhank) and the rock-cut well at Mandor (Mandor) near 
Jodhpur (Jodhpur), Rajasthan, both dating from the early seventh century AD, and
33Jain-Neubauer, 1981, p. 68.
34Ibid., p. 27.
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a stepwell at Choti Kliatu in Nagaur district, Rajasthan, dates from the eighth 
century AD35.
Fig. 43: Visavada, the L-shaped Jfian Vav (J. Jain-Neubauer, 1981, plan 5).
A simple L-shaped stepwell on a very small scale, used for ablutions, is 
located in the temple complex at Siddhpur north of the Bindu Sarovar tank. The 
short flights of steps are extremely narrow and have high walls. There are no 
supporting constructions against the thrust of the side walls. A similar but slightly 
larger well belongs to the eighteenth century GrSnesvara Temple at Ellora. A 
short flight of steps leads to a first landing where it meets a corridor of double the 
length set at 90°. There is also an ordinary draw well to the north of the temple. A 
further small example where the difference in length between the two flights of 
steps is less extreme, is the brick-built HathI Baoli (Elephant Well), which 
allegedly was used to water elephants, outside Adavad. The well is adjacent to the 
Lai Bagh enclosure and probably also supplied the water for the irrigation of the 
garden. An example from Karnataka is the tenth-century AD Vapi no. 1 at Sirwal 
(Sirval), which has two short flights of steps of equal length36. L-shaped stepwells 
are frequently quite small and simple without additional basins for bathing, and
35Mankodi, 1991, p. 235.
36Ibid,, p. 235.; M.W. Meister & M.A. Dhaky, 1986, Encyclopaedia o f  Indian Temple 
Architecture: South India, Upper Dravidadesa (Early Phase, A.D. 550-1075). p. 156-157.
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usually without pavilions or complicated constructions against the inward thrusts 
of the side walls. They are often found in villages and on country roads. A 
slightly more elaborate example of an L-shaped village well is the Nadir-ld Vav 
in Nagaka Gau (Nagaka Gamv) near Ghumli. The well and the nala are 
surrounded by a circa one and a half metres high terrace, a common feature of 
draw wells but unusual for stepwells (Plates 473-4). The entrance to the well, 
which is approached by a flight of steps, is flanked by lateral gate-towers and at 
the end of the first nala, where the corridor turns to the north, two shrines flank 
the corridor at ground level. To the north of the well shaft is a large cattle trough. 
A more complicated example on a larger scale is the Jhan Stepwell to the west of 
the main Mul Dvaraka Temple complex at Visavada (Fig. 43, Plate 496). It has a 
short flight of steps running from south to north, and a longer corridor leading 
from the west down to the well shaft in the east. The Jhan Stepwell has an 
entrance pavilion and, unusually for the L-shaped sub-group, three pavilions 
topped by pyramidal roofs were built into the stepped corridor to strengthen the 
construction internally. In the side walls of the stepped corridor are several niches 
containing images of Visnu and Surya (Plate 515). To the north of the well shaft 
is a large trough to water animals.
Probably the largest and most ambitious projects of stepwells built on L- 
shaped plans are the so called Shall Quli's Baoli37 at Fatehpur Sikri, located 
beneath the palace buildings on the main road to Agra (Plates 475-6), and the 
Navalakhi Vav in the Laksrni Vilas Palace at Baroda . The Shah Quli's Baoli is 
the largest well at the site and probably the most elaborate Mughal example of a 
stepwell38. Its entrance is in the north and a short flight of steps leads down to a 
landing where it meets the long main stepped corridor, lying on an east-west axis 
with the draw well at the eastern end (Fig. 44). The two corridors are open and
37The well is believed to have been built by Shah Quli whose ruined palace is located on the 
opposite side of the road (Rizvi, 1992, p. 88; P. Davies, 1989 (a), The Penguin Guide to the 
Monuments o f  India: Islamic, Rajput, European. Vol. 1, p. 218.)
38R. Nath, 1971, ’Account o f a typical Mughal Step-well (baoli) and a Well-house (kupagar).', 
p. 133.
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the well descends over four storeys. The upper storey has pillared galleries along 
both sides of the long corridor, similar to examples at Delhi discussed in the 
previous paragraph. The level underneath it accommodates two large water 
wheels (rehants) by which water was raised out of the well and stored in a 
separate deep basin to the north-west of the Moll. There is a room which is open 
towards the storage basin and two octagonal chambers are located on the north 
and die east sides of the well shaft which provided cool apartments in the summer 
heat. As such, the well supplied water to the palaces but could also be used as a 
cool retreat. Unusual for stepwells with straight or L-shaped nalas is that the
m sm m m
Fig. 44: Fatehpur Sikri, the L-shaped Shah Quli's Baoli (A. Petruccioli, 1988, 
p. 98).
pillared corridors run also around the octagonal well shaft on the upper two 
storeys, a feature typical of spiral-wells (Plate 475). This is also the case in the Ra 
Kliengar Vav, also called Khingar Vav, at Vanthali (Fig. 45 a), in the Indaravall
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Baoli at Fatehpur Sikri (Fig. 45 b), and in Bir Singh Deo's Baoli at Sirol which 
have a straight corridor and a gallery surrounding the well shaft. The L-shaped 
fifteenth-century Navalakhi Vav at Baroda has four pavilion towers and four 
intermediate supporting frameworks against the thrust of the side walls, and 
penetrates into the earth over five storeys. The angle where the nine metres long 
stairs of access meets the thirty-five metres long main corridor is topped by a 
domed pavilion. Undoubtedly, this stepwell is one of the largest and most 
elaborate examples of the L-shaped sub-type. Although today, the dilapidated Bija 
Mandal Baoli at Vidisha looks L-shaped, and K. Mankodi identifies it as such 
(Plate 542)39, a further short flight of steps opposite the steps in the south, today 
only remaining in ruins, seems also to have met the main corridor leading from 
west to the well shaft in the east, making it a stepwell with a straight corridor and 
two access stairs leading down to the main nala. A stepwell south-east of the Rani 
Mahal at Chandragiri (Candragiri), Andhra Pradesh, has a further bend in its 
corridor. The first flight of steps leads from east to west, until it meats the second 
corridor, running from south to north, at an angle of 90°. At the landing in the 
north, the steps turn again at a right angle to run parallel to the first corridor and 
lead to the well shaft in the east.
K. Mankodi argues that L-shaped wells represent an earlier stage of 
stepwell architecture where the builders had to divide the corridor into two 
perpendicular flights of steps because they could not yet construct long straight 
corridors40. However, the length of the corridor does not seem to influence the 
stability of its side walls, which are more dependent on the local soil condition 
and the presence of supporting beams or pavilions. The earliest L-shaped 
stepwells are rock-cut structures which from a constructional point of view could 
equally have been straight; and the main corridors of Shah Quli's Stepwell at 
Fatehpur Sikri and of the Navalakhi Vav at Baroda are much longer than many
39Mankodi, 1991, p. 235.
40Ibid., p. 236.
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Fig. 45: Ra Khengar Vav (a) and Indaravali Baoli (b) with passages surrounding 
the well shafts (J. Jain-Neubauer, 1981, plan 6; A. Petruccioli, 1988, 
p. 99).
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straight stepwells. The latter two examples, dating from the sixteenth and the 
fifteenth centuries also show that the construction of L-shaped stepwells is not 
restricted to early periods but continued alongside the construction of stepwells 
with one straight nala. The choice of an L-shaped plan seems to have had more to 
do with issues concerning the available plot of land. Stepwells which go very 
deep and therefore have long corridors need large pieces of ground. The long 
wedge-shaped nalas can be shortened by splitting the corridor into two and 
turning the second flight of steps to one side, a feature already encountered in 
linear kundas. The L-shaped corridor of the Mughal stepwell at Fatehpur Sikri, 
for example, neatly fits around the storage tank adjacent to the well. A further 
reason for creating a bend in the stepped corridor may have been to prevent dirt 
from being blown into the well via the steps. In addition to these practical 
considerations, religious aspects should also be taken into account. The well shaft 
is the most sacred part the well monument. Through a bend in the steps the shaft 
is not directly visible from the top of the steps, and therefore approached more 
respectfully. Because the entrance to the well is also not visible from the bottom 
of the steps, the person descending into the well really embarks on a journey into 
the nether regions, where the world above is merely reduced to a small section of 
the sky seen through the well shaft above.
Because the ground in most parts of Gujarat is loose and sandy, and easily 
slips away, it is typical of Gujarati stepwells to have structures supporting the side 
walls of the corridor. These can be pavilions (kiita) built on top of each other into 
the narrow corridors (Plates 477-9), a simpler framework of lintels and beams 
(Plate 480), or a combination of both methods (Plate 482). Through these 
additional constructions stabilising the walls on either side of the flight of steps, 
the corridors could be made wider and penetrate deeper into the ground. 
Additionally, the supporting constructions create protected and shaded areas for 
rest, and further emphasise the multi-storeyed nature of the well monuments
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which are complicated edifices under ground. Stepwells with supporting 
constructions need not necessarily be larger and more complicated constructions 
as the simple Deram Vav near Ghumli, the stepwell at Uvarsad (Uvarsad) (Plate 
480), Gujarat, and the Bija Mandal Baoli (circa eleventh-twelfth century) at 
Vidisha show. All three have only beams, some of them supported by pilasters, 
which firmly hold the side walls apart. It is interesting to see that although the 
cross-beams in the Bija Mandal Baoli are broken and only small stumps remain, 
the side walls still remain intact (Plate 544). The Bija Mandal Baoli is located to 
the north-east of the former circa eleventh to twelfth-century Paiamara Temple 
which in the seventeenth century was converted into a mosque by Aurangzeb. The 
stepwell at Uvarsad has stone beams, while the rest of the structure is built of 
brick. The brick walls were plastered and decorations, similar to those carved 
onto the walls of stone built examples, were painted in dark red-violet vegetal 
colours on a white background (Plate 481)41. Examples of narrow stepwells 
containing intermediate tower-like pavilions as strengthening features, are the 
tenth to eleventh-century stepwell at Modhera (Plate 478) and the Vajinath Vav at 
Kapadvanj. The early twelfth-century Vikia Vav at Ghumli, the Vidyadhara Vav 
(AD 1487) at Baroda and the Ganga Vav at Wadhwan (Vadhvan) in Gujarat 
(circa thirteenth to fourteenth century) still have narrow corridors, but the beams 
of the pavilions do not simply rest on wall pilasters but are further supported by a 
pair of pillars set slightly away from the vertical walls and into the passage (Plate 
479). Because the pillars are still very close to the sides of the corridor, they do 
not actually create three openings to walk through but merely convey the illusion 
of a wider corridor. The three pavilion towers in the Vikia Vav have been set 
unusually wide apart from each other, a sign that the ground must be quite hard 
and stable, and admit a lot of light and air into the stepped corridor.
Most typical of this sub-group, however, is to have a wider corridor with 
pilasters at the sides and two columns set further away from the walls to create
41Wall paintings o f this kind are typical o f the region and can for example also be seen on the 
walls in Gandhi's birth house at Porbander.
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three trabeate openings supporting three beams above. Because the positioning of 
the columns is related to an octagon, a standard type of planning in Gujarat, the 
central opening is slightly wider than those on the sides (Plates 483-4). Probably 
the best known examples of this group are the eleventh-century Mata Bhavani 
Vav at Ahmedabad, the fifteenth-century Dada Harlr or Hafir's Vav (1499 AD) at 
Asarva (Asarva), Ahmedabad, and the sixteenth-century Ruda Vav at Adalaj 
(Adalaj), all in Gujarat. All three stepwells have separate basins for washing and 
bathing in front of their well shafts. The galleries above the opening are profusely 
carved and the parapet walls consist of stone benches with sloping back rests 
(Plate 484). The Dada Harfr Vav, also known as Bai Harira Vav42, and the Ruda 
Vav descend for five storeys under ground, and both were commissioned by 
female patrons. A lesser known example of a wide stepwell with extra columns is 
the Navalakhi Vav (1405 AD) in the garden of the LaksmI Vilas Palace at Baroda, 
which makes use of both kinds of supporting structures, intermediate framework 
made only of beams, and also sections with towers of piled up pavilions. In the 
Ram-jl-ki Baoli at Bundi the columns are tall and slender, with flying cusped 
arches, creating more a delicate screen (Plate 485) than a strong load-bearing 
construction. An interesting feature of the circa mid-nineteenth-century Jethabhai 
Vav at Isanpur (Isanpur) near Ahmedabad is that the central openings of the two 
top pavilions nearest to the well have, in addition to the beam bridging the 
opening above, also a true voussoir arch set between the two pillars (Plate 486), 
while stepwell constructions are usually purely trabeate. The Ra Khengar Vav 
(circa 1230-1235 AD) at Vanthali has a large slightly pointed arch bridging the 
entire width of a wide corridor with two wall pilasters and two pillars (Plate 487). 
While narrow single span corridors are frequently stabilised by arches (Plate 488), 
this is an usual example of such a wide arch.
Probably the widest and largest stepwell of all which has wall pilasters and 
six intermediate columns, is the Ran! Vav, the Queen's Stepwell, at Patan (Plates
42The stepwell was constructed by Bai Harir Sultanl, locally known as Dada Hari or Harir, and 
also the Ruda Vav at Adalaj was commissioned by a female patron.
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489-90), It was commenced by Queen Udayamati in 1063 AD and never 
completed entirely43. It has six storeys, measures sixty-five metres in length and 
contains over five hundred sculptures along its corridor walls, brackets and 
beams. For the last few centuries, this probably most ambitious stepwell 
construction remained covered by large deposits of sand from the nearby 
Sarasvati River, and was excavated and desilted only in 1986.
In stepwells which have pavilion towers constructed over the steps in the 
narrow corridors, the roofs of the top pavilions are usually level with the 
surrounding ground (Fig. 46 a, Plate 491). In only a few cases, a further layer of 
pavilions, protruding over the surrounding ground and being accessible from the 
sides like a bridge, was added on top. This is the case in the Mata Bhavani 
Stepwell at Ahmedabad (Plate 492), in the Vikia Vav at Ghumli, the JnanVav at 
Visavada (Fig. 46 b, Plate 496), and the Batris Kotha Vav at Kapadvanj. Today,
Fig. 46: Sections of the Dada Haiir Vav (a) and the Jnan Vav (b) (G, Michell, & 
S. Shah, 1988, pp. 134-5; J. Jain-Neubauer, 1981, plan 5)
43Mankodi, 1991, p. 30.
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the latter example is so closely surrounded by modem houses, that access to the 
top pavilions is obstructed (Plates 668-9). Such wells, although they continue 
predominantly to take a negative or inverted fomi of architecture underground, 
are also visible above ground. They do, however, show at surface level only a 
little of their subterranean splendour. Stepwells located on trading routes in the 
countryside were thus more easily visible from some distance (Plate 495). The 
stepwell at Modhera and at Vapi No. 2 at Sirwal each have a small shrine built 
over the stepped corridor which protrudes above the ground (Plates 517-8). The 
effect of marking a subterranean edifice over ground was also achieved by adding 
small chatrTs on the sides of well monuments, such as those at the Dada Harir 
Stepwell at Ahmedabad (Plate 493) and the Rani-jl-ki Baoli at Bundi (Plate 494), 
and by constructing elaborate entrance pavilions, which will be discussed in detail 
later in the chapter.
There are a few interesting examples where the stepped corridors of wells 
are entirely roofed over, supported by arches underneath, and where merely the 
first few steps and the well shaft remain open and visible as holes in the ground. 
Such wells can be used, like other stepwells, to draw up water and to reach the 
water via the stairs. It is, however, less common in this sub-group of stepwells to 
have underground rooms or galleries functioning as cool retreats. An example of a 
covered stepwell is the late fifteenth or early sixteenth-century baoli in the Divan- 
i-Am quadrangle adjacent to the Sallmgarh in the fort at Agra (Plate 497)44. The 
underground stepped corridor is not entirely straight and turns slightly east after 
about ten metres to meet the large brick built well shaft (Fig. 47). A second 
example is the stepwell of the Baoli Sahib Gurdwara at Goindwal (Plate 498). 
The well, which is situated in the courtyard of the gurdwara, was completed in 
1559 AD and seems to predate the construction of the gurdwara45. It was 
constmcted as a water place along the route from Delhi to Lahore, and it is 
believed that Guru Amar Das received orders for its construction from Guru
44R. Nath, 1985, H istory o f  M ughal Architecture. Vol. II, p. 141.
45P.S. Arschi, 1986, Sikh Architecture in Punjab, pp. 74-75.
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Nanak while in a trance. The well has prominent pavilions over the entrance to 
the stepped corridor and covering the well shaft. The covered corridor measures 
about fifty metres in length, and it is interesting that although the corridor is 
entirely hidden underground, its position is clearly marked by white lines painted 
on the courtyard, A further example of this completely covered corridor type is 
the Simhakinaru stepwell in the compound of the Brhadisvara Temple at 
Gangaikondacholapuram (Plate 499). By being covered, these wells can be 
securely locked and protected, as is the case in the Tamil example which is used 
only for the washing of the main temple image. At Goindwal, the devotees resort 
to a complicated rite of climbing the steps of the well while uttering prayers. They 
always climb only one step higher than before, and then descend again to the very 
bottom of the steps, before the step one above the highest reached before can be 
ascended; and so on, to the top. Here, the corridor has been covered to enhance 
the feeling of having entered a different world in which penance is done for one's 
deeds and which involves an arduous climb to leave the dark and hot corridor 
behind and reach daylight and fresh air again.
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Fig. 47: Agra, plan of the covered stepwell in the Divan-i-Am quadrangle 
(R. Nath, 1985, p. 141).
Stepwells are the group of water monuments which have attracted most 
attention from art historians among all other types of water structures. Until now, 
however, all studies of stepwell architecture have concentrated on the north of 
India in general, and on Gujarat in particular, which has been regarded as the 
homeland and sometimes even as the only place where stepwells were
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constructed. R. Nath examined stepwells at Agra and Fatehpur* Sikri, but believed 
that stepwell architecture "was introduced in the Mughal architecture by the 
artisans of Gujarat"46, and that they were lesser important imitations of Gujarati 
stepwells47. At Fatehpur Sikri, where many buildings exhibit a whole range of 
architectural influences from Gujarat, it may be legitimate to argue in favour* of a 
direct Gujarati influence. But for most other regions, such as Maharashtra, 
Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh, just to mention a few other 
areas with clear examples of stepwell architecture, this would seem unjustifiable. 
J. Jain-Neubauer asserted that L-shaped stepwells are unique to Gujarat, though 
many examples exist all over India; and such statements seem to be based on a 
fascination with the Gujarati examples and a lack of detailed material on other 
areas more than on actual facts. A closer examination of stepwells throughout 
India shows that only those with an elaborate intermediate framework of beams 
and pavilions are predominantly found in north-western India and are less typical 
of other* regions. This has to do with the soil condition in that region which 
demands such supporting constructions. The much larger group of stepwells with 
a straight corridor and no supporting constructions against the sloping side walls, 
however, is practically non-existent in the north-western region while it is found 
in almost all other regions of the subcontinent. Thus, although stepwells are very 
common in Gujarat, only a very small group of stepwell monuments - albeit one 
which undoubtedly shows a highly impressive development - is typical of this 
region. From this point of view it may be more convincing to explain the presence 
of stepwells in other parts of India from a climatic point of view, rather than as 
the diffusion of a Gujarati phenomenon. Stepwells are generally typical of regions 
with extremely hot, dry, and long lasting summers where ground water is often 
the only available source of water during the hot season, and where shade had to 
be provided to travellers in a barren landscape.
46 Nath, 1971, p. 133.
47Ibid., pp. 132, 134.
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3. Spiral-wells
In a spiral-well, the galleried apartments and the steps of access are arranged to 
surround the well shaft and spiral around it (Plate 500). In comparison with 
stepwells, which show a linear or longitudinal layout, spiral-wells are planned 
vertically. The Visvakanna Vastusastca describes the staircase winding around the 
well shaft as being in the form of the coils of a snake48. A tendency towards this 
kind of well monument can be seen in the Shah Quli's Baoli at Fatehpur Sikri 
(Plate 475), the Ra Khengar Stepwell at Vanthali and Bir Singh Deo's Baoli at 
Sirol, which are essentially stepwells but have prominent galleries surrounding 
the well shafts. Examples which show a more distinctive spiral-well shape, are the 
Helical stepwell at Pavagarh (Pavagarh), Gujarat, and the Assi Khambha (Eighty- 
Pillared) Well in the fort of Gwalior. In both examples there are still straight 
stepped corridors, but they are very narrow and short, and continue spiralling 
around the inner side of the well. The upper level of the Assi Khambha, just 
below ground level, is an open gallery, and there is a further hall overlooking the 
well on die north side above ground (Plate 501). A similar hall was found on the 
side of the Bari Baoli at Golconda and was used by the kings and queens to spend 
their leisure time in a cool, shaded environment49. Particularly because the area of 
the Assi Khambha is walled, protected, and situated adjacent to the Man Mandir 
palace, it was probably used in a similar way. In the Champa Baorl50, on the 
northern side of the Munj Talao at Mandu, apartments are found surrounding the 
base of the well (Plate 502). These are connected with a series of vaulted rooms 
known as takhana which are almost on a level with the lake feeding the well. The 
fourteenth-century Circular Baoli in Ffruz Shah Kotla, the citadel of Firuzabad 
(Flruzabad), the fifth city of Delhi, has apartments on two levels running around 
the large central well shaft (Plate 503). The upper level is above ground and the
48Jain-Neubauer, 1981, pp. 16-17; K.V. Sastri, 1958, Viswakarma Vastusastram. Chapter 33, pp. 
438-443.
49Commercial Book Centre, no date, Golconda F ort&  QutabShahi Tombs, p. 10.
50Its name derives from the Champak flower because the water is said to be as sweet as the 
flower's smell (D.R: Patil, 1992, Mandu. p. 32).
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lower was built below ground level into the side of the well. A spiral-well at 
Mandwa (Mandva), Gujarat, has apartments on three levels opening up on to a 
well shaft. Access to the upper chamber is provided via a passage spiraling around 





Fig. 48: Mandva, section and plan of the well (J.A.S. Burgess & H. Cousens
1903, plate 107).
A more complicated arrangement is found in the fifteenth or early 
sixteenth-century Bhamaiia (or Bhrahmaria) spiral-well outside the village of 
Sojali (Sojall) near Mehmudabad (Mehmudabad) in Gujarat (Fig. 49, Plates 504- 
5). The well was surrounded by four circular- chambers above ground level which, 
however, have almost entirely gone. In the first storey underground there are eight 
square rooms which open onto the octagonal well shaft in the shape of large 
jharokha windows. Between the windows are two large parallel arches 
overspanning the well shaft which used to support the pulley mechanism. The 
steps spiral around the well shaft and further down where rooms on a third level 
were probably used as a cool retreat in the summer heat51.
51Jain-Neubauer, 1981, p. 67.
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Fig. 49: Mehmudabad, Bhamaria spiral well (J.A.S. Burgess, 1896, plate 77).
Similar examples of spiral-wells where the apartments above ground level 
are still intact are the Andheri BaorT at Mandu (Plate 506) and the Sangin Baoli 
(Stone-masomy Well) near the Hath! Pol (Elephant Gate) at Fatehpur Sikri 
(Plates 507-9). The well is surrounded by four chambers above ground level and 
by four below, and has four staircases which spiral around the well without 
crossing each other (Fig. 50). Two chambers on top of the baoli contained 
treadmills which were turned by men. The water was channelled into a storage
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tank on the north-west side of the well from where it was lifted even higher to 
supply the palace apartments with water. The many wells surrounding the ridge
Fig. 50: Fatehpur Sikri, Sangin Baoli (A. Petruccioli, 1988, p. 101).
on which Fatehpur Sikri is located, and the remains of complicated water lifting 
and channelling systems which supplied water to the palace buildings all year 
round, make it very questionable that a shortage of water could have been the 
reason for the abandonment of the site52. A spiral-well with rooms on three levels, 
and a storage basin on its side, is Babur’s Baoli in the fort of Agra. Today, the 
well is built over by the palace structures of the Shahjahani Mahal53. Probably the 
most elaborate example of a spiral-well is located in the south-eastern comer of 
the fort at Agra attached to the Akbari Mahal (Fig. 51). The well was constructed 
by Akbar in the sixteenth century and has six underground storeys. It is plain and 
built entirely of red sandstone. The great architectural achievement lies in the 
complicated arrangement of the rooms along the deep well shaft and in the 
ingenuity of ventilation shafts which supply fresh ah even to the lowest storeys of 
the well. While an arcaded gallery surrounds the first underground storey and 
leads to rooms and corridors behind, the second and third storeys have large 
octagonal rooms to the east and the west of the well shaft. The fourth and fifth 
storeys have again arcaded galleries, and the sixth underground storey has four
52See also: Nath, 1985, p. 176.
53Ibid., p. 142.
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stairways providing access to the water. Complicated examples such as this are 
sometimes referred to as 'kupagara\ well-houses54.
Fig. 51: Agra, Akbar's Baoli (A. Petruccioli, 1990, p. 105).
A recent example of a spiral-well is to be found in the compound of the 
summer palace at Wankaner (Wankaner), Gujarat, which was constructed 
between 1930 and 1935 by Maharana Raj Amar Singhji of Wankaner55. The well, 
which is located under a palace building, has three underground storeys with a
54R. Nath, 1986, Jharoka: An Illustrated Glossary o f  Indo-Muslim Architecture, p. 73; See also 
the article by R. Nath (1971) on baolis andkupagars.
55Jain-Neubauer, 1981, p. 67,
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large apartment 011 the second storey and a stepped corridor spiralling around the 
rectangular well shaft until it meets the water down below.
III. From Wells and Temples to Well-Temoles
The religious connotations of wells can lake various forms dependant on the kind 
of well, the wealth of the community or the donors, and the particular religious 
importance of the well, A good example of how little is needed to express a 
divine presence in a well is a simple draw well near the Guru-ka Mahal in 
Amritsar which had a small roof fitted above its pulley mechanism and several 
large mounted popular prints of Hindu gods hung underneath it (Plate 510). The 
women who come to the well in the morning do puja and garland the images 
before they draw water from the well. Over the time a simple well like this could 
develop into a proper well-temple by having walls and a porch added to it. 
Slightly more sophisticated are small shrines built next to draw wells such as the 
small caitya next to a well situated in the north of Patan, Nepal, which contains an 
image of the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara (Plate 511). Also many stepwells have 
shrines or small temples built next to them. They can either be found near the 
entrance to the well, as the ones adjacent to the Ruda stepwell at Adalaj (Plate 
548) or the JnanVav at Visavada (Plate 555), further along the corridor, as in the 
Nadir-ki Vav in Nagaka Gau, or near to the well shaft as the small Siva sanctuary 
behind Raja Bir Singh Deo's Baoli at Sirol or the small Ganesa temple behind the 
stepwell at the cenotaphs at Aliar show. Because such small temples are often 
votive offerings, their number can grow over the years. The small square draw 
well called Dharma Kupa at Benares, for instance, is entirely encircled by five 
small shrines, a sacred tree, and a wall (Plate 512), which clearly demarcates the 
sacred area of the well.
Among the various sub-groups of well monuments, stepwells are the ones 
which are usually most elaborately adorned, and many of them resemble
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underground temple complexes. In addition to small temples built on its sides, 
shrines (Plate 513) and often also religious ornamentation and sculptures line the 
side walls of the stepped corridors. Such shrine niches can either be painted with 
religious symbols, be filled with vegetal ornament (Plate 514) or contain a 
sculptured religious icon (Plate 515). Vegetal decorations are especially typical of 
stepwells built under Muslim patronage, as for example the Dada Harir Vav at 
Ahmedabad. The stepwell at Lakkundi has large four-storeyed shrines on either 
side, half way down the open stepped corridor (Plate 516). There are a few 
examples where a shrine room was constructed over the stepped corridor leading 
down to the well. Examples are the tenth-century Vapi56 no. 2 at Sirwal, and the 
eleventh-century stepwell at Modhera (Plates 517-8). The tenth-century shrine at 
the latter site is slightly earlier than the stepwell structure itself and is believed to 
have been moved to the steps leading down to the well57. In these cases, active 
worship in an earthly shrine seems to have been offered to the gods in exchange 
for the violation of their subterranean realm; and towering above it, the gods seem 
to guard the sacred water site.
It is more typical to find shrines integrated into the back of the well shaft, 
which is the most sacred part of the well. Although this is less typical of ordinary 
draw wells, a few examples, such as a well in the north of Patan, Nepal, also have 
images installed high up on the inside of the well shafts. Looking into the well 
from above, the images are hardly visible to the person using the well, which are 
meant more to please and propitiate supernatural forces connected with the water 
in the well. There is a siva-linga on top of the pulley mechanism of the well 
adjacent to the Lolarka Kunda, and the Jnana-Vapi Kup, the Well of Knowledge, 
is usually covered with a white cloth on the centre of which a linga made of 
flower petals is placed (Plate 520; both wells are at Benares). The Jnana-Vapi 
Kup is a wide octagonal well contained in an arcade constructed in 1828 by the
56,Vapi’ and 'vapi' both mean well or pond. In some place names the version with the short and 
in others that with the long '-i' is chosen,
57Jain-Neubauer, 1981, p. 57.
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widow of Maharaja Daulat Rao Sindhiya of Gwalior adjacent to the Visvanatha 
Temple in Benares (Plate 519), This well is surrounded by an entire series of 
myths and stories. One of them recalls a twelve-year drought in the city of 
Benares and a rsi who flung the trident of Siva into the earth at this place and let 
the water of the well end the misery of the town. Siva who heard of the miracle is 
said subsequently to have taken up his abode in the well58. Other accounts say that 
when Aurangzeb destroyed the Visvanatha Temple, either a priest threw the 
sacred liiiga into the well, or that the linga itself took refuge in a shaft in which 
subsequently a well, filled by the sacred Ganges, formed to lustrate and protect 
it59.
In stepwells, where one has access to the well shaft from the side, such 
images and shrines are more easily visible and often take larger dimensions. 
Simple examples where only images were inserted into the upper part of a well 
shaft can be seen in the stepwell adjacent to the cenotaphs at Aliar, which contains 
the image of a goddess, allegedly Durga (Plate 521), and in the stepwell in the 
compound of the Grsnesvara Temple at Ellora, which contains an image of Siva 
and Parvatl (Plate 522). The Jethabhai Stepwell at Isanpur and the Ra Khengar 
Vav at Vanthali both have a small shrine integrated into the side of the well shaft 
further down in the well, while the Ruda Stepwell at Adalaj and the Dada Harir 
Vav at Ahmedabad have small shrine niches at various levels of the well shaft set 
one above the other (Plate 523). It is interesting that even in stepwells built under 
Muslim patronage, the habit of constructing shrines in the shafts of wells 
continued although those do not contain divine images, but elaborate vegetal 
decoration as may be seen in the well shaft shrine of the Dada Harir Vav (Plate 
524). In the fourteenth-century stepwell at Khedbrahma (Khedbrahma), a 
horizontal row of small shrines imitating sikhara temples runs around the entire 
inner wall of the well. The shaft of the twelfth-century stepwell at Sathambha 
(Sathambha), Gujarat, is decorated with a whole series of religious and secular
58Havell, 1905, p. 182.
59Ibid., p. 182; Gutschow& Michaels, 1993, p. 65.
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images, and in the Rani Vav at Patan, register above register is filled with 
hundreds of various icons, with Visnu Narayana as its main sacred image above 
the water of the well. An interesting example where an entire temple protruding 
from the back wall of the well takes up about a third of the well shaft, is the Mata 
Bhavani Vav at Ahmedabad (Plates 525-6). The shrine which gave the stepwell 
its name, contains an image of the mothergoddess &akti- or Amba-Bhavani60 and 
can be reached via a small bridge from the second storey of the last kuta in front 
(Fig. 52). In the circa nineteenth-century Dhauli Vav at Ghanerao, Rajasthan, this 
feature seems to have been imitated in the form of a secular balcony overlooking 




Fig. 52: Ahmadabad, Mata Bhavani Vav with shrine built into the well shaft 
(J.A.S. Burgess, 1905, plate 13.
60She has usually been identified with Parvati, and allegedly her shrine is later than the main 
structure o f the stepwell (J.A.S. Burgess, 1905, 'Muhammadan Architecture o f Alimadabad.',
p. 2.
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mostly utilitarian structure61. With regard to today’s actual use of the well, 
however, this seems most peculiar, since on the contrary, the well is not used for 
ordinary water provision, but has been completely turned into an underground 
temple with an ever growing number of new icons, 'well-temple' musicians and 
active worship (Plates 528-530). A similar example is a village stepwell in 
Bhadraka, Gujarat, which has been refurbished with bright colours and tiles, 
contains many niches with religious icons, and is actively venerated as a temple62.
There are also examples of well-temples where either a shrine or temple 
was constructed above a well, or where a well was dug into the sanctum of a 
temple. They date from various periods and are found in different parts of India. 
A not yet fully evolved example but clearly taking this direction, is the circa late 
tenth-century Maftci Kunda well next to the Muktesvara Temple at Bhubaneswar 
(Plate 531), Orissa. The well, which is located on the south side of the temple, is 
surrounded by a high wall, and has an entrance gateway with carved pillars and 
beams resembling those of the ordinary temples of the region (Plate 532). The 
outer pillars are fashioned in the shape of naginis; half man and half snake, which 
encircle the doorway with their long twisted tails. The well water is used for 
temple rituals and women who cannot have children come to bathe in it. From 
some distance the well looks like a small dilapidated shrine which has lost its 
superstructure. A further example of a well-temple which resembles a subsidiary 
shrine is the eleventh-century Balaj Kuam, also called Tara Vav, at Menal (Plate 
533). The well is contained within the vimana of the shrine which had a porch, 
now almost entirely gone, and steps leading up to the platform carrying the well- 
temple. The outer walls of the vimana are staggered, decorated with the usual 
ornaments of the temples of the region, and small shrines which contained images 
face the cardinal directions. The upper section of the superstructure, of which 
several columns still remain, seems to have ventilated the well. A larger well
61M, Postel in K. Mankodi, 1991, p. 7.
62Livingston, 1995, pp. 16-7. Bhadraka is the only place mentioned in the PhD wich has not 
been marked on the due to a lack of information about its exact location.
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monument, called the Mallikar or Manohara Gundam, which resembles the shape 
of a square mandapa with small Nandi sculptures on its roof, is located in the 
inner enclosure of the Mallikarjuna Temple at Srisailam (circa fourteenth to 
sixteenth century) (Plate 534). It is surrounded by a wall of about 1.2 metres, and 
contains a large nine metres square basin into which a peculiar construction of 
columns and beams was set (Plate 535). The pillars and beams inside the basin 
and those supporting the roof are all elaborately carved, and there is a standing 
image of the river goddess Ganga on the west side of the well facing the 
Mallikarjuna Temple. The pilgrims pay special attention to the fmial of the main 
temple which is mirrored on the water surface of the well. According to the 
priests of the temple, luck is granted to the person who throws a coin into the well 
and hits the reflection of the temple finial. This rite may hint at a belief that the 
god of the temple may at least at times be present in the well. A particularly 
interesting site for water temples is Bijolia where there are two well-temples on 
either side of the Mandakini Kund. In the cella of the Bolanath Mandir (Plate 
536) to the north-east of the kunda is a circa two and a half metres deep well 
which is fed by water from the kuiida. The linga contained within the cella is 
surrounded and often remains submerged by the water of the well (Plate 537). 
The linga in the shrine of the Undesvara Temple to the west is lustrated by a 
water pot dripping onto it. Its mandapa in front has three porches, of which the 
central one is the entrance, and the one to the south contains a further linga, also 
called Bolanath. The linga in the main shrine and the Bolanath-linga both become 
submerged by water during the rainy season. The porch to the north contains a 
spiral staircase leading down to a well which is half inside and half outside the 
temple wall (Plate 538). A further example of a well-temple is the Patalesvara 
Mandir in the temple group below the Karan Mandir at Amarkantak (Plate 540). 
The floor of the sanctum is again several metres below ground level and contains 
a linga which once a year on Samanka Purnima, is submerged when the Ganges 
emerges here to lustrate the linga. This belief is also hinted at in the name of the
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temple, and there are many water structures which are believed to be Patala 
Gaiigas, places where subterranean currents of the Ganges can surface. Also the 
Jambukesvara Temple at Srirangam has a depression in the garbhgrha which 
contains the Ap-linga, a svayambhu or self-created linga standing in water63. In 
well-temples, water is still venerated in its natural pure form, and has not been 
substituted by images of Ganga Devi or the water god Varuna. They are clear 
indicators of the sanctity of water and its view as a divine substance.
In connection with the idea of a sacred river emerging in a well, it is 
interesting to note that the source of the Godavari at Brahmagiri above Trimbak, 
and that of the Son River, outside Amarkantak, are both contained in well-like 
cavities. The source of the Godavari is a well or cleft hewn into the rock face of 
the mountain (Plate 539), and the source of the Son is a modem concrete structure 
bearing the inscription 'Son-nadika-udgam', meaning ’Source of the Son River' 
(Plate 541). At Amarkantak, the entire mountain seems to be imbued with the 
sacred river which arises inside of it, and the water of which can be drawn out of 
it. A few metres away from its source, the Son river is believed to flow into the 
Narmada, and this underground confluence is believed to be located directly 
underneath a modem concrete well shaft. Here, the 'well' seems to provide an 
insight into the underworld, where invisible subterranean rivers merge, and 
provides the opportunity to draw up the particularly holy water from the sacred 
confluence.
63There are also temples in which the garbhagrha is found on a lower level, or which have two, 
an upper and a lower garbhagrha separated by a ceiling, but where the lower cella remains dry 
and does not contain water (S. Kramrisch, 1991, The Hindu Temple. Vol. 1, pp. 171-173; H. 
Cousens, 1926, The Architectural A ntiquities o f  Western India, pp. 38, 53). These examples 
should not be confused with the well-temples discussed above in which the water itself or water- 
lingas, visualising the divine presence in the water, are worshipped.
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IV. Gateways to the Underworld
Gateways are placed by ghats and tanks to mark the transition from the ordinary 
to the sacred, and at kundas also because they penetrate deep into the ground. All 
these structures, however, are still open to the sky and flooded with light and air, 
and therefore still part of or at least closely connected with our world. Wells 
penetrate much deeper into the sacred ground, and in a stepwell, people 
themselves descend several storeys under the earth where it is dark, cool and 
moist, and where surface life and sounds recede. In order to mark these 
subterranean monuments above ground, and to give architectural shape to the 
transition from our world to the nether regions, into which a person descending 
into a well embarks, imposing gateways and pavilions were constructed 
particularly at the stairs of access to wells.
Gateways to wells can be ordinary doorways which make it possible to 
lock up a well, as may be seen in the eighteenth-century Purana-Ghat Kanya Baoli 
at Jaipur-, which from the outside looks like an ordinary entrance in a row of 
domestic houses. The peaceful well surrounded by apartments conveys the feeling 
of a protected courtyard area away from the busy road. Although today the 
apartments around the well are inhabited, the well seems originally to have been 
part of a royal garden. More frequently, however, such doorways are found 
further down the corridor of a stepwell, as may be seen in the stepwell at the Jain 
temples at Khajuraho (543), or in the Bija Mandal Baoli at Vidisha. The doorway 
in the latter is found at the first landing, where the two side stairs join the main 
straight corridor of the well. The doorway is elaborately carved and imitates those 
leading to shrine rooms of contemporary temples of the region (Plate 544). The 
remaining pillars at the comers of the landing may hint at the presence of an 
earlier pavilion in front of the doorway (Plate 542). In other cases, torana 
gateways were constructed at the entrances to wells. The well adjacent to the 
Gauri Temple at Bhubaneshwar is not only marked as sacred ground by a high
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wall but also has a torana on its southern side (Plate 545). Stumps of former 
toranas remain on top of the stairs of the Rani Vav at Patan64 and at Vapi no. 1 at 
Sirval65. A modem triple torana marks the entrance to the sacred compound of the 
Mata Bhavani Vav which nowadays is used as a temple (Plate 546). A 
monumental gateway containing a pointed arch leads down to the Hath! Baoli 
outside Adavad (Plate 547).
It is typical of Gujarati stepwells to have two gateway towers, called 
pratoli (Gujarati), flanking the entrance to wells. Stone pratolis may be seen at the 
entrance to the Nadir-kl Vav at Nagaka Gau (Plate 473) and the Ruda Vav at 
Adalaj (Plate 548), and brick-built examples which have been plastered and 
painted, can be seen at Uvarsad (Plate 549). Lateral pratolis may at times contain 
shrine niches, and particularly large ones still containing images are present at the 
Sindhval Mata Stepwell (1633 AD) at Patan, Gujarat. A wall containing an 
ordinary doorway was inserted between the two pratolis flanking the entrance to 
the Vajinath Vav at Kapadvanj (Plate 550), and in the Vidyadhara Vav at Baroda 
(1487 AD), a domed gateway pavilion was set between the two lateral gate towers 
(Plate 551). Probably the largest examples of towers on either side of the entrance 
to a well are flanking Raja Bir Singh Deo's Baoli at Sirol (Plate 552).
The majority of stepwells, however, have gateway pavilions above ground 
which clearly mark the entrance and the presence of an underground edifice. Such 
pavilions can either be domed, as for instance those belonging to the Dada Harir 
Vav at Ahmedabad (Plate 493), the Jethabhai Vav at Isanpur (Plate 553), and the 
Navalakhi Vav at Baroda, or they can be pyramidal, as exemplified by the 
JnanVav at Visavada (Plate 555), the Vikia Vav at Ghumli, and the Ganga Vav at 
Wadhwan (Plate 554). The Assi Khambha spiral-well in the fort at Gwalior has a 
large hall and a gateway resembling the shape of an iwan on its northern side 
(Plate 556), and the sacred Sikh well at Goindwal is entered through a pavilion
64When Henry Cousens surveyed Patan in 1887, one pillar o f the torana was still in place 
(Mankodi, 1991, pp. 30, 44).
65Meister & Dhaky, 1986, p. 156.
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resembling a miniature gurdwara with a large fluted dome (Plate 557). A 
particularly interesting example of a gateway to a covered stepwell resembling the 
shape of a lion is the Simhakinaru (Plate 499), in the compound of the 
Brhadisvara Temple at Gangainkondaeholapuram. The people descending to the 
well seem to pass between the legs of the lion, visualising the fact that the sacred 
bath in the well is equivalent with one's death and a new birth. The well was 
constructed by the Zamindar of Udaiyarpalaiyam66 who is also believed to have 
been the donor of two similar lion gateways leading to the water of kundas at 
Tiruvamiamalai, discussed in Chapter Five.
Wells are found all over India, Nepal and Sri Lanka, and still continue to be built 
today. They fall into various sub-groups, and have developed features both above 
and below ground level. Although art-historians have tended to concentrate 
mainly on stepwell architecture, there are many other sub-types of well 
monuments which show a high degree of elaboration, and artistic and technical 
ingenuity. Wells penetrate deep into the ground, and particularly stepwells and 
spiral-wells, with their multiple underground storeys and galleried corridors, are 
large subterranean edifices. Although the decorations of wells are usually related 
to the local temple architecture, the builders of wells faced entirely different 
problems from those building temples which stand free in space above the 
ground. The art of building wells evolved extensively over the ages, and wells 
could go deeper, have apartments spiralling around the well shaft or adjacent 
stepped corridors which became longer and wider. While wells in tanks or 
multiple wells are unusual, there are a few interesting exceptions. At Mandu, the 
Champa Baoii spiral-well is located close to the large Munj Talao which has 
further tanks and pools constructed in and next to it. At Kankroli, one of the




platforms protruding into the water of Rajasamand Lake contains a deep well fed 
by the lake, and an example of a multiple well is the Ath-Vav Nau-Kuam well at 
Halol in Gujarat, which has a central octagonal well shaft directly surrounded by 
sixteen smaller wells (Fig. 53).
Fig. 53: Halol, Ath-Vav (VIII) Nau Kuam (9) (drawing Gustav Widmann).
Because of increased water demand for industry and towns, the ground 
water table in many regions has dropped considerably, leaving, at least during 
certain periods of the year, many of the old wells dry. While some wells have 
been deepened, others were replaced by modem means of water provision. In 
remote regions and small villages, they are, however, still the predominant means 
to store and preserve water all year round.
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Chapter 7: ORNAMENTAL POOLS
I. Introduction
Ghats, tanks, kundas and wells are all found in religious, civic and private palace 
situations, and no type is restricted to any one context. Examples of ghats in 
connection with palaces and pleasure resorts have been discussed in the relevant 
chapter, for example some of those along the Ganges at Benares and on Ana 
Sagar Lake at Ajmer. In front of the Kaliyadeh Mahal near Ujjain the entire river 
has been divided into compartments integrating steps and pleasure pavilions. 
Several tanks discussed in Chapter Four were found in a royal context as for 
example the tanks of the Sarkej Rauza near Ahmedabad, and those in front of the 
City Palace at Bundi and the Mattancheri Palace at Cochin-Emakulam. The 
Kunda at Sabli is part of a royal pleasure garden, and also the palace at Patan in 
Nepal contains an important example of the risalit sub-group of kutidas. Also all 
sub-groups of wells have been constructed in palaces and gardens, and examples 
mentioned in Chapter Six include the Navalakhi Stepwell in the palace compound 
at Baroda, and the two spiral-wells in the palace-fort at Agra. Often, the climax of 
a type or of the development of a sub-group is to be found in palace architecture, 
where on a private level, more money was available for experimentation and 
extravagance. An example illustrating this point is the Kaliyadeh Mahal near 
Ujjain. While there are several examples where compartments were integrated 
into a lake or river, the dozen or so basins built into the river at the Kaliyadeh 
Mahal show the largest number and most complex stage of the development 
known to us. Moreover, spiral wells along trading routes usually penetrate only 
about two to three levels underground, while the baoli near the Akbari Mahal in 
the palace at Agra has the highest number of six subterranean levels. Furthermore,
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complicated traditional water structures were still built in palaces after the 
introduction of Western engineering techniques when, on a public level, such 
constructions had become uneconomical. This tendency may be exemplified by 
the elaborate spiral-well in the palace at Wankaner which was constructed in the 
early 1930s.
Water structures in palaces which stand in close connection with examples 
found in a religious context, or which represent a close continuation of tendencies 
in public water architecture, have been dealt with as part of their specific type of 
water structure. Tanks, the type found most widely spread over the entire Indian 
subcontinent and which exists in the largest number, however, took a particular 
development in private structures which is specific to palace, garden and pleasure 
architecture, and will be discussed in this chapter. This sub-group of tanks will be 
referred to as 'pools', because they are comparatively small and ornamental. 
Pleasure and bathing pools are found in palaces and gardens, and have been 
combined with a whole range of accessories such as fountains, cascades and water 
chutes, which are not usually found in water architectur e outside a private or royal 
context. It is interesting, however, that themes such as bridges leading to islands, 
water pavilions, basins next to larger water bodies and gateways to water, which 
have been encountered in connection with religious and civic tanks, also play an 
important role in palace and pleasure pools.
Pleasure and palace architecture is also the area where the influence of 
Islamic ideas and styles on the indigenous architecture is felt veiy early and 
clearly. When the Muslim rulers firmly established themselves in India in the late 
twelfth century, they first built residences and mosques, as signs of their victory 
and identity. An influence on Hindu and Jain temple architecture and religious 
and civic water structures becomes evident only in later periods. Not much 
survives of Indian palaces built before the arrival of Islam, and to get a clear idea 
of the indigenous palace and garden architecture, and to augment the scarce 
archaeological remains of earlier Hindu and Buddhist palaces we mainly rely on
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literary descriptions and paintings. The earliest surviving substantial remains of a 
palace are those of Firuz Shah Kotla (1354) at Delhi. An indigenous garden 
tradition existed in India before the arrival of Islam, but the Persian water garden 
was imported to the north of India by the Mughals. Islamic ideas and styles, 
however, did not develop in a vacuum, and both the indigenous Indian and the 
foreign Islamic traditions mutually influenced each other in an active and fruitful 
exchange. The focus in this thesis lies mainly on the sacred domain of the Indie 
tradition, and less has been said about Islam. In this chapter on ornamental pools 
in palaces and gardens, however, there is much more cross-fertilisation, and the 
distinction between the traditions is much less clear. The palace structures and 
gardens are discussed not because they are Islamic, but because they are Indian 
architecture connected with water. Also in this chapter some mention will be 
made of hammams and mortuary baths, again an Islamic import, but their 
discussion will be kept to a minimum because of the comparative absence of 
adaptation occurring in this type. Although public hammams existed in the 
Muslim quarters of Indian cities, most of the surviving hot baths are private royal 
structures which were reserved for the king, his family, and high officials of the 
court.
Water structures relating to palace and garden architecture are a 
comparatively less neglected topic than the ghats, tanks, kundas, and wells of the 
previous chapters. Therefore, no separate chapters have been dedicated to the 
discussion of palace water structures and water gardens in Persia and India. The 
relevant existing studies have been listed and discussed in the Introductory 
Chapter and further ones are mentioned in the bibliography. The emphasis here 
will be placed on two points; first, the changes the Persian paradise garden 
underwent in India, making it eventually a fusion of local Indian and imported 
Islamic ideas, and secondly the strong connections between water structures from 
the indigenous Indian religious traditions on the one side, and that of the imported 
secular palace and the religious car-bagh (cahar-bagh) traditions on the other.
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II. Water in Palaces and Gardens
The three main areas which will be dealt with in this chapter are gardens 
integrating water into their layout, residential palaces, and summer, pleasure or 
hunting resorts which were used by the royalty only during certain periods of the 
year and which include water structures. Although the three areas will be 
introduced separately, summarising their development and providing examples of 
each of them, the groups are closely related and overlap to a considerable amount. 
Therefore, this distinction will not be continued in the following sections III-VI, 
which will discuss themes in water architecture which run through and combine 
garden, pleasure and palace architecture.
1. Water Gardens
India, Nepal and Sri Lanka have long-standing traditions of gardens, parks and 
groves, many of which needed some form of artificial irrigation. The Indian 
Buddhists were great gardeners, and King Asoka had gardens with water pools 
and shaded walks laid out in the third century BC, which were described by 
Megasthenes, when ambassador at the Mauiyan court1. These ancient gardens 
were probably quite informal and contained indigenous trees and shrubs. The 
planting of trees was seen as an act of piety creating religious merit. Such gardens 
surrounded temples and monasteries and provided space and peace for 
contemplation and meditation, and accorded with the Buddhist love for nature, 
and their desire to establish a harmonious relationship with her. According to 
C.M. Villiers Stuart, such Buddhist gardens could still be seen early in this 
century in the Lanoli Grove beyond Khandalla on the railway line between 
Bombay and Poona, Maharashtra, and at Chembur on the island of Trombay
1J. Lehrman, 1980, Earthly Paradise: Garden and Courtyard in Islam, p. 139; E.B. Moynihan, 
1980, Paradise as a Garden: In Persia and M ughal India, p. 91.
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opposite Salsette2. Also at Venuvana, a part of Rajgir, an ancient Buddhist garden 
survives in which the Buddha and Mahavira are said to have meditated. Similarly 
Hindus have been maintaining gardens with flowers and blossoming trees around 
their houses and temples for many centuies because the offering of flowers is an 
essential part of Hindu temple ritual. Particularly for the south of India, Hindu 
epics and temple histories provide ample accounts of temple gardens often located 
near springs and rivers, which supplied the temples with flowers and brought a 
source of income to the temples. Some of the grandest accounts describe the 
flower gardens at Chidambaram and Tanjore, and a garden in the compound of 
the Kanthimathi Nellaiyappar temple at Tirunelveli survives in a simplified form 
(Fig. 54). The practice of offering flowers, especially lotuses (Plate 558), is also 
common to the Buddhists, and in Sri Lanka temple altars have to be cleared of 
heaps of flowers several times a day. Gardens were also part of palaces and the 
large mansions of noblemen and merchants.
m m w i t  iiii,
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Fig. 54: Half plan of the temple at Tirunelveli with temple garden (left) 
(J. Fergusson, 1967, Vol. 1, p. 393).
Although we know from travellers' accounts, ancient literature and from 
paintings that ancient Indian gardens contained pools, fountains and springs, a
2C.M. Villiers Stuart, 1913, Gardens o f  the Great Mughals. p. 241.
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general belief prevails that the integration of artificial water-courses, and the 
division of the gardens into terraces and parterres of flowers were not known to 
Indian garden designers before the arrival of Islam3, In this respect it is interesting 
that according to J. Lehrman, gardens divided by paths into four regular sections 
did already exist in earlier south Indian Hindu temple gardens4. Moreover, at 
Sigiriya (Sigiriya) in Sri Lanka, formal water gardens divided by channels into 
geometric compartments, with terraces rising towards the rock canying the 
citadel, existed in the fifth century AD5 (Fig. 55, Plate 559). The walled gardens
m Bpulrter Wnt^r Body
Fountain — Underground Water 
• ‘ i  C o n d u i t
Fig. 55: Sigiriya, formal water garden below the citadel (UNESCO, 1993, 
p. 124).
were constructed by prince Kassapa during the reign of King Dhatusena I (459- 
477 AD). There are water gardens, cave gardens, boulder gardens, and terraced 
gardens on the base and on top of the large rock. The main water garden to the 
west of the rock was constructed on a prominent east-west axis. It contains 
oriented water channels and ornamental pools with fountains (Plate 560)6, and is 
one of the earliest known examples of the quartered garden, a type which in art-
3N. Titley & Wood, F., 1991, Oriental Gardens, p. 46.
4Lehrman, 1980, p. 139.
5UNESCO, 1993, The Cultural Triangle o f  Sri Lanka, p. 112; R.H. Dc Silva, 1976, Sigiriya.
pp. 1, 6.
6During the rainy season the fifth century fountains still function to this day.
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historical writing has been closely and almost exclusively associated with Islam in 
general, and Persia in particular.
Although the concept of the Islamic car-bagh was highly developed in 
Persia, its origins are older than the Persian empire, and references to a garden 
intersected by four rivers originating in its centre are already found in the Book of 
Genesis (First Book of Moses 2, 10-14). When Islam spread to India in the late 
twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, this type of garden was almost certainly 
brought to India from Persia7. It was, however, during the Mughal reign, starting 
with Babur in the sixteenth century, that it was either reintroduced or invigorated 
more strongly. In this initial period, the Mughal gardens were almost purely 
Persian, and only during the latter part of the sixteenth and the seventeenth 
centuries, was this type of garden transformed into something distinctly Mughal 
and Indian by adapting to the local climate and landscape.
The prototypical plan of the Persian car-bagh is flat because it was 
developed on the Iranian plateau, although in the area of Shiraz (Shirazi) 
bordering hills, terraced gardens with small waterfalls did exist. In places where 
there is no natural slope, a slight gradient had to be created artificially to ensure a 
flow of water. In Persia, car-baghs are usually square or rectangular and 
surrounded by high walls, which protect the gardens against the winds, the dust, 
and the animals of the surrounding desert. Through these walls, the car-baghs are 
private and protected spaces, entirely inward-looking green oases of perfect peace 
which shield off the exterior world. They were not perceived as displays of 
power8. The design of the car-baghs is strictly geometric and in their most basic 
form, two water channels cross at right angles in the centre of the garden, dividing 
it into four quarters. This quadripartite shape gave the gardens their name 'car- 
bagli, 'the four-fold garden'. The channels represent the four rivers of life and the 
meeting or union of man with God, and stand for fertility and timelessness9. In
7Titley & Wood, 1991, p. 46.
8Moynihan, 1980, p. 123.
9S. Crowe & S. Haywood, 1972, The Gardens ofM ughul India: A  H istory and a Guide, p. 17; 
Lehman, 1980, p. 59.
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the gardens, the water channels are both the symbolic and the physical source of 
life and growth. The solidity of the stone channels and architecture are 
counterbalanced by the fluidity of the water and the organic shapes of the plants 
covering the regular plots of land. Already in Persia, variations developed on this 
basic plan, and many gardens are more oblong with a main central water channel 
crossed at right angles by several smaller water courses or walks, and with 
pavilions set at the points of intersection. The water channels are usually slightly 
raised above the surrounding ground to irrigate the sunken parterres. The Qur’an 
describes paradise as a lush garden, which it refers to by various names10. One 
which is frequently used, is 'firdaud (Arabic), which derived from 'paridaezd, the 
old Avestan word for an enclosure, a garden, or a park, used by the Sasanian 
kings of Persia to describe their gardens11. From this word also the Greek 
paradeisoi and the Latin paradisiis originate which in English became ’paradise’. 
Car-baghs axe formalised versions of this idea of paradise.
In Mughal India, this form of garden was enriched and developed in a 
distinct way, particularly during the latter part of the sixteenth and the early 
seventeenth centuries, by adapting to the local climate, landscape and availability 
of water. The earliest car-baghs in India were built on the plains, where the 
gardens were still flat and very close to their Persian antecedents because they 
were located in a similar environment. They are walled and have prominent 
gateways facing the four cardinal points of direction. Probably the earliest 
Mughal garden is Babur’s Ram Bagh, originally called the Aram Bagh (Garden of 
Rest) laid out in the early sixteenth century at Agra. An innovation which is 
visible at this early stage and which was further developed in subsequent gardens, 
is that although the garden is predominantly inward looking, it borders the river
10The image of paradise as a garden can already be encountered in the Epic of Gilgamesh which 
dates from 2700 BC (E. Clark, 1996, Under Which R ivers Flow: The Sym bolism  o f  the Islamic 
Garden, p. 9).
l lT. Leisten in H. Forkl, H. Kalter, T. Leisten & M. Pavaloi (eds.), 1994, Die Garten des Islam. 
p. 47; Moynihan, 1980, p. 99; M. Alemi in A. Petruccioli (ed.), 1995, D er Islamische Garten: 
Architektur, Natur, Landschaft. p. 39.
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Yamuna, and a terrace with pavilions overlooks the water and opens the garden 
towards the outer world.
The most pronounced differences in the design of the water garden, 
however, took place after Akbar's conquest of Kashmir in 1586. In Kashmir, a 
region which is characterised by abundance of water and greenery, water did not 
have to be lifted up from wells or rivers. The hilly area around Lake Dal, close to 
the capital of Srinagar (Srinagar), is dotted with mountain springs and streams 
which were led through artificial channels to descend from one garden terrace to 
the next, utilising the pressure of the spring and the gradation of the terrain to 
move the water and to supply numerous fountains. While fountains were already 
known in the Persian garden, there were relatively few, because the pressure of 
the water was not high enough; but in Kashmir, where the water pressure was 
raised because the water descended the hill sites with much pressure, the number 
of fountain jets readily increased in number.
Because many gardens were built into the hills bordering or overlooking 
Lake Dal, they were stepped, and had at least three terraces (Fig. 56). With the 
creation of various levels in the gardens, distinct functions were given to specific 
terraces. In gardens with three levels the lowest terrace was used for public 
receptions and to welcome visitors (divan-i am), while the second level was 
private and reserved for men of the court (divaii-i kb as). The highest terrace was 
the zenana (Arabic: zanana) or haram, the area dedicated to the women of the 
royal household. As such, the gardens followed the same formal layout as the 
palaces, in which a strict separation between public and private domains, and 
between male and female quarters was set up. Gardens divided into seven terraces 
are said to refer to the seven planets, those into eight have been interpreted with a 
view to the eight fold division of the Qur’an12, and the largest existing number of 
twelve terraces, to be found in the Nishat Bagh at Lake Dal, is believed to refer to 
the twelve signs of the zodiac (Fig. 57 a)13.
12Crowe & Haywood, 1972, p. 20.
l3Lehrman, 1980, p. 142
Fig. 56: Kashmir, Shalimar Bagh with four terraces (A. Petruccioli, 1995, p. 258).
Although the Mughal gardens in Kashmir continued to be surrounded by 
walls, they were opened up and, at least on the bottom where most of the gardens 
border Lake Dal, they were allowed to merge with the natural landscape. The 
view over the lake when looking down, and into the mountains when looking up 
from the lake, added to the long vistas and the splendour of the designs, and 
enriched the carefully designed geometrical gardens with dramatic natural 
backdrops.
The walled and inward looking gardens of the plains usually had gateways 
called darvaza or naqgarkhana (drum house)14 in the centre of their four sides, but 
also in the more open layout in Kashmir, there are strong references to gateways. 
There is a bridge which functions as a gateway to the Nishat Bagh, and separates 
Lake Dal from an inner lake bordering the garden (Plate 561). A large free­
standing pointed entrance gateway at the edge of the water, facing Lake Dal, was 
erected in the Cashma Shahl garden (Plate 562), where a pavilion constructed in
14G. Bailey in A. Petruccioli (ed.), 1997, Gardens in the Time o f  the Great Muslim Empires: 
Theory and Design, p. 130.
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the shape of a bridge or gateway across a water channel, makes further reference 
to water gateways. A similar pavilion was constructed over a channel at Achabal 
(Plate 563), and a further example existed over the triple arched entrance to the 
large octagonal pool at Yemag (Fig. 57 b)15. Such gates and bridges could be 
interpreted as gateways to paradise.
■ .  o » \ \ ' v  ' j :  '■
' \ " . -, \  ' ' \  "
Fig. 57: Nishat Bagh with twelve terraces (a), and the garden at Vemag (b) 
(A. Petruccioli, 1995, pp. 253, 252).
Later on, the tendency to open up the gardens was developed even further 
under the Rajput rulers with their strong feeling for picturesque settings. In the 
artificial Maota Lake in front of Amber Palace, an artificial island carrying a car- 
bagh with three terraces was constructed. Here, a wall remains along the shoit
15Although today only the arched openings remain, a drawing by Captain Knight, published in 
1863, shows the original construction above the entrance (Crowe & Haywood, 1972, p. 112.).
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south side on the highest level of the garden, and the three other sides only have 
low delicate fences to prevent people from falling into the surrounding lake. 
While Persian gardens tried to shield off a hostile dry desert area, this garden, 
bordered by water on all four sides and only reached by a causeway from the 
south, has gone to the opposite extreme. The openness of the unprotected garden, 
easily visible from the border of the lake and the fort, stands in marked contrast to 
the strongly fortified garh-p&lace on top of the hill which is typical of Rajput 
palace-forts, and expresses a fusion of Rajput with Mughal ideas of planning.
A further departure from the traditional Persian ideal can be seen in the 
width of the channels running through the car-baghs. While early examples such 
as the Ram Bagh at Agra (Plate 565), the formal water gardens at the tomb of 
Humayun at Delhi (1565-73) (Plate 564) and that of Akbar at Sikandra (1605-12), 
Uttar Pradesh, still have narrow channels, those at Vemag and in the Shalimar 
Bagh, both early seventeenth-century gardens in Kashmir, like the channels in the 
Hayat Bakhsh Bagh at Delhi (Plate 566) and those in the tomb garden of the Taj 
Mahal at Agra (1631-52) (Plate 567) and at Safdar Jahg's Tomb (1753-4) at 
Delhi, have wider channels. Although the geometric and cross-shaped layout of 
the gardens continued, increasing emphasis was laid on the use of water during 
the Mughal Period. Although water pavilions are already found in Persian car- 
baghs, their number and importance increased in Mughal India, while other 
features, such as cool underground rooms, ceased to exist in the gardens16.
The Kashmiri water gardens were built for summer enjoyment and as 
pleasure gardens, although the Mughal emperors often spent several months there, 
until the beginning of winter in Kashmir17. There are two more types of gardens 
built by the Mughals, the first being residential or palace gardens situated mainly 
in the Indian plains. These garden palaces were the official seat of the emperors,
16Crowe & Haywood, 1972, p. 45.
17J.L. Wescoat points out that particularly early Mughal gardens also played an important 
imperial role in the expansion and control o f the territory by providing places for military 
encampments. They were also important political metaphors o f an organised and well structured 
empire (Wesoat in Petruccioli, 1997, p. 187).
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and will be discussed in the following section on palaces. The last group of car- 
baghs are associated with tombs, and it was one of the most important innovations 
of the Mughals to create tomb gardens, which were not Persian in origin. The 
tomb gardens return to an earlier version of the Persian paradise garden, which 
has no terraces and only a slight slope to prevent the water from stagnating in the 
channels. The walled tomb gardens are square and divided into four large plots, 
which were further subdivided by channels and paths. Earlier tombs such as that 
of Sultan Ghari (1231), Ghiyas-ud-dln Tughluq (1320) and Sikander Lodi (1517) 
were already set into fortified enclosures, but it is only in Isa Khan’s tomb (1547), 
at Delhi, that a garden is added to surround the tomb. This set the stage for 
Humayun's tomb (completed in 1573) at Delhi, which is the first tomb located at 
the centre of a formal car-baghl&. As a rule the tombs are always located at the 
centre of the gardens, above the crossing of the four main channels19. This place 
is the source of the four rivers of life, and has therefore been equated with the 
source of eternal life or with immortality, which the deceased is meant to have 
gained by entering paradise, symbolically represented by the garden. An 
exception to this rule is the Taj Mahal which was sited on a terrace at the northern 
end of its garden overlooking the Yamuna River20. This continues the tendency to 
open up vistas and to juxtapose the man-made geometry of the tomb garden with 
the free flow of an unbound river. Many of the tombs and gardens of Mughal 
India were laid out by princes and noblemen during their lifetimes, and used as 
pleasure grounds. The tomb buildings provided space for banquets and feasts, and 
some are also said to have been used as institutions of religious teaching. When 
the pleasure grounds were tuned into tomb gardens, they became public places.
1SG.H.R., Tillotson, 1990(a), M ughal India, p. 48.
19The earliest surviving example o f this centralised plan is the garden around Humayun’s Tomb
at Delhi. E. Koch suggests, however, that there must have been earlier versions o f this
arrangement, if  not in funerary then in residential garden architecture (Koch in Petruccioli, 1997,
p. 143).
20According to E. Koch, the antecedent of this arrangement is to be found in the residential 
garden arrangements of the Mughals which were usually laid out on a rectangular plan (Koch in 
Petruccioli, 1997, pp. 142, 144).
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Although there are many studies and books on water gardens in India, the 
emphasis has always been placed on the northern regions in general, and Kashmir 
in particular. Northern India is undoubtedly the cradle of the Mughal garden, and 
Kashmir the region where it found its distinct development and unique shape. It 
is, however, wrong to assume that only in this part of India, and only during the 
Mughal period, were gardens of this type designed and maintained. A separate 
detailed study would be needed to convey a comprehensive picture of the history 
of Mughal gardens in later periods and in southern regions which have been 
neglected almost entirely. In this thesis, only a few examples should be mentioned 
to indicate the wide-ranging importance of formal gardens outside the northern 
area.
With the weakening of the Mughal empire during the late seventeenth and 
the eighteenth century, many craftsmen and artists lost their work and went to the 
regional Rajput and the Deccani courts to seek employment. For the painters of 
the Mughal atelier this process has been well documented, but the skills of garden 
designers and architects, were also appreciated by the Rajput rulers21. In the 
seventeenth century the Anand Mahal Gardens were laid out behind the Rai 
Pravln Mahal at Orchlia, and during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
pleasure gardens and islands were constructed at Udaipur. In the eighteenth 
century, the Jat rulers of Bharatpur started building a garden palace at Dig (Plate 
569), and the Sisodia Ram Mahal gardens were planted near Jaipur (Plate 570). 
Dating from the early nineteenth century is the Vidyadhar Bagh nearby, and also 
many formal gardens at Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, were laid out during this 
century. But also further south, formal gardens in the Islamic car-bagh tradition 
existed. In the early seventeenth centuiy, water gardens with tanks on various 
terraced levels were laid out at Chandragiri but the remains are overgrown and in 
a bad state of preservation. During the Adil Shah! Dynasty, water gardens were 
created at Bijapur, behind the Dam of the Ram Ling Tank and at Kumatgi.
21Crowe & Haywood, 1972, p. 54.
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Although Aurangzeb was not particularly interested in painting and architecture, 
he had a tomb and garden built for his wife at Aurangabad (Aparanta), 
Maharashtra, in 1678 (Plate 568). Several car-baghs, dating from the eighteenth 
century, were laid out by Haidar 'All and Tipu Sultan at Srirangapatnam (also 
known as Seringapatam), near Mysore in Karnataka. While nothing survives of 
Haidar 'All's famous Lai Bagh, the Dariya Daulat Bagh (1784), the Garden of the 
Wealth of the Sea, at the Summer Palace of Tipu Sultan, and the later Lai Bagh 
(which was laid out in 1784, and which contains the Gumbaz (1799), the tomb of 
Haidar and Tipu), remain in a good condition. Haidar also had water gardens laid 
out in the hills at Melkote (Bednor) also in Karnataka.
With the increasing influence of the British in India, garden design was 
more and more influenced by European ideas, and predominantly by the style of 
the English landscape garden, which is very different from the formal Mughal 
gardens, by being natural and by merging with the surrounding landscape. The 
Lai Bagh at Bangalore, Karnataka, which was started by Haidar 'All and enlarged 
by Tipu Sultan, was later converted into a botanical garden with a spacious glass­
house by the British22. The car-bagh tradition did, however, continue on a small 
scale. Mughal-style formal gardens were designed by Edwin Lutyens around the 
Viceroy’s House (Rastrapati Bhavan) in New Delhi, which was completed in 
1929, and in the early 1930s the Brindavan Gardens23 were laid out behind the 
Krsna Sagar Dam near Mysore (Plate 571). Also in modern architecture, there are 
frequent references to the tradition of formal gardens, as for example in the Hotel 
Mughal Sheraton, constructed at Agra in 1974-77, where the disposition of the 
hotel buildings creates a four-fold division and four secluded garden courtyards24. 
Moreover, the design of the architectural office, Sangath, constructed by B.V. 
Doshi at Ahmedabad (1979-80), integrates terraces and water channels into its 
layout.
22D.V., Gundappa, no date, A ll A bout M ysore, pp. 17, 116.
23'Rashtrapati Bhavan' and 'Brindavan Gardens’ are the common modem ways of spelling the 
names,
24Haus der Kulturen der Welt, 1991, Vistara: D ie Architektur Indiens. p. 146.
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2. Palaces and Water Architecture
Palaces in South Asia are often located near water which makes them more easily 
defensible, visualises the cleft between the ordinary public space and the private 
palace, and sets them into a more picturesque setting. A further reason for the 
location of residences by large sheets of water is that the winds blowing over the 
water surface are moistened and cooled, acting as an air conditioning system for 
the buildings adjacent to them. The water surface mirrors the mighty fasades of 
the palaces and reflects light onto them, which makes them seem grander. Palaces 
may be situated along rivers, as for example Akbar’s palace-fort at Allahabad 
(commenced in 1583) which was constructed close to the sacred confluence of 
Ganges and Yamuna (Plate 572). Further Mughal palaces were built along the 
Yamuna at Agra (1565) and later at Delhi (commenced in 1639). The princely 
houses of Bharatpur, Jaipur and Gwalior had residences constructed on the 
Yamuna at Vrindavan, and the river front in Benares has been shaped almost 
more strongly by its many palaces than by temples. Under British rule, the 
religious pilgrimage site of Benares developed into an important trading centre, 
and kings, maharajas and noblemen had their residences constructed overlooking 
the sacred river Ganges. Although the citadel at Mandu is not directly located on a 
river, there is a stoiy about Queen Rupamati who used to come to her pavilion at 
the southern end of the ridge, to take darsana of the sacred River Narmada, which 
can be seen from the top of the pavilion on clear days25.
Other palaces were constructed at lakes and large artificial tanks, which 
also served as their water supply. In many cases, the lakes are on the main axis of 
approach, situated in front and below the citadels. Examples are Amber Fort 
above the Maota Lake, the City Palace at Bundi overlooking the Naval Sagar, and 
the citadel at Raichur, located above the large Am Talao. This layout is typical of 
Rajput palaces, and demonstrates a strong feeling for a picturesque aesthetic. In
25D.R. Patil, 1992, Mandu. p. 51.
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other cases, the palaces are also situated at lakes and tanks, but these are not found 
on the main approach to them, but lie behind them. From the edge of the water, 
the palaces are still mirrored on the water, but the experience is clearly different 
from the sites mentioned above. Examples illustrating this point are the City 
Palaces at Alwar and Udaipur (Plate 573), and the palace at Datia. In other cases, 
smaller lakes and tanks are found in front of the main or various palace buildings 
within a large fort, and are only visible after having entered the walled enclosure. 
This arrangement may be seen in Kalinjar Fort where Raja Man Singh’s Palace 
overlooks the Kot Tlrth, in Raigarh with its citadel on Ganga Sagar Lake, and at 
Chandragiri, with the Koneru Tank located in front of the Raja Mahal.
Frequently, islands were constructed reaching out into the water of large 
tanks which are part of the palaces and often carry pleasure gardens and pavilions. 
At Mandu, a large island carrying a pleasure palace, two lotus pools and a kuiida, 
was constructed in the north-western comer of the Munj Talao, reached by a 
causeway in the centre of the northern side (Plate 574). It is interesting that a 
single free-standing gateway faces the water on the eastern side of the island, and 
makes reference to religious traditions discussed in previous chapters. A further 
smaller island at Mandu, carrying an octagonal pavilion, projects into the water of 
the Kapur Talao. An island in front of Amber Fort has already been mentioned 
(Plate 575), and the Rupa-Larik and the Sona-Lank (the silver and the golden 
Island) are two fifteenth-century artificial islands carrying pavilions in Lake Dal, 
Kashmir.
There are also examples where palaces were constmcted on islands in 
lakes, such as the Jal Mahal (Water Palace) outside Jaipur, which allegedly was 
reached by a causeway26 (Plate 576). The palace was constmcted by Man Singh I, 
one of Akbar's generals, and added to by successors. At Ahmadnagar, the Farah 
Bakhsh Palace, also known as Feria Bagh, is located on an island in the circa 220
26India Tourism Development Corporation, 1975, Guide to Rajasthan, p. 90.
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metres square artificial water tank. A circa 300 metres long bridge leads to the 
square island in the centre of the tank. The palace was completed in 1574 and is 
surrounded by a garden with water basins. The large open fagades on all four 
sides of the palace barahdari admit a cool breeze to the palace apartments27. A 
smaller version of this idea may be seen close to Datia on the road from Gwalior. 
The Kaliyadeh Mahal north of Ujjain is located on a small island in the Sipra 
River and is reached by a wide bridge in the south-west of the island. At Orchha, 
a much larger island, situated in a bend of the Betwa River and approached by a 
bridge from the west, carries several palaces and gardens. Although they are not 
literally islands surrounded entirely by water, a similar situation exists at Dig and 
Mandu. The garden palace at Dig is located between the large Gopal and the Rup 
Sagar. Similarly, the late fifteenth-century Jahaz Mahal (Ship Palace) at Mandu 
was constructed on a thin strip of land bordered by the Mufij and the Kapur 
Talaos, and conveys the feeling of an island location. Smaller versions of this idea 
may be seen in the small pleasure palace built on the upper dam in the Sagar Tank 
in the north-west of Jaigarh (Jaigarh) (Plate 577), and at Amber itself, where the 
Dil-i-Aram pleasure garden with its pavilions is laid out on the dam of the Maota 
Lake.
In other cases, palaces were directly constructed in the middle of tanks or 
lakes or cover natural islands so thoroughly that they convey the feeling of a 
palace floating on the water. Padminl's Palace at Chitorgarh, constructed in the 
large tank to the north of Blum's Palace on shore, dates from 1880 AD but is 
believed to have replaced an earlier version of a water palace constructed in about 
1300 AD28 (Plate 578). The idea of a Rajput pleasure palace set in water was 
further developed during the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries in Udaipur. 
Lake Pichola which is overlooked by the mighty City Palace, the residence of the 
rulers of Udaipur, is dotted with water palaces and islands carrying pavilions and
270 . Reuther, 1925, Indische Palaste und Wohnhauser. pp. 76-77.
28G.H.R. Tillotson, 1987, The Rajput Palaces: The Developm ent o f  an Architectural Style, 1450- 
1750. p. 40.
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smaller palaces. The largest water palace is the originally eighteenth-century Jag 
Nivas (today the Lake Palace Hotel), which entirely covers a natural island, 
contains gardens with fountains and pools, and seems to float on the lake (Plate 
579). A further interesting example is the early seventeenth-century Jag Mandir in 
the southern part of the lake (Plate 580).
There exists a mutual relationship between gardens and palaces, since 
there is practically no palace without courtyards, gardens and open spaces. 
Although there are references to palace gardens from as early as the third century 
BC, we have no uninterrupted record of Indian palace gardens. In the Indian 
climate where shelter only has to be provided against intruders, the strong sun, 
rain and wind, but not so much against the cold, people lived very much in the 
open, and shaded places were created by awnings and parasols in courtyards and 
on terraces. Even where proper rooms or pavilions exist, they usually admit a lot 
of light and air and the borders between inside and outside are often fluid. 
Gardens are open-air rooms in which often expensive materials such as marble 
inlaid with precious stones and delicate ornamentation, showing the highest 
degree of craftsmanship, were employed. Mughal palaces are particularly good 
examples of the close relationship between palaces and gardens. They typically 
consist of a line of rectangular, single-storeyed, marble pavilions formally 
disposed in a line and connected by gardens. They are protected by a detached 
fortification wall. The pavilions are usually raised on a terrace overlooking a 
river, and show a strong feeling for the site, an aspect which is equally striking in 
the Mughal gardens in Kashmir. Rajput palaces, which usually consist of a 
continuous range of irregularly shaped structures disposed informally, and raised 
on a hill top, also contain palace gardens and green courtyards. Examples of such 
palace gardens may be seen in the City Palaces at Udaipur and Jaipur. Through 
their raised and picturesque location, Rajput palaces usually offer stunning views
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in the surrounding landscape which were enjoyed from roof-top terraces and 
ornate jharoklias.
An interesting juxtaposition of Mughal exactness and the Rajput feeling 
for the picturesque29 may be seen in the Mohan Ban located on an island in front 
of the palace fort at Amber. There are further examples of interesting and fruitful 
combinations of Mughal and Rajput traditions of water architecture in later 
palaces. During the pre-Mughal period, large tanks were predominantly used for 
leisure and enjoyment, and many Rajput palaces overlook such reservoirs, while 
the Mughals established formalised gardens to rest and socialise. The protected 
walled Mughal gardens expressed a Persian adaptation to the geography of desert 
areas and an adverse climate of dust-loaded winds, while the Indian tanks, which 
generate cool air, were a response to the local heat. Particularly with the decline
Site plan of palacl-coa\pllx, dig
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Fig. 58: Dig, plan of the garden palace (M.C. Joshi, 1971, plate 9).
of the Mughal dynasty and the rise of local Rajput chieftains who took on artists 
and architects from the Muslim court, fusions of the two distinct traditions of
29For a more detailed comparison between Rajput and Mughal planning and aesthetics see 
G.H.R. Tillotson, 1987, and 1990(b) 'The Rajput Aesthetic: Ideals in Rajput Palace Design, 
1450-1750'.
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gardens and reservoirs were created. An example is the pleasure palace at Dig, 
which consists of a formal garden with pavilions disposed between two large 
tanks (Fig. 58). There are also other features in the formal garden at Dig which 
refer to Hindu traditions which will be discussed later in the chapter. A similar 
juxtaposition is also evident in several of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
garden residences located outside Benares30. While nineteenth-century maps show 
large gardens surrounding Benares, the city's expansion during recent years has
b
Fig. 59: Garden palaces with formal gardens and large water basins at Ramnagar 
(a) and Salarpur (b) (P.D. Coute & J.M. Leger, 1989, pp. 102, 84-5).
30P.D., Coute & J.M. Leger (eds.), 1989, Benares: Un voyage d'architecture - An Architectural 
Voyage, p. 99.
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changed much of its previous layout. The garden palaces were built by wealthy 
merchants and the maharajas of Benares who also owned ha veils in the town, and 
used the garden residences as cool and peaceful pleasure resorts during the hot 
season. A well preserved example is the Ram Bagh at Ramnagar (Ramnagar), and 
the garden at Salarpur on the Pancakrosi Road, which both have extensive formal 
car-baghs bordering large square tanks surrounded by ghats (Fig. 59).
Several of the gardens and residences mentioned above were pleasure 
grounds and only used during certain periods of the year as retreats from the heat 
and noise of the Indian plains or large cities. We are left with many written 
accounts of courtly entertainments that took place in the palaces and pleasure 
gardens. This frequently involved the lighting of candles or lamps around water 
basins and large lakes, a practice also common to Hindu religious festivals. On 
one of Jahangir's visits to Mandu, lanterns and lamps were lit all around the lakes 
and their reflection conveyed the illusion that the lake was on fire31. Lights were 
also placed to surround the lake at Fatehpur Sikri on royal festivals32. On other 
occasions the royalty and their guests went on boat trips to the palaces in Lake 
Pichola at Udaipur, and also the Katora Hauz (1560) at Golconda, which is said to 
be the largest masonry tank in the world33, was used by Ibrahim Qutb Shah for 
boating excursions34. The tank is entered through a gateway and has a small 
central platform. The large tank of the Sarkej Rauza outside Ahmedabad, which is 
believed to have been surrounded by extensive gardens, was used for water 
spectacles and the performance of mock sea battles35. A nineteenth-century 
photograph taken at the octagonal pool in the Kashmiri garden at Vemag shows a 
wooden raft and constructions around the pool decorated with hundreds of oil
31G. Michell, 1994, The R oyal Palaces o f  India, p. 57.
32A. Petruccioli, 1988, La Citta d el Sole e delle Acque: Fatehpur Skri. p. 55.
33P. Davies, 1989 (a), The Penguin Guide to the Monuments o f  India: Islamic, Rajput, European. 
(Vol. 2), p. 467.
34Comraercial Book Centre, no date, Golconda Fort&  Qutab Shahi Tombs, p. 20.
35fC. Herdeg, 1990, Formal Structure in Indian Architecture, p. 24.
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lamps (Plate 582)36. Boat processions took place as part of the Gahgaur Festival 
on Lake Pichola, and court Paintings from Udaipur depict the floating lights and 
the grand fireworks around the lake on this occasion (Plate 583). Courtly 
celebrations also took place in the gardens and palaces at holi, the Hindu spring 
festival, and the main courtyard of the City Palace at Alwar, and a subterranean 
chamber in the Man Mandir at Gwalior (Plate 581), contain so called 'Holi Pools', 
used during the celebration of this festival. The festivities also often included 
displays of fireworks, preferably over large sheets of water mirroring the colours 
and lights.
Also widespread in India and Nepal were hunting resorts. These spacious 
areas were situated outside the cities and usually included wooded areas and 
lakes, housing wild animals for hunting and fishing. Most of them had pavilions 
or hunting lodges constructed in certain parts which could be used for picnics, by 
the women of the court, or to spend the night37. The earliest surviving examples 
of such pavilions date from the time of Firuz Shah Tughluq, and were erected in 
the Delhi area. Also the area around the large Katora Tal at Jaipur38, and the areas 
known as Cakiya and Sikarganj near Benares39 were former hunting grounds. 
Probably the most extensive and well preserved remains of a hunting resort 
survive at Kumatgi east of Bijapur on the shore of a large dammed reservoir. The 
buildings date from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and were used by the 
court of Bijapur and its nobles. A row of four water pavilions set in or next to 
water tanks, strung in a line parallel to the high dam, survive at the site. In the 
pavilion furthest to the south are fresco paintings showing hunting scenes and an 
antecedent of polo40. In Nepal, hunting resorts existed for example in the Terrai 
region to the south, and in the Gokama Ban, also called the King's Forest, north 
of Kathmandu.
36Titley & Wood, 1991, p. 59, fig. 40 [The British Library IOL 94/1].
37MicheIl, 1994, p. 60.
38Tillotson, 1987, p. 179.
39Coute & Leger, 1989, p. 100.
40H. Cousens, 1889, Bijapur: The O ld Capital o f  the A d il Shahi Kings. A  Guide to its  Ruins with 
H istorical Outline, p. 77.
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III. Ornamental Pools
Although large tanks have been discussed in connection with car-baghs in the 
previous section, these are by no means common and constitute a late stage and a 
combination of Mughal and Hindu ideas. Its is typical of palaces, gardens and 
pleasure resorts to integrate small and often beautifully decorated and ornamented 
pools into their layouts. These pools vary in size and in degree of elaboration. 
Because large sections of Indian palaces are open to the air, most pools are found 
outside and relatively few are located within pavilions, porches or properly 
enclosed rooms.
Many palaces have small and plain pools which are either square or 
rectangular41, about one metre deep, made of plaster or restored in concrete, and 
without any decorations. It has to be assumed that such pools were probably either 
clad in marble or another stone, which was destroyed or removed over the 
centuries. Examples may be seen in the courtyard of the zenana enclosure in the 
palace at Amber, in the zenana area of the fort at Golconda (Rani Mahals), and in 
front of the Vikram Mandir at Gwalior. A similar square plain pool in front of a 
raised platform in the main courtyard of the Raj Mahal at Orchha is said to have 
been used to fan cool air, moisturised with water, towards the Maharaja seated on 
the platform (Plate 584).
Other, slightly larger examples which are stone clad but without 
ornamentation seem to have been intended to be plain. This is the case with the 
square red sandstone pool in the Dlvan-i-Am quarters of the palace at Agra, the 
square Holi Kund (circa 1793) in the main courtyard of the City Palace at Alwar, 
and the shallow rectangular pool inside the early sixteenth-century Kus Mahal in
41It is interesting to notice that Indian pools are generally quite simple in their overall shape and 
follow clear geometrical patterns, such as circles, squares, octagons or rectangles. According to 
D.N. Wilber (1962, Persian Gardens & Garden Pavilions; fig. 12), pools in Persian gardens and 
palaces frequently are far more complicated and irregularly shaped.
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the citadel at Warangal, Andhra Pradesh (Plate 585). Although the design of the 
Kus Mahal, the audience hall of Shitab Khan, was modelled on the Hindola 
Mahal (1425) at Mandu, the latter does not contain a bath. Pools inside buildings 
are, however, more commonly octagonal in shape, as for example those inside 
several water pavilions at Kumatgi, those inside the palace buildings north east of 
the Ran! Mahal at Golconda (Plate 586), and the Holi Kund in the subterranean 
apartments of the Man Mandir at Gwalior. Other pools are plain but impress 
through the organic curves of their low side walls, their smoothness and the high 
polish of the stone. This type is exemplified by the pool inside the Ban Mahal 
(Plate 587) next to the raised Amar Vilas (Eternal Pleasure) courtyard, and that 
inside the Candra Mahal (Plate 588), both located in the City Palace of Udaipur. 
The latter example was fitted between four pillars supporting the roof at the 
centre of the room. A similar arrangement of four columns and a bath fitted 
between may also be seen in the throughfare from the first to the second courtyard 
in the Raj Mahal at Orchha, although the sides of this pool are more rigid and 
angular (Plate 589).
Some ornamental pools have designs which are slightly reminiscent of 
kundas, discussed in Chapter Five. Reference is usually made to the pyramidal 
step formations typical of the kundas. A small square pool in the formal garden 
south of the Kesar Kasturi Mahal at Mandu has one triangular block of steps, each 
containing an arched niche, in the centre of its four sides (Plate 590). A larger 
version, where some of the pyramidal blocks of steps contain three small triple 
niches, was constructed in the northern courtyard of the elevated palace of Baz 
Bahadur, also at Mandu (Plate 591). The northern and eastern sides of the court 
were furnished with open arcades, and open up the view into the surrounding 
countryside. An example of a palace pool with pyramidal sets of stairs in the 
centre of all four sides which penetrated deeper into the ground, may be seen in 
the centre of the small car-bagh east of the Citra Mahal in the City Palace at 
Bundi. On top of the sets of steps are four throne platforms which resemble
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similar examples associated with the risalit sub-group of kundas (Plate 387)42. 
Although the royal tank in front of the Mahanavami Platform at Vijayanagara has 
only one prominent triangular set of steps on its western side, here, the shape of 
the basin, too, is reminiscent of the linear kundas of the region (Plate 592). On a 
level with the second lowest step of the triangular block runs an elephant frieze. A 
further example with only one block of pyramidal steps, exists on the south side 
of the large pool in the centre of the Amar Vilas, the raised courtyard in the City 
Palace at Udaipur. Bilateral stepping may have been preferred in small palace 
pools, because the steps do not protrude as far into the basins as parallel steps 
would do. Examples of proper kundas in palaces may be seen at Mandu, and at 
Bhaktapur and Patan in Nepal. The kunda at Mandu, which has three terraces with 
single pyramidal blocks of steps surviving at several levels and sides, is located 
south of the hainmams, and although it seems to have been an outside pool, it may 
have been part of the baths (Plate 593). The royal bath at Patan is in four tiers and 
is closely related to the local dharas which belong to the conduit sub-group of 
kundas (Plate 392). This royal kunda at Patan has been discussed as part of the 
risalit group.
It is especially common to find pools in palaces and gardens which make 
references to lotus designs. Some display individual and imaginative 
interpretations of lotus flowers, while others are more formalised. A particularly 
varied collection of lotus pools was created at Mandu during the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries. The most simple examples are located on the island reaching 
out into the Munj Talao from the north-side of the lake. The smaller pool, in the 
north-eastern comer of the island, is elliptical and its fluted edge is shaped to 
resemble the petals of a lotus flower. The larger pool, slightly south of it, is in 
three shallow tiers, and has a lotus flower delineation on the outside, but a 
geometric octagonal shape inside (Plate 594). The more formalised lotus pools,
42For a detailed discussion of kundas see Chapter Five.
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discussed below show exactly the opposite tendency, by having a clear 
geometrical outer shape and an elaborately carved foliated inner edge. There is a 
further water basin in the north-western comer of the island, which belongs to the 
risalit sub-group of kimdas, creating a group of three water basins on a small 
island surrounded by water (Plate 574). Further examples of the theme of pools in 
islands from a palace context are the Jag Nivas and Jag Mandir water palaces with 
their pools at Udaipur, and the Mohan Ban at Amber. Basins in islands or 
platforms which in turn are contained in larger tanks have also been discussed in 
connection with religious sites, such as Taleshvar and Bundi, just to mention two. 
While in a religious context, the religious purity and the sacredness of water 
played an important role, in a palace context, the physical purity of the water, and 
the joy of looking at water bound in beautifully shaped artificial structures, seem 
to have been of higher importance. There are two further lotus pools on the upper 
and lower terraces of the Jahaz Mahal overlooking the Munj Talao from the 
eastern side. The upper pool represents a design of an open lotus flower seen from 
above, but is more irregular and imaginatively individualised than the examples 
before (Plate 595). The design of the large lotus pool below this terrace, seems to 
have been inspired by a lotus sprout, and the shape resembles a section through a 
shoot (Plate 596). The pool is in three tiers and appears to grow out of the lower 
storey into the light of the terrace. Important about all these sites is that in 
comparison with the following more formalised versions, the ones just mentioned 
have no geometrical outer border but were set straight into the regular ground or 
terrace.
There are, however, more examples where the shape of the lotus flower or 
its petals have been formalised and simplified to a higher degree. Such pools have 
a clear geometrical outer perimeter, either square or octagonal, while the inner 
edge or silhouette of the basins is shaped to resemble lotus petals. In most cases, 
the lotus silhouette has only been cut into the comers of the pools. Clear examples 
illustrating this point are the square bathing pool in the centre of the Anguri Bagh
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(Grape Garden) (Plate 597), and the square pool in the centre of the garden of the 
Taj Mahal, both seventeenth-century structures in Agra. There are several 
examples of slightly later pools of this type, and it is interesting to observe that 
most of them become more stylised and abstract. One example is to be found 
inserted into the terrace in front of the Kesar Kasturi Mahal at Mandu (Plate 598), 
dating from the fifteenth or sixteenth century. Although the shape carved out of 
the comer of the pool, which resembles half an octagon, seems quite far removed 
from the floral lotus design described before, it follows the same technique of 
cutting a negative shape out of the wide edge of the pool. Additionally, the 
ornamental feature is located in exactly the same position as the lotus decorations 
discussed above. Similarly simplified examples are the sixteenth-century circa 
four* metres square water pool on the private side of the Divan-i-Am at Fatehpur 
Sikri (Plate 599), and the circa seventeenth-century pool in the courtyard created 
by the gallery containing a fine collection of wall frescoes, known as the Citra 
Mahal at Bundi (Plate 600).
Lotus or more abstract designs were, however, not only cut into the 
comers of pools, but were often applied to their entire inner sides. An example 
where a negative lotus pattern was incised into the comers and two of the four 
sides of a small square water pool is located in the apartment opposite the 
Samman Burj in the palace at Agra (Plate 602). Pools with fluted edgings 
resembling lotus ornamentation along all four sides may be seen in the palace at 
Agra. One foliated pool is located on the terrace in front of the Khas Mahal 
(Plates 603-4) overlooking the Anguri Bagh, and another on the terrace 
overlooking the Yamuna on the east side of the Jahangir! Mahal (Plate 601). The 
latter pool is octagonal on the outside and carved as a lotus on the inside. The 
water channel feeding the pool is left open and visible in the red sandstone paving 
of the terrace. By not separating the liquid water from the solid ground by a hard 
straight edge, and by allowing the water to cut into the exact outlines of the pools, 
an ambiguity between the two materials is created which results in the partial
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dissolution of boundaries between the liquid and shapeless water, and the solid 
stone pools.
Although Agra seems to be a place where this kind of ornamental pool 
with elaborately carved edges was particularly developed, it is not the only place 
where such complicated arrangements are found. Two large and complex 
examples of octagonal pools, where each of the sides measures about four metres, 
are part of the car-bagh laid out around the Bibi-ka Maqbara (1678) at 
Aurangabad, which is the mausoleum of Aurangzeb's wife Rabi'a Daurani (Plate 
605). The pools have been integrated into octagonal platforms which project 
above the raised channels irrigating the car-bagh. The novelty in the pool last 
mentioned at Agra, and in these examples from Aurangabad, is that the lotus 
forms cut out of the edge of the pool do not only exist in a negative shape, since 
the positive remaining sections between them, create mirror images of their 
negative counterparts (Plates 606-7). In a less spectacular way, a similar effect has 
been created in the marble elaboration surrounding the central tank in the 
Shalimar Bagh at Lahore, Pakistan, built by Shah Jahan in the seventeenth 
century. It has little platforms shaped as lotus buds sticking out into the water, 
while the area between the projections creates a negative image of scalloped lotus 
leafs. The climax in complexity of this type of fluted pool ornamentation, 
however, was probably reached in a large square pool, dating from the nineteenth 
century43, in one of the courtyards of the Jag Nivas Palace in Lake Pichola at 
Udaipur (Fig. 60, Plate 608). This pool does not only exhibit an ambiguous 
relationship between the water and the stone perimeter of the pool, but includes 
the greenery of the garden in the design too. Some stone lotus flowers and leaves 
reach out into the water of the pool, while others penetrate into the lawn of the 
garden. Thus, the foliated outline of the marble pool bridges both the boundary to 
the water inside the pool, and to the lawn surrounding it. In addition to this, 
certain areas of the stone flowers projecting into the water contain earth and have
43Lehrman, 1980, p. 185.
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been planted with grass and flowers. The final touch to this exceptional 
arrangement is given by the fact that although the borders between water, pool 
and garden are fluid, the innermost border of the stone islands in the centre of the 
pool, and the outermost delineation of grass and stone, are again shaped as 
squares. Thus, the feeling of a complete dissolution of shapes, materials and 
matter, is eventually counterbalanced by exact geometrical forms.
Fig. 60: Udaipur, garden pool in the Jag Nivas Palace
(J. Lelirmami, 1980, p. 185).
It is a common feature of Islamic architecture to try to dissolve surfaces 
and to bridge various materials, which is often achieved through patterns or 
decorations which aim at transforming and undermining the solidity or heaviness 
of the object they cover and adorn. Also in religious structures, discussed in the 
previous chapters, the tendency to reach out and to build into water, and to have 
basins in or next to larger water bodies has been described. It seems, however, 
that in a religious context, this tendency was used to achieve exactly the opposite 
effect. While in a palace situation one aimed at the dissolution of borders, in a 
religious context such constructions were used to set up separations and 
distinctions. Sacred temples were set on islands to separate them from the
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mundane by a ring of water, and to mark the border between sacred and profane 
spaces. Within a larger basin, the water of a spring or the Ganges, which are 
considered more sacred than the surrounding waters, were singled out and clearly 
delineated. This aimed at separating waters of various degrees of sacredness and 
at reinforcing religious boundaries and thresholds.
IV. Baths and Hammams
Some pools are larger than those mentioned above but have not been included in 
Chapter Four on tanks, because they are ornamental and more closely related to 
the tradition of palace pools than that of tanks and reservoirs. They are royal or 
pleasure baths (although smaller pools may also at times have been used for 
bathing). Examples of larger royal baths may be seen in the central raised 
platform in the Anguii Bagh in the palace at Agra and in the centre of the Amar 
Vilas at Udaipur (Plate 609). The Amar Vilas garden with its marble paths, the 
central bath and its tall trees is located on a small natural hill which is entirely 
surrounded and obscured by the palace buildings, and therefore found on an 
elevated level within the palace44. Larger bathing pools are also found at the 
palace structures on the northern side of the Munj Talao at Mandu. There are two 
identical rectangular pools set into a platform slightly above the level of the lake 
(Plate 610) which seem to echo the religious tradition of twin tanks, and of basins 
next to larger water bodies, which distinguished between various grades of water 
and purity. It may be presumed that the twin basins, which are not deep and 
contain clean water which could regularly be changed, would have been preferred 
for bathing, while the large Munj Talao provided a picturesque backdrop, cooled 
and moisturised the air, and was used for boating excursions. There are interesting 
examples of palace baths in the Royal Centre at Vijayanagara, and the area to the
44Tillotson, 1987, pp. 109-10.
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south-east of it. The 'Great Tank' in the 'Kings palace' enclosure, to the south of 
the Mahanavami Platform, is the largest water structure in the Royal Centre, and 
served as a ritual bath and as a silt settling pit for the water coming thr ough open 
supply channels into the enclosure45 (Plate 611). Originally it was surrounded by 
an arcaded gallery now almost entirely gone. The sixteenth-century so called 
’Queen's Bath' or 'Square Water Pavilion’ to the south-east of the Royal Enclosure, 
is a plain single-storeyed masonry block (Fig. 61). It contains a tank measuring
Im V O h T lfrin T tn rllh n
Fig. 61: Vijayanagara, Queen's Bath (G. Michell, 1992, pp. 108-9).
about fifteen metres square and 1.8 metres in depth, surrounded by a corridor with 
pointed arches from which decorated balconies project (Plate 612). Although the 
structure is quite damaged, stucco decorations survive on the ceilings of the 
corridors and in parts on the inside fagades of the bath, showing foliate motifs, 
geese and parrots. Because stone blocks, suitable for the fixing of posts, survive in 
the floor of the bath, it has been suggested that a structure once existed in its 
centre46. Although the bath has been called the Queen’s Bath, it is as likely that it
45D. J. Davison-Jenkins, 1988, ’ The Irrigation and Water Supply System o f the City of 
Vijayanagara.1, PhD dissertation, p. 68.
46Ibid., p. 64.
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was used as a bath for the ruler and other men of his court47. A further sixteenth- 
century bath, slightly to the north-east, is the 'Octagonal Bath'. The fact that 
several buildings survive in ruins around the bath suggests that it was probably 
part of a larger palace complex. The bath consists of an octagonal arcade, once 
plastered, surrounding an octagonal basin with an octagonal platform in its centre 
(Plate 630). The Kalyan Mahal at Gingee, Tamil Nadu, also has a large bath 
surrounded by an arcade with a central platform (Plate 631). Platforms and 
pavilions in water will be discussed in detail in the following section. A small but 
particularly lavishly decorated bath is Tusa Hit! which was constmcted by King 
Siddhi Narasimha Malla in 1646 AD in the Sundari Cok of the royal palace at 
Patan, Nepal (Plate 613). It is circular and embraced by two snakes whose heads 
rise up on either side of the stairs leading down into the bath. The niches around 
the inner side of the basin contain images of tantric deities, and the decorated 
brass water spout consists of several aquatic animals, and Garuda carrying Visnu 
and LaksmI (Plate 417). A very similar bath, built by King Pratapa Malla also in 
1646 AD, remains in the closed Mohan Cok of the Hanuman Dhoka Palace in 
Kathmandu. Also the bath in the royal palace at Bhaktapur has strong religious 
references (Plate 614). A nagakastha is located at its centre and the water spout in 
metal repousse is in the shape of a makara spewing forth a telescoping series of 
other animals.
There are a few examples of baths which were roofed over. One is 
Maryam-ka Hauz (Maryam's Tank) in the south-eastern comer of the zenana 
garden to the north of Jodh Bai's Palace at Fatehpur Sikri (Plate 615). The red 
sandstone bath measures about eight metres (circa 26 feet) and is 1.20 metres 
deep. The stone roof is supported by pillars, one of which stands in the centre of 
the basin. This part of the palace was walled and stone screens were originally 
fitted between the pillars of the tank48 to cover the women and to provide shade to
47A.H., Longhurst, 1993, Hampi Ruins: D escribed and Illustrated, p. 54; J.M. Fritz & G.
Michell, 1991, C ity o f  Victory: Vijayanagara, the M edieval Hindu Capital o f  Southern India, p. 
104.
48M.M. A. Hussain, 1937, A  Guide to Fatehpur Sikri. p. 40.
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the basin. A further and larger example of a roofed bath is located in the palace 
complex on top of Krsnagiri at Gingee, Tamil Nadu, where an open pillared bath 
house contains a large shallow basin surrounded by a corridor. The stone ceiling 
above the bath and the corridor, which is constructed out of long stone slabs 
(Plate 617), is supported by stone pillars, four of which stand inside the water 
basin. A second storey, only covering the extent of the basin underneath, towers 
above (Plate 616).
Hot steam baths, called hammams, were imported by the Muslim invaders. 
Over the following centuries they became an essential part especially of Mughal 
palaces and gardens, but also public baths existed in many towns. The palace of 
Fatehpur Sikri alone had twelve hammams, while a public bath survives in ruins 
opposite the Buland Darvaza (Fig. 62, Plate 618). There were separate bath 
houses for men and women, and zenana baths survive for example in the Rani 
Mahal at Golconda and in 'Jodh Bar's Palace' at Fatehpur Sikri. The baths served 
for ritual ablutions, physical cleanliness and luxurious bathing. Perfumed water, 
mixed with oils, essences and herbs, was supplied to the emperor's private 
hammams at Fatehpur Sikri49, and spray of rose water issued from the fountains 
in the royal hammam at Delhi50. Specific functions were dedicated to almost all 
the rooms of hammams. The baths had changing rooms (rakht-kan) and rooms 
where people were anointed with oils before entering the water (tag be jihat-i 
kisa-kashi-dan). There were hot steam rooms, and warm {garm khana) and cold 
baths (sard-khana). During the Mughal period, the cold baths, which were built 
underground and mainly used during the summer heat, were usually housed in 
separate buildings51. Other apartments were used for resting, massage and 
conversation, and many of them were beautifully painted52. The important social
49S.A.A. Rizvi, 1992, Fatehpur Sikri. pp. 83, 87.
50P. Andrews in B. Gray (ed.), 1981, The A rts o f  India.-p. 123.
51G. Bailey in Petruccioli, 1997, pp. 131, 132.
52Traces of murals survive in several baths at Fatehpur Sikri and in Jahangir's bath in the garden 
at Sirhind, Punjab (G. Bailey in Petruccioli, 1997, p. 132; S. Parihar, 1985-6, p. 431).
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Fig. 62: Fatehpur Sikri, public hammam near the Buland Darvaza 
(A. Petruccioli, 1988, p. 106).
role of the hammams as places of encounter, pleasure and rest, is also emphasised 
in Islamic literature53. For insulation, the walls of the hot baths are usually very 
thick, so that the rooms do not have to be rectangular on the inside, and more 
frequently are found to be octagonal, hexagonal or round, as may be seen in the 
royal hammam at Mandu (Plate 619), contained within a square or rectangular 
building. The earliest hammams, dating from about 1400 AD, survive in ruins in 
the royal palace at Firuzabad (Firuzabad) near Gulbarga in Karnataka54. Hot bath 
houses are usually easily recognisable by their thick walls and their domed
53Petruccioli, 1988, p. 59.
54Michell, 1994, p. 65.
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ceilings provided with holes and thick glass roundels to release steam and to 
admit light and air.
At Golconda, the baths are located immediately behind the entrance 
gateway to the fort, to provide refreshment to the ruler, his noblemen and visitors 
after long and arduous journeys (Plate 620). Allegedly these baths were also used 
to bathe the royal dead before their bodies were taken to the Qutb Shalii Tombs 
for final rest55. At the tombs, however, is a further mortuary bath, the Badshahi 
Hammam, which is the oldest monument at the site predating the tombs (Plate 
621)56. The largest chamber contains a slightly raised octagonal platform which 
was used for the anointment of the dead (Plate 622). Such platforms also exist in 
the warm rooms of ordinary haimnams where they were used for massages57. At 
both Delhi and Agra, the hammams are located directly opposite of the hall of 
private audience, Divan-i-Khas. The luxurious baths, furnished with carved inlaid 
marble fountains, pools and decorated marble beds (Plates 623-4) were 
ceremonial rooms and regarded as an extension to the Pivan-i-Khas, where the 
emperor would take his private guests to continue their meetings and 
negotiations58.
V. Pleasure Pavilions
In the previous chapters several examples have been mentioned, where pillars and 
temples were set straight into the water of rivers, tanks and kimdas, visualising the 
divine essence or a materialisation of divine energy in the water. Additionally, 
they also expressed notions of the cosmic axis and the spread of creation from a 
fixed centre within the cosmic ocean. There are also examples in the Islamic
55Commercial Book Centre, no date, p. 9.
56Davies, 1989(a), p. 467.
57 A. Petersen, 1996, Dictionary o f  Islamic Architecture, p. 108.
58Reuther, 1925, p. 56; L. Nicholson, 1989, The R ed Fort, Delhi, p. 67. The fact that royal 
hammams were generally also used to conduct state affairs is mentioned by G. Bailey in 
Petruccioli, 1997, p. 132.
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religious car-bagh tradition, where platforms, pavilions and niausolea at the 
crossing of water channels symbolise the source of life out of which the four 
divine rivers arise. Because those gardens were, however, also used for pleasure 
and to hold audiences, there are also structures such as throne seats and pavilions 
hi water, which draw on the religious notion of the cakravartin, a sacred and a 
profane world sovereign, seated at the centre of the cosmic waters. But more 
practical considerations may also have had an influence here: in the summer heat 
the middle of a water pool or the place above a gushing stream are comfortable 
and cool places to spend the day. in
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Fig. 63: Platforms in the Anup Talao (a) and in a pool in the palace at Amber (b) 
(K. Herdeg, 1990, p. 51; O. Reuther, 1925, p. 78).
Simple stone platforms or throne seats which were constructed in pools 
and above water channels in formal gardens are referred to as cabutaras or 
chibfiqrahsP9, terms which may not only be applied to water-related structures, but 
to any kind of platform. Examples may be seen in the Nishat and the Shalimar 
Bagh, both at Lake Dal. Examples of platforms in palace water tanks may be seen 
in the Kumara Pokuna at Polonnaruva and in the Anup Talao (1575-76), also 
referred to as Kapur Talao, Caman (garden) or Car-Caman, at Fatehpur Sikri 
(Plate 626). While the lotus shaped circular platform at Polonnaruva is an isolated 
seat (Plate 625), the square platform in the Anup Talao is connected with all four 
sides by bridges (Fig. 63 a). Both structures are kimdas, because the now
59Crowe & Haywood, 1972, p. 64; E. Clark, 1996, Underneath which R ivers Flow: The 
Symbolism o f  the Islam ic Garden. p. 38.
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relatively shallow basin of the Anup Talo was originally much deeper60 and the 
five lowermost steps were covered by Saiyid Ahmad Khan, governor of Fatehpur 
Sikri, in the early 1840s61. The platform in the middle carried Akbar’s throne seat 
(Plate 627), just as the lotus platform in the Kumara Pokuna was allegedly used to 
seat the king. There is a further example of a platform with four bridges set into a 
pool, in the centre of the formal garden between the Sukh Nivas and the &Is 
Mahal in the Amber palace fort (Fig. 63 b, Plate 628). The pool is in the shape of 
a star, possibly a borrowing from Islam62. It is interesting that four shallow 
pathways, only a few centimetres higher than the courtyard of the zenana mahal at 
Amber, also lead to the central barahdarl, and create a cross of bridges. During 
heavy monsoon rains the water does not drain off quickly enough and will 
assemble in the shallow compartments, conveying the illusion that the court is a 
large tank with four bridges leading to a central island (Fig. 64 a, Plate. 629). A
cri
Fig. 64: Shallow walkways and depressions in the courtyards of the palaces at 
Amber (a) and Lahore (b) convey, when filled with water, the illusion 
of large tanks (G.H.R. Tillotson, 1987, p. 93; A. Petruccioli, 1995,
p. 122).
60Abu'l FazI reported that the basin was 'twice a man's height' (R. Nath, 1985, H istory o f  Mughal 
India, Vol. II., p. 171.), while today, it has only six steps and measures 1.35 metres in depth.
61Rizvi, 1992, p. 28.
62Stars are a typical motif in Islamic art and represent life and intellect (Lehman, 1980, pp. 44- 
45).
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similar arrangement, involving not a pavilion but a raised platform with a bridge 
set into a shallow square depression which contains a slightly deeper circular area, 
is to be found in the courtyard in front of the Sis Mahal in the fort at Lahore 
(Fig. 64 b)63. Such effects are more common with temples which, often only 
surrounded by a few centimetres of water, seem to float on large tanks (Plate 
326).
The Octagonal Bath at Vijayanagara has a platform, also octagonal in 
shape, at its centre (Fig. 65, Plate 630). While A.H. Longhurst referred to the 
platform as the foundation of a water pavilion64, according to the reports on the 
restorations carried out by the Archaeological Survey of India, the platform 
originally had a fountain jet in its centre which was plastered over early this 
century65. Whether or not the central platform carried a fountain does not
5m
Fig. 65: Vijayanagara, Octagonal Bath (G. Michell, 1992, p. 120).
63E. Koch in Petruccioli, 1997, p. 159, Fig. 15; J.L. Wescoat in Petruccioli, 1995, p. 122.
64Longhurst, 1993, p. 56.
65ArchaeologicaI Department, Southern Circle, Madras, Annual Report 1919-20, p. 16.
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diminish the fact that a platform much larger than would have been needed just to 
hold a fountain jet, exists at the centre of the basin. The platform provided a cool 
and comfortable place to sit, but is also connected with the religious tradition of 
the cakarvartin. A similar square platform exists in the centre of the large tank in 
the Kalyan Mahal at Gingee (Plate 631).
Awnings could be put up above many platforms, and others had firmly 
constructed pavilions. Such water pavilions can be very small, basically providing 
a roof over a small platform or seat, or they can be proper buildings 
accommodating groups of people and serving as cool places to hold banquets or 
perform music. An example of a small octagonal domed pavilion made of red 
sandstone is located in the centre of one of the artificial compartments constructed 
in the Sipra River in front of the Kaliyadeh Mahal, north of Ujjain (Plate 665). 
The pavilion is reached by a narrow causeway from the north-east. Not connected 
to the edge of the pool, but of comparable size, is the eighteenth-century circular 
white marble pavilion in the Saheliyon-ki Bari at Udaipur (Plate 632). Water is 
pumped up inside the columns of the pavilion and collected in the domed ceiling 
from where, when released, it showers down at the edge of the roof as a 
refreshing summer rain. This cooling feature, which served as a reminder of the 
refreshing monsoon during the heat of the summer months, is not unique to this 
place, being also found in pleasure pavilions at Bijapur and Kumatgi. The 
sixteenth or seventeenth-century Jal Mahal, a water pavilion in a small water 
basin opposite the Sat Manzill (Seven Storeys) at Bijapur, is said originally to 
have stood in the centre of a large reservoir66 (Plate 633).
A whole assembly of water pavilions was constructed in the pleasure and 
hunting resort of Kumatgi, outside Bijapur. Here, a row of water basins with 
pavilions in, and next to, them were constructed behind the dam of the large water 
reservoir. Five variations on the water pavilion theme survive in a comparatively 
good state. Two examples, situated in the middle of the line of pavilions, are a
66 Cousens, 1889, p. 49,
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single and a double-storeyed square pavilion (Plates 634, 635), topped by lotus 
shaped domes typical of the Bijapur region, and set in the centre of square tanks. 
In both cases, an open oblong additional building existed on one side of the tank. 
The single-storeyed water pavilion contains an octagonal pool. The arrangement 
to the north of the latter two constitutes a simpler stage and just has an oblong 
pavilion, containing an octagonal pool, next to a water tank. The fourth example, 
located to the south of the other three, shows the most complicated stage of the 
development (Fig. 66). Here, a rectangular tank contains a large rectangular island 
reached by a short bridge from the centre of the western side; the northern half of 
the island carries a rectangular pavilion, containing a lotus shaped pool, while the 
southern part contains a circa five metres square water tank, in the centre of which 
is a further double-storeyed water pavilion reached by a bridge from the east. 
Thus, the former arrangement of a tank with a water pavilion and a larger pavilion 
on its side, was contracted onto an island and contained in a further tank (Plates 






Fig. 66: Kumatgi, southernmost water pavilion.
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water spouts pointing outwards through which water, collected in the roof, could 
be released to shower down. A water pavilion also existed in the south-western 
comer of the so called ’Zenana Enclosure' of the Royal Centre at Vijayanagara67. 
The only surviving elements are a basement with four central projections and 
carvings of water animals and boats, set into a rectangular tank (Plate 639). A 
small bridge provided access to the platform on the south, and it is believed that 
the platform, like other ones located in the Royal Centre, did once carry palace 
buildings made of less durable materials, hinted at by the presence of post holes.
An example of a larger pleasure or garden pavilion set into a water tank is 
the nineteenth-century red sandstone Zafar's Pavilion in the central pool of the 
Hayat Bakhsh Bagh in the Lai Qila (Red Fort) at Delhi (Plate 640). To the south 
and north of it, at the ends of the axial water channel, are two seventeenth-century 
white marble pavilions, called Savan and Bhadom, after the two main months of 
the monsoon68. Also at Dig, there are two such monsoon pavilions overlooking 
the Gopal Sagar. The Kesav Bhavan at Dig, and the water pavilion in the 
Hardaul-ka-Baithak at Orchha have already been mentioned in connection with 
the tradition of Vasanta Mandapas in Chapter Four. The Kesav Bhavan has water 
spouts underneath its roof to create the illusion of a monsoon shower falling 
around the central pavilion, accomplished by fountains spraying water upwards 
from below, and the sound of thunder created by stones moved by the water 
pumped up into the roof of the pavilion. As such, the garden palace at Dig not 
only combines the indigenous tradition of constructing large tanks with the 
Mughal habit of laying out formal gardens; it also merges the typical Rajput water 
palace with the layout of Mughal palace pavilions. A swing and the shower 
mechanisms in the Kesav Bhavan are typically Hindu, comiected with the 
celebration of the monsoon and the rainy season (varsa rtii)69. Larger pavilions 
were also set into the pools in formal gardens, as for example the black zenana
67According to more recent research at the site, the zenana quarters appear not to have been 
located in this area (W.M. Callewaert, 1995, Gods and Temples in South Asia. p. 191).
68Savan corresponds to July/August, and Bhadom to August/September.
69M.C. Joshi, 1971, Dig. p. 9; Tillotson, 1987, pp. 188-193.
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pavilion, added by Shah Jahan to the Shalimar Bagh (Fig. 67), or the water 
pavilion in the car-bagh at Achabal. At Kumatgi (Plate 636), Naya Qila near 
Golconda, and at Fatehpur Sikri, substantial water pavilions and barahdarls are 
also found in the centre of large dammed water storage reservoirs.
Fig. 67: Kashmir, Shalimar Bagh with a large pavilion in the upper tank 
(A. Petruccioli, 1995, p. 253).
VI. Fountains, Cascades and Chutes
In gardens and palaces, water constitutes an element of continuity. The Nahr-i- 
Biliisht, the Stream of Paradise, which runs through the pavilions of the Red Fort 
at Delhi, links the various areas of the palace and bridges inside and outside 
spaces (Plate 641). In formal gardens, pools and pavilions are often strung like 
beads along straight and geometrically disposed water channels. Such channels 
direct the attention of the viewer to a tomb in the centre of a garden, or far into 
the distance, out of a garden and into the landscape, and as such give a sense of 
direction. Additionally, they also convey a strong feeling of movement,
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contrasting with the still and stagnant pools which have the ability to mirror 
buildings and nature, reflect light, and encourage meditation and contemplation. 
Water in motion on the other side, is associated with action and excitement, and 
with freshness and coolness. In order to increase the visual effect of movement, 
channels were sometimes carved or inlaid with zigzag patterns in strongly 
contrasting colours which agitate the smooth flow of the water and cause it to 
ripple (Plate 642). In addition to the visual effect thus achieved, the sound of 
water plays an important role in the design process of water gardens. There are 
various means which were employed to create movement and sound in palaces 
and gardens.
An important part in the expression of movement and sound is played by 
water fountains. Most fountains work through water pressure built up by gravity 
flow, or by releasing water from a storage tank raised well above the level of the 
garden70. The shape and the width of the nozzle, and the pressure of water 
determine the shape of the jet, which may shoot up in a thin vertical line or create 
a fine spray of mist. The fountain jets are frequently shaped to resemble lotus 
buds, as for example those in Safdar Jang's Tomb at Delhi (Plate 643), in the 
centre of the Ibrahim Rauza (1626) at Bijapur, and that in the kunda in the palace 
garden at Patan, Nepal. Fountains moisten and cool the air, they produce a 
splashing noise and enliven the surface of pools and channels71. They can be 
found in Islamic car-baghs, as for instance in the pools in Shalimar Bagh and at 
Achabal (Fig. 68), and in the main water channel in the Nishat Bagh, all in 
Kashmir. They have also been placed in the centre of palace pools, such as the 
small basin between the two courtyards in the Raj Mahal at Orchha and the large 
Octagonal Bath at Vijayanagara. Fountains are, however, not unique to a garden
70Such a raised water storage tank, creating water pressure for the many fountains, existed for 
instance in the palace gardens at Dig.
71 It has been suggested that initially, they were introduced to clear insects from the water surface 
(Lehrman, 1980, p. 37).
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Fig. 68: Garden at Achabal with a forest of fountains (S. Crowe &
S. Haywood, 1972, p. 104).
or palace situation, and may also be found in temple tanks, such as the .bathing 
tank of the Mahakale6var Temple at Ujjain, or in a civic context. The fountain at 
Ujjain is shaped like a star, spraying into every direction, and a whole series of 
the same type of foimtain adorns a pool in the centre of Hassan (Hassan), 
Karnataka.
While all the fountains mentioned above were found in large water pools 
where they could theoretically have been added later to an existing design, and 
were mainly intended to achieve a decorative effect, there are fountains in which 
the water falls into special basins, which allow the water to be taken either 
directly from the spout or from the basin. These fountain basins are different from 
the water pools discussed above. This group in particular is commonly found in 
connection with religious institutions. It is typical of Sri Lankan Buddhist temples 
and stupas to have fountains with their own basins which are predominantly used 
for ablution rites but also for refreshment. Such fountains may be seen at the 
Mirisavetiya Dagaba at Anuradhapura (Plate 645), at the Temple of the Tooth at 
Kandy (Plate 644), and at the Kelani Temple at Colombo (Plate 445). Examples 
of fountains related to Siva and the descent of the Ganges, at Trimbak and 
Kalahasti, have been discussed in Chapter Two (Plates 23, 30). In a Jain context,
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Western-influenced baroque fountain basins may be seen at the Sitalnatha and the 
Dada Gurudeva Temples at Calcutta (Plate 646).
Surviving examples of civic fountain basins mainly date from later periods 
and may be exemplified by the fountain in the centre of the Car Kaman (Four 
Arches) at Hyderabad dating from about 1594 (Plate 648), the fountain near the 
Temple of the Tooth at Kandy, which was erected by the Coffee Planters of 
Ceylon in 187572 (Plate 647), and the nineteenth-century fountain on the Darbar 
Square at Patan, which holds a central bust of the wife of Janga Bahadur Rana 
(Plate 649). Especially with respect to the Hindu religious fountains, the image of 
a queen in the centre of a fountain may be interpreted as a use of the cakravartin 
symbolism73. A public fountain to the south of the ’Mint' enclosure of the Royal 
Centre at Vijayanagara, called the Octagonal Fountain, is contained within a 
pavilion (Plate 650).
Examples of this type of fountain located in palaces may be seen in the 
Rani Mahal at Golconda (Plate 651) and in the palace gardens at Dig. The latter 
basins are said to have been looted by the Jats in 1765 from the Palace at Agra, 
where they are believed to have been part of the Macchi Bhavan garden layout74. 
Together with these basins, a marble swing is believed to have come to Dig75, 
which was set up on a platform in front of the Gopal Bhavan, overlooking the 
garden. The frame, which does not contain a swing (hmdola) any more, is in the 
shape of a torana gateway facing the central water channel of the garden (Plate 
652). It is unclear if this was a conscious continuation by the Jats of an earlier 
religious tradition of gateways facing water, but even the positioning of a swing 
in this place meant that the person sitting on it would axially swing into the 
garden from a raised level76.
72The fountain was erected to commemorate the visit o f H.R.H. The Prince o f Wales to Kandy.
73A tank at Banepa has the image of a Rana minister in its centre.
74Reuther, 1925, p. 49.
75ibid., p. 72. The swing has a Persian inscription dating it to A.H. 1041 (AD 1630-31) (Joshi, 
1971, p.17-18).
76An ambiguity or double function between a gateway and a swing has also been encountered in 
Chapter Three, 'Ghatd, at the Sas-Bahu Temples at Nagda. The triple arched torana on a
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Mughal fountain basins are often very shallow, intricately carved and 
inlaid with semi-precious stones to enrich their surface. There is a small example 
of such a fountain basin carved in the shape of an open lotus set into the floor of 
the zenana pavilion in the Shalimar Bagh at Lahore77, and a slightly larger lotus 
carving creating a shallow fountain basin may be seen in the changing room on 
the east side of the royal haminam in the Lai Qila at Delhi78. The three largest 
carved marble basins surrounded by inlay work are in the Foxt at Lahore79, in the 
Rang Mahal of the Lai Qila at Delhi (Plate 653), and in the Samman Burj in the 
palace at Agra (Plate 654). While the Delhi example is a large open lotus, the 
Agra fountain basin makes reference to floral and wavy water designs. The 
shallow fountain basins are further examples of the bridging and dissolution of 
materials in Islam. The coloured stones and carvings provide a varied background 
to the water of the fountain, and the water which wets the marble and collects in 
the depressions of the fountain enlivens and merges with the basin. Light also 
plays an important part in the visual effect created by fountains, because their 
spray and the wet polished surfaces of the basins reflect the light.
An alternative to the fountain jet, where the water is forced vertically up 
under high pressure, is the water spout, where water pours horizontally out of an 
opening in a wall. Such spouts are rarely connected with Indian palaces and 
pleasure architecture, while they are frequently found in connection with religious 
water structures such as the Teppakulam and the Hema Puskarini at Madurai, or 
the many cow-head spouts discussed in Chaper Two. Spouts are, however, typical 
of royal water structures in Sri Lanka and Nepal. The Kumara Pokuna at 
Polonnaruva has two crocodile-shaped water spouts (Plate 419), and the palaces at 
Bhaktapur and Patan have several examples of makara-shapcd water spouts in
platform reaching out into the lake, is o f the hindola or swing- type used during festival 
occasions for the entertainment of the divine images.
77Lehrman, 1980, p. 66, fig. 66.
78Nicholson, 1989, p. 120.
79Lehrman, 1980, p. 42, fig. 33.
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stone and metal repousse, which often consist of a whole series of animal heads 
emerging out of each other (Plate 655).
An important role in emphasising the movement of water, and in creating 
visual and audible effects, is played by cascades which are employed to bridge 
changes in the level between terraces in gardens and palaces. Gardens had to be 
terraced to prevent the water from stagnating in the channels, but at times, 
particularly sharp drops in level were required to create sufficient pressure to 
force the water through fountain jets on the next lower level. The vertical sheets 
of water, falling down from a higher terrace, reflect the light in a way that is very 
different from horizontal pools and the fine spray of fountains, and thus adds to 
the enrichment of the garden environment. Frequently, there are carved niches 
called cuu-klian&° ('porcelain compartments') behind cascades, which by day 
contained vases with colourful flowers, and at night candles or small lamps which 
were seen flickering through the sheet of falling water. In order to achieve a 
similar effect today, electric light bulbs have been fitted in some of the Mughal 
gardens, as for example in the late seventeenth-century garden at Pinjore 
(Pinjaur), near modem Chandigarh, Punjab, which was a halting station for the 
royal entourage on their way to Kashmir81. In the Brindavan Gardens outside 
Mysore, which were laid out in the late 1920s, colourful bulbs have been placed 
behind cascades and under fountains to create a spectacular effect at night. The 
bulbs make the water of the fountains appear coloured, and in the palace at Dig 
actual coloured water was channelled through the fountains on certain 
occasions82. The modem Mysorian counterparts are clear expressions of the 
Indian ability to include the latest technology and materials of their time, but to 
use them to continue traditional practices. In Mughal gardens, candles were also
80Crowe & Haywood, 1972, p. 101. This term is frequently also spelled 'cmf-khanah'.
8lThis is one o f the latest Mughal gardens created by Fidai Khan, a foster-brother of Aurangzeb.
82Micheli, 1994, p. 65.
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set afloat in pools on tiny rafts, like the practice encountered in a Hindu religious 
context.
A Mughal cascade containing three rows of marble recessed niches may be 
seen in the Anguri Bagh in the palace at Agra, where water flowing out of the 
pool in the terrace of the Khas Mahal dropped in a cascade into an oval pool in 
the garden in front (Plate 656). In the Lai Qila at Delhi, similar marble cascades 
with scalloped niches are found in the terraces of the Savan and Bhadom 
monsoon pavilions. The Mohan Bari, the island garden in front of Amber palace, 
has a double cascade (Plate 657), where the water drops down onto a small 
platform and then further down a second cascade. Through this means, the 
splashing noise and the visual effect of freshness and movement are further 
increased. Cascades also exist in many of the Kashmiri gardens, as for instance in 
the Shalimar Bagh, and at Achabal. In the pleasure garden behind the dam of the 
large Ram-lihg tank outside Bijapur, are ruined cascades where the water was 
pressed up in narrow pipes, based on the principle of communicating tubes, and 
then splashed down the cascade (Plate 658). The Bhadom Pavilion of the Hayat 
Bakhsh Bagh in the Lai Qila at Delhi has a square pool set into its marble floor. 
All four sides of the pool are furnished with recessed niches, creating a four-sided 
cinl-khana\ to which water was channelled through shallow grooves.
While impressive water cascades are usually located in the centre of 
garden arrangements, along the perimeter of gardens it is more typical to find 
narrow sloping water chutes, called cadars or chador,s83, to carry water down from 
one level to another (Fig. 69). While in a cascade, the water breaks and drops in a 
free fall, chutes allow the water to continue its flow over an inclined plane. 
Cadars are usually strongly textured and carved in the shape of scallops or shells 
to break the flow of water and create interesting patterns. It depends on the degree 
of inclination of the cadar how smoothly or forcefully the water continues its




Fig. 69: Water chute (O. Reuther, 1925, p. 77).
flow. As with the cascades, the spray of the chutes cools and moistens the air, 
enriches and varies the flow of water, and as such contributes to the visualisation 
of movement, and creates peaceful splashing sounds. Due to the cooling and 
moisturising effect water chutes have on their surroundings, they were also 
constructed inside buildings and pavilions, and worked as systems of air 
conditioning. Examples of such cooling devices may be seen in the Sukh Nivas of 
the palace at Amber (Plate 642), and in the Sis Mahal and the apartment opposite 
the Samman Burj in the palace at Agra (Plate 659). Patterns similar to those of the 
cadars were sometimes also carved on the floor of horizontal water channels. Set 
upright at an angle, however, the water chutes reflect light more intensely than 
horizontal water channels.
Water chutes exist in most Kashmiri gardens, such as at Achabal, with its 
strongly sloping and foam-creating cadars; and in the Nishat Bagh, which has 
more gentle descents. They are also found in the plains, for example in the early 
Mughal Ram Bagh at Agra. Water chutes are also very common in central India, 
especially in Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra. They are foimd in pleasure and
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palace gardens, as for example those situated to the south of the Kesar Kasturl 
Mahal at Mandu, in front of the Palki Mahal at Orchha, and surrounding the 
palace at Ahmadnagar. Water chutes are also associated with gardens surrounding 
tombs such as the Bibi-ka Maqbara at Aurangabad (Plate 660). The latter has a 
very fine pattern and flows into a small square pool underneath the terrace 
carrying the mausoleum. An especially long cadar leads down from the roof of 
the building built by Akbar in 1601 on the river opposite the Kaliyadeh Mahal 
outside Ujjain, and leads into one of the many river compartments (Plate 661). 
Particularly interesting with respect to variations in water movement and texture, 
is the Nllakanth Palace at Mandu (Plate 662). It was built around 1577 by an amir 
of Akbar, and after the decline of the Mughals developed into a sacred Hindu 
tirtha?4. A natural spring issues from the rock face in the back of the pavilion and 
flows through a marble chamiel to the edge of the terrace. The fact that the 
channel is decorated with inlay emphasises the movement of the running water. 
At the end of the terrace, the water descends in white ripples and with splashing 
noises over the surface of a carved marble chute, before entering a square pool 
below. From there it slowly continues its flow through a thin ornamental spiral, 
cut into the ground, and subsequently vanishes underground (Plate 663).
This is not the only place where water was directed to flow in the shape of 
a spiral, an ancient symbol of movement, growth and the snake. There are 
fifteenth-century examples of four interconnected, less formal spirals in the south­
eastern comer of the upper lotus pool in the Jahaz Mahal (Plate 664), also at 
Mandu, which probably provided the idea for the later Mughal design at the 
Nllakanth Palace. From within the same tradition, but showing a simpler design, 
is a small chamiel with a wavy outline which connects the twin pools in the 
terrace on the north side of the Munj Talao, At Champaner, a water spiral is part 
of the garden layout of a private residence, and the water gardens at Kota (Kotah),
84This is a further example of the continuity o f sacred sites in general and o f water sites in 
particular. During the Muslim conquest o f India, sacred springs such as those at Vemag and 
Achabal were taken over and converted into Islamic gardens or religious complexes which, with 
the weakening of Muslim power, could, however, be regained by the Hindus.
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Rajasthan, show a whole variety of versions on this theme. There are further 
examples of clearly geometrical and formal versions of a large spiral and a square 
maze set into one of the walkways in-between the artificial river compartments 
opposite the Kaliyadeh Mahal at Ujjain (Plate 665). The mazes and also small 
pools, which were integrated into the partitions, undermine the solidity of the 
causeways, and blur the boundaries between the river, the compartments, and the 
causeways. An illusionary complexity of water spirals cut into causeways 
dividing tanks built into a natural river is created. Also at Bijapur, in the garden 
around the Anand Mahal, several such water mazes were laid out85. Examples 
which may have developed out of square water mazes as the ones at Ujjain and 
Bijapur, but which developed into complicated water games where the contestants 
had to predict the run of the water before it was allowed through the winding 
channels of the labyrinth, may be seen next to the early nineteenth-century 
cenotaph of Maharaja Bakhtavar Singh at the south side of the Sagar Tank at 
Alwar (Plate 666), and on the south side of the Sltalnatha Jain Temple (1867) at 
Calcutta (Plate 667).
This Chapter has been concerned with the forms and variations which tanks, 
islands and pavilions took in garden, pleasure and palace architecture, and with 
additional water features, such as fountains, cascades and chutes, which cool the 
air and create visual and audible enjoyment. It is interesting to compare examples 
of water structures from secular palace and pleasure architecture, discussed in this 
chapter, with examples of the four types discussed before, which were more 
strongly based on religious traditions. This does not mean that palace architecture 
does not make reference to religious themes, but that the primary emphasis is 
different. Additionally, the religious connotations in this chapter were more
85Cousens, 1889, pp. 9, 10.
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closely associated with Islamic ideas of planning, while the former chapters 
showed a strong influence of Hinduism and the other main indigenous religions of 
India, although, of course, they did not exclude Islam. Despite the different 
primary emphasis of religious versus secular, and a secondary differentiation in 
religious emphasis, indigenous religions versus ’imported’ Islam, there are many 
common themes in religious and profane water architecture.
In the place where cosmic pillars or images of deities were foimd in 
religious water architecture, worldly rulers were seated on platforms or in 
pavilions in palace structures. Just as temples and tombs have been located on 
islands or built straight into the water of lakes and reservoirs, so have palaces, 
pavilions and pleasure gardens. Also in palace and garden contexts smaller basins 
were constructed inside or adjacent to larger water bodies, and twin and multiple 
pools have been pointed out. Continuity has also been encountered in the theme of 
gateways to water.
Certain features make a clear and conscious reference to religious 
traditions, as for example the idea of gods as cakravartins, seated at the centre of 
tanks, with whom emperors tried to associate themselves to gain universal power 
or to legitimise their rule. Other features, however, such as pleasure pavilions in 
water, may also have derived from practical considerations such as comfort and 
cool rest in the heat of the summer months. Often, it is difficult to clearly 
differentiate between these two motives which both influenced the designs. It has 
been shown that the religious tradition of Vasanta Mandapas, for example, 
continued in palace structures, such as the Kesav Bhavan at Dig, but this 
particular pavilion refers also to the celebration of the monsoon, and provided a 
cool comfortable environment to the inhabitants of the palace. As such several 
reasons may have contributed to a choice of design. Furthermore, one could argue 
that a theme such as gateways are universal and derive from man's desire to 
delineate and mark certain areas as distinct spheres, be it a religious compound or 
the domain of an emperor. It is, however, interesting that in a religious South
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Asian water context, the preventative function of gateways frequently is largely 
symbolic, and gateways have been reduced to the mere idea or symbol of a door, 
and of delineation and protection without walls, which also continues to some 
extent in this distinct form in palace and garden architecture. There are therefore 
certain themes in water architecture which seem unique to the South Asian culture 
rather than unique to certain religions within it or to religious situations in 
general. The various religious traditions of South Asia developed out of and 
alongside each other, absorbed new movements and faiths over a long period and 
mutually influenced each other.
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Chapter 8: CONCLUSION: THEMES AND CONTINUITIES IN 
SOUTH ASIAN WATER ARCHITECTURE
I. Themes in Water Architecture
The architectural material presented in this thesis has shown that South Asian 
water structures are highly sophisticated forms of construction, that they are 
among the most visually impressive buildings of the region, and that they signify 
both practical and metaphysical importance. It has further illustrated that the 
shapes of water monuments can communicate profound meanings, that all types 
of water architecture underwent considerable change and development, and that 
they are common to eveiy context and every part of South Asia.
The five types identified in this thesis did not develop in isolation, and 
links between them have been established: through border cases or hybrid forms 
of construction where certain features of another type were adopted or where two 
types were fused; through the combination of structures of different types 
retaining their distinct shapes, such as kundas in front of well shafts in stepwells 
or those built into rivers or lakes; and also by common themes in water 
architecture. One theme which runs through all types, all contexts, and all regions 
of South Asia, is the placing of a basin next to or within a larger water body, to 
provide a protected area or deeper basin for bathing, but also demarcate a more 
sacred or pure area within a larger reservoir. The theme of twin and multiple 
tanks or kundas is especially common at large pilgrimage places where they are 
believed to contain waters of varied purity and frequently have been attributed to 
different groups of society. There is also a strong tendency in South Asian water 
architecture to set simple pillars and platforms, or entire temples, pavilions and 
palaces straight into water, which may be encountered with all types of water
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architecture. Pillars seem frequently to refer back to the creation of the world, and 
their capitals may indicate the dedication of the water structure to a particular 
god. Platforms and pavilions in water provide comfortable places to sit in the 
summer heat but can also be related to religious concepts such as the cacravartiiL 
Temples in water and on islands are material manifestations of the divine energy 
contained within the waters, they are pure places removed from our world, where 
an encounter with the divine is more easily possible. It is also a common feature 
to find vertical elements, such as memorial pillars and towers or tall fluted 
fasades, next to water monuments which aim at counterbalancing the 
horizontallity of the flat sheets of water. Certain themes, such as bastion platforms 
which initially served mainly to protect and delineate ghats, developed and 
changed within the limitations of its own type to incorporate short bridging 
elements. Applied to a different type, however, tills theme could develop even 
further in the more protected environment of tanks, where bridges could protrude 
further into the water, which led to the creation of often long causeways 
connecting the shore with islands carrying buildings and gardens.
A further general theme is that of access to water monuments. This aspect 
is closely linked to gateways leading to water, which probably is the most 
common and universal theme in South Asian water architecture and plays an 
important role in all five types. Gateways of various kinds were set up along lake 
and river ghats, at tanks, kundas and wells, and also in water gardens and palaces. 
Only rarely are they connected with walls or fences on either side, and they 
should therefore be regarded as markers and symbols more than actual attempts to 
fence off or physically protect a site. The gateways indicate and remind people 
that space is not homogeneous, and that the sacred area of the water site, may it 
be a river bank, a kunda or a well, is qualitatively different from the surrounding 
world. Water is sacred and so is everything that relates to it, the ground bordering 
it, and the steps and platforms leading into it. The image of the gateway is also a 
potent symbol of transition and change. By passing through a gateway and
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entering the pure sphere of a sacred water site, the visitor will come closer to the 
eternal reality and will embark on a crossing which eventually may lead to 
enlightenment and an escape from rebirth. As such, gateways are simple but clear 
symbols which give visual shape to cosmological and spiritual ideas, 
communicate religious and philosophical teachings, and provide a stage for the re­
enactment of mythical events.
II. Technological Progress and Change
Due to technological progress and the introduction of water provision through 
pipes, faucets and pumps, now supplying water to many houses directly, a 
considerable number of traditional water structures throughout South Asia have 
fallen into disuse. While many have been abandoned entirely and are merely used 
as communal toilets or rubbish dumps and are doomed to decay and disappear 
(Plates 668-9), others have been attributed new functions. Diy tanks and kundas 
whose steps resemble the seats of amphitheatres are sometimes used to house 
schools; stepwells and kundas which are surrounded by apartments have 
frequently been taken over by squatters; and the strongly fortified kunda at 
Abaneri for example, today houses the local police headquarters. It is interesting 
to see that while many water structures are not used for basic water provision any 
longer, and thus their utilitarian function has ceased, their religious importance as 
shrines and places of worship has often increased. This is the case for example in 
the Mata Bhavan! Vav in Ahmedabad, the Bhadraka village stepwell and also in 
the kunda at Roda. Therefore, the argument frequently made, that one reason for 
the abandonment of water monuments is "a weakening of the socio-religious 
traditions"1 or as another author put it, "profound changes in the attitude and life­
^'un affievolimento delle tradizioni socio-religiose" V. Sestini & E. Somigli, 1993, 'L'architectura 
e 1'acque nella cultura Nepalese.', p. 44.
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style"2, seems to tackle the problem from the wrong end. People did not abandon 
traditional water structures and look for new technologies because they 
considered them unimportant or unfitting, but because instead of having to carry 
every drop of water from a communal water place, some were offered water from 
a tap in their own homes. When the still waters of many wells and kundas were 
discovered to be infected by the guinea worm because traditional funds and 
institutions connected with the cleaning and servicing of the structures had ceased 
to exist, it was easier and cheaper for Indian public health officials to barricade 
them and to provide water through modem technology. However, since pumps 
and pipes have not yet reached eveiy part of South Asia, a large number of 
aesthetically pleasing and elaborate water structures, including most of those 
discussed in this thesis, are still in constant use. The fact that many water 
structures which were first established during the early centuries AD still 
function, speaks for the great skill and achievement of their builders. With respect 
to towns, the argument that changes in life-style have had a profound impact on 
water architecture seems more justified. The abandonment of villages and the 
congestion of modem cities has led to every free space within them, be it a park 
or a large water reservoir, being used for constmcting new buildings. Benares, for 
instance was substantially rebuilt, first under the Marathas during the eighteenth 
and then under the British in the nineteenth century. Many lakes and reseivoirs 
were filled in and the drainage of surviving ones was frequently obstructed by the 
construction of wide roads cutting through the city.
A further important reason for the disuse and disappearance of traditional 
water monuments throughout South Asia is wide-ranging ecological change. 
Increased irrigation, the founding of new settlements which extract more water, 
and the rapid pumping of water in industrial areas, have drastically lowered the 
water table in many regions. In the area around the Rani Vav at Patan and in the 
Kathmandu Valley for instance, the water level has sunk by eight to ten metres
2J.Nicolais, 1974, 'Water Architecture of the Kathmandu Valley.', p. 64.
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within the last few years3. Many traditional wells and kundas do not reach the 
ground water table any longer and have dried up entirely, or they only contain 
water during the rainy season. In some cases, crude pumps have been installed in 
traditional water monuments to extract water from deeper levels (Plates 670-1), 
which will eventually lead to the further lowering of the water table. Many water 
monuments, such as tanks and reservoirs, depend predominantly on rain water 
and over the last few years drastic climatic changes have led to lack of rain in 
some areas and floods in others.. In Kashmir, for example, a region renowned for 
its abundancy of water during the Mughal period, water scarcity due to decreased 
annual rainfall, and a drop of the water table through deforestation and erosion, 
has become a poignant problem4. Other water structures, which are badly serviced 
or have poor drainage systems, are flooded and have turned into smelling pits 
which cannot be used for drinking water any more (Plates 672-3). Near the slopes 
of lulls, where aquifers are frequently located just a few metres below the surface, 
drinking water is easily polluted by rubbish dumps and industries. Although for 
centuries people have argued that the 'self-purifying capacity' of the Ganges could 
cope with any amount of pollution, a scientific assessment carried out by the 
Government of India's Environmental Ministry in 1984 led to a first 
acknowledgement of the problem. Only a few development organisations, such as 
the Nepali-German projects 'Patan Conservation and Development Programme' 
and 'Urban Development Through Local Efforts' (Udle), aim at the rehabilitation 
of traditional methods of water provision. Their work has proved very successful 
because traditional water structures can be repaired and serviced with 
comparatively little money by the people themselves, and the projects have raised 
an awareness among the people of the value and beauty of this endangered 
heritage. In Bijapur, a similar project which entirely depends on the private funds 
of local families and industries, and which is especially concerned with the
3K. Mankodi, The Queen's Stepwell at Patan. p. 24; E. Kvarnstrom, 1994, 'Water Supply in 
Lalitpur, Nepal.', MA thesis, p. 41.
4E.B. Moynihan, 1980, Paradise as a Garden: In Persia and Mughal India, p. 125.
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desilting of the Begum Tank, has been initiated by the local civil engineers Peter 
and Joseph Alexander.
III. Continuity in Modem South Asian Architecture
With the decline in influence of local rulers and elites, patronage and financial 
support for the construction of complicated and expensive well monuments and 
kundas ceased, and their construction has not continued on a public level. Storage 
tanks and plain draw-wells, however, still play an important role in modem water 
conservation and provision, and ghats continue to be constructed along rivers and 
lakes to secure their embankments and to make the water accessible to the people. 
Ancient water sites are continuously restored and rebuilt, frequently using the 
latest technology and materials, and have not lost their importance or meaning, 
and the Ganges is not considered less pure despite its industrial pollution. Thus, 
despite changes in water technology and the introduction of modem Western 
techniques, the importance and significance of water for the people of South Asia 
has not changed considerably in modem times.
The integration of water as a design element continued during the British 
period, as may be exemplified by the Victoria Memorial Hall at Calcutta, 
designed by Sir William Emerson and others in 1902-21 (Plate 674), the water 
gardens surrounding the Viceroy's House (Rashtrapati Bhavan) completed by Sir 
Edwin Lutyens in 1929, and the esplanades of the coastal cities of British India, 
such as Calcutta, Madras and Bombay. Water structures are also typical of 
modem South Asian architecture, which frequently makes direct reference to 
traditional building types and themes. Such references are especially frequent and 
overt in the work of Charles Correa, many of whose projects link water and 
architecture (Plate 675). It is interesting that he not only integrates actual water 
structures into his designs, but that frequently he refers to the visual shapes of
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traditional types of water architecture, applying them to a different context. The 
open courtyards of the Bharat Bhavan at Bhopal (inaugurated 1982), the Centre 
for Astronomy and Astrophysics at Pune (1992), and the Jawahar Kala Kendra at 
Jaipur (1986-90) for example, are surrounded by simplified versions of pyramidal 
step formations which are strongly reminiscent of kunda constructions (Plates 
676-7). The steps and the central depressions structure the open spaces, create 
depth, and provide places for people to sit and meet. In the example at Jaipur, the 
reference to kundas, which often have circular well shafts in their centres, is made 
even more explicit through a large circular stone disc in the centre of the court 
which marks the imaginary well shaft. Similarly, the open amphitheatre in the 
Crafts Museum at Delhi is not derived from a circle, like Western classical 
examples, but is reminiscent of rectangular tanks with ghat-\\k& steps (Plate 678). 
While the Bharat Bhavan is located on and overlooks the large Upper Lake at 
Bhopal, many of Correa's designs integrate water and fountains into their layout. 
The shape of Correa's water basins are frequently reminiscent of mandalas (Plates 
679-80), and a shallow basin in the Jawahar Kala Kendra is in the shape of a 
snake, an animal closely related to the sacred waters (Plate 681). In the courtyard 
of the headquarters of the Biitish Council (1992) at New Delhi, Correa re­
invented the ancient theme of the water spiral, observed at Mandu, Champaner 
and Bijapur in the previous chapter. At Delhi, the modem water spiral opens up 
into a shallow pool which is overlooked by a large stone head of Siva (Plate 682).
Religious connotations are not untypical of modem water structures in 
South Asia, although many art-historians draw a strict if arbitrary line between 
traditional and modem water architecture, and regard contemporary structures 
purely as an expression of belief in technical progress. This is an idea clearly 
expressed by M. Livingston who wrote "No Hindu, however devout, sees a water 
tap or canal as a tlrtha, or holy, sacred place."5 It is true that water faucets are not 
worshipped, but it has never been the case that the actual fabric of water
5M. Livingston, 1995, ’The Stepwells and Stepped-Ponds of Western India.’, p. 16.
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structures has been venerated. The worship has always been directed towards the 
water itself or the gods associated with it, and the water issuing from a modem 
tap is not regarded as less pure or efficient for religious rituals than that coming 
from a traditional water structure. While the Kelani Temple at Colombo has 
several beautifully shaped water basins and fountains, only the water from a 
certain, seemingly ordinary modem water tap can be used for the ritual of 
circumambulating the Bodlii tree, and the fact that the concrete foundations of 
modem lever pumps are almost without exception shaped to resemble a yoni 
surrounding a linga, cannot completely be sheer chance (Plate 683). An irrigation 
canal will probably not be regarded as a tirtha, but if it is the only available water 
structure nearby, ritually, it undoubtedly is the right place to cremate a body and 
into which to sprinkle the ashes, since all waters are believed to be inter­
connected. In general, people in South Asia seem to find it less problematic than 
those in the West, to combine traditional and modem tendencies, whether in 
matters concerning beliefs and world views, forms of architecture or building 
materials. Traditional water sites frequently have been so thoroughly modernised 
that to a Western eye they may seem to resemble municipal swimming pools and 
to be deprived of their past and religious importance, a thought not many Indian 
pilgrims will share or even understand. They feel no compulsion to believe 
exclusively in the efficacy and accuracy of the calculations of a hydraulic 
engineer, and to neglect the gods who over centuries were responsible for the 
protection of tanks and dams. It is not surprising that the large Krsna Sagar Dam 
near Mysore, constructed in the early 1930s and then one of the show cases of 
Indian progress and modem technology, has a temple of Kaveri Amman, the 
mother goddess Kaveri, in its centre. The goddess inside the temple holds a bowl 
in her hands into which water runs continuously, and people make offerings and 
worship the goddess who is believed to be the true provider of water and 
abundance at the site. Equally, many modem bridges have religious images 
integrated into their structures to propitiate the divine rivers and to protect the
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man-made constructions (Plate 684). A further example of the fusion of tradition 
and modernity is the Baha'i Temple at Delhi, designed by Fariburz Sahba and 
completed in 1986. While its shape makes reference to the ancient symbol of the 
lotus, its material, white marble, is frequently used for Indian temples; and 
although its layout follows a long tradition of temples set into water reached by 
bridges, the traditional features have been assembled and presented in a new and 
distinct, truly modem way (Plate 685).
Returning to modem South Asian architects incorporating water into their 
concepts, Correa is not the only one who frequently does so. The theme of sunken 
courtyards or gardens reminiscent of tanks and kundas can also be encountered in 
the work of Raj Rewal, as for instance in the complex of the World Bank Office 
(1993) in New Delhi. Balkrislnia Doshi frequently integrates water into his design 
concepts as for instance in the Gandhi Labour Institute at Ahmedabad (1980-84) 
with its geometrical basins. Doshi's most interesting design with regard to the re­
use and continuity of traditional themes in water architecture is probably his own 
studio, Sangath (1979-81), west of Ahmedabad which is surrounded by gardens 
and water (Plate 686). There are pools next to and within larger water basins, and 
cascades enrich the garden environment with sound and spray. The moving water 
of the gushing cascades stands in stark contrast to the still and mirror-like pools 
nearby, and water, garden and architecture mingle continuously.
This is also a typical feature of the work of the Sri Lankan architect 
Geoffrey Bawa, who almost universally integrates shallow water pools into 
outdoor and indoor spaces (Plates 687-8). Frequently, he uses water basins as 
bridging elements to merge inside and outside spaces, architecture and nature, 
which has probably been best achieved in the Triton Hotel at Ahungalla (1982) 
(Plate 689). Bawa also frequently constructs buildings in water, as the Steel 
Corporation Office at Omwela, which lies half on water and half on land 
(Fig. 70), and the Sima Malaka Temple in Colombo which occupies three
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Fig. 70: Omwela, Steel Corporation Office lying half on water and half on 
land (B.B. Tylor, 1995, p. 121).
interconnected islands reached by a narrow causeway. Bawa's most ambitious 
project was the design of the new Parliamentary Complex, Sri Jayawardenepura, 
at Kotte near Colombo which is situated on an island in a large man-made lake 
(Plate 690). The water is used to separate the general public from the political 
elite, and it is interesting that in a modem political context, where governments 
wish to appear progressive, the traditional theme of water is still readily 
employed.
Le Corbusier, too, incorporated large water basins into the design of the 
Capital Complex at Chandigarh (1951-64), the modem capital of Punjab, which 
convey, at least from certain view points, the illusion that the Palace of Assembly 
and the High Court are floating on water (Plate 691). Although Bangladesh does 
not lie within the regional limitations of this thesis, the Capitol Complex Sher-e- 
Banla Nagar at Dakha, by Louis Kahn (1962-83), has been planned within and 
around and a large water reservoir.
Water architecture is an ancient traditional theme but it is powerful and 
adaptable, and therefore still of paramount importance for the history of South
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Asian architecture and culture. In modem South Asia, water architecture 
continues to be part of basic water provision and religious institutions, while in a 
political context it is used to create a positive and future-oriented image of newly 
established governments. Echoing centuries of tradition, the modem buildings of 
the capital complexes are reflected on the mirror-like surface of the water. They 
are read as symbols of wealth, independence and purity, and are powerful and 
authentic expressions of the confident beginnings of modem South Asian states.
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GLOSSARY
abhiseka sprinkling, anointing or ceremonial bathing with sacred water,
frequently in an inauguration or consecration ceremony 
amrta the elixir of life or nectar of immortality
bagh garden
baoll / bavli water basin, usually with steps; the term is connected with the
names of tanks, kimdas and wells (also spelled baori) 
Bhagiratha the sage who is credited with bringing down the Ganges from
heaven to earth through extreme austerities 
cabutaras any kind of platform; frequently found in water channels and
tanks in gardens and palaces (also known as chibuqrahs) 
cadar sloping water chute
cajja slanting broad overhanging-eave of a building, protecting
against sun and rain
car-bagli (cahar-bagh) walled garden divided by intersecting walkways or water
channels into four' compartments; alternatively it may also have 
several intersections along one axis, 
chatri a pillared pavilion topped by a dome; also a funerary structure
chu-khana carved niches behind cascades in gardens and palaces
dagaba Sri Lankan term for a Buddhist stupa
dargali shrine or tomb of a saint
devi goddess, lady, queen
dhara typical Nepali water structure, also called hitf; usually a deep
stepped basin
Ganga name of the river goddess and the River Ganges
garbhagrha ’womb chamber', the inner sanctuary of a Hindu temple
ghat a flight of steps leading into water
gomukli cow-head
gopura temple gateway in the shape of a large pyramidal tower
gurdwara (gurdwara) ’the dooiway to the Guru’, Sikh places of worship
hammam bath, hot steam bath, bath house
hamsa goose (swan), vehicle of the god Brahma
hiti typical Nepali water structure, also called dhara; usually a deep
stepped basin
iwan monumental arch indicating the direction of prayer
jail latticed or perforated stone screen
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jhalra deep masonry reservoir with steps, mainly for collecting rain
water
jharokha projecting, often elaborately carved window or balcony
kacca untreated, unbound or natural edge of a river or lake
kunda deep stepped water basin, frequently drawing ground water
kupa / kuam well
kuta pavilions built into the stepped corridor of stepwells to
counteract the inward thrust of the side walls 
linga — phallic emblem of the god Siva
mahal pavilion, palace, mansion
makara mythical crocodile-like sea animal
mandala a diagram of the cosmos, used in architecture, ritual and for
mediation 
maiidapa hall or pavilion
mandir temple
mantra verbal expression of a sacred verse or invocation
masan Nepali for ghat or burning place
masjid mosque
mela / paiva festival or fair, usually with religious connotations
naga snake
nagakastha snake pole, erected in the centre of tanks and reservoirs
particularly in Nepal 
nala stepped corridor of a stepwell
pada / paduka foot or footprint, particularly of Visnu and the Buddha
pokhari / pokliara lake, pool, tank
pakka firmly constructed
pinda (dana) offerings to ancestors performed during funerals and on certain
festivals; consist usually of small balls formed out of rice and 
flour
pokuna lake, pool, tank
pol gateway
prakara temple compound wall
pranall a channel-like part or spout to drain the sacred liquid poured
over the image in the garbhagrha out of the temple 
pratoli gateway tower; frequently flanking the entrance to stepwells
puja ritual worship
Raja / Rana king, ruler
related to this is Maharaja / Maharana meaning great king 
Rani / Rani (Sansk.) queen
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related to this is Maharanl (Hindi) / Maharam (Sansk.) 
rehant water wheel
rauza (Arab, rauza) tomb or mausoleum of a Muslim saint
risalit wall section protruding forward from a vertical wall
(feature in the development of kundas) 
rsi a seer or wise man
sagar ocean, see, also used for lakes and tanks
samgama confluence, usually of two or several rivers
sarovar lake, pool, tank
sati Hindu wife who follows her dead husband onto his funerary
pyre
stambha pillar, column, post
Surya the Vedic Sun god
tal pond, tank
talao / talab pond, tank, reservoir
tirtha a ford or crossing, place where transition to salvation is
possible; a place of pilgrimage, frequently connected with water 
torana free-standing ornamental gateway or arch
trisula diva's weapon or emblem in the shape of a trident
vahana vehicle or mount, an animal used for riding by the gods
Vanina the Vedic god of the waters
vav well, step-well
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Chapter 2: THE SACRED WATERS
1 Udayagiri, Cave Temple No. 5. Varaha rescues Bhu Devi.
2 Budhanilkantha, large scale scultpure of Visnu Narayana. ~
3 Mamallapuram, Mahisamardini Cave Temple.
4 Kalinjar Fort, Kot Tlrth with panel of Visnu on Sesa.
5 Modliera, panel in the eastern shrine of the Surya Kunda.
6 Trimbak, coconuts are offered to the sacred water of the Kusavart Tirtha.
7 Trimbak, worship of the holy Godavari at the Kusavart Tirtha.
8 Hardwar, flower petals and lights are offered to the Ganges.
9 Gokameshvara, image of cow and calf near the river ghats.
10 Kliajuraho, water pots filled with sprouting grain in the Yogini Temple.
11 Amritsar, churning of the cosmic ocean on a panel on Baba Atal Tower.
12 Modhera, mithuna scenes in the Surya Kunda.
13 Nandi Fort, goddess Lajja Gauri in the tank of the Sri Yoganandisvara Svami 
Temple.
14 Aihole, Lajja Gauri in the tank of the Huchimalligudi (C. Radcliffe Bolon, 1992, 
p. 109).
15 Amarkantak, water is poured over a linga at the Narmada Tank.
16 Bijolia, brass pot suspended over the linga in the Undesvara Temple.
17 Vijayanagara, at the Tungabhadra.
18 Alwar, water dripping onto a linga.
19 Vijayanagara, lihgas carved onto the boulders at the Tungabhadra River.
20 Gangasagar, linga formed out of sand.
21 Brahmagiri, cow head spout.
22 Ellora, pranaliof the Grisnesvara Temple.
23 Trimbak, fountain with four cow head spouts.
24 Adavad, the sacred water issues out of the head of a cow.
25 Achalgarh, Mandakinl Kund.
26 Srisailam, at the bathing ghats.
27 Gomukh, Ganga on her makara with Baghiratha in the background.
28 Gomukh, shrine to Ganga Mata at the source of the Ganges.
29 Bhaktapur, Siva stele in the centre of a pokhari
30 Kalahasti, Siva fountain in the Kalahastisvara Temple.
331 Mamallapuram, the descent of the Ganges.
32 Mamallapuram, storage basin above the frieze.
33 Allahabad, the confluence of Ganges, Yamuna and Sarasvati.
34 Sravana Belgola, bathing of religious images and symbols.
35 Pushkar, hero stone at Puskar Lake.
36 Hardwar, bathing ceremonies at Hari-ki-Pain Ghat.
37 Benares, the greeting of the sun as part of ceremonial washings.
38 Rameshvaram, ancestoral rituals involving the presence of a cow.
39 Prayag, bathing in the confluence during the Magh Mela.
40 Golconda, a small mosque constructed over a sacred spring.
41 Mandu, representation of the temple at Pavapuri in the Jain Temple at Mandu.
42 Plants growing out of water pots symbolise fertility and growth.
Vidisha, column from the Bija Mandal Temple.
43 Osian, Mahavira Temple.
44 Mihintale, Kantaka Cetiya.
45 Bhaktapur, small shrine near the Nyatapola Pagoda.
46 Halebid, vegetation originating from the mouth of a makara on a pranali.
47 Srisailam/Alampur, makara-torana over a window in the Samgamesvara 
Temple.
48 Menal, lotus ornamentation in the Balaj Kuam.
49 Pattadakal, central pillar with lotus design in a water tank.
50 Bijapur, lotus water spout in a tank at the Asal Mahal.
51 Bhaktapur, the lotus-shaped Palikhyah Hiti.
52 Badami, spiral ceiling of Cave Temple No. 1.
53 Alampur, spiral ceiling closely related to snakes and the waters.
54 Tiruvannamalai, tank in the first enclosure of the Arunacalesvara Temple.
55 Vijayanagara, fish carvings in the kunda in front of the Ramacandra Temple.
56 Madurai, elaborate fish cavings in the Teppakulam.
57 Vijayanagara, large fish swallowing smaller ones.
58 Tiruvannamalai, tank in the first enclosure of the Arunacalesvara Temple.
59 Vijayanagara, large fish on the gopura of the Krsna Temple.
60 Guruvayur, fish carved on the gopura of the Krsna Temple.
61 Sravana Belgola, fish carvings adjacent to the gopura on top of the hill.
62 Madurai, fish carvings on the pillars around the Sundaresvara Shrine.
63 The Pandyan emblem, not to be confused with the fish discussed above.
64 Sravana Belgola, fish carvings on the temple enlcosure wall.
65 Bhaktapur, amphibian animals on the water spout in the royal bath,
66 Bhaktapur, frog and mythical animal on water spout.
67 Patan (Nepal), snake on water spout in dhara.
468 Brahmagiri, stone turtle at the source of the Godavari.
69 Pandharpur, brass turtle pointing towards the Vithoba Temple.
70 Ujjain, turtle at the tank of the Mahakalesvara Temple.
71 Chitorgarh, churning of the ocean on the back of kurma, Kalika Mata Temple.
72 Bhaktapur, turtle supporting a pillar on Dattatreya Square.
73 Ettumanur, turtle as foundation of a dipa stambha in the Mahadeva Temple.
74 Kamalapuram, snake carving on the steps of the local kunda.
75 Kumbakonam, a wall of naga-kals lines the ghats at the Kaveri.
76 Sanchi, half human and half snake naga'-raja.
77 Mathura, snake deity installed next to a tank (Government Museum).
78 Mihintale, the Nag Pokuna with multi-hooded cobra emerging from the waters.
79 Kathmandu, Nag Pokhari with central snake pole.
80 Bodhnath, Naga-rajaVasuki at the Buddhist stupa.
81 Anuradhapura, naga-kalat the Twin Pools.
82 Vijayanagara, elephant spout in a tank at the 'Hall of Justice'.
83 Belur, spout in elephant-shape at the tank of the Cenna Kesava Temple.
84 Madurai, crocodile sculpture on a water spout in the Teppakulam.
85 Konarak, pranali in the shape of a crocodile at the MayadevI Temple.
86 Patan, water spout in makara-shape with other animals emerging from its mouth
in the Manga Hiti.
87 Madurai, fierce water spout in the Hema Puskarini.
88, 89 Madurai, monstrous creatures as water spouts in the Teppakulam.
90 Bhaktapur, Bhagiratha under a water spout.
91 Kumatgi, water spouts in the shape of birds.
92 Siddhpur, geese carvings in the Bindu Sarovar.
93 Chandragiri, hamsas in one of the Ram Mahal tanks.
94 Orchlia, a painted stone in the Betwa River is venerated as river god.
95 Shesh Narayan, an image of Surya submerged in the waters of a tank.
96 Kalinjar Fort, large image of Kal Bhairava 'emerging' from the waters of a tank.
97 Ellora, image of Yamuna in the temple of the River Goddesses.
98, 99 Patan (Nepal), images of the river goddesses Ganga and Yamuna flank the 
entrance to a shrine in the royal palace.
100 Puri, image of Ganga at the tank of the Markandesvara Temple.
101 Benares, image of Ganga in a small shrine near the Ganges.
102 Brahmagiri, image of the goddess Godavari at the source of the river.
103 Patan (Nepal), large sculpture of Sarasvatl in Chyasal Hiti.
104 Goddess Sarasvatl with peacock.
105 Sarasvatl on a goose.
106, 107 Goddess Sarasvatl with peacock and goose.
108 Vidisha, image of Ganga on her makara from the Bija Mandal Mandir.
109 Patan (Nepal), pite-dhara painted with images of Sarasvatl and Yamuna.
110 Khware, Visnu in his fish avatara.
111 Tirukkalukundram, Visnu as kurma in the §ri Vedagirisvara Temple.
112 Chitorgarh, Varaha in the Chattran Talao.
113 Patan (Nepal), Visnu with attendants in a local dhara.
114 Bhaktapur, Sivas triSula next to a tute-dhara with water trough.
115 Patan (Nepal), siva-Hhga in the centre of the Konti Hiti.
116 Patan (Nepal), Buddhist stupa in the centre of the Misa HitL
117 Chitorgarh (village), Surya in the Kukadesvara Kund.
118 Nala, Surya on his chariot in the dhara at the Bhagavati Temple.
Chapter 3: GHATS
119 Pashupatinath
120 Nagarjunakonda, bathing ghats at the Puspabhadrasvamin Temple.
121 Mamallapuram, ghats the Shore Temple.
122 Hardwar, bathing and purification rituals at Hari-ki-Pairi Ghat.
123 Hardwar, evening aratlat Hari-ki-Pairi Ghat.
124 Benares, Sarasvatl Festival at Dasasvamedha Ghat.
125 Pashupatinath, cremation at Bhasmesvar Ghat.
126 Gomukh, the source of the Ganges.
127 Benares, Assi Ghat, the southernmost ghat at Benares.
128 Rameshvaram, Agni Tirtha.
129 Hardwar, modem constructions at Brahma Kunda.
130 Rishikesh, TrivenI Ghat.
131 Kumbakonam, ghat at the Kaveri.
132 Gaya, ghat at the Visnupada Temple.
133 Chobar, Jal Vinayaka Temple and ghats.
134 Ghazipur, ghat-ramp with intermediate terraces.
135 Pandharpur, ghat-ramps at shallow river bed.
136 Kankroli, Rajasamand Lake.
137 Eklingji, Indra Lake.
138 Benares, Balaji Ghat and Pancaganga Ghat with Alamgir Mosque.
139 Bithur, Pata Ghat.
140 Vrindavan, palaces at Kesi Ghat.
141 Pashupatinath, arcading and royal cremation platform at Arya Ghat.
142 Bithur, Chapa Ghat.
143 Pushkar, ghat bays on the eastern side of the lake.
144 Bithur, Barahdari Ghat.
6145 Jaisamand, Jaisamand Lake.
146 Benares, octagonal bastion-platforms at Bhomsala Ghat.
147 Gaya, platforms in the shape of half an octagon at the Visnupada Temple Ghat.
148 Benares, narrowly spaced platforms at Rana Man Ghat.
149 Benares, comer platforms at Raja Ghat.
150 Pandharpur, scattered stone platforms in the river bed.
151 Dwarka, ocean ghats with square platforms and shrines.
152 Pushkar, rectangular platforms, one carrying a shrine.
153 Kathmandu, circular platforms at Teku Masan.
154 Benares, pilgrimage priest at work on his platform at Raja Ghat.
155 Benares, shrine in a platform at Pancaganga Ghat.
156 Pashupatinath, siva-linga, Nandi, Visnu Narayana and visnu-pada at Bhasmesvar 
Ghat.
157 Benares, shrines in platforms at Lai Ghat.
158 Benares, siva-lingas at Gay Ghat.
159 Benares, linga raised on triple platforms at Karnataka State Ghat.
160 Pashupatinath, Visnu Narayana on platform at Rajarajesvari Ghat.
161 Patan (Nepal), death stone at Samkhamula Ghat.
162 Pushkar, small temple built over an image on the ghat;
163 Panauti, death stones at Kliware.
164 Benares, temples on platforms at Indore State Ghat.
165 Benares, Pancaganga Ghat with small cells.
166 Benares, Jatara Ghat.
167 Pandharpur, pilgrims visiting the temples in the river by boat.
168 Pandharpur, temples and pavilions on platforms in the river bed.
169 Benares, shrine in the side of a ^/wZ-platform just south of Manikamika Ghat.
170 Benares, bastion-platform continuing behind as a wall at Rana Man Ghat.
171, 172 row of platforms with short bridges at Mir Ghat (Benares), and modem
imitations at Hari-kl-Pain Ghat (Hardwar).
173 Mathura, bastion with bridge south of Bahgali Ghat.
174 Vrindavan, a more playful version of bridge and bastion at Kesi Ghat,
175 Vrindavan, bridges each leading to two platforms with pavilions at Kaliya Ghat.
176 Mathura, platform with bridge entirely covered by a temple with porch.
177 Benares, large platform with bastions carrying a temple at Vacdharaj Ghat.
178 Benares, bastion towers at recessing building blocks at Lalita Ghat.
179 Benares, Gahgamahal Ghat and Bhomsala Ghat.
180 Benares, bastion-like elements in the fagades of Digpatiya and Rana Man Ghats.
181 Benares, emphasis on the vertical in the Brij Rama Palace at Rana Man Ghat.
182 Pushkar, bastion-like elements in the fagades at the lake.
7183 Bithur, Brahma Ghat with long flying walkway.
184 Pushkar, two bridges run parallel to the ghat
185 Benares, Gauri Kunda next to the Ganges at Kedar Ghat.
186 Benares, Manikamika Kunda at Manikamika Ghat.
187 Ujjain, Siva temple with basin at Ram Ghat.
188 Kankroli, deep well-tank built into a platform protruding into Rajasamand Lake.
189 Sahasradha, a basin for safer bathing was built into the forthfiil river.
190 Dakshinkali, water spouts for purification rituals.
191 Dhulikhel, tanks and spouts next to the mountain rivulet at the Gaukaresvara 
Mandir.
192 Pushkar, basins constructed in Puskar Lake.
193 Pushkar, basin in the south of the dried up Puskar Lake.
194 Datia, small compartments built into the lake at the cenotaphs of the local rulers.
195 Hardwar, Brahma Kunda and island with clock tower.
196 Nasik, Ram Kunda, a small protected part of the Godavari.
197 Nasik, concrete bridges create basins and provide more space for bathing.
198 Amarkantak, three compartments dam the Narmada at its source.
199 Ujjain, Sipra River divided into compartments in front of the Kaliyadeh Mahal.
200 Ujjain, compartments with islands and pavilions in the Sipra.
201 Benares, at high water level the roof of the Sri Motilal Vora Temple becomes a 
'floating ghat.
202 Pandharpur, square pyramidal block of ghats in the middle of the river.
203 Besnagar, a row of three ghat-b\ocks parallel to an old bridge.
204 Benares, prominent ghats at Janaki Ghat.
205 Pushkar, narrow lanes cut deeply into the houses along the ghat
206 Benares, in front of Chet Singh's Palace the steps are raised above the ghat
207 Badami, pronounced steps in front of the Yellama Temple.
208 Benares, steps fan out into a wide triangle at Rana Man Ghat.
209 Benares, two fan-staircases at Pancaganga Ghat.
210 Benares, monumental ramps at Jaina Ghat.
211 Pashupatinath, monumental steps opposite the Pasupathi Temple.
212 Pashupatinath, steep steps lead up to the Pasupathi Temple.
213 Kalahasti, gopura facing the river. The houses in front are modem constructions.
214 Kankroli, Rajasamand Lake with a row of toranas facing the lake.
215 Mathura, at Visram Ghat five gateways were set up between a temple and the
river.
216 Gangotri, triple gateway facing the Ganges at the Ganga Mandir.
217 Nagda, triple torana on a platform protruding into the lake at the Sas-Bahu 
Temples.
218 Govardhan, symbolic gateway facing the Mansiganga.
219 Ajmer, triple gateway facing the water of Ana Sagar Lake (E.B. Moynihan, 
1980, p. 116).
220 Pushkar, alleyways with bridges connect the town with the ghats.
221 Dwarka, gateway-mandapa at the Rukmini Temple.
Chapter 4: TANKS
222 Ahmedabad, Kankariya Tank with sluice.
223 Sarkej, elaborately carved sluice of the tank at the Sarkej Rauza.
224 Patan, the circular Rudra Kupa.
225 Hardwar, octagonal Bhlmgoda Talao with central Nandi figure.
226 Calcutta, tank of the baroque £italnatha Temple.
227 Chitorgarh, the irregularly shaped Gomukh Kund.
228 Goindwal, Sikh walk-through ablution basin at the steps leading up to the 
gurdwara.
229 Polonnaruva, Buddhist walk-through basin at the stairs to the Vatadage 
Complex.
230 Ajmer, small ablution basin with a colonnade on four sides.
231 Mamallapuram, Hindu walk-through basin in front of the Varaha Cave Temple.
232 Ujjain, walk-through basin in the complex of the Mahakalesvara Temple.
233 Ajmer, a second ablution tank in the Dargah is completely roofed over.
234 Dholka, a large platform was built into the ablution tank of the Jami Masjid.
235 Fatehpur Sikri, a well provides access to the sacred tank underneath the mosque 
courtyard.
236 Pandua, tank of the Ban Dargah.
237 Amritsar, bathing tank of the Babeksa Gurdwara.
238 Kumbakonam, the Mahamakham bathing tank.
239 Benares, the large tank in front of the Durga Temple.
240 Madurai, float festival on the Teppakulam (photo C.P.C. Branfoot).
241 Vrindavan, ceremonial float in the Gajendra Muks Kunda of the Sri Ranganatha 
Temple.
242 Govardhan, lights are placed around the Mansiganga at night (D. Anand, 1992, 
p. 132).
243 Tiruvellarai, Vasanta Mandapa.
244 Madurai, Pudu Mandapa with pyramidal steps.
245 Dig, Kesav Bhavan.
246 Bundi, the City Palace overlooking the Naval Sagar.
247 Calcutta, Victoria Memorial Hall surrounded by tanks.








































Delhi, plain storage tank in the Dargah of Qutb-Sahib.
Tiruvellarai, at the bottom of the tank is a well with a pulley mechanism. 
Lakkundi, temple material was reused for the construction of the reservoir. 
Aihole, deep tank in front of the Durga Temple.
Aihole, deep tank in front of the Huchimalligudi.
Aihole, carved panels in the tank of the Huchimalligudi.
Sudi, Nagagonda Kunda with long access steps (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
Sudi, wall section of the Nagagonda Kunda (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi). 
Chitorgarh, Bhlm Kothi Tank.
Belur, small visnu-pada tank-temple on the terrace of the Cenna Kesava Temple. 
Gokameshvara, visnu-pada basin of the Gokama Mahadev Temple.
Gaya, the inner sanctuary of the Visnupada Temple with the pada in a small 
basin.
Ghumli, linga tank-temple next to the Salesvar Mahadev Talao.
Balaju, large tank-temple with image of JalaSayana Harihara.
Tanjore, pranali with conch playing gana at the Brhadisvara Temple 
Benares, Kuruksetra Kund with half octagonal platforms.
Rewari, Bharat Talao with hollow octagonal bastion platforms.
Rewari, Bharat Talao with arched inlet channel.
Raipur, Amba Talao with four platforms topped by small temples.
Tiravarur, large platform in the Kamalaya Tank.
Govardhan, Kusum-van Sarovar.
Dig, Kesav Bhavan.
Dig, long hollowed out platforms in the Gopal Sagar.
Alwar, Sagar Tank.
Alwar, three-storied platforms in the Sagar Tank.
Gwalior, Tal Bija Tank with Ramlila platform.
Tiruvannamalai, Agni Tirtha with short bridge and island.
Puri, Narendra Tank.
Kurukshetra, Brahma Sarovar with Sri Sarvesvara Mandir.
Gwalior, Suraj Kund.
Taleshvar, tank of the Tilasvam Mahadev Temple.
Dholka, the circular Niyai Malao Talao with bridge and island.
Delhi, Hauz-i-ShamsI.
Udipi, Krsna Temple tank (photo N.H.M. Chancellor)
Kathmandu, Rani Pokhari with bridge and temple on island.
Sasaram, Sher Shah Sur's tomb.
Sonagiri, Mahavira Meru Temple in a small tank reached by a bridge.
Pavapuri, Jalamandir.
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287 Nala, Karunamaya Temple.
288 Anuradhapura, the island in the tank of the Issurumuniya Vihara.
289 Colombo, Sima Malaka Temple.
290 Amritsar, the Golden Temple.
291 Pattadakal, small tank with pillar in front of the Candra Sekhara Temple.
292 Gwalior, Jain manastambha in the Ek-khambha Tal.
293 Guruvayur, central image of Krsna in the temple tank.
294 Bhaktapur, pokhariwith a pillar topped by a seated Siva image.
295 Kathmandu, central nagakasiha in the Nagpokhari.
296 Bhaktapur, snake pole in the Sundhara in the royal palace.
297 Madurai, Golden Lily Tank.
298 Sravanabelgola, Kalyan Tank with central fountain and gopura.
299 Gwalior, Katora Tal.
300 Amritsar, Kaulsar Tank with Baba Atal Tower.
301 Tam Taran, bathing tank with minaret-like tower.
302 Banasankari, high tower next to the temple tank.
303 Vaisali, Makata Hrda bathing tank with Asokan column and stupa at Kolhua.
304 Kanchipuram, tank of the Ekambaresvaranatha Temple with pavilion.
305 Tirupati, festival tank of the Govindaraja Temple.
306 Srirangam, tank of the Jambukesvara Temple with pavilion.
307 Suchindram, festival pavilion in the temple tank.
308 Kanchipuram, tank of the Varadaraja Temple.
309 Kumbakonam, the porch of the Sarangapani Temple goes over into the tank.
310 Tirunelveli, a porch connects a temple on the side with the teppakulam.
311 Madras, pavilion with pyramidal substructure in the Kapalesvara Temple tank.
312 Madias, Parthasarathi Temple tank with pavilion.
313 Kumbakonam, pavilion in the festival tank of the Sarangapani Temple.
314 Madurai, Teppakulam with large pavilion on an island.
315 Mahakuta, small pavilion with linga in the complex of the Mallikarjuna Temple.
316 Gangotri, miniature Bhagirathi Temple set into a small water basin in a pavilion.
317 Mamallapuram, small tank with shrine behind the Shore Temple.
318 Amarkantak, Narmada Tank.
319 Badoli, sikhara temple in the centre of a tank.
320 Raigarh, Temple of Jagadisvara set in a courtyard which could be flooded.
321 Bundi, Varuna Temple in the Naval Sagar.
322 Patan, Siva Water Temple at the Sahasra Linga Tank.
323 Darasuram, shallow water basins with lamp holders at the Airavatesvara 
Temple.
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324 Ettumanur, Mahadeva Temple with water channel around the second prakara 
wall.
325 Colombo, the stupa at the Kelaniya Vihara is surrounded by a narrow water 
channel.
326 Darasuram, Amman Temple 'floating on water' after a heavy downpour (photo 
C.P.C. Branfoot).
327 Viramgam, Manasarovar.
328 Ittagi, steps leading up to the Mahadeva Temple.
329 Raipur, steps leading up to the Kankali Devi Temple.
330 Rajgir, Makhdum Kund.
331 Chidambaram, a high wall surrounding the Siva Ganga Tank.
332 Srirangam, a colonnade provides a view into the tank of the Jambukesvara 
Temple.
333 Aihole, a torana leads to the tank of the Yeniargudi.
334 Puri, a gateway faces the tank of the Markandesvara Temple.
335 Radhakund, two gateways on the causeway dividing Radha and Syam Kund.
336 Timvarur, Kamalaya Tank with island, temple and gopura.
337 Kandy, and island with gateway and platform used for temple festivals.
338 Tirupati, Kapalesvara Tirtha.
339 Bijapur, Taj Bavli
340 Srirangam, Candra Puskarini.
341 Raichur, Khas and Am Talao.
342 Bhubaneshwar, tank of the Uttaresvara Temple next to the Bindu Sagar.
343 Kathmandu, the Narayan Hiti.
344 Kalinjar, the Budda-Buddi twin tanks.
345 Taleshvar, water basin in the island in the centre of the tank.
346 Madurai, small basin in the Golden Lily Tank.




348 Vanthali, Surya Kund (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
349 Bhubaneshwar, kunda of the Ramesvara Temple with water pump in the well 
shaft.
350 Kanchipuram, Mahgala Tlrtham of the Ekambaresvara Temple.
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351 Bhinmal, Dade-li-Vav. A five-storeyed pavilion leads from the kunda to the well 
shaft (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
352 Kathmandu, mandala-shaped Sundhara.
353 Patan (Nepal), dhara in the south of town.
354 Polonnaruva, Kumara Pokuna with central lotus platform.
355 Polonnaruva, Lotus Pool.
356 Bhaktapur, Palikhyah HitL
357, 358 Dwarka, Bralmia-jl-ka Kund with small Brahma shrine.
359 Delhi, Suraj Kund.
360 Chitorgarh, Kukadesvara Kund.
361 Mathura, Potara Kund.
362 Nandi, Amrt Sarovar.
363 Bijolia, MandakinI Kund.
364 Abaneri, pyramidal step formations in the Chanda BaorL
365 Modhera, Surya Kund with double sets of triangular steps.
366 Aliar, small kunda in the complex of the cenotaphs.
367 Bishnupur, Madana-Mohana Temple with kunda.
368 Roda, western wall in the Roda Kund.
369 Shihor, Brahma Kund (photo B. Breitkopf).
370 Kapadvanj, Kapadvanj Kund with niches and pavilions.
371 Vijayanagara, ’Ritual Bath’.
372 Trimbak, fan-shaped steps in the kunda of the Trymbakesvara Temple.
373 Tiruvannamalai, Yama Tirtha.
374 Mandu, Ujala Baori with watch tower for royal guards.
375 Patan (Nepal), Manga Hit! with large tiers and narrow stairs of small steps.
376 Nagarjunakonda, large kunda of the Asvamedha Complex.
377 Belur, pranali-kunda in the complex of the Cenna Kesava Temple.
378 Vijayanagara, kunda near the Ramacandra Temple.
379 Modhera, Surya Kund.
380 Dedadara, 'Old Kunda’ (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
381 Roda, Kunda.
382 Mandu, large well with well-head and pulley on top of a risalit.
383 Vasantgarh, kunda with two risalits and a Persian wheel between (photo 
A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
384 Mandu, large well near the Hindola Mahal.
385 Mandu, Ujala BaorL
386 Bundi, Nagar Kunda.
387 Bundi, small kunda in the garden of the Citra Mahal.
388 Kamalapuram, Kunda.
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389, 390 Kamalapuram, elaborately carved risalit in the Kunda.
391 Eklingji, kunda with hollow risalit.
392 Patan (Nepal), kunda in the garden of the royal palace.
393 Amber, Panna Miyam Kund.
394 Bundi, Sabima-dha-ka Kunda.
395 Bijolia, Mandakini Kund, view from north-west (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
396 Bijolia, Mandakini Kund at high water level.
397 Vijayanagara, kunda near the ’Underground Temple’.
-398 Bundi, Jaipuriya Kunda with open apartment in the south side.
399 Golconda, kunda in the complex of the Qutb Shahi Tombs.
400 Golconda, Qutb Shahi Tomb Kunda, northern side.
401 Osian, Kunda.
402 Abaneri, Chanda BaorL
403 Abaneri, funnel-shaped kunda basin with colonnade.
404 Ittagi, kunda behind the Mahadeva Temple.
405 Ittagi, view of kunda from south.
406 Lakkmidi, Kunda at the Manikesvara Temple.
407 Halebid, kunda of the Jain Basti.
408 Halebid, earlier photographs of the Jain Basti Kunda by Verardi 
(G. Verardi, 1980, plate VI).
409 Lakkundi, basin of the kunda in front of the Manikesvara Temple.
410 Kukknur, kunda in the Navalinga Complex.
411 Benares, tapering ends of the LaksmI Kund.
412 Anuradhapura, Twin Pools.
413 Nandi village, kunda in the Bhoganandlsvara Temple (photo C.P.C. Branfoot).
414 Ajmer, Jhalra Kunda in the Dargah.
415 Patan (Nepal), dhara in the south-east of town.
416 Patan (Nepal), Manga Hit! with three water spouts.
417 Patan (Nepal), royal bath.
418 Humcha, kunda near the Sule Basti (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
419 Polonnaruva, crocodile spouts in the Kumara Pokuna.
420 Trimbak, we\\-kunda at the Kusavart Tirtha.
421 Benares, Lolarka Kunda.
422 Umta, Kunda-vav, view from north-west (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
423 Uinta, kunda basin of the Kunda-vav (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
424 Ellora, the Visvanatha Kunda has a bastion platform in each of its four comers.
425 Amber, Panna Miyam Kund with pavilions at the outer comers of the terrace.
426 Bijapur, kunda in the Ibrahim Rauza.
427 Kanchipuram, kunda of the KamaksI Temple.
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428 Patan (Nepal), kunda with two pads.
429 Ahar, 'Later Kunda' with island and pavilion (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
430 Belur, kunda of the Cenna Kesava Temple.
431 Huligere, kunda with shrines (G. Verardi, 1980, Plate I).
432 Ellora, the eight small temples in the Visvanatha Kunda.
433 Modhera, shrines and temples integrated into the sides of the Surya Kunda.
434 Chitorgarh, friezes which are only visible from the water of the kunda.
435 Anuradhapura, Twin Pools from north-western comer.
436 Kapadvanj, torana on the eastern side of the kunda.
437 Modhera, Surya Kunda with steps leading up to the temple.
438 Vasantgarh, western side of the kunda with gateway-pavilion (photo 
A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
439 Vrindavan, Gajendra Muks Tirtha with four gateway-pavilions.
440 Belur, enclosed gate-house of the kunda of the Cenna Kesava Temple.
441, 442 Tiruvannamalai, lion gateways leading to the waters of Simlia Tirtha No. 2 
and 1.
443 Chitorgarh, Khatan Baoli with prominent steps leading up to the small temple.
444 Jaipur, kunda-\ike steps surround the courtyard of the Jawahar Kala Kendra.
445 Colombo, kunda-like fountain at the Kelani Temple.
Chapter 6: WELLS
446 Visavada, hero stones next to the Jnan Vav.
447 Patan (Nepal), simple draw well on a city square.
448 Chidambaram, draw well with pulley mechanism in the Nataraja Temple 
complex.
449 Adavad, draw well typical of southern Maharashtra.
450 Raipur, draw well in the compound of the Ramacandra Temple.
451 Bundi, draw well with raised platform.
452 Sirol, draw well in raised platform with cattle troughs and shrine.
453 Ghumli, Babuke Vav with cattle trough and irrigation channel.
454 Khajuraho, draw well with Persian wheel in the fields.
455 Benares, three-storeyed Yupa Sarovar.
456 Konarak, draw well with low parapet wall at the Surya Temple.
457 Adalaj, stepwell with basin for washing and bathing (well shaft visible in 
background).
458 Kapadvanj, Batris Kotha Vav with pyramidal steps.
459 Patan, Rani Vav with parallel and lateral step formations.
460 Junagadh, Adi Kadi Vav.
461 Lakkundi, stepwell.
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462 Malpannagudi, small stepwell.
463 Fatehpur Sikri, Jhalra stepwell at the Buland Darvaza.
464 Khajuraho, stepwell north-east of the Kandariya Mahadeva Temple.
465 Ahar, small stepwell at the cenotaphs.
466 Delhi, Gandhak-ki Baoli.
467 Delhi, Ugrasen-kl Baoli.
468 Sirol, Baoli of Bir Singh Deo.
469 Delhi, Rajon-ki-Bain.
470 Jaipur, Purana-Ghat-Kanya Stepwell.
471 Tiruvellarai, the square basin of the Swastika Well.
472 Tiruvellarai, the swastika-shaped steps leading to the basin of the Swastika Well.
473 Nagaka Gau, Nadir-ki Vav.
474 Nagaka Gau, Nadir-ki Vav in raised platform.
475, 476 Fatehpur Sikri, Shah Quli's Baoli with galleries surrounding the well shaft 
and the stepped corridor.
477 Patan, Rani Vav with kutasto stabilise the side walls.
478 Modhera, Vav with built in pavilions.
479 Ghiunli, Vikia Vav.
480 Uvarsad, stepwell secured by a framework of lintels and beams (top left).
481 Uvarsad, the brick walls were plastered and painted (top right).
482 Baroda, Navalakhi Vav with pavilions and intermediate framework.
483 Ahmedabad, view through the pavilions in the Dada Harir Vav (top left).
484 Adalaj, Ruda Vav (top right).
485 Bundi, Rani-ji-ki Baoli.
486 Isanpur, Jethabhai Vav with true arch.
487 Vanthali, Khingar Vav (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
488 Nagaka Gau, Nadir-ki Vav.
489 Patan, Queen’s Stepwell,
490 Patan, Queen's Stepwell seen from well shaft.
491 Ahmedabad, Dada Harir Vav. The pavilions are level with the surrounding 
ground.
492 Ahmedabad, Mata Bhavani Vav. The pavilions protrude above ground level.
493 Ahmedabad, Dada Harir Vav with entrance pavilion and small chatrts over
ground (bottom left).
494 Bundi, Rani-ji-ki Baoli with chains above ground level.
495 Ghumli, the upper level of the pavilions in the Vikia Vav.
496 Visavada, Jnan Vav with pyramidal pavilions.
497 Agra, covered stepwell with enhance steps (foreground) and circular well shaft 
(rear left).
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498 Goindwal, Baoli Sahib Gurdwara with pavilions over the entrance and the well 
shaft.
499 Gangaikondacholapuram, Simhakinaru covered well.
500 Surapura (Bhavnagar), simple spiral well (photo B. Breitkopf).
501 Gwalior, Assi Khambha spiral-well.
502 Mandu, Champa Baori.
503 Delhi, Circular Baoli in Firuz Shah Kotla.
504 Mehmudabad, Bhamaria spiral-well.
505 Melunudabad, subterranean rooms in the Bhamaria well.
506 Mandu, Andheri Baori.
507 Fatehpur Sikri, Sangin Baoli with apartments above ground level.
508 Fatehpur Sikri, apartments surrounding the well shaft in the Sangin Baoli.
509 Fatehpur Sikri, spiral staircase in the Sangin Baoli (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
510 Amritsar, draw well with roof and popular prints near the Guru-ka Mahal.
511 Patan (Nepal), well with adjacent shrine of Avalokitesvara.
512 Benares, Dharma Kupa surrounded by miniature temples.
513 Adalaj, Ruda Vav.
514 Adalaj, vegetal ornamentation in the Ruda Vav.
515 Visavada, Jnan Vav with niches containing religious images.
516 Lakkundi, open stepwell with four-storeyed shrines flanking the stepped 
corridor.
517 Modhera, stepwell with shrine above the stepped corridor.
518 Sirwal, Vapi no. 2 with small shrine constructed over the steps.
519 Benares, Jnana-Vapi Kup.
520 Benares, linga made of flower petals in the Jnana-Vapi Kup.
521 Ahar, goddess figure in the well shaft of the Vav at the cenotaphs.
522 Ellora, images of Siva and Parvati in the well shaft.
523 Adalaj, well shaft of the Ruda Vav with several shrines set one above the other.
524 Ahmedabad, vegetal ornamentation in the well shaft of the Dada Harir Vav.
525 Ahmedabad, Mata Bhavani Vav with small temple built into the well shaft.
526 Ahmedabad, the shrine doors in the well shaft of the Mata Bhavani Vav.
527 Ghanerao, Dhauli Vav with pavilion built into the well shaft (photo 
A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
528 Ahmedabad, modem shrines and sculptures in the Mata Bhavani Vav.
529 Ahmedabad, instruments of the well-temple musicians in the Mata Bhavani Vav.
530 Ahmedabad, angana of the Mata Bhavani Vav.
531 Bhubaneshwar, Marici Kunda well to the right of the Muktesvara Temple.
532 Bhubaneshwar, carved entrance to the Marici Kunda well.
533 Menal, Balaj Kuam shaped like a subsidiary shrine.
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534 Srisailam, Mallikar Gundam well in the shape of a mandapa.
535 Srisailam, inner construction in the Mallikar Gundam well.
536 Bijolia, Bolanath Mandir containing a well in its cella.
537 Bijolia, linga inside the well of the Bolanath Mandir.
538 Bijolia, well in the Undesvara Mandir.
539 Trimbak, the source of the Godavari.
540 Amarkantak, Patalesvara well-temple.
541 Amarkantak, the source of the Son River in a modem concrete well.
542 Vidisha, BIja Mandal Baoli.
543 Khajuraho, well with doorway in the compound of the Jain temples (top left).
544 Vidisha, BIja Mandal Baoli with temple-like doorway (top right).
545 Bhubaneshwar, doorway leading to the well adjacent to the Gauri Temple.
546 Ahmedabad, modem triple torana leading to the Mata Bhavani Vav.
547 Adavad, HathI Baoli with monumental gateway.
548 Adalaj, gateway towers on either side of the entrance to the Ruda Vav.
549 Uvarsad, pratolis made of brick and plaster.
550 Kapadavanj, Vajinath Vav.
551 Baroda, Vidyadhara Vav (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
552 Sirol, Raja Bir Singh Deo's Baoli with high towers flanking the entrance.
553 Isanpur, domed entrance pavilion to the Jethabhai Vav.
554 Wadhwan, Ganga Vav with pyramidal roofs (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi)
555 Visavada, entrance pavilion to the Jnan Vav.
556 Gwalior, Assi Khambha with hall and large entrance porch.
557 Goindwal, entrance pavilion to the sacred well (smaller building in foreground).
Chapter 7: ORNAMENTAL POOLS
558 Anuradhapura, lotus flowers on the alter of the Mahabodhi Temple.
559 Sigiriya, the water gardens seen from top of the citadel.
560 Sigiriya, ancient fountains in the water garden (UNESCO, 1993, p. 124).
561 Lake Dal, gateway-bridge at the Nishat Bagh (S. Crowe & S. Haywood, 1972,
p. 114).
562 Lake Dal, Caslima Shahi Bagh with large free-standing gateway (S. Crowe &
S. Haywood, 1972, p. 141).
563 Achabal, arched gateway over the main water channel (G. Plumptre, 1993, 
p. 41).
564 Delhi, Humay tin's Tomb with narrow water channels.
565 Agra, narrow water channels in Babur's Ram Bagh (S. Crowe & S. Haywood, 
1972, p. 64).
566 Delhi, Hayat Bakhsh Bagh, Savan Pavilion with water channel.
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567 Agra, Taj Mahal with water garden.
568 Aurangabad, Bibi-ka- Maqbara.
569 Dig, garden palace of the Jats.
570 Jaipur, Sisodia Rani Mahal gardens.
571 Mysore, Brindavan Gardens (A.P. Iyer, 1936, between pp. 20 + 21).
572 Allhabad, Akbar's fort at the confluence.
573 Udaipur, City Palace at Lake Pichola.
574 Mandu, island with water structures in the Munj Talao.
575 Amber, island carrying the Mohan Ban in front of the fort.
576 Jaipur, Jal Mahal.
577 Amber, small pleasure palace on dam between two water reservoirs.
578 Chitorgarh, Padminl's Palace.
579 Udaipur, Jag Nivas.
580 Udaipur, Jag Mandir.
581 Gwalior, Hoi! Pool in an underground chamber of the Man Mandir.
582 Vemag, raft decorated with lights (N.Titley & F. Wood, 1991, p. 59).
583 Udaipur, the Gangaur boat procession (A. Topsfield, 1990, p. 23).
584 Orchha, plain pool in front of the throne platform used to moisten the air.
585 Warangal, pool inside the Kus Mahal.
586 Golconda, octagonal pool inside a palace building.
587 Udaipur, pool inside the Bar! Mahal.
588 Udaipur, pool inside the Candra Mahal.
589 Orchha, pool in the Raj Mahal.
590 Mandu, pool with pyramidal steps near the Kesar Kasturi Mahal.
591 Mandu, pool in Baz Bahadur's Palace.
592 Vijayanagara, royal tank near the Mahanavami Platform.
593 Mandu, small kunda near the hammams.
594 Mandu, large lotus pool on the island in the Munj Talao.
595 Mandu, upper lotus pool in the Jahaz Mahal.
596 Mandu, lower lotiis pool in the Jahaz Mahal.
597 Agra, central pool of the Anguri Bagh.
598 Mandu, comer decoration of the pool in front of the Kesar Kasturi Mahal.
599 Fatehpur Sikri, pool behind the Divan-i-Am.
600 Bundi, fluted pool in the courtyard of the Citra Mahal.
601 Agra, foliated pool at the Jahangir! Mahal.
602 Agra, foliated pool opposite the Samman Burj.
603 Agra, pool in the terrace of the Khas Mahal.
604 Agra, detail of the ornamentation of the Khas Mahal Pool.
605 Aurangabad, pool in the gar den of the Bibi-ka-Maqbara.
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606 Agra, positive and negative lotus shapes in the pool at the Jahangir! Mahal.
607 Aurangabad, detail of the lotus design in the garden pools.
608 Udaipur, lotus pool with complex design in the Jag Nivas (J. Lehrman, 1980, 
p. 185).
609 Udaipur, Amar Vilas.
610 Mandu, twin pools next to the Munj Talao.
611 Vijayanagara, the 'Great Bath’.
612 Vijayanagara, the 'Queen's Bath'.
613 Patan (Nepal), royal bath in the Sundari Cok.
614 Bhaktapur, royal bath with snake pole.
615 Fatehpur Sikri, Maryam-ka- Hauz, a roofed over bath.
616 Gingee, palace building containing a large bath.
617 Gingee, the ceiling construction over the bath.
618 Fatehpur Sikri, public hammam opposite the Buland Darvaza.
619 Mandu, circular chamber with water channels in a hammam.
620 Golconda, hammam near the entrance gate of the fort.
621 Golconda, Badshahi Hammam at the Qutb Shahi Tombs.
622 Golconda, the octagonal platform in the Badshahi Hammam.
623, 624 Delhi, interior of the royal hammam (photo A.I.I.S., Varanasi).
625 Polonnaruva, lotus platform in the Kumara Pokuna.
626 Fatehpur Sikri, Anup Talao.
627 Fatehpur Sikri, throne platform in the centre of the Anup Talao.
628 Amber Palace, star-shaped pool with platform and bridges.
629 Amber Palace, raised walkways and central pavilion in the zenana quarters.
630 Vijayanagara, Octagonal Bath with central platform.
631 Gingee, square platform in the Kalyan Mahal Tank (top left).
632 Udaipur, water pavilion in the Saheliyon-kl Ban (top right).
633 Bijapur, Jal Mahal.
634 Kumatgi, single-storeyed water pavilion.
635 Kumatgi, double-storeyed water pavilion.
636 Kumatgi, large water pavilion in the dammed reservoir.
637 Kumatgi, complex arrangement of pavilions and islands in pools.
638 Kumatgi, the outer and the inner basin with bridge.
639 Vijayanagara, platfonn of a decayed water palace.
640 Delhi, Hayat Bakhsh Bagh, Zafar's Pavilion.
641 Delhi, the Nahr-i-Bihisht in the Lai Qila.
642 Amber Palace, water chute.
643 Delhi, lotus bud fountain jet at Safdar Jang's Tomb.
644 Kandy, ablution fountain at the Temple of the Tooth.
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645 Anuradhapura, fountain (front left) at the Mirisavetiya Dagoba.
646 Calcutta, fountain of the Dada Gurudeva Temple.
647 Kandy, nineteenth-century public fountain.
648 Hyderabad, the fountain in the centre of the Car Kaman.
649 Patan (Nepal), fountain with central bust of Janga Bahadur Rana's wife.
650 Vijayanagara, octagonal fountain pavilion.
651 Golconda, fountain in the courtyard of the Rani Mahal.
652 Dig, swing in the shape of a torana facing the garden.
653 Delhi, fountain basin in the Rang Mahal of the Lai Qila.
654 Agra, carved fountain basin in the Samman Burj.
655 Bhaktapur, water spout of the royal bath.
656 Agra, cascade at the terrace of the Khas Mahal.
657 Amber, double cascade in the Mohan Bari.
658 Bijapur, cascade behind the dam of the Ram Ling Tank.
659 Agra, water chute in the apartment opposite the Samman Burj.
660 Aurangabad, chute in the garden of the BIbl-ka-Maqbara.
661 Ujjain, chute opposite the Kaliyadeh Mahal.
662 Mandu, Nllakanth Palace.
663 Mandu, water spiral at the Nllakanth Palace.
664 Mandu, water spirals on the roof terrace of the Jahaz Mahal.
665 Ujjain, water mazes between the river compartments.
666 Alwar, water game near the cenotaph of Maharaja Bakhtavar Singh.
667 Calcutta, water labyrinth at the Sltalnatha Jain Temple.
Chapter 8: CONCLUSION: THEMES AND CONTINUITIES IN 
SOUTH ASIAN WATER ARCHITECTURE 
668, 669 Kapadvanj, the Batris Kotha Vav has fallen into decay, and modem
buildings constructed along its edge obstruct access to the upper galleries.
670 Patan (Nepal), modem pumps and faucets in a traditional dhara\
671 Srisailam, modem pumps installed in the well shaft of the old kuiida.
672 Ghumli, the Jetha Vav is blocked and has filled up with water.
673 Bhaktapur, traditional dhara with blocked drainage.
674 Calcutta, Victoria Memorial Hall with water basins.
675 Jaipur, incorporation of water into modem architecture (Jawahar Kala Kendra).
676 Pune, the stepped courtyard in the Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics 
(H.U. Khan, 1995, p. 92).
677 Jaipur, the kimda-like courtyard in the Jawahar Kala Kendra.
678 Delhi, the tank-shaped amphitheatre in the National Crafts Museum (H.U. Khan, 
1995, p. 88)
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679 Bhopal, complex of the Bharat Bhavan with mandala-shaped fountain basins.
680 Jaipur, fountain in mandala shape in the Jawahar Kala Kendra.
681 Jaipur, basin in snake shape in the Jawahar Kala Kendra.
682 Delhi, basin with water spiral and head of Siva in the courtyard of the British 
Council (H.U. Khan, 1995, p. 90).
683 Mandu, modem water pumps resemble yonis surrounding lingas.
684 Calcutta, religious images protect a bridge at Babu Ghat.
685 Delhi, Baha’i Temple.
686 Ahmedabad, ’Sangath', B. Doshi's studio (W.J.R. Curtis, 1988, p. 121).
687 Dambulla, Kandalama Hotel (B.B. Taylor, 1995, title page)
688 Colombo, G. Bawa’s office surrounded by water (B.B. Taylor, 1995, p. 116-
117).
689 Ahungalla, Triton Hotel (B.B. Taylor, 1995, p. 141).
690 Kotte (Colombo), new Sri Lankan Parliamentary Complex (B.B. Taylor, 1995, 
p. 164).






Cave Temple No. 5. Varaha rescues Bhu Devi.
2 Budhanilkantha,
large scale scultpure of Visnu Narayana.
3 Mamallapuram,
Mahisamardini Cave Temple.
Kalinjar Fort, 5 Modhera,
Kot Tirth with panel of Visnu on Sesa. panel in the eastern shrine




worship of the holy Godavari 
at the Kusavart Tirtha.
9 Gokameshvara,
image of cow and calf near the river ghats.
6
Trimbak,
coconuts are offered to the sacred water 
of the KuSavart Tirtha.
S B f  /  ^
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8 Hardwar,
flower petals and lights are offered 
to the Ganges.
10 Khajuraho,
water pots filled with sprouting grain 
in the Yogini Temple.
25
11 Amritsar, churning of the cosmic ocean 12 Modhera, mithima scenes 
on a panel on Baba Atal Tower. in the Surya Kunda.
Nandi Fort,
goddess Lajja Gauri in the tank
of the Sri Yoganandisvara Svami Temple
14
Aihole,
Lajja Gauri in the tank of the 
Huchimalligudi (C. Radcliffe 
Bolon, 1992, p. 109).
15 Amarkantak, water is poured over a liiiga 
at the Narmada Tank.
16 Bijolia, brass pot suspended over the liiiga 






water dripping onto a liiiga.
19 Vijayanagara, liiigas carved onto
the boulders at the Tungabhadra River.









23 Trimbak, 24 Adavad, the sacred water issues out of the
fountain with four cow head spouts. head of a cow.
25 Achalgarh, Mandakini Kund. 26 Srisailam, at the bathing ghats.
28
27 Gomukh,
Ganga on her makara with Baghiratha 
in the background.
28 Gomukh,
shrine to Ganga Mata at 
the source of the Ganges.
Bhaktapur,
§iva stele in the centre of a pokhari.
6iva fountain in the Kalahastisvara Temple.
29
32 Mamallapuram,
storage basin above the frieze.
31 Mamallapuram,
the descent of the Ganges.
33
Allahabad,
the confluence of Ganges, Yamuna and Sarasvati.
30
Pushkar.





bathing of religious images 
and symbols.
36 Hardwar, bathing ceremonies 37 Benares, the greeting of the sun as part of
at Hari-ki-Pain Ghat. ceremonial washings.
38 Rameshvaram, ancestoral rituals 
involving the presence of a cow.
39 Prayag, bathing in the confluence 








40 Golconda, a small mosque constructed 
over a sacred spring.
41 Mandu, representation of the temple
at Pavapuri in the Jain Temple at Mandu.
42
Plants growing out of water 
pots symbolise fertility and 
growth. Vidisha, column 




small shrine near the 
Nyatapola Pagoda.
32
46 Halebid, vegetation originating from 47 Srisailam/Alampur, makara-torana
the mouth of a makara on a pranali. over a window in the
Samgamesvara Temple.
48 Menal, lotus ornamentation 
in the Balaj Kuam.
49 Pattadakal, central pillar with 
lotus design in a water tank.
50 Bijapur, lotus water spout in a tank 
at the Asal Mahal.
51 Bhaktapur, the lotus-shaped Palikhyah Hiti.
33
52 Badami, spiral ceiling of 
Cave Temple No. 1.
54 Tiruvannamalai, tank in the first
enclosure of the Arunacalesvara Temple.
56 Madurai, elaborate fish cavings 
in the Teppakulam.
53 Alampur, spiral ceiling closely related 
to snakes and the waters.
55 Vijayanagara, fish carvings in the kunda 
in front of the Ramacandra Temple.









large fish on the gopura 
of the Krsna Temple.
60 Guruvayur, fish carved on the gopura 61 Sravana Belgola, fish carvings adjacent
of the Krsna Temple. to the gopura on top of the hill.
62
Madurai,
fish carvings on the 
pillars around the 
SundareSvara Shrine.
63
The Pandyan emblem, 
not to be confused with 
the fish discussed above.
35
64 Sravana Belgola, fish carvings 65 Bhaktapur, amphibian animals on the
on the temple enlcosure wall. water spout in the royal bath.
66 Bhaktapur, frog and mythical animal on 
water spout.
67 Patan (Nepal), snake on water spout 
in dhara.
68 Brahmagiri, stone turtle at the source 
of the Godavari.
69 Pandharpur, brass turtle pointing 




turtle at the tank
of the Mahakalesvara Temple.
71
Chitorgarh, 
churning of the ocean 
on the back of kurma, 
Kalika Mata Temple.
72 Bhaktapur, turtle supporting a pillar 
on Dattatreya Square.
73 Ettumanur, turtle as foundation of a
dipa stambha in the Mahadeva Temple.
75 Kumbakonam, a wall of naga-kals lines 
the ghats at the Kaveri.
74 Kamalapuram, snake carving 








snake deity installed next to a 
tank (Government Museum).
78 Mihintale, the Nag Pokuna with multi- 79 Kathmandu, Nag Pokhari with central 




at the Buddhist stupa.
81
Anuradhapura, naga-kal 
at the Twin Pools.
38
82 Vijayanagara, elephant spout in a tank 
at the 'Hall of Justice'.
83 Belur, spout in elephant-shape at the tank 
of the Cenna Kesava Temple.
84 Madurai, crocodile sculpture on a 85 Konarak, pranali in the shape of a
water spout in the Teppakulam. crocodile at the MayadevI Temple.
86
Patan,
water spout in makara- 
shape with other animals 
emerging from its mouth 




Madurai, fierce water spout 
in the Hema Puskarini.
88, 89 Madurai, monstrous creatures as water spouts in the Teppakulam.
90
Bhaktapur, 




water spouts in the 
shape of birds.
40
92 Siddhpur, geese carvings in the 93 Chandragiri, hanisa carvings in one of
Bindu Sarovar. Mahal tanks.
94 Orchha, a painted stone in the 95 Shesh Narayan, an image of Surya
Betwa River is venerated as river god. submerged in the waters of a tank.
96
Kalinjar Fort, 
large image of 
Kal Bhairava ’emerging' 
from the waters of a tank.
97
Ellora,
image of Yamuna in 





images of the river goddesses 
Ganga and Yamuna flank the en­








image of Ganga in a small 
shrine near the Ganges.
102
Brahmagiri,
image of the goddess Godavari 
at the source of the river.
103
Patan (Nepal), 
large sculpture of Sarasvati 
in Chyasal Hiti.
42
104 Goddess Sarasvati with peacock. 105 Sarasvati on a goose.
43
108 Vidisha, image of Ganga on her makara 109 Patan (Nepal), tute-dhara painted
from the Bija Mandal Mandir. with images of Sarasvati and Yamuna.
110
Khware,
Visnu in his fish avatara.
I l l
Tirukkalukundram, 
Visnu as kiinna in the &ri 
VedagiriSvara Temple.
112 Chitorgarh, Varaha in the Chattran Talao.
44
113 Patan (Nepal), Visnu with attendants in a 114 Bhaktapur, Siva's trisulanext to a tiite-dhara 
local dhara. with water trough.
115 Patan (Nepal), §iva-linga in the centre 116 Patan (Nepal), Buddhist stupa in the centre
of the Konti Hiti. of the Misa Hiti.
118 Nala, Surya on his chariot in the dhara 
at the Bhagavati Temple.



















bathing and purification 















127 Benares, Assi Ghat,















ghat at the Kaveri.
132
Gaya,
























Balaji Ghat and 






140 Vrindavan, palaces at KeSi Ghat. 141 Pashupatinath, arcading and royal







ghat bays on the eastern 








146 Benares, octagonal bastion-platforms 147 Gaya, platforms in the shape of half an


















ocean ghats with 







one carrying a shrine.
153
Kathmandu, 




pilgrimage priest at 
work on his platform at 
Raja Ghat.
58
155 Benares, shrine in a platform at 156 Pashupatinath, siva-linga, Nandi, Visnu











Siva-lingas at Gay Ghat.
159
Benares,
lihga raised on triple 








161 Patan (Nepal), death stone at 162 Pushkar, small temple built over an
§amkhamula Ghat. image on the ghat.
163
Panauti,
















pilgrims visiting the temples in the river by boat.c n * r » w * n  m u  V IT H o m  d a m s*
168
Pandharpur, 
temples and pavilions 





shrine in the side of a 





continuing behind as a 
wall at Rana Man Ghat.
171, 172 
row of platforms with 
short bridges at Mir 
Ghat (Benares), and 










a more playful version of 




bridges each leading to 
two platforms with 
pavilions at Kaliya Ghat.
176
Mathura,
platform with bridge 
entirely covered by a 
temple with porch.
177 Benares, large platform with bastions 178 Benares, bastion towers at recessing
carrying a temple at Vacdharaj Ghat. building blocks at Lalita Ghat.
66
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179
Benares,




bastion-like elements in 
the fagades of Digpatiya 
and Rana Man Ghats.
181
Benares,
emphasis on the vertical 
in the Brij Rama Palace 




hastion-like elements in 
the fagades at the lake.
183
Bithur,











Gauri Kunda next to the 
Ganges at Kedar Ghat.
186
Benares,









deep well-tank built into 




a basin for safer bathing 










tanks and spouts next to 









basin in the south of the 




small compartments built 
into the lake at the ceno­
taphs of the local rulers.
195
Hardwar,
Brahma Kunda and is­
land with clock tower.
196
Nasik,
Ram Kunda, a small 





concrete bridges create 





the Narmada at its source.
199
Ujjain,
Sipra River divided into 





compartments with islands 
and pavilions in the Sipra.
202 Pandharpur, square pyramidal block of 
ghats in the middle of the river.
203 Besnagar, a row of three ghat-b\ocks 
parallel to an old bridge.
201 Benares, at high water level the roof of the 









narrow lanes cut deeply 




in front of Chet Singh's 
Palace the steps are 




pronounced steps in front 
of the Yellama Temple.
208
Benares,
steps fan out into a wide 









monumental ramps at 
Jaina Ghat.
211 Pashupatinath, monumental steps 
opposite the Pasupathi Temple.







gopiira facing the river. 




Rajasamand Lake with a 




at Visram Ghat five 
gateways were set up 





triple gateway facing the 




triple torana on a 
platform protruding into 









triple gateway facing the water of 
Ana Sagar Lake (E.B. Moynihan, 
1980, p. 116).
220 Pushkar, alleyways with bridges connect 
the town with the ghats.




































ablution basin at the 









small ablution basin 
with colonnade on four 
sides.
231 Mamallapuram, Hindu walk-through 
basin in front of the Varaha Cave 
Temple.
232 Ujjain, walk-through basin in the complex 
of the Mahakalesvara Temple.
233
Ajmer,
a second ablution tank 




231 Mamallapuram, Hindu walk-through 232 Ujjain, walk-through basin in the complex




a second ablution tank 





a large platform was 
built into the ablution 
tank of the Jami Masjid.
235
Fatehpur Sikri, 
a well provides access 
to the sacred tank 




























ceremonial float in the 
Gajendra Muks Kunda 




lights are placed around 
the Mansigariga at night 










the City Palace 








water tank in front of




plain storage tank in the 
Dargah of Qutb-Sahib.
250 Tiruvellarai, at the bottom of the tank is a 251 Lakkundi, temple material was reused for 

















Nagagonda Kunda with 














small visit u-pa da tank- 
temple on the terrace 





miniature tank-temple at 




the inner sanctuary of 
the Visnupada Temple 





linga tank-temple next 




large tank-temple with 





playing gana at the 
Brhadisvara Temple
95
264 Benares, Kuruksetra Kund with half 265 Rewari, Bharat Talao with hollow
octagonal platforms. octagonal bastion platforms.
266
Rewari,





Amba Talao with four 















long hollowed out 









in the Sagar Tank.
274
Gwalior,
























the circular Niyai Malao 






283 Kathmandu, Rani Pokhari 
temple on island
with bridge and








Mahavlra Meru Temple 























small tank with pillar in 
front of the Candra 
Sekhara Temple.
292 Gwalior, Jain manastambha in the Ek- 293 Guruvayur, central image of Krsna in the 




pokhariwith a pillar 
topped by a seated Siva 
image.
295 Kathmandu, central nagakastha in the 296 Bhaktapur, snake pole in the Sundhara in







Kalyan Tank with 








Kaulsar Tank with Baba 
Atal Tower.
301 Tam Taran, bathing tank with minaret- 302 Banasankari, high tower next to the 
like tower. temple tank.
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Makata Hrda bathing 
tank with Asokan 









festival tank of the 
Govindaraja Temple.
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307 Suchindram, festival pavilion in the 
temple tank.








Kumbakonam, the porch of the Sarangapani 
Temple goes over into the tank.
310
Tirunelveli, a porch connects a temple on 
the side with the teppakulam.
311 Madras, pavilion with pyramidal 312 Madras, Parthasarathi Temple tank with
substructure at the Kapalesvara Temple. pavilion.
313
Kumbakonam, 
pavilion in the festival 





Teppakujam with large 
pavilion on an island.
315
Mahakuta, 
small pavilion with 






Temple set into a small 





small tank with shrine 







tikhara temple in the 




Temple of Jagadisvara 








&iva Water Temple at 




shallow water basins with 




Mahadeva Temple with water 
channel around the second 
prakara wall.
325
Colombo, the stupa at the Kelaniya Vihara 




'floating on water' after 




















a high wall surrounding 
the Siva Ganga Tank.
332
Srirangam,
a colonnade provides a 





a torana leads to the 
tank of the Yeniargudi.
334
Puri,
a gateway faces the tank 




two gateways on the 
causeway dividing 









and island with gateway 


















tank of the Uttaresvara 













water basin in the island 
in the centre of the tank.
346 Madurai, small basin in the Golden Lily 
Tank.
347 Amarkantak, a smaller basin within the 
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kiinda of the Rained vara 
Temple with water pump 
in the well shaft.
350
Kanchipuram,






A five-storeyed pavilion 
leads from the kunda to 







































364 Abaneri, pyramidal step formations in the 365 Modhera, Surya Kund with double sets of 
Chanda Baori. triangular steps.
366
Ahar,
small kimda in the 
























fan-shaped steps in the 







374 Mandu, Ujala Baori with watch tower for 375 Patan (Nepal), Manga Hiti with large tiers 








pranali-kunda in the 
















382 Mandu, large well with well-head and 
pulley on top of a risalit.
383 Vasantgarh, kunda with two risalits and a 















small kunda in the garden 





Kamalapuram, elaborately carved risalit in the Kunda.
391
Eklingji,
















Mandakini Kund, view 













Jaipuriya Kunda with 




kunda in the complex of 
the Qutb Shahi Tombs.
400
Golconda,

















kunda behind the 
Mahadeva Temple.
405 Ittagi, view of kunda from south. 406 Lakkundi,




kunda of the Jain Basti.




basin of the kirnda in 
























dhara in the south-east 
of town.
416 Patan (Nepal), Manga Hit! with three 
water spouts.




kunda near the Sule 




























the Visvanatha Kunda 
has a bastion platform in 
each of its four comers.
425
Amber,
Panna Miyam Kund with 
pavilions at the outer 
comers of the terrace.
426
Bijapur,









kunda with two pads.
429
Ahar,
’Later Kunda’ with island 









kunda with shrines (G. 
Verardi, 1980, Plate I).
432
Ellora,





shrines and temples 
integrated into the sides 
of the Surya Kunda.
434
Chitorgarh, 
friezes which are only 




Twin Pools from north­
western comer.
153
436 Kapadvanj, torana on the eastern side of 437 Modhera, Surya Kunda with steps leading 
the kunda. up to the temple.
438
Vasantgarh,







Gajendra Muks Tlrtha 




enclosed gate-house of 




lion gateways leading to 
the waters of Simha 




Khatan Baoli with 
prominent steps leading 
up to the small temple.
444
Jaipur,
kunda-like steps surround 



















draw well with pulley 










draw well in the 









draw well in raised 




Babuke Vav with cattle 




draw well with Persian 






456 Konarak, draw well with low parapet 457 Adalaj, stepwell with basin for washing and




Batris Kotha Vav with 
pyramidal steps.
















stepwell north-east of the 
Kandariya Mahadeva 
Temple.



















the swastika-shaped steps 












Shah Quli's Baoli with 
galleries surrounding the 





Rani Vav with kutas to 
stabilise the side walls.
479 Ghunili, Vikia Vav478 Modhera, Vav with built in pavilions
168
480 Uvarsad, stepwell secured by a framework 
of lintels and beams (top left).
481 Uvarsad, the brick walls were plastered 
and painted (top right).
T
482 Baroda, Navalakhi Vav with pavilions 
and intermediate framework.
169
483 Ahmedabad, view through the pavilions in 
the Dada Harir Vav (top left).
484 Adalaj, Ruda Vav (top right).
485 Bundi, Rani-ji-ki Baoll.
170
486 Isanpur,




Vanthali, Khingar Vav (photo A.1.1.S., 
Varanasi).





490 Patan, Queen's Stepwell seen from 491 Ahmedabad, Dada Harir Vav.
the well shaft. The pavilions are level with the
surrounding ground.
172
492 Ahmedabad, Mata Bhavani Vav. The 
pavilions protrude above ground level.
493 Ahmedabad, Dada Harir Vav with 
entrance pavilion and small chatris over 
ground (bottom left).






the upper level of the 
pavilions in the Vikia Vav.
496
Visavada,




covered stepwell with en­
trance steps (foreground) 





Baoli Sahib Gurdwara 
with pavilions over the en­






simple spiral well 
(photo B. Breitkopf)-







Circular Baoli in Firiiz 
Shah Kotla.
176
505 Mehmudabad, subterranean rooms in the 506 Mandu,







Sangin Baoli with 
apartments above ground 
level.
508 Fatehpur Sikri, apartments surrounding the 
well shaft in the Sangin Baoli.
509 Fatehpur Sikri, spiral staircase in the 




draw well with roof and 














513 Adalaj, Ruda Vav. 514 Adalaj, vegetal ornamentation
in the Ruda Vav.
515
Visavada,




516 Lakkundi, open stepwell with four-storeyed 
shrines flanking the stepped corridor.
517 Modhera, stepwell with shrine above the
stepped corridor.
518 Sirwal, Vapi no. 2 with small shrine 





520 Benares, linga made of flower petals in the 521 Ahar, goddess figure in the well shaft of the 
Jnana-Vapi Kup. Vav at the cenotaphs.
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522 Ellora, 523 Adalaj, well shaft of the Ruda Vav with
images of &iva and Parvati in the well shaft. several shrines set one above the other.
524
Ahmedabad, 
vegetal ornamentation in 





Mata Bhavani Vav with 




the shrine doors in the 




Dhauli Vav with pavilion 





modem shrines and 
sculptures in the Mata 
Bhavani Vav.
529 Ahmedabad, instruments of the well- 530 Ahmedabad,




Marici Kunda well to the 













Mallikar Gundam well in 
the shape of a mandapa.
535
Srisailam,










lihga inside the well of the 
Bolanath Mandir.







the source of the Son River
in a modem concrete well.
542
Vidisha,




i - ’ ■: **5<
543 Khajuraho, well with doorway in the 
compound of the Jain temples (top left).
544 Vidisha, Bija Mandal Baoli with temple-like 
doorway (top right).
545 Bhubaneshwar, doorway leading to the well 





modem triple torana 








gateway towers on either 

















Raja Bir Singh Deo's Baoli 
with high towers flanking 
the entrance.
553 Isanpur,
domed entrance pavilion to the 
Jethabhai Vav.
554 Wadhwan,









Assi Khambha with hall 
and large entrance porch.
557
Goindwal,
entrance pavilion to the 







lotus flowers on the alter
of the Mahabodhi Temple.
560 Sigiriya, ancient fountains 
559 Sigiriya, the water gardens seen from top in the water garden (UNESCO,
of the citadel. 1993, p. 124).
196
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561
Lake Dal,
gateway-bridge at the 
Nishat Bagh




Cashma Shahi Bagh with 
large free-standing 
gateway (S. Crowe & S. 
Haywood, 1972, p. 141).
563
Achabal,
arched gateway over the 
main water channel (G. 
Plumptre, 1993, p. 41).
197
564 Delhi, Humayun's Tomb with narrow 
water channels.
r
565 Agra, narrow water channels in Babur's 















garden palace of the Jats.
570
Jaipur,





(A.P. Iyer, 1936, between












island with water 





island carrying the Mohan 






small pleasure palace on 













581 Gwalior, Holi Pool in an underground 582 Vemag, raft decorated with lights 
chamber of the Man Mandir. (N.Titley & F. Wood, 1991, p. 59).
8  583 
y  Udaipur,
E the Garigaur boat
procession (A. Topsfield, 




plain pool in front of the 
throne platform used to 
moisten the air.




pool inside the Bari Mahal.
588
Udaipur,









pool with pyramidal steps 

















large lotus pool on the 
island in the Munj Talao.
595
Mandu,













comer decoration of the 
pool in front of the Kesar 
Kasturi Mahal.
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pool behind the 
Divan-i-Am.





foliated pool opposite the 
Samman Burj.




detail of the ornamentation 








positive and negative lotus 











1 : . lotus pool with complex 
;; ; x • design in the Jag Nivas


























a roofed over bath.









circular chamber with 




hammam near the entrance 
gate of the fort.
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621 Golconda, Badshahl Hammam at the 622 Golconda, the octagonal platform in the
Qutb Shahi Tombs. Badshahl Hammam.












throne platform in the 








raised walkways and 









Gingee, square platform in the Kalyan Mahal 
Tank (top left).
Udaipur, water pavilion in the Saheliyon-ki 
Ban (top right).











complex arrangement of 




the outer and the inner 
basin with bridge.
639
Vijayanagara, platform of 




Hay at Bakhsh Bagh, 
Zafar's Pavilion.
641 Delhi, the Nahr-i-Bihisht in the Lai Qila. 642 Aniber Palace, water chute.
222
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the fountain in the centre 




fountain with central bust 








fountain in the courtyard 




swing in the shape of a 
torana facing the garden.
653
Delhi,
fountain basin in the Rang 
Mahal of the Lai Qila.
654
Agra,













double cascade in the 
Mohan Ban.
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658 Bijapur, cascade behind the dam of the 659 Agra, water chute in the apartment opposite 
Ram Ling Tank. the Samman Burj.












water spirals on the roof 








water game near the 




water labyrinth at the 
&italnatha Jain Temple.
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Chapter 8: CONCLUSION: 
THEMES AND CONTINUITIES IN 
SOUTH ASIAN WATER ARCHITECTURE
231
668, 669 Kapadvanj, the Batris Kotha Vav has fallen into decay, and modem
buildings constructed along its edge obstruct access to the upper galleries.
670
Patan (Nepal), 
modem pumps and faucets 





modem pumps installed 




'*^5 the Jetha Vav is blocked 













the stepped courtyard in 
the Centre for Astronomy 
and Astrophysics (H.U. 
Khan, 1995, p. 92).
675
Jaipur,
incorporation of water 





the kwidaAikc courtyard in 




amphitheatre in the 
National Crafts Museum 
(H.U. Khan, 1995, p. 88)
679
Bhopal,
complex of the Bharat 





fountain in mandala 
shape in the Jawahar 
Kala Kendra.
681 Jaipur, basin in snake shape in the Jawahar 682 Delhi, basin with water spiral and head of 
Kala Kendra. Siva in the courtyard of the British Council










religious images protect a 







Ahmedabad, 'Sangath', B. 
Doshi's studio (W.J.R. 
Curtis, 1988, p. 121).
687
Dambulla,
Kandalama Hotel (B.B. 
Taylor, 1995, title page)
688
Colombo,
G. Bawa's office 
surrounded by water 









new Sri Lankan 
Parliamentary Complex 




Palace of Assembly with 
water basins by 
Le Corbusier.
